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four preamble carrier-sets is described here. For those 

skilled in the art, different values for the FFT size, the 

left and right guard band sizes, or the number of preamble 

carrier-sets may be used. 

5 [0048] In the case of four-sector configuration in which 

each cell contains four sectors, one way to generate 

preambles is to divide the entire 1024 subcarriers into four 

equal subset, arranged in an interlaced manner. 

Effectively, there are four preamble carrier-sets. The 

10 subcarriers are modulated, for example, using a level 

boosted Phase Shift Keying (PSK) modulation with a CAZAC 

sequence cyclically shifted with a code phase defined by 

IDcell and Segment, which are the base station identity. 

More specifically, the four preamble carrier-sets are 

15 defined using the following formula: 

PreambleCarrierSetm m+4*k ( 18) 

where PreambleCarrierSetm specifies all subcarriers 

20 allocated to the specific preamble, m is the number of the 

preamble carrier-set indexed as 0, 1, 2, or 3, and k is a 

running index. Each segment of a cell is assigned one of 

the four possible preamble carrier-sets in this particular 

example. 

25 [0049] To further illustrate, let the 1024-FFT OFDMA sampling 

rate be 20 MHz at the Nyquist rate. The basic preamble time-

domain syntbol rate is lOMHz. The frequency=domain components 

are composed of a Chu sequence described in Equations (1) and 

(2) of length 128 that is zero-inserted to length 512 by 

30 inserting CAZAC symbols one for every four frequency bins. In 

the following, it can be established that a time-domain CAZAC 

sequence at the symbol rate (lOMHz) introduces a CAZAC 

sequence in frequency domain after spectrum folding. Its 

frequency-domain CAZAC sequence can be computed using a 512-

35 FFT operation instead of a 1024-FET operation. 
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[0050] Let h = [h0 ,hl' ... ,h2L_1f be a time-domain waveform of 

length 2L at the Nyquist rate. Its spectral components can 

be computed using Equation (14) as follows: 

(19) 

where ~Lis the Fourier transform matrix of dimension 2Lx2L 

and gHL and gHu are lower and u~per portions of the 

frequency spectrum. When subsampling (i.e., down sampling) 

10 the waveform at the mobile station receiver at the symbol 

rate which is one half of the Nyquist rate, a spectrum 

folding in the frequency domain is introduced in the sampled 

signal at the mobile station. Let hE= [h0 ,h2 ,h4 , ... ,h2L_2f be the 

subsampled sequence of the even-numbered samples and 

15 h0 = [hph3,h5 , ... ,h2L_1f the odd-numbered samples. Define S to be 

the matrix operation that rearranges matrix columns into 

even and odd columns: 

(20) 

Therefore, 

20 

(21) 

[0051] When simplified, the following can be derived: 

25 b := _1_FH(gHL + gHU) = _l_FHg 
E Ji L 2 Ji L HE 

(22) 

( 23) 
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[0050] Let h=[hph,whu4f be a time—domain waveform of

length 2L at the Nyquist rate. Its spectral components can

be computed using Equation (14) as follows:

gh = V2117th : [gm]gI-IU

where ELis the Fourier transform matrix of dimension 2Lx2L

and gHL and gHU are lower and upper portions of the

frequency spectrum. When subsampling (i.e., down sampling)

the waveform at the mobile station receiver at the symbol

rate which is one half of the Nyquist rate, a spectrum

folding in the frequency domain is introduced in the sampled

signal at the mobile station. Let hE=[hphP v “hurflT be the

subsampled sequence of the even—numbered samples and

h0=[hvhphpnuhu4]r the odd—numbered samples. Define S to be

the matrix operation that rearranges matrix columns into

even and odd columns:

S = [‘30 e2 e2L—2 e1 e3 eZL—l] - (2 0)

Therefore,

hE 1 g
=S"h =—S"F” H‘ (21)[he] V 2L 2L gHU

[0051] When simplified, the following can be derived:

:72— 2 J

1 + 1
h. FITMF FZ’gHE (22>

1

FLHAa-(gHL —gHU)= fFlf-Igflfl
1

h:—

0 J2 2
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5 

where g~ and gH0 are spectral components of the even and 

odd sample sequences, and Ae==diag{l,t:,t:2
, ... t:L-l}, t:=exp(j;r/L). 

[0052] Equations (22) and (23) can be used to derive the 

following spectrum folding relationships: 

gHL(k) + gHU(k) 
2 

gHO(k):: ek(gHL (k)- gHu(k)) 
2 

( 2 4) 

(25) 

[0053] Equations (24) and (25) sum up the spectral folding 

10 phenomenon of the waveform subsampling of the downlink 

preamble signal at the mobile station. Hence, the 

subsampling is likely to introduce frequency folding, or 

spectrum aliasing. If the subsampling frequency is 

sufficiently low when sampling a received preamble sequence 

15 in time, the spectral components of the sampled signal 

overlap, resulting in the frequency folding. In some 

OFDM/OFDMA applications, this phenomenon is intentionally 

avoided in order to perfect the signal restoration. 

[0054] The spectral folding via sub-sampling at the mobile 

20 station receiver, however, may be advantageously used as a 

technique to recover the CAZAC property of a unfortunately 

truncated CAZAC sequence due to spectral filtering described 

above. This is in part based on the recognition that, if 

the coherent channel bandwidth is much smaller than the sub-

25 sampled signal bandwidth, there is little adverse effect to 

the preamble signals (not true for voice or data signals, 

however) . As an example, a 1/2 sub-sampling can be used to 

intentionally create a "folded" or "aliased" spectrum that 

is exactly the CAZAC sequence. By virtue of the time-

30 frequency duality property of a CAZAC sequence, the 

corresponding sequence in the time-domain is also a CAZAC 

sequence. Although the sub-sampled sequences maintain the 

desired CAZAC property, the non-sub-sampled (transmitted) 

15 
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where gHE and gHo are spectral components of the even and

odd sample sequences, and A£=dMgfl¢g£€u£b4}, £=eijn/L).

[0052] Equations can be used to derive the(22) (23)

following spectrum folding relationships:

and

inmn+gmrm
gHE(k)= om‘ "U (24)

2

k — k

gH0(k)=Ek(gHL( )ZgI-IU(

[0053] Equations (24) and (25) sum up the spectral folding

phenomenon of the waveform subsampling of the downlink

preamble signal at the mobile station. Hence, the

subsampling is likely to introduce frequency folding, or

spectrum aliasing. If the subsampling frequency is

sufficiently low when sampling a received preamble sequence

in time, the spectral components of the sampled signal

overlap, In some

OFDM/OFDMA applications,

resulting in the frequency folding.

this phenomenon is intentionally

avoided in order to perfect the signal restoration.

[0054]

station receiver,

The spectral folding via sub—sampling at the mobile

however, may be advantageously used as a

technique to recover the CAZAC property of a unfortunately

truncated CAZAC sequence due to spectral filtering described

above. This is in part based on the recognition that, if

the coherent channel bandwidth is much smaller than the sub—

sampled signal bandwidth, there is little adverse effect to

the preamble signals (not true for voice or data signals,

a 1/2

intentionally create a "folded" or "aliased" spectrum that

however). As an example, sub—sampling can be used to

By Virtue of the time-

the

is exactly the CAZAC sequence.

frequency duality property of a CAZAC sequence,

corresponding sequence in the time—domain is also a CAZAC

sequence. Although the sub-sampled sequences maintain the

desired CAZAC property, the non—sub-sampled (transmitted)

15
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sequences do not maintain the CAZAC property. For example, 

the PAPR is about 4.6 dB when the phase rotation shown in 

FIG. 1B is 8 = n/3. To achieve lower PAPR, the phase 8 can 

be adjusted to n/4. Although the "folded spectrum" is no 

5 longer an exact CAZAC sequence in the frequency domain, the 

resulting time domain waveform has a low PAPR of 3.0dB. 

[0055] This technique to preserve CAZAC sequence 

characteristics of the folded frequency spectrum in both 

frequency and time domains is now further described below. 

10 [0056] Following on the above example, the above described 

construction of the CAZAC sequence in FIGS. lA and lB is 

used to reconstruct the 1024 subcarriers using the 4:1 zero

inserted 512-element frequency-domain CAZAC sequence of a 

128-element Chu sequence such that, after the spectrum 

15 folding due to the down sampling at the mobile station 

receiver, the folded 512 spectral components form the 

frequency-domain CAZAC sequence of the Chu sequence. 

[0057] Let c~u denote the time-domain 512-element CAZAC 

sequence and its frequency-domain CAZAC sequence be denoted 

20 as gchu (512 elements) and expressed as 

{ 

.1rn2 

gchu(4n+k)= e'rn, n=0,1, ... ,127' 

0, othenvise 
(26) 

where k denotes the fixed preamble carrier-set. cchu and gchu 

form a time-frequency pair and their relationship is 

2 5 expressed as 

( 2 7) 

[0058j In IEEE P802.16e/D3, the 1024-FFT OFDMA has 86 guard 

30 subcarriers on the left-hand side and 87 on the right-hand 

side. The DC (direct current) subcarrier resides on index 
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512. The construction procedures of assembling gL and gR of 

the left- and right-hand sides 1024-FFT OFDMA preambles are 

g R (1 : 86) = g Chu (1 : 86) (28) 

gR(87: 425) = e-j;r
13 gchu(87: 425) (29) 

_ /'A""'£'".~1""'\. 1\ g R \. '4-L.U : .J 1 L.) = V (30) 

gL(1:86)=0 (31) 

g L (87: 425) = ejtr/J g Chu (87: 425) (32) 

gL(426: 512) = gChu(426: 512) (33) 

10 In addition, if the DC component is not used, for example in 

IEEE 802.16 OFDMA system, then 

15 

20 

(34) 

The final reconstructed 1024-FFT frequency components of the 

preamble symbol is 

and its final reconstructed 1024 time-domain preamble 

sequence at Nyquist rate is 

c = IFFJ;024 ( q) . 

(35) 

(36) 

[0059] After spectrum folding due to subsampling at symbol 

rate in the time domain, the resulting folded frequency 

25 spectral components of even-numbered samples are, based on 

Equation (24), 

g(1: 512)- gL(l: 512) + gR(l: 512) (37) 

The overlapped area has the following relationship 

30 (38) 
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[0060] Equations (28)-(33) suggest that the CAZAC property is 

preserved. Note also that overlapped area of odd-numbered 

samples has the following relationship according to Equation 

(25): 

(39) 

Therefore, the reconstructed time sequence has the lowest PAPR 

for the even-numbered sampled sequences and very low PAPR for 

the odd-numbered sampled sequences that only slightly deviate 

10 from the exact CAZAC sequences due to the guard bands 

requirement. The nominal PAPR of the time-domain sub-sampled 

sequences is less than 3dB at all different code-phases. The 

frequency components of the reconstructed 1024-FFT in the 

preamble sequence have constant amplitudes and thus may be 

15 used to facilitate the channel estimation. 

[0061] In one implementation, fast cell searching can be 

performed as follows: The IDCell and Segment allocation to 

different sector are done via assigning different CAZAC code 

phases of cyclic shift of the gdu sequence and forming the 

20 time-domain sequence in the same manners described in 

Equations (28)-(36). 

[0062] FIG. 4 shows an example of the subcarrier 

allocations of the preamble sequence in segment 0. 

[0063] FIG. 5 shows the corresponding amplitude of the 

25 waveform in the time domain. Because the frequency-domain 

spectral components form a CAZAC sequence, a new sequence 

formed by cyclically shifting the sequence of the spectral 

components, in the time domain (subsampled) also forms a 

CAZAC sequence. Due to the well-defined zero-

30 autocorrelation properties, identifying code-phase and 

thereby identifying IDcell and segments can be made with 

optimal decision. The cyclic shifting of the order of 

different components in the PN sequence permits the MSS to 

retain one copy of the PN sequence without other shifted 

35 sequences. A simple look-up table may be used to provide 
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the relationships between all sequences based on the cyclic 

shifting and the corresponding base stations and the 

associated cell sectors. Therefore, the present technique 

enables fast cell searching. 

5 [0064] A CAZAC sequence has been used for channel sounding 

whereby the CIR (channel impulse response) can be uniquely 

determined because of the zero-autocorrelation property of 

the CAZAC sequence. In OFDMA or OFDM systems, we can use it 

not only to identify CIR but also to achieve fine timing 

10 synchronization whereby we can exclusively remove GI (guard 

interval) so as to minimize ISI. 

[0065] FIG. 6 shows the time waveform of the result of 

matched filtering of the near-CAZAC sequence (spaced by 

symbols) without channel distortion and FIG. 7 shows the 

15 result of matched filtering of the near-CAZAC sequence in a 

multipath fading environment. The waveforms are CIRs of the 

tested RF multipath environment. 

[0066] For a sensible and low-cost TCXO, the clock 

precision is usually about 5ppm for both the base station 

20 and the mobile station in some systems. At 10GHz the 

frequency offset becomes 50kHz. For a 11kHz FFT spacing it 

spans 5 subcarriers in both directions. 

[0067] The near-CAZAC sequence in the frequency domain can 

be used to simplify identification of peak positions of the 

25 cross-correlation. For example, for a sensible and low-cost 

TCXO, the clock precision is usually about Sppm (BS+SS) . At 

lOGHz carrler frequency the frequency offset becomes 50kHz. 

For an 11kHz FFT spacing it spans 5 subcarriers in both 

directions. We can assign code phase for different sectors 

30 that have different IDCells and segments by at least 10 code 

phase apart that accommodates ±5 subcarrier drifts due to 

large frequency offset, then we can easily perform frequency 

offset cancellation to within 11kHz. Further fine 

correction utilizes pilot channel tracking. 
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[0068] The PAPR of the current preamble design is 4.6dB. 

The PAPR can be further reduced by selecting different phase 

factor in Equations (29) and (32). For example, if we change 

the phase factor in Equations (29) and (32) from e~13 to 

5 e~ 14 as shown in Equations (40) and (41), then PAPR is 

reduced to 3.0dB by compromising the CAZAC performance. 

10 [0069] Only a few implementations are described. 

(40) 

(41) 

Modifications, variations and enhancements may be made based 

on what is described and illustrated here. 
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CLAIMS 

What is claimed is: 

1. A method for communications based on OFDM or OFDMA, 

comprising: 

5 selecting an initial CAZAC sequence; 

10 

modifying the initial CAZAC sequence to generate a 

modified sequence which has frequency guard bands; and 

using the modified sequence as part of a preamble of a 

downlink signal from a base station to a mobile station. 

2. The method as in claim 1, wherein the initial CAZAC 

sequence is a Chu sequence. 

3. The method as in claim 1, wherein the initial CAZAC 

15 sequence is a Frank-Zadoff sequence. 

4. The method as in claim 1, further comprising: 

using an order of frequency components of the preamble 

sequence to identify a base station transmitter; and 

20 using different orders of frequency components of the 

25 

30 

preamble sequence based on a cyclic shift of the orders of 

frequency components to identify different base station 

transmitter. 

5. The method as in claim 4, further comprising using 

different orders of frequency components of the preamble 

sequence based on a cyclic shift of the orders of frequency 

components to further identify different cells sectors in 

each cell of a base station. 

6. The method as in claim 1, wherein the modifying of 

the initial CAZAC sequence comprises: 

selecting frequency components in the initial CAZAC 

sequence to create the frequency guard bands; and 
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setting amplitudes of the selected frequency components 

in the initial CAZAC sequence to zero to create frequency 

guard bands. 

7. The method as in claim 6, wherein the modifying of 

the initial CAZAC sequence further comprises: 

adjusting a phase of a selected group of adjacent 

frequency components in the initial CAZAC sequence whose 

amplitudes are not changed. 

8. The method as in claim 1, further comprising: 

sub sampling the preamble at a mobile station receiver 

to create a frequency overlap and to minimize a variation in 

amplitude. 

9. A method for communications based on OFDM or OFDMA, 

comprising: 

selecting a CAZAC sequence of a length L in frequency 

which includes spectral components in first, second and 

20 third sequential portions in frequency; 

modifying the CAZAC sequence to produce a first 

modified sequence by setting amplitudes of spectral 

components in the first portion of the CAZAC sequence to 

zeros and adding a first phase shift on spectral components 

25 of the second portion of the CAZAC sequence, without 

changing the third portion; 

modifying the CAZAC sequence to produce a second 

modified sequence by setting amplitudes of spectral 

components in the third portion of the CAZAC sequence to 

30 zeros and adding a second phase shift spectral components of 

the second portion of the CAZAC sequence, without changing 

the first portion; 

combining the first and second modified sequences to 

form a combined sequence in frequency of a length 2L, 

35 wherein the first portion from the first modified sequence 
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is positioned next to the third portion from the second 

modified sequence in the combined sequence; and 

performing an inverse fast Fourier transform on the 

combined sequence to generate a first preamble sequence in 

5 time for OFDM or OFDMA communication. 

10 

10. The method as in claim 9, further comprising 

setting widths of the first and third portions of the CAZAC 

sequence to achieve desired OFDMA guard bands. 

11. The method as in claim 9, further comprising 

setting an amplitude of a DC subcarrier to zero when the DC 

subcarrier is not used. 

15 12. The method as in claim 9, further comprising making 

20 

25 

30 

the first phase shift and second phase shift to be opposite 

to each other. 

13. The method as in claim 9, further comprising: 

prior to generation of the first and the second 

modified sequences, performing a cyclic shift of frequency 

components of an initial CAZAC sequence to produce the CAZAC 

sequence which is subsequent used to generate the combined 

sequence; and 

using an order of the spectral components of the CAZAC 

sequence to identify at least an identity of a base station 

which transmits the first preamble sequence as part of a 

downlink signal. 

14. The method as in claim 13, further comprising using 

the cyclic shift of frequency components of the initial 

CAZAC sequence to generate different orders of the frequency 

components in frequency to identify at least different base 

stations and different cell sectors of cells of the 

35 different base stations. 
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15. The method as in claim 9, further comprising: 

performing a cyclic shift of time components of the 

first preamble sequence to generate a second preamble 

sequence. 

16. The method as in claim 15, further comprising using 

the cyclic shift of time components of the initial CAZAC 

sequence to generate different orders of the time components 

to identify at least different base stations. 

17. The method as in claim 16, further comprising using 

the cyclic shift of time components of the initial CAZAC 

sequence to generate different orders of the time components 

to represent, in addition to the different base stations, 

15 different cell sectors of cells of the different base 

stations. 

20 

18. The method as in claim 9, wherein the initial CAZAC 

sequence is a Chu sequence. 

19. The method as in claim 9, wherein the initial CAZAC 

sequence is a Frank-Zadoff sequence. 

20. A method for communications based on OFDM or OFDMA, 

25 comprising: 

sub sampling a preamble signal in a downlink signal 

received at a mobile station receiver to create a frequency 

overlap and to minimize a variation in amplitude, wherein 

the preamble signal is generated from an initial CAZAC 

30 sequence to preserve properties of the initial CAZAC 

sequence and has frequency guard bands; and 

35 

extracting an order of signal components in the 

preamble signal to identify at least a base station at which 

the downlink signal is generated. 
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21. The method as in claim 20, wherein the initial 

CAZAC sequence is a Chu sequence. 

22. The method as in claim 20, wherein the initial 

5 CAZAC sequence is a Frank-Zadoff sequence. 

25 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR COMMUNICATION IN A MUL TJPLE ACCESS 

NETWORK 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application claims priority to Australian Provisional Patent Application 

5 No. 2003903826, filed 24 July 2003, entitled· "An OFD~ Receiver Structure", the 

specification thereof being incorporated herein by reference in its entirety and for 

all purposes. 

FIELD OF INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the field of wireless communications. In 

1 0 particular, the present invention relates to improved multiple access 

communications. In one form, the invention relates to an improved signal 

processh1g method and apparatus for a multiple access communication system. 

It will be convenient to hereinafter describe the invention in .relation to the use of 

an iterative method of determining the reception of a signal in a multi user packet 

· 15 based wireless OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) 

communication system, however, ·it should be appreciated that the present 

invention may not be limited to that use, o.nly. By way of further example, in other 

forms the present invention may relate. to recursive filtering for joint iterative 

decoding in a variety of systems and functions such as linear multiple access 

20 channel decoders; iterative equalisation. iterative joint channel estimation and 

detection/decoding, iterative space-time processing, iterative multi user 

interference cancellation and Iterative demodulation. 

RELATED ART 

Throughout this ·specification the use of the word "inventor" in singuiar form 

25 may be taken as reference to one {singular) or more (plural) inventors of the 

present invention. The inventor has identified the following related art. 

Most wireless communications systems are based on so-called multiple 

access techniques in which, information such as voice and data are 

communicated. . This is a technology where ·many simultaneously active users 

30 share the same system resources in an ·organised manner. In most cases, 

sharing resources in a multiple access system means that if more than one user 

is active, then .all active users interfere with each other. Traditionally, such 
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interference has been considered to be part of the inevitable noise that .corrupts 

transmissions. 

Such interference increases with the number of ac~ive users_ and thus, the 

performance quality in terms of how many users (capacity) that can share the 

5 resourCE!S simultaneously becomes limited . 

. Figure 1 shows an exemplary multiple access scenario that may occur in 

Wireless Networks. The radio terminals 102, 104 and 100b transmit signals that 

are received at network access point 1 OOa. In general n~t all of these signals are 

·intended for radio terminal 100a. They maybe signals from devices that belong to 

1 o· other networks, presumably in unlicensed radio spectrum. In any case there are 

ordinarily some users of interest that belong to the network to which 1 OOa . 

provides access. The Network aims to make arrangements for all of these 

signals to be effectively transmitted. Commonly the users may be required to 

share the radio resource by, for example, transmitting on different frequencies or 

15 at different times. Such techniques may be wasteful in terms of the expensive 

radio resource. 

The radio terminal 102 may have an associated user 103 who generates 

and· receives information (in the form of voice, video, data etc). Similarly, the 

radio terminal 102 is associated with a user. In the case of a vehicular user 105, 

20 the vehicle (such as bus, train. or car) may generate and receive data to be 

communicated over the network. This data may.also be generated and received 

by the passengers and/or operators of the vehicle. , The network access point 
\ ' 

100b may also wish to communicate with radio terminal100a as may be the case 

in wireless· backhaul or multihop net.Norks. ln this respect, it is also possible that 

25 the other users' radio terminals 102, 104 may form part of any multihopping 

network. 

One way to improve capacity Is to introduce error control coding. Applying 

coding all~ws performance to· be improved by only allowing a few of all possible 

combinations of code symbols to be transmitted. Another way is to expioit the 

30 information contained in the interference. This is known as joint multiuser 

detection. · In systems where both these techniques are used, a decoding strategy 

may be applied which is termed Iterative decoding. Here, a multiuser detector 

first provides an estimate of the transmitted symbols in terms of reliability 
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information. This information is forwarded to decoders that also provide reliability 

information. based on the input from the detector. ·Information is then exchanged 

in an iterative fashion until there are no further improvements. This decoding 

strategy may increase capacity significantly, getting very close to theoretical 

5 capacity limits at a complexity level within reach of practical implementation. 

However, an optil1"al multiuser detector is prohibitively complex for practical 

implementation, as the inherent compleXity grows. exponentially with the number 

of active users. Instead~ linear multiuser detection based on linear filtering may 

be applied. where the corresponding complexity only grows linearly with the 

1 0 number of active users. The inventor has identified that for practical reasons 

related art .linear filters for iterative joint multiuser decoding are based on the 

received signal and the most recent information from the decoders as input to the 

filter. These filters have bee~ designed based on various optimality criteria. 

Where multiple users share common communications resources. access 

15 to channel resources may be addressed by a multipie access scheme, commonly 

executed by a medium access control (MAC) protocol. Channel resources such 

as available bandwidth are typically strictly limited in a wireless environment. It is 

therefore desirable to use these resou.rces as efficiently as· possible. Allowing 

multiple users to share common resources creates a risk for disturbances and 

20 interference caused by colliding access attempts. Such disturbances are usually 

referred to as multiple· access interference. In wireless local area network 

(WLAN) systems the MAC attempts to schedule transmissions from Stations in 

order to avoid collisions. Sometimes the MAC fails, and Stations access the 

channel iesouices simultaneously .. An example of this situation is illustrated in 

25 Figure 2, which shows the transmission of packets from a first transmitter station 

1 a second transmitter station 2 and, a representation of received packets at the 

access point shown on the lowermost line. Physical layer receivers may fail to 

recover such collided packets. As the traffic load on the network increases, this 

probiem becomes a significant iimiting factor in terms of ne&york capacity and 

30 quality of service. 

A different problem, leading to similar effects, is caused by the multipath 

nature qf communication channels associated with. for example, a WLAN. The 

multipath channel causes several delayed replicas of the same signal to arrive at 
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the receiver. This, in turn, creates self-interference similar in nature to multiple 

access. interference discussed above. In this case, the problem becomes a 

. limiting factor for the required power to achieve acceptable performance, which 

translates into limitations on the coverage of the WLAN. An example of a direct 

5 and a reflected version of the original signal arriving at the receiver is ·shown in 

Figure 3, where the direct and reflected transmissions of the packet are illustrated 

on the top two lines as shown. The presence of self interference is .indicated by 

shading in the received signal, represented by the access point on the lowermost · 

line as shown. Transmission range may be affected by the interference 

10 mechanisms described above and also by the sophistication of the diversity 

signal processing at th~ Receiver. Physical Layer receiver designers therefore 

strive to ensure that effective use is made of all available time. frequency and 

space diversity (the latter_~ay be provided through the use of multiple antennas). 

The inventor has also· identified that when· synchronizing transmitted 

15 packets over wireless cOnnections ·each packet ordinarily has a preamble of 

several repetitions of the same short signal. A received packet signal may be 

correlated with a delayed version of itself where commonly the delay equals the 

duration of the repeated signal component In the preamble.· This correlation may 

be .implemented repetitively over a given sample sequence. The output power of 

20 the resultant correlation may then be combined with the average power of the raw 

received signal to define a decision statistic; The point at which the decision 

statistic exceeds a given threshold is selected as the time of arrival of the packet. 

However, there are drawbacks with this technique in: as much as signal 

distortions may be ampiified or accentuated by the processing, invoived with the 

25 synchronization process producing uncertainties in the determination of packet 

timing. 

Generally, In packet based communication systems it is important to 

reduce latency of a receiver or, in other words, provide as little delay as possible 

between arrival of signals and the decoding of the bits contained in those signals. 

30 Moreover, receiver processes are unable to determine the variation of a ·radio 

channel over the time of a packet length and the associated effect on the 

waveform of the transmitted signal. This may lead to lower than optimum data 

rates due to poor1y tracked packets that are otherwise intact being discarded. 
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In OFDM packet based communication systems channel impairments may 

occur, which contriQute to changing both the channel over which an OFDM signal 

travels and also the received signal itself. · Collectively, these channel 

impairments comprise variations in the transmission channel due to mu1tipath . . 
5 fading and, variations to OFDM symbols due to frequency and time offsets 

caused by receiver inaccuracies and phase offsets due to combined transmission 

and reception processes. These channel impairments may vary from OFDM 

symbol to OFDM symbol, in .other words, they may not be invariant over the 

length of a packet. Traditionally, channel impairments are countered by 

1 0 estimates made using a packet preamble and maintained by pilot symbols 

throughout the received packet; which. may assume invartance over the packet 

length. Other methods use data estimates to aid for example with channel . 

estimation and these are implemented In the frequency domain and may result in 

power loss by discarding a cyclic prefiX for each received symbol. Generally,. 

15 there is no ·use made of all available received information to address channel 

impairments in such packet based communication systems. 

With regard to space 9iversity, for multiple receiving antennae in wireless 

data packet communication systems related art. schemes provide decisions on 

the synchronization of a received signal on the basis of per antenna and then a 

20 majority vote, otheiWise the received. measurements are added prior to the 

decision. These approaches do not address the variation of signal statistics. 

across the number of antennae resulting in degraded synchronizaticm accuracy 

.and increased packet loss. 

In EP 1387544 it is noted that tima synchronisation Of a receiver to the 

25 incoming signal is essential for effective decoding of that signal. In many packet 

based applications a special preamble is inserted by the transmitter at the s~rt of 

every packet transmitted in order to assist the 'receiver with its timi"ng estimation 

task. In OFDM _systems the transmitter imparts a special structure on the signal 

cauea a cyciic prefix. This cyciic prefiX is inserted for ·every OFDM symboi. A 

30 cyclic prefix is a replica of a small portion 9f the. last section of a signal inserted at 

the start c:>f the signal. ·There are many OFDM symbols transmitted sequentially in 

most forms of communication. In EP 1387544 the cyclic prefiX, in the form of a 

guard interval as a cyclic continuation of the last part of the active symbor, is 
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employed to time synchronise the receiver instead of a preamble. In EP 1387544 

a two step time synchronisation approach is disctosed, namely a pre-FFT and 

post-FFT time synchronisation algorithm. These are complementary techniques 

and may be used together. The pre-FFT technique consists of a "delay and 

5 correlate" algorithm applied to fifld the cyclic prefix of the OFDM symbols. This is 

achieved by setting the delay in the "delay and correlate'' algorithm to the 

distance betw'een the cyclic prefix and the region from which it was . eo pied. The 

output of the correlator is then filtered using an auto-regression filter comprising a 

recursive Infinite-Impulse Respo.nse · (IIR) filter to determine an average of the 

1 0 correlation across OFDM symbols. A second filtering, by way of smoother 44 in 

Fig 2· of EP 1387544, is then applied to discard samples outsid.e of the maximum 

delay measurable, namely, the cyclic prefix duration. However, EP 1387544 

relates to a system which makes use of a streaming signal and not readily 

adapted for the random arrival of packets. In the case of streaming signal, the 

15 signal is always there but the fine timing ~ssociated with the OFDM symbol 

boundaries must be determined. 

In US 6,327,314 (Cimini, Jr. et al) the problem of tracking the radio channel 

in a hostile propagation environment is addressed for wireless communications 

systems using OFDM and one or more antennae for reception. The solution 

20 disclosed by Cimini Jr. employs decoder and demodulator outcomes to generate 

a training or, reference signal, to drive the estimation of the channel for use in 

decoding the next symbol. The decoding, demodulation and channel estimation 

loops run according to the paradigm that the channel estimate may use .all 

outcomes up to· and inciuding the symboi tc;- be decoded. Each OFDM symbol is 

25 decoded once. The raw channel estimate is obtained by multiplying the received 

OFDM symbol·with the training symbols. These training symbols may be from a 

decoding step. The raw channel estimate, corresponding to one OFDM symbol, 

is stored in· a database. Each time a. new OFDM sym~ol is to be processed all 

raw estimates in the database are employe" to. yield the channei estimate at the 

30 processing wavefront. In this disclosure the raw channel estimates are stored 

and a smoothing step is executed every time the data base is accessed, which 

entails a relative degree of complexity. 
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In US 6,477.210 (Chuang et al) the problem of tracking the radio channel 

in a hostile propagation environment is also addressed for wireless 

communications systems using OFDM and one or more antennae for reception. 

The solution provid~d in this disclosure augments that disclosed in US 6,327,314 

6 by more clearly disclosing t~e processing flow and adding a backward recursion 

to the processing. The backward recursion includes the steps of demodulation, 

decoding and channel estimation, as in the forward recursion, but the processing 

commences from th~ end of the packet. Chuang et al is restricted to Maximum 

Likelihood decoding systems such as Viterbl decoders. There are many other 

10 types of FEC systems that do not employ ML decoding (e.g. Soft Qutput 

Decoders such as A-Posterior Probability techniques} and, moreover, for which 

Chuang is ~ot adapted to operate within. 

In a paper by Czylwik, A., entitled "Synchronization for systems with 

antenna diversity". IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference, Vol. 2, 19~22 Sep. 

15 1999~ pp 728-732 the time and frequency synchronisation of a receiver is 

considered. In order. to successfully decode a packet the receiver must 

determine the packet time of arrival. Errors in this estimate may result in signal 

power loss or failures in the synchronisation of high layer structures such as error 
. . . 

. control coding and FFT windows. Another parameter to be estimated is residual 

20 frequency offset. This parameter must ~e accurately estimated and its effect 

removed or countered if the packet is to be' decoded .. Errors in this estimate may 

result in demodulator failure and subsequent packet. decode failure. When a 

receiver has two antennae there is a possibility to. employ these two signals to 

improve estimation of time and frequency offsets. As disclosed in Czyhtlik, 

25 conventional techniques for single antenna exist Involving the calculation and 

subsequent combination or' two components. In this paper two main methods are 

proposed for time and frequency offset estimation. In the first, one a~tenna is 

selected, based on received power strength, and conventional techniques are 

appiled to oniy that signaL in the second method disciosed by Czyiwik, first and 

30 second conventional components are computed for each antenna. The two first 

components from each antenna are added. The two second components from 

each antenna are added. The resulting sums are then 1reated conventionally as 

a first and second component. The option of weighting each component prior to 
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combining across antenna according to a signal strength measure for each 

corresponding antenna is also disclosed in Czylwik. This later option is shown to 

perform better than any of the other proposals in the paper. Filtering of the 

resulting metric for time synchronisation Is also disclosed. 

5 Any discussion of· documents. devices, acts or knowledge in this 

specification is included to explain the context of the inventi~n. It should not be 

taken as an admission that any of the material forms a part of the prior art base or 

the common general knowledge in the relevant art in Australia, the United States 

of America or elsewhere on or before the priority date of the disclosure and 

1 0 claims herein. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to overcome or mitigate at least one' 

of the. disadvantages of related art systems.' 

In one form the present invention provides an iterative decoding circuit for 

15 a wireless multiuser communications receiver comprising: 

a fii'St signal processing means for receiving at least one received signal,· 

said first signal processing means comprising at (east two linear iterative filters 

such that: 

the first linear iterative filter provides an estimate of a selected received 

20 signal to an estimated signal output and; 

a second linear iterative filter provides estimates of at least one other 

received signal, delayed by one iteration cycle, to an input of said first linear 

iterative filter; 

a second signai processing mea~s for receiVing the estimated ·signal 

25 output of the first linear iterative filter and providing a further received signal 

estimate to the input of the first signal processing means in a succeeding iteration 

cycle of the decoding circuit. 

In another form the present invention provides a method, apparatus and · 

system of communicating in a multiple access network by iterativeiy reeeiving 

30 · n:'Lilti user signals comprising: 

detennining a first set of signal estimates for the multi user signals based 

on linear channel constraints; 
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deter·mining a second set of signal estimates based on non..:linear channel 

constraints.and the first set of signal estimates; 

·providing the second set of signal estimates as input to the step of 

determining the first set of signal estimates; 

5 repeating the above steps at least once. 

In a further form the present invention provides an iteratiVe receiver for 

receiving multi user signals comprising: 

a first signal .processing component for determining a first set of signal 

estimates for the multi user signals based on linear channel constraints; 

10 a second signal processing component for receiving the first set of signal 

estimates and determining a second set of signal estimates based on non-linear 

channel constraints; 

wherein the signal processing components are operatively connected so 

as to provide the second set of signal estimates as input to the first signal 

15 pro<?essing component in a succeeding iteration cycle. 

In another form the present invention provides a method, apparatus and 

system of communicating in a multiple access network by iteratively receiving 

OFDM packets comprising: 

a) sample a receiver input signal; 

20 b) add the input signal with one of a plurality of prior stored received 

packet sample estimates to determine a packet sample hypothesis; 

c) determine an information bit estimate from the sample hypothesis 

for storage in an information bit estimates list; 

d} determine a~ updated. received packet sampie estimate from the 

25 sample hypothesis for updating the plurality of prior stored estimates; 

e) subtract the updated sample estimate from the sample hypothesis 

to determine a noise hypothesis and provide the noise hypothesis as the receiver 

input signal; 

f) repeat steps a) to e) until at least one or more complete packets are 

30 accumulated in the information bit est,irnates list. 

In yet another form the present invention provides a method, apparatus 

and system of communicating in a multiple access network by iteratively providing 

a sample estimates list in an OFDM receiver comprising; 
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a) sampl~ a r~ceiver input signal; 

b) determin~ a packet sample estimate from the sampled receiver 

input signal; 

c) 

d) 

store the packet sample estimate; 

determine a packet sample hypothesis by adding the receiver input 

with a selected previously stored packet sample estimate; 

e) · determine an updated packet sample esti~ate by decoding and re

transmission modelling the packet sample hypothesis; 

f) update the selected previously stored packet sample estimate with 

10 the updated packet sample estimate. 

In still another form the present invention provides a method, apparatus 

and system of communicating in a multiple access network by iteratively providing 

a packet information bit estimates list in an OFDM receiver comprising: 

a) determine a packet sample hypothesis by adding a receiver input 

15 with a selected previously stored packet sample estimate; 

b) determine an information bit estimate by decoding the packet 

sample hypothesis with one or more of a hard decoding technique and a soft 

decoding technique 

c) storing the information bit estimate with one or more previously 

20 determined information bit estimates; 

d) repeating steps a) to c) until a complete packet is accumulated. 

In yet another form" the present invention provides a method, apparatus 

and system of communicating in a multiple access !1etwork including determining 

a hybrid OFDM received packet sample estimate comprising: 

.2.5 multiplexing a time domain channel application received sample estimate 

with a frequency domain channel application receiv.ed sample estimate, such that 

the multiplexed time domain sample estimate is mapped to correspond to one or 

more of: 

an OFDM signal cyclic prefix; 

30 an OFDM tail portion, and; 

an OFDM guard period, 

and wherein the multiplexed frequency domain sample estimate is mapped 

to correspond to one or more of: 
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In another form the present invention provides a mett)od, apparatus and 

system of communicating in an OFDM multiple access network comprising: 

5 performing· multi-user interference cancelling which comprises adapting a 

single pass OFDM receiver to iteratively receive signals at the sampling level so 

as to allow the receiver to differentiate a desired packet from an observation of an 

interference signal at the receiver input. 

In yet another form the· present i.nvention provides a method, apparatus 

1 0 and system of communicating in a multiple access communication network by 

synchronizing packets arriving at a receiver comprising: 

receiving a packet input signal; 

determining a correlation signal corresponding1 to the packet input signal; 

processing the input and correlation signals such that at least one of the 

15 input signal and the correlation signal are filtered; 

d~termining a decision statistic by c~mbining a power component of the 

processed correlation signal with a power component of the processed input 

.signal; 

nominate a point in time given by a ·predetermined threshold condition of 

20 the decision statistic as a received packet arrival time. 

In yet another form the present invention provides a method, apparatus 

and sysiem of communicating by tracking time varying channels in a multiple 

access packet based communication network comprising: 

a) initiaiizing a channei estimate reference based on an initial channel 

25 estimate in a received packet preamble; 

b) updating the channel estimate reference based on a packet data 

symbol channel estimate in a coded portion of the current and all prior received 

data symbols; 

c) rep~ting step ~) at the arrival of subsequent packet data symbols. 

30 In yet another form the present invention provides a method, app~ratus 

and sys:tem of communicating by estimating time varying channel impairments in 

a multiple access packet based communication network, where channel 
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impairments comprise channel variation, signal frequency offset and signal time 

offset, comprising: 

a) initializing a set of channel impairment estimates based on initial 

.. pilot and preamble symbols included in a received packet; 

5 b) performing a decoder operation which comprises processing the set 

of channel ii'npairment ~timates and the received packet to detenTline a set of 

transmit symbol estimates; 

c) updating the set of channel impairment estimates with the 

determined set of symbol estimates and received packet; 

10 d) r repeating steps b) and c). 

In still another form the present invention provides a method, apparatus 

and system of communicating in a multiple access network by time varying 

channel estimation in a receiver for receiving transmitted packets, comprising: 

a) estimating a frequency· offset based on information included in a 

15 received packet preamble; 

b) correcting a received signal using the estimated frequency offset; 

c) determining a channel estimate using information included in the 

received packet preamble; 

d) transforming a sampl~ sequence of the received signal into tht; 

20 frequency domain such that the sample sequence includes OFDM symbols and 

intervening cyclic prefixes;· 

e) performing a decoding operation which comprises processing. the 

determined channel estimate and received packet; 

f) generat1ng a transmission sampie sequence using the decoding 

25 results and information in the received packet preamble; 

g) transforming the transmission sample sequence into the frequency 

domain; 

h) updating the determined channel estimate by combining the 

received sample sequence and the transmission sample sequence in the 

30 frequency domain; 

i) repeating steps e) to h). 

In a preferred embodiment, the combining operation of step h), which 

updates the determined channel estimate, is performed by dividing the received 
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sample sequence and the transmission sample sequence in the frequency 

domain. 

In a further form the present invention provides a method, apparatus and 

system of communicating ·h1 a multiple access network by time varying channel 

5 estimation in a receiver for receiving, transmitted packets, where the receiver 

retrieves OFDM symbols from a received signal and transforms the retrieved· 

symbols to .the frequency domain, comprising: 

a) determine a matrix of training symbols ·comprised of symbol 

estimates derived from a decoder; 

10 b) determine a matrix of frequency domain received OFDM symbols; 

c) determine an intennediate Channel estimate matrix by multiplying 

the OFDM symbol matrix by Jhe conjugate of the training symbol matrix; 

d} determine an intermediate matrix of training weights comprising the 

absolute value of the training SYmbol matrix; 

15 ·e) perfonn a smoothing. operation on both intermediate matrices 

·comprising 2 dimensional filtering; 

f} determine the channel estimate by dividing the smoothed channel 

estimate matrix with the smoothed training .weight matrix. 

In embodiments of the invention, the step d) determining an intermediate 

20 matrix of training weights may comprise other functions such as, for example, 

(absolute value of the training symbol matrix)2 • 

In still ano~her form the present invention provides a method, apparatus 

and system of communicating in a multiple access network by estimating offsets 

in a receiver for receiving transmitted packets, comprising: 

25 a) . determine a matrix of received OFDM symbols; 

b) detennine a matrix of conjugated data symbo1s wherein the data 

symbols comprise one or more of preamble, training and estimated symbols; 

c) determine a 2 dimensional Fouri.er transform matrix comprised of 

the received symbol matrix multiplied with the conjugated symbol matrix; 

30 d) filter the Fourier transform matrix; 

e) determine time and frequency offsets by locating peak power 

occurrences within the fi1tered Fourier transform. 
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In a particular embodiment,_ the abov~ steps a) to e) for estimating offsets 

may be used effectively as a means of channel estimation. For example, in the 

above described form of tne . invention which provides communication by 

estimating time varying channel impairments, the step c) of updating the set of 

5 channel impairment estimates with the determined set of symbol estimates and 

received packet may comprise the above steps a) to e) for estimating offsets. 

In a further embodiment, the above method may be used as the channel 

estimator as required herein, in as much as updating the set of channel estimates 

with the determined set of symbol estimates. 

10 In yet a further form the present invention provides a method, apparatus 

and system of communicating in a multiple access packet communication 

network by synchronizinQ a received signal in a multi antenna receiver 

comprising: 

correlating a received signal. observation at each of a plurality of antennae 
l 

15 · with a known signal preamble to provide a received signal sequence; 

determine a power signal of each received signal sequence; 

combine the determined power signals in accordance with a time averaged 

weighting based on estimated antenn~ signal strength for each antenna; 

determine a time of arrival for the received signal fn accordance with a 

20 predetermined threshold condition. 

In embodiments of the -present invention there is provided a computer 

program product comprising: 

a computer usable medil)m having computer readable program code and 

computer readabie system c.-ode err•bodied on said medium for communicating in 

25 · a multiple access communication network, said computer program product 

comprising: 

computer readable code within said computer usable . medium for 

· performing the method steps as disclosed herein. 

Other aspects . and preferred aspects are disclosed in the specification 

30 and/or defined in the appended claims, forming a part of the description of the 

invention. 

The present invention provides an improved or enhanced wireless link 

between two communicating devices, for example, an IEEE 802.11 a Access 
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Point to an IEEE 802.11 a Station or between two nodes in a wireless mesh. The 

present invention leads to enhanced key performance indicators for point to point. 

links, namely, range. power, data rate and reliability. This is achieved by 

advanced· ·signal processing techniques in the following areas to improve 

5 performance 

10 

15 

Decoding 

Synchronisation 

Equalisation 

Channel Estimation 

Full Exploitation of Multiple Receiver Antennae. 

As would be understood by the person skilled in the art, in addition, 

techniques that exploit multiple antennas for transmission may be employed to 

provide electronically generated directional antennas in an adaptive manner, The 

following advantages stem from the present invention. 

Spatial rejection of interference, 

Significantly increased receiver sensitivity, 

Significantly increased robustness to fading, and 

Self configuration of antenna patterns 

Spatial rejection of interference effectively ignores or rejects signals that 

20 are not emanating from the same location as the current or point of interest 
. . 

source. Rejecting these signals increases the probability that a signal may be 

received without errors thus increasing the reliability .of the link and therefore the 

throughput to lower retransmissions and dropped packets. Interferers have a 

spatial signature as measured at the receive antenna that is substantiaily 

25 determined by their position. However, it is possible that transmitters that are not 

collocated could produce a similar spatial signature and it is also possible that 

collocated transmitters could produce different spatial signatures. 

Significantly. increasing the receiver sensitivity means that the re.ceiver 

may operate a lower SNR (Signal-to-Noise-Ratio) point which produces many 

30 benefits. Since the received power at 'which the signal may be successfully 

decoded has been reduced, the path loss may be increased by increasing the 

distance between the receiver and transmitter thereby increasing the range. 

Alternatively, the present invention allo~s the transmit po~er to be decreased 
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and still a link may be maintained. Increasing the receiver sensitivity also means 

that les~ power is required per bit and accordingly, it may be possible to transmit 

a higher number of information bits per constellation symbol. This increases the 

data rate. 

· 5 Robustness to fading provided by the inventive techniques disclosed 

herein may decrease the amount of packet errors due to extreme radio channel 

variations or fades. By increasing robustness, a more reliable link may be 

created ensuring a better user experience and increased throughput through less 

re-transmissions and fewer dropped packets. 

10 The use of multiple antennas for transmit and receive functions allows the 

rejection of interference from outside the direction of interest. This functionali.ty is 

adaptive so no hands-on antenna orientation i~r required at install-time or during 

the life of the installations. 

By way of example, indicative performance measures of a sample 

15 communications link are given with and without· the use of the Point-to-Point 

technology of the present invention. 

Typical of Related Art Present Invention 

Range 300m 1km 
.·:_ 

Required Tx Power 1.0W 0.1W 

M~imum Data Rate 500Kbps 5Mbps 

The present invention also provides improved channel tracking 

capabilities. Channel tracking technology refers to the adaptation of the receiver, 

when the channel changes rapidly over the duration of a single packet. Typically, 

20 the channel· estimate that is used to decode a received packet is determined from 

known sequences at the start of a packet. This estimate may. be used to decode 

the whole packet However, .if the relative speed between .the transmitter and 

receiver is great enough, the channel experienced at the beginning of the packet 

is substantially different from that at the end of a packet rendering the channel 

25 estimate incorrect for the end of the. packet resulting in decoding errors. There are 

other processes thaf manifest themselves as the radio channel changing over the 

packet. These include mismatches between the Transmit and Receive Radio 

processing resulting in residual frequency offsets and misalignments in the time 
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and frequency synchronisation. It is difficult to build transmit and receive radio 

devices that match perfectly. 

The advanced signal processing techniques of the present invention all?ws 

a receiver circuit to build a progressive Channel Estimate that tracks the changes 

5 in the channel over the duration of a packet. The benefit of applying such 

Channel Tr.acking technology is the ability to communicate under high mobility 

conditions and under larger mismatches between the transmit and receive radio 

processing. By way of example, typical performance measures of a sample 

communications link are given with and without the use of the Channel Tracking 

10 technology. 

Typical of Related Art Present Invention 

Maximum Mobility 40 kmlhr 400 kmlhr 

The present invention also provides interference cancelling allowing the 

removal of same standard interference from a signal. The term "same standard" 

refers to transmissions of similar packet structures from other users in a multiuser 

system, or multipath transmissions (reflections) from the same transmitter, or 

15 multiple transmit antenna in the case of a device equipped with multiple transmit 

antenna .. In all wireless communications systems, multiple active transmitters 

share the wireless medium. This sharing may be done in a coordinated attempt 

in infrastructure networks by dividing the wireless medium into time and 

frequency slots or in an uncoordinated attempt in an-hoc networks by all active 

20 transmitters contesting for the right to use the ·medium. Both scl1emes limit the · 

use of the medium ~o ·a well defined frequency and time where only one user may 

transmit. Packet collisions occur when two transmitters inadvertently choose to 

use the same frequency at tlie same time. The Interference Cancelling 

technology includes advance signal processing techniques that benefrt the 

25 following a~eas · 

30 

~cquisition 

Interference Mitigation 

Range 

Network Throughput 

Reduced Control Overhead 
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Further benefits of the Interference Cancellation technologies of the 

present invention resolve collisions betWeen two or more transmitters from the 

·same standard transmitting at the same time on the same frequency. This has 

numerous advantages. Firstly, when collisions occur, all transmitted packets are 

5 received correctly increasing throughput and reliability by decreasing 

retransmissions and dropping packets. Secondly, by removing the requirement 

that only one transmitter may use a given frequency at a given time the amount of 

traffic that can be carried on the medium may be increased. Moreover, this may 

give greater flexibility in infrastructure design such as frequency planning and in 

10 the case of co-located competing networks such as two IEEE 802.11 networks 

from separate companies in adjoining offices. 

In the case where the desired user and interfering users transmit according 

to different standards, the interference cancellation structure may employ a 

receiVer and re-transmitter for all relevant standards. The receiver is then able to 

15 create hypotheses of the interfering signals thereby enabling interference 

cancellation. 

Collisions may be resolved in the Physical Layer in accordance with 

ell}bodiments of the present invention. The resulting reduction in network 

.·signaling overhead multiplies the benefits over and above the resolution of the 

20 two colliding packets. Typical ~uantitative measures are a doubling of network 

throughput and several orders of magnitude reduction in packet loss rate as 

follows: 

. Typical of Related Art Present Invention 

1 Throughpui 110 Mbps 120 Mbps 

The multi-hop technology of embodiments of the present invention allows 

selected (and possibly all) wireless devices to act as routers, forwarding packets 

25 from one device to another in a communication network. This means that though 

two devices may not receive each others signals, if there is a set of intermediate 

devices that may be linked to form a radio path between "them, then they may· 

communicate to each· other by passing their message through that intermediate 

set. 
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Depending o~ the particular network dynamics, the multi-hop technology 

may employ dynamic route determination techniques to build and maintain the 

required ro·uting tab.les. Multi-hop networks provide many benefits in terms of 

flexibility, reliability and cost of infrastructure. 

5 Flexibility is achieved through a self forming network that requires minimal 

, planning. The only requirement is that no device may be isolated, in a radio 

range sense, from the core network. All configurations meeting this criterion may 

be possible. 

If multiple paths between devices exist in the network, dynamic route 
. . 

10 determination may select a new route when the current route is blocked or 
congestion is best avoided. Therefore if~ device was to go offline, the network 

may rearrange its routing tables to exclude that device from all routes and find a 
0 ' 

new path through the network thus creating a robust, self healing (and therefore 

more reliable network). Dynamic route determination continuously adapts to 

15 network configuration changes allowing for mof:!ile network nodes. 

Multi-hop networks in accordance with embodiments of the present 

invention offer a simple solution ,to provide a high bandwidth link over a wide 

area. Due to easy flexible installations, low infrastructure costs and a high rate, 

reliable link, multi-hop networks generally offer excellent return on investment. · 

20 Four areas of application in the communications field which best utilize the 

25 

benefits of the technologies of embodiments of the present invention have been 

identified by the inventor as 

Mobile Multi-hop Radio Networks 

Fixed Muiti-hop Radio Networks 

IEEE 802.11a Access Point Chipsets 

802.16 Base Stations 

OFDM Baseband Receiver Co-processor 

The following describes each ~f the above identified applications in turn. 

Other applications may also benefit from these technologies of embodiments of 

30 the present invention. '. 

Firstly, a Mobile Multi-hop Radio Network requires effective real-time 

communication to networks of moving entities. This concept provides cost

effective bi-directional high bandwidth communication both between the mobile 
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entities and between fixed networks and ihe mobile entities. Wireless Routers 

are placed where service is required with regular connections to a wideband 

backbone network. A fixed n&twork may be used to connect to other networks 

such as the ~ntemet or other private networks. Other than access to power and a 

5 physical mounting point no other infrastructure is required for each wireless 

router. Th~ wireless routers may be fixed or mobile. The routers adapt to their 

environment in terms of link quality using, for example, data communications 

methods as would be understood by the person skilled in the art. Embodiments 

of the present invention provide a competitive advantage relative to other Multi-

1 0 hop Radio Networks in that the improved mobility and range, as noted above, 

leading .to a more efficient network is provided. Relative to related art Private 

Communications Networks, embodiments of. the present invention provide 

significant improvements in Data Rate, Range, Mobility and cost of Network as 

noted above. 

15 Secondly, a Fixed Multi-hop Radio Networks is provided by installing 

Wireless Routers at fixed user locations with links available to one or more 

wideband backbone connections. The only requirement is that all routers must 

·be able to form a link (direct or hopped) back to a.backbone connection. There is 

no need for expensive base station configurations and ultimate range is not 

2.0 limited by signal strength. The Fixed Multi-hop radio Network forms a flexible, low 

infrastructure cost solution in providing a high bandwidth connection to a Wide 

iArea Network that is reliable, easily managed and self healing. 

Furthermore; the present invention enables all decoder outcomes to be 
. . 

empioyed · (decoder outcomes are stored across aii iterations and abie to be 

25 combined) in the receiver filter structure .providing improved estimate 

determination. The number of users that may be supported is greatly increased. 

Particularly advantageous, for example. in OFDM systems the present invention 

does not require prohibitively large matrices to be inverted in forming estimates. 

Receiver performance is superior to that of the related art due to the quality of the 

30 feedback symbol provided by including decoding in the iteration loop. 

Embodiments of the present invention are based on interference cancellation 

. where previous estimates of the ~ultl user received signals are subtracted from 

the received signal to cancel the interference they cause. Accord_ingly, these 
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embodiments do not suffer the disadvantages and complexities of using tree 

search methodologies for multiuser signals which would necessitate exploring 

· many paths through a given tree. The present invention advantageously enables 

decoding of each user's signal according to their Forward Error Correction 

5 . encoding. This use of strong error control code structure provides for significantly 

improved symbol estimates, resulting in superior interference estimates. This in 

turn allows support for significantly higher numbers of users. Embodiments of the 

present invention do not require synchronised users to enable improved multi 

user reception. Embodiments ot" the present invention advantageously use 

10 decoder outcomes as training symbols rather than only using demodulator 

outcomes. Advantageously.· receiver coefficients for beamforming may be 

determined without transmitter interaction. Also the use of decoder outcomes to 

improve channel estimates allows accurate estimation of ·the required 

beamforming coefficients. In accordance with embodiments of the present 

15 · inventio.n, smoothing of channel e·stimate taps is performed in · the frequency 

domain as well as the time domain. Further to this, embodiments of the present 

invention allow decoding of symbols more than once as a channel estimate 

corresponding to its inteiVal is improved resulting in increased receiver sensitivity . 

. Further scope·of applicability of the present invention will become apparent 

20 from the detailed description given hereinafter. However. it should be understood 

that the detailed description and specific examples, while indicating preferred 

embodiments of the invention, are given by way of illustration only, since various 

changes and modification.s within the spirit and scope of the invention will become 

apparent to those skiiied in the art from this detaiied description. 

25 BRieF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Further disclosure, improvements, advantages, features and aspects of the 

present invention may be better under~tood by those skilled in the relevant art by 

refere"'ce to the following description of preferred embodiments taken in 

conjunction· with the accompanying drawings. which are given by way of 

30 illustration only, and thus are not limiting to the scope of the pres~nt inventio~. 

and in which: 

Figure 1 illustrates a related ~rt multiple access wireless communication 

system; 
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Figure 2 illustrates an example of a MAC ~ailure in a related wireless 

communication system involving an access collision; 

Figure 3 depicts self interference in WI.AN network of a related art wireless 

communication system; . 

5 Figure 4 depicts a generic iterative receiver structure in accordance with a 

first embodiment; 

Figure 5 depicts the transmission system model for coded COMA; 

Figure 6 depicts a canonical iterative multiuser decoder; 

Figure 7 depicts an iterative multiuser decoder with linear multiuser 

1 0 estimation in accord a nee with a first ·embodiment; 

Figure 8 depicts the recursive filter A~> in accordance with a first 

. "(n-l) 

embodiment for n = 1 the input signal is r while for n ~ the input signal is xi. 

and 

Figure 9 depicts Bit Error Rate versus users after 10 iterations, N=B. Eb I 

15 No·= 5 dB in accordance with a first embodiment; 
'. 

Figure 10 shows a typical related art single pass OFDM receiver high level 

structure; 

Figure 11 illustrates an adaptation of the single pass OFDM receiver high 

level structure of figure 1 0 in accordance with a second embodiment to facilitate 

20 iterative receiver technologies: 

Figure 12 shows a OFDM SoftJHard Decode and Re-transmit structure for 

use in Iterative Receive structure in accordance with a second embodiment; 

Figure 13 shows a Hybrid Re-transmit in accordance with a second 

embodiment; 

25 Figure 14 shows a Hard Decade and Re-Modulate for OFDM S-oft/Hard 

Decode and Re-transmit structure in accordance with a second embodiment; 

Figure 15 shows a ·soft Decode and Re-Modulate for OFDM SofVHard 

Decode and Re-transmit sliuctuie in accoidance with a second embodime·nt; 

Figure 16 shows a structure for time domain channel application pro.cess in 

30 . accordance with a second embodiment; 

Figure 17 shows a structure for frequency domain channel application 

process in accordance with a second embodiment; and 
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Figu~e 18 ·shows an Example of a Typical OFDM Packet Physical layer 

Format and an associated Multiplexer mapping; 

Figures 19a and 19b show a wireless. modem incorporating a baseband 

receiver processor in accordance with preferred embodiments of the .Present 

5 invention; 

Figure 20. illustrates a packet structure in accordance with related art; 

Figure 21 illustrates an example related art time synchronisation decision; 

Figure 22 shows triangle filter coefficients for a receiver filter in accordance 

with a third embodiment of the invention; 

10 Figure 23 shows an example of a filtered decision statistic in accordance 

with a third embodiment of the inventi'on; 

Figure 24 represents .an actual frequency domain of a related art radio 

channel; 

Figure 25 represents the frequency domain of figure 24 after receiver 

15 . phase and frequency offset correction; 

Figure 26 represents an error pattern for a related art processing of a 

receiver; 

FigUre 27 represents a radio channel estimate after smoothing. across 

OFDM symbols in aceordanca with a fourth embodiment of the invention; 

20 Figure 2~ represents an error pattem for a fourth embodiment of the 

invention using perfect training symbols; 

Figure 29 represents a raw radio channel estimate or channel estimate 

database in accOrdance with a fourth embodiment of the invention; 

Figure 30 is an exampie of a VvLAN packet format in accordance with 

25 related art; 

Figure 31 is an OFDM symbol sub-carrier matrix structure in accordance 

with a fifth embodiment of the invention; 

Figure 32 is a representation of channel power (amplitude) over a sub

carrier and OFDM symbol resulting from application of a fifth embodiment of the 

30 invention; 

Figure 33 is a representation of channel phase corresponding to the 

waveform represented in figure 32; 
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Figure 34 is a representation of a synchronisation metric of a sub-carrier 

and OFDM symbol in accordance.With a fifth embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

System Overvle~ 

5 In wireless networks a signal received at a network device comprises 

components from all active transmitters. These components, along with noise. 

add together resulting in the received signal. In some cases, only one of these 

components, corresponding t~ a specific transmitter. is of interest. In other 

cases, such as a reception at a network access point, several of the received 

10 components are of interest. In either case the presence of the other signal 

components in the received signal inhibits the accurate estimation of any given 

transmitted signal of interest. In accordance with. embodiments of the present 

invention a ·system and methods and apparatus for processing a received signal 

comprising .one or more received signal co~ponents from different transmitters is 

15 disclosed herein. . The processing typically resides in the baseband receiver 

processing of a wireless transceiver 190 as .illustrated in figures 19a and 19b. 

The Radio Frequency Transceiver Integrated Circuit (IC) is an analogue device 

that interfaces between the digit~l signal processing components LLC, MAC, Rx, 

Tx • .and the antenna system of the 'transceiver. In receive mode IC amplifies and 

20 downconverts the received signal suitable for driving analogue to digital 

converters. In transmit mode it' up converts and amplifies the signal for excitation 

of the antenna. 

The baseband receiver is responsible for determining the existence of any 

packets and then to ·recover transmitted information estimates from the received 
I 

25 signal if packet(s) are deemed to exist. 

A canonical baseband receiver processor Rx is shown in figure. 19b. The 

received signals for each antenna are supplied as input by the Radio Frequency 

Circuit JC .. These signals are 1flen filte,red 302 by filters 302a, 302b to remove any 

out of band interference. The filtered signa1s 303 are then combined with the 

30 current Received Signal Estimates 306, implementing an interference 

cancellation function 304. Ideally, the interference cancellation module 304 

removes the .signal components ih the received signal p'ertaining to all packets 
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except for the packet. of interest. The packet of interest is the~ decoded by 

feeding the Interference Cancelled output 309 to a Single Packet Pro~ssor 313. 

The Single Packet Processor 313 takes a Multiantenna received signal as 

delivered by the Interference Cancellation module 304 and produces an estimate 

5 of the transmitted information bits 314 and an estimate of the received symbols 

306 for the packet of interest. These symbols, along with th~ channel estimates 

for the packet of interest, are then fed back to the interference cancellation 

module. 30~. In some cases it is preferred to send back only the transmitted 

symbol estimates to the interference cancellation module 304. 

10 The Single Packet Processor 313 may contain advanced or conventional 

single packet techniques. The multiuser interference rejection performance of the ., 

receiver will be better if the Single Packet Processor is of high quality. 

Techniques pertai~ing to synchronisation and channel estimation are key to the 

performance of the Single Packet Processor 313. 

15 Techniques that improve the robustness of the synchronisation and 

channel estimation employed in decoder 310 are described herein. The 

synchronisation uses all antenna signals in its operation. The channel estimation 

makes use of the decoder outcomes to improve the channel estimation accurac;:y. 

New packets . are found by a searcher in the interference cancellation . ' ' 

20 module 304. The searcher investigates an intermediate signal generated in the 

module 304. This intermediate signal is the received signal minus the estimated 

received signal for all currently detected packets and is referred to as a noise 

hypothesis since in ideal conditions ·an transmitter compol')ents are removed from 

the received signai ieaving behind only the random noise. 

25 In applications sensitive to latency the feedback loops, both inside 310 for 

decoder outcome assisted channel estimation, and between 304, 310 and 312 for 

multi packet interference cancellation may. be executed at a rate higher th~n the 

packet rate. In OFDM based.systems the preferred choice for the loop rates is 

the OFDM symbol rate with decoding and interference cancellation occurring at 
30 the OFDM symbol rate. 

In applications where packet based decoding and interference cancellation 

may be performed at the packet rate additional packet-based techniques for the 
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Single Packet Processor 313 are disclosed. These technlques leverage the extra 

signal processing gain available when considering ·long sequences of symbols. 

In either case, lists. of current estimates qf the quantities passed between 

the Interference Canceller 304 and the Single Packet Processor 313 are required. 

5 A controller determining which packet is to be updated may also be utilised. 

With reference to figures 4 to 9. a first embodiment stems from the general 

realization that over a number of iterations using linear filters in a multiuser 

receiver, each iteration provides new information and, as the filter structure 

converges. the output of the decoders also converges and eventually becomes 

10 completely correlated. The linear filters of the multiuser decoding circuit means 

may ·be structured in accordance with at least one predetermined recursive 

expression. 

An innovation in the filter design· of a first embodiment disclosed herein is 

to exploit the fact that information provided by the decoders is initially only 

15 marginally correlated over iterations, i.e. in the first few iterations, each iteration 

provides new information. As the structure converges, the output -of the decoders 

also. converges and eventually becomes completely correlated. 

The disclosed filter design is based on a t~chnique to use all available 

information from all previous iterations. This implies that the filter grows linearly 

20 in size by a factor equal to the number of users. This is clearly impractical. .Thus, 

the disclosed filter design makes it possible to use all the available information 

through recursive feedback of the filter output over itE;lrations, without requiring a 

gr<?Wing filter. The size of the filter remains the same. In order to achieve this, 

the filters in the structure may be designed according to the recursive expressions 

25 derlveci herein. 

Related structures. having lower complexity implementations, are obtained 

by modifying the specific filters used in the structure. The general recursive 

structure, however, is still fundamental for such modified filters. In these. cases, 

the individuai fiiters are designed according to appropriateiy different strategies 

30 using the principles disclosed herein. 

The recursive filtering structure for ·iterative signal processing disClosed 

herein is not limited to multiuser detection, but may also be directly applied within 

systems and functionalities of the same structure. Examples of such applications 
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are iterative equalisation, iterative joint channel estimation and 

detection/decoding, iterative space-time processing, and Iterative demodulation. 

In a broad aspect of the first embodiment, an iterative signal processing 

arrangement shown generally lri figure 3 as 10 having one or more pairs of first 

5 and second signal processing components 1, 2, the pairs of components being in 

iterative configuration, each of the first signal processing components having as 

input one or more received signals dependent upon one or more transmitted 

signals, wherein for each said signal processing component pair the output of 

said first signal processing component 1 i~ an estimate of a characteristic of a 

10 selected transmitted signal based on the current and one or more previous 

signals received by said first .signal processing component 1, which is input to 

said corresponding second signal processing component 2 that provides a further 

estimate of said selected transmitted signal to the output of said second ·signal 

processing component 2, the outputs of all said second signal processing 

15 components of respective pairs are input to each said first signal processing 
I . 

components of all said pairs in a succeeding iteration cycle. 

In a further aspect- of the first embodim~nt, th~ iterative signal processing 

arrangement 10 ·according to that described above wherein said first signal 

· processing component 1 comprises at least two linear iterative filters wherein a 

20 first of .said linear iterative filters outputs an estimate of a selected characteristic 

of a selected one or said transmitted signals to_·said second signal processing 

component 2, .and a second of said iterative filters having the same inputs as said 

first linear. iterative filter provides an estimate of a characteristic of a selec;;ted of 

one or more transmitted signals and then delays by one iteration cycle said 

25 estimate and outputs said delayed estimate to an input of said first linear iterative 

filter. 

This first embodiment is intended for application to any communication 

system described by a generic linear channel model. The received signal at the 

input to the receiver is described by a weighted sum of the transmitted signals 

30 plus noise .. The set of weighting factors represents a set of linear constraints 

imposed on the transmitted signals. Other constraints could possibly have been 

imposed on the signals. These other constraints are independent of the linear 

constraints imposed by the linear channeL 
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The optimal receiver structure finds the estimates of the transmitted 

signals, subject to all the imposed constraints. This approach is prohibitively 

complex for most practical cases of interest. As ~n alternative, a generic iterative 

receiver structure comprises of two separate components (see Figure 4 ) .. The 

5 first component 1 finds the optimal estimates, only subject to the linear channel 

constraints, ignoring all other constraints. Only preferably these estimates are 

sh.uffled by reordering according to a pre-determined order (de~interleaved) and 

used as inputs to the second component 2 which finds the optimal estimates 

subject only to all the other constraints, ignoring the Unear channel oonstraints. 

10 These estimates are in turn, preferably shuffled back into the original order 

. (interleaved), undoing the pre-determined reordering, and used as inputs to the 

first component 1 in the succeeding iteration cycle. 

The optimal design <?f the first component 1, enforcing the linear channel 

constraints is often also prohibitiVely complex. To limit complexity, the 

15 component design itself can. be constrained to be linear, leading to a linear signal. 

processing component. The design of this linear signal processing component, 

given selected inputs, is the main subject of this disclosure with respect to the first 

embodiment. Fot the following description, the first embodiment lies in the linear. 

signal processing component, or signal processing component 1, corresponding 

20 to component 1 in Figure 4. The remaining part of Figure 4 is referred to as 

signal processing component 2. 
The function of the linear signal processing component 1 is to separate a 

selected transmitted signal from other "interfering" transmitted signals, based on 

the received signai which is a weighted sum of aii transmitted signal as described 

25 above. 

The input to the linear signal processing component 1 are one or more 

received signals and one or more estimates of the transmitted signals, provided 

by .signal processing component 2. The output of the linear signal processing 

component 1 is an estimate of the selected transmitted signal. 

30 The linear signal processing component 1 comprises two linear filters. The 

first filter provides as output estimates of the selected transmitted signal based on 

inputs of one or more of the input signals to the linear signal processing 

component, the output of this first filter delayed by one processing time period of 
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the iterative cycle, and the output of the se.cond filter delayed by one processing 

time period of the iterative cycle. 

The second filter provides as output estimates· of one or more of the other 

transmitted signals (interfering with the selected transmitted signal} based on 

5 inputs of one or more of the input signals to the linear signal processing 

component, and the output of the second filter delayed by one processing time 

period of the iterative.cycle. 

The output of the first filter is the output of the linear signal processing 

component. 

10 Specific embodiments of the first embodiment will now be described in 

some further detail with reference to and as illustrated in the accompanying 

figures. These embodiments are illustrative, and not meant to be restrictive of the 

scope of the embodiment. Suggestions and descriptions of other embodiments 

may be included but they may not be illustrated in the accompanying figures or 

15 alternatively features of the embodiment may be shown in the figures but not 

described in the specification. 

This embodiment Is described using linear multiuser estimators (MUEs) 

suitable for use as part of an iterative multiuser decoder. A specific application of 

the technique in the field of turbo-decoding in a transmission system for coded 

20 CDMA is provided. However, as stated previously the structure of the filter and 

the principles revealed are useful in many other areas of the communications 

field. Thus the embodiment provided should not be considered as limiting in any 

way. 

The specification includes theoretical considerations expressed in a·n 

25 appropriately precise fashion and uses mathematical analysis to prove the 

correctness of the approach using assumptions as required. Not all proofs of 

theore.ms used are provided herein. A cUsctosure such as that contained herein 

has directed correlation to practical devices and configurations of filter elements 

of performing the functions described. Furthermore the disclosure provided 

30 herein would be readily understood by those skilled in the art. The disclosure is 

such. that a person skilled in the art can readily translate the theoretical 

configurations of elements disclosed herein into a variety of devices to solve 

problems or improve the performance of devic.es and algorithm in a variety of 
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application areas some of which have been described previously and that will be 

described herein. 

This embodiment is Intended for application to any communication system 

described by a generic linear channel model. The received signal at the input to 

5 the receiver is described by a weighted sum of the transmitted signals plus noise. 

There could be multiple receiv~d observables pertaining to the same symbol 

internal, ie, the received signal can be a vector of received observables, 
. K 

r = 2:s1x1 +11 
e'-1 

(1) 

where a total K signals are transmitt~d, s1 is the weighting factors for sign;:il 

1 0 Xt and D iS a noise VOOtOr. 

Here. the set of weighting factors, s 1 ~s2 , ••• ,sK represents a set of .linear 

constraints imposed on the transmitted signals .. Other constraints could possibly 

have been imposed on the signals x10 x2 , ... ,xKsuch as error control encoding, 

channel .fading etc~ These other constraints are independent from the linear 

15 constraints imposed by the linear channel. 

The optimal receiver structure finds the estimates of the transmitted 

signals, subject to ~II the imposed constraints. This approach is prohibitively 

complex for most practical cases of interest. As an alternative, a generic iterative 

receiver structure comprises of two separate components (see Figure 4). The 

20 first componen1 1 finds the optimal estimates, only subject to the linear channel 

constraints, ignoring all other constraints. These estimates are inputs to the 

second component 2 which finds the optimal estimates subject only to all the 

other constrain1s, ignoring the linear channel constraints. These estimates are in 

turn, provided as inputs to the first component 1 in the following iteration cycle. 

25 The optimal design of the first component 1, enforcing the linear channel 

constraints is often also prohibitively complex. To limit complexity, the · 

. component 1 design itself can be constrained to be !in ear, leading to a ·nnear filter. 

The design of this linear filter, given selected inputs to the filter, is disclosed 

herein. The function of the filter is to separate a selected signal from other 

30 "interfe(ing" signals, based on the received signal which is a weighted sum of all 

transmitted signal as described in (1 ). All the references provided in this 
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specification are incorporated herein by reference and for all purposes. An 

innovation in th~ filter design disclosed herein is to exploit the fact that information 

provided by the deco~ers is initially only marginally correlated over iterations, i.e., 

in the first few iterations, each iteration provides new information .. The disclosed 

5 filter design is based on a technique to use all available information frt?m all 

previous iterations. 

This implies that the filter grows linearly in size by a factor equal to the 

number of users. This is clearly impractical. Thus, the disclosed filter design 

makes it possible to use all the available information through recursive feedback 

10 of the filter output over iterations, without requiring a growing filter. The size of 

the filter remains the same. The filter design is based on two linear iterative 

filters, where the first linear filter provides an estimate of the desired signal based 

on the received signal, the most current estimates of all user signals from signal 

processing component 2, and the output of the second linear filter which is a 

15 vector of estimates of all user signals based on all previous inputs to signal 

processing component 1. The two linear filters are shown explicitly in Figure· B. 

The linear iterative filters may. appropriately be deslgn~d based on the 

linear minimum mean squared error criterion. according to the recursive 

expressions derived therein. 

20 This embodiment applies to any system described by such a generic linear 

25 

30 

channel model, and where an iterative receiver as described above, is to be 

applied. Examples of such applications include (but are not limited to) the 

following: 

• .. Decoding ~f coded transmission in a iinear muitipie access system . 

Decoding of coded transmission over an inter-symbol interference 

channel. 

• Joint channel estimation . and detection/decoding of coded 

• 
• 

transmission over unknown channels. 

Decodi~g of space~time coded transmission . 

D~coding of coded transmission with higher order modulation 

formats. 
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In the following, the design is demonstrated for multiuser decoding for a 

general linear multiple access system. 

System Model in Multiuser Decoding Example 

The basic principle behind turbo decoding is to decode independently with 

5 respect to the various constraints imposed on _the received signal. The overall 

constraint is accommodated by iteratively passing extrinsic information between 

the individual decoders. For turbo codes, these constraints are the parallel 

concatenated codes. For turbo-equalisation they are the channel code and the 

memory of the inter-symbol interference channel. For multiuser decoding, there 

10 are constraints due to the multiple-access channel and due to the Individual 

users' encoders. 

In this embodiment, a theoretical framework for the derivation of linear 

multiuser estimators (MUEs) suitable for use as part of an iterative multiuser 

decoder is disclosed. We consider a two-input linear minimum mean squared 

15 error (LMMSE} estimator which inspires our main result, the derivation of a 

recursive Bayesian estimator. The proposed estimator yields estimates based on 

the received signal and all the succ~ssive outputs provided by the error control 

code decoders over all previous iterations. This approach is motivated by an 

observation that these estimates are loosely correlated during initial iterations. 

20 Notation: P' is the space of probability n-vectors (length n non-negative 

vectors that sum to 1). For random vectors x and y. E[x:] is the expectation, 

varx = E[x·x J and covx = <x.x> = E[xx~J. Likewise cov(x,y)= <x,y> = Elxy"' j. 
We consider the K-use linear multiple-access system of Figure 5. User 

k,k=1.2, ... ,K encodes its binary information sequence bk[l] using a rateR code 

25 C, to produce the coded binary sequence d;;~]. 

Consider transmission of 2L code· bits per user. Each user independently 

permutes their encoded sequence with ·an interleaver K". Denote the sequence 

output from the interleaver of user k as ut ~ 11 = 1,2, ... 2L. Pairs c;>f interleaved 

code bits u" ~] are memorYiessly mapped onto the quaternary phase-shift keyed 

30 (QPSK) signal constellation. Q = {± 11 J2 ± j l...fi}, giving sequences of -

modulated code symbols xk[i]. wher~ i=1,2, .. _.,L is the symbol time index. We 
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choose QPSK only for simplicity and note that different code constraint.s and 

symbol maps across users are possible in general. 

At symboltime i, each user transmits s.~:[i}xk~]. the multiplication of xk~] 

with the rea! N -chip spreading sequence, s~: [i] e {-1,1}...,.. We model the use of 

5 spreading seque"nc~s with period much longer than the data symbol duration by 

letting each element of sk~] be independent and identical distributed over users 

· and time. For conceptual ease only, users are symbol synchronised, transmit 

over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, a·nd are received at the 

same power level. These assumptions however are not required. Write the chip-

1 0 match filtered received vector r[i] e D N at symbol time i_= 1,2, ... ~£ as 

r~ )=s[i)x[i ]+ n[i] (2) 

where S[i]= {sJi}s2 ~1 ... ,s.~:~D. is a NxK matrix with the spreading 

sequence for user k as column k. The symbol o represents the set of complex 

numbers. The vect~r x~] e QK has elements x,.[i] and the vector n [t] ED N is a 

15 sampled circularly symmetric i.i.d. Gaussian noise proeess, ':"ith covn[i] = o- 21. 

The. symbol Q represents the set of possible modulated symbols, e.g. QPSK. 

Henceforth. it is not required to identify specific symbol intervals and these 

indices will be omitted. For later use, we define S;;; = (sns 2 , ••• , s"_"s"+P'"'s K) and 

xk = (xpx2 ., ••• ,x.t_1,x.t+P"'''xK Y to indicate deletion of user k from S or x. 

20 Recursive Filter from Multiuser Estimation 

Application of the turbo-principle to the coded linear multiple-access 

system, where for each user, we treat the error control code as one constriaint 

and· the multiuser channel {2) as the other co.nstraint, results in the canonical 

receiver structure of Figure 6[1]. 

25 An iteration n1 , the multiuser AP~ takes an input r and the set of extrinsic 

probabiiities qr-l) from user k =i ,2, .•. , K caicuiaied in the previous iteration n -1. 

qin-t> [i] e pll21 is the extrinsic probability distribution on. the transmitted symbols 

x.c~]e Q of user k. The set Q is the set of all possible modulated symbols at the 

transmitter. The multiuser APP calculates the updated extrinsic probability vector 
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Pk")[i] for user k. Aft~r appropriate de-interleaving, the extrinsics p~"l are used 

as priors for independent APP decoding of the code C by each user, producing 

(after interleaving) the eXtrinsics q~~~> which serve as priors for the subsequent 

iteration. The ma,yinalisation in the multiuser APP requires summation over 

I I

K-1 
Q terms. Many lower-compleXity alternatives have been proposed while 

retaining the same basic architecture. 

Consider the receiver structure shown in Figure 7 _ There is a bank of 

linear filters A<;>. one for each user. The coefficients of these filter may be re-

computed every iteration. For the first iteration, n =1, the input to A~) is just r. 

10 For subsequent iterations n=2~3, ... , the input to the filter for user k is r and a set 

of signal estimates for all the other users from previous iterations, 

{xi~> :k'r~: k,m eM}, where M!:;;;;; {1,2, .... n-l! is a set defining the memory order of 

the iteration. Typically in the literature, M = {n -1}, ·although recently rvi = 

{n .:...1~n- 2} has been considered [2]. 

15 The output of the filter A';J is an updated sequence of estimates Xk11> of the 

correspon<;Jing code symbol for user k. These estimates .are mapped from the 

signal space onto the probabilitY vector space using a symbol-vlise mapping 

T :0 ~ p1121. The resulting sequence of probability vectors p~"J are used as priors 

for individual APP decoding of the code C. These APP decoders can output 

20 either posterior or extrinsic probabilities qi~) (both approaches have been 

25 

investigated in the literature). The sequence of probabiiity vectors q~n} is in turn 

mapped back onto the srgnal s-pace by a symbol-wise function U : p'(}.. -r 0 . 

Typically, T calculates the vectors p~.n> assuming that x!n> is Gaussian distributed 

with known mean and variance, .i}n>: N(Jit> ,?'in>). Likewise, a common choice 

f',... .. T r li,n +a.. ...... ,_.,,..., ....... ,n,.:,, ..... --1 ---
•v• V li:l Lllv ....VIIUI~IUJ ICII II n;;:C:U I, 

The following easily proved lemma provides a useful general framework for 

the derivation of filters A~) . 
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. L.emma 1 

Suppose that for a parameter x we have the vector obseNation 

c = (a'bt)', the concatenation of two vector obsetvations a and b. The LSE 

estimate of x 

x =(x,a)(a,ar1a+m(l,l-(b,a)(a,a)-5..) given cis 
(3) 

where 

m= (< x,b >- < x,a ><a, a >-1< ~b >X< b,b >- < b,a >< a,a >-1< a,b >t1 

1 0 We see that {3) can be written as ~ = ga + m(Fa- b), where 

15 

20 

25 

m = (< x,b >- < X 7 B ><a, a >-1< a,b >X<b,b >- < b,a ><a, a >-1 < a,b >f
1 

(4) 

F =<b,a >< a,a >-1 

(5) 

g :::< x,a ><a, a> -I 

(6) 

So far in the literature, linear filters A<;,> for multiuser estimation in iterative 

decoding have been designed based .on the received signal r and the most 

current code symbol estimates of the interfering users x~">. After n iterations, we 

have however a sequence of such estimates available, namely {X" (I) '"(2) '"(li)} 
/c >A/c >"""AI: 

together with r. It has been observed that the estimates are not strongly 

correlated during the initial iterations [2]. 

Consider the following recursively defined version of observables as input 

to the filter A<;:>·, 

(7) 

Direct . application of ~he LMMSE criterion results in 

A~> =< xk, c~~) >< c~n) ,c~"> >-I. It is clear however that A':> grows· in dimension 

with n which is impractical. 
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Inspired by recursive Bayesian estimation {RBE) [3}, we can prove the 

following theorem that solves this dimensionality problem by. giving a recursive 

form from A~> (subject to certain constraints on the input signal).· 

Tlleorem·1 

Make the following assumptions, 

A1: The. received signal r = Sx + n, is described according to (2) where n 

is circularly symmetric complex Gaussian wffh covn = o-21, and az and s are 

known. 

A2: The interfeaved code symbol estimates of the interfering users :i:~"> 

10. coming out of the s;ngle user'APP decoders can be written as xf') = x1") + vln> 

15 

20 

25 

where vi"), is uncorrelated with x and also uncon-elated ov~r time and iterations, 

but not over users at a given iteratio,n, i.e. < ~. v~n> >= o, <vi">, vi"'> >= o for 

n ~ m and< v!n) 7 v}") >= qfrj. 

Define Q~ll) =< v1n). v~n) >I with elements determined as shown above. 

Let c~n) be according to (7). Under A1 and A2, the LMMSE estimate of xk 

given c~n> is given by the output xi") of the recursive filter shown in Figure 8. 

T1'1e update for the estimate is 

x~"> =x;n-1) +m~">(xtl) -xtl)) 

The filters In the figure are defined as follows: 

m<"> - -w<">(I+Q<"-1). w(n>)-1 c - }!; k - k 

M(H) - (r- w(n) XI+ Q(ll-1) - w(n) )-1 
k - lr k lr 

with the recursive update equations for n = 3,4, ... 
r . . , • 

w~u) = w~n-n ~- (Hln-t> r{I- W~n-t) )f' 
Wj'") = Wln-1) +(I- w;n-1} XBi'H) tl (1- w:n-1)) 
acn-t> _I+ Q(11-2> _ wcn-1> 

k k k 
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The initial conditions with x:0> = 0 and x~l = 0 are m~l) == s~(sst + u 2It, 

M~> =Si(SS1 +u2lt for n=landw~2> =s~(sst+Itsk, w?> =S~(ss' +u2Itsr 

torn =2. 

Computer simulations .have been used to evaluate the proposed 

5 technique. For the purposes of simulation, each user used the maximum free 

distance 4 state convolutional code naturally .mapped onto QPSK. Each user is 

therefore transmitting 1 bit per channel use. Binary spreading sequences with 

N = 8 ·were generated i.i.d. at each symbol for each user. Transmission is chip 

synchronous and all users are received at the same power level. 

10 Indicative simulation res~ Its are shown in Figure ~- Three curves are 

shown. PIC is the parallel interference cancellation method of [4]. IPIC is the 

improved paraUel interference cancellation of [2]. RBE is the proposed recursive 

Bayesian estimation technique. Each of the curves· begins for small numbers of 

users at the single-user BER near 1 04 . As each receiver fails to converge. its 

15 · curve deviates from single-user.- For PIC, this occurs at KIN=1 .125. For I PIC, the 

limit is 1.625 and for RBE 1.875. The performance benefit of IPIC over PlC is 

reported in [2].· The recursive Bayesian technique supports even higher loads. In 

fact, further numerical investigations (for smaller systems) have shown that RBE 

supports almost the same load as using the multiuser APP. 

20 Described herein is a computationally efficient recursive filter for use in 

iterative multiuser decoding. This filter uses the entire history of outputs from the 

single user decoders in order to accelerate convergence and to support greater 

ioads. 

With reference to.figures 10 to 18 a second embodiment is described 

. 25 where there are a number. of specific solutions offered which fall out from the 

general solution of (or realization that) adapting related art single pass OFDM 

receivers to iteratively rec~ive signals·at the sampling level allows the receiver to 

differentiate a desired packet from an observation of an interference (coiiision) 

signal at the re·ceiver input. These solution's are as follows: 

30 • An overall system solution- Iterative Receiver Structure itself. 

• Additional solution aspect:_ Samples Estimates list. 

• Additional solution aspect- Information Bit Estimates list. 
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• Additional solution aspect- Multiplexing of Time/Frequency Domain 

Channel Application Sample Estimate~. 

In one aspect .• the second embodiment provides a system and method of 

receiving OFDM packets comprising the following: 

5 a) sample a receiver input signal consisting of signals from one or 

more antenna; 

b) add the input signal with one of a plurality of pri~r stored received 

packet sample estimates to determine 9: packet sample hypothesis; 

c) d~termine an infonnation bit estimate from the sample hypothesis 

1 0 for storage in an information bit estimates list; 

d) determine an updated received packet sample estimate from the 

sample hypothesis for updating the plurality of prior stored estimates; 

e) subtract the updated .sample estimate from the sample hypothesis 

to determine a noise hypothesis and provide the noise hypothesis as the receiver 

15 input signal; 

f) repeat steps a) to e) until at least one or more co~plete p~ckets are 

accumulated .in the information bit estimates list. 

In another aspect, the second embodiment provides a system and method 

. of providing a sample estimates list in an OFDM receiver comprising the 

20 following: 

a) sample a receiver tnput signal; 

b) determine a packet sample estimate from the sampled receiver 

input signal; 

c) store the packet sample estimate; 

25 d) determine a packet sample hypothesis by adding the receiver input 

with a.selected previous!¥ stored packet sample estimate; 

e) determine an updated packet sample estimate by decoding and re-

transmission modelling the. packet sample hypothesis; 

f) upqate the selected previously stored packet sample estimate with 

30 the updated packet sample estimate. 

Jn yet another aspect the second embodiment provides a system and 

method of providing a packet information bit estimates list in an OFDM receiver 

comprising the following: 
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a) determine a packet sample hypothesis by adding a receiver input 

with a seiected previously stored packet sample estimate; 

b) determine an information bit estimate by decoding the. packet 

sample hypothesis with one or more of a hard decoding technique· and a soft 

5 decoding technique 

c) storing the information bit estimate with one or more previously 

determined information bit estimates; 

d) repeati~g steps a) to c) until a complete packet is accumulated. 

In still another aspect, the second embodiment provides a system and 

10 method of determining a hybrid OFDM received packet sample estimat~ 

comprising the step of: 

multiplexing a time domain channel application received sample estimate 

with a frequency domain channel application received sample estimate, such that 

the multiplexed time domain sample estimate is mapped to correspond to a·ne or 

15 more of; 

an OFDM signal cyclic prefix; 

an OFDM tail portion, and; 

an OFDM guard period, 

wherein the multiplexed frequency domain sample estimate is mapped to 

20 correspond to one or more of; 

an OFDM signal preamble and; 

an OFDM payload data symbol. 

In another aspect the second embodiment provides an iterative sample 

estimation method foi OFDM packet based network communication comprising 

25 the following steps: 

a} selecting either the windowed matched received samples or the . 

noise hypothesis as the input signal; 

b) adding an empty packet estimate to a samples estimate list 

containing packet sample estimates; 

30 c) selecting one of said ·Ji~t entries; 

d) · adding said packet sa.mples estimate to s·aid input signal to create a 

. packet received samples hypothesis; 
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e) decoding and re-transmission model1ing of said packet received 

samples hypothesis to create a new packet received samples estimate and new 

information bit estimates; 

f) updating said information bit estimate list with new information bit 

5 estimates; 

g) subtracting said new packet samples estimate from said packet 

received samples hypothesis to create. a noise hypothef?is; and 

h) · updating said samples. estimate list entry with said new packet 

samples estimate; 

1 0 all said steps being Iterated at least once for each packet 

In a further aspect the second embodiment provides an iterative sample 

estimation method according to the previou~ paragraph wherein step e) further 

comprises: 

i) soft decoding said selected packet sample estimate to create soft 

15 encoded bits and new packet information bi1 estimates for reinsertion into said 

information bit estimates list; 

j) soft modulating said soft encoded bits to create a transmitted 

symbol estimate; 

k) . constructing the time domain channel estimate from said packet 

20 received samples hypothesis and said transmitted symbol estimates; 

I) · constructing the packet transmit sample estimate from said 

transmitted symbol estimate; 

m) convolving said time packet transmit sample estimate with said time 

domain channel estimate to create the time domain channel appiied received 

25 samples estimate; and in parallel with steps k) and m); 

n) constructing the frequency domain channel estimate from said 

packet received samples hypothesis and said transmitted symbol estimates; 

o} multiplying said frequency domain channel estimate with said 

transmitted symbol estimates to create packet received symbol estimates; then 

30 p) constrUcting the frequency domain channel applied received 

samples estimate from the packet received symbol estimates; and 

q) multiplexing the time domain channel applied received samples 

estimate with the .frequency domain chanf.lel applied received samples estimate 
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for reinsertion into said samples ~stimate list, wherein steps n) to p) are repeated 

for each OFDM symbol in a packet 

In still another aspect,. the second embodiment. provides an iterative 

sample estimation method according to the paragr~ph previous to the preceding 

5 paragraph wherein step e) further comprises: 

r) hard decoding said selected packet sample estimate to create hard 

encoded bits and new packet information bit ·estimates for reinsertion into said 

·information bit estimates list; 

s) hard modulating said hard encoded bits to create a transmitted 

10 symbol estimate; 

t) constructing the time domain channel estimate from said packet 

received samples hypothesis and said transmitted symbol estimates; 

u) constructing the packet transmit sample estimate from said 

transmitted symbol estimate; 

15 v) convo!ving said tiine packet transmit sample estimate with said time 

domain channel estimate to create the time domain channel applied received 

samples estimate; and in parallel with steps t) and u); 

w) constructing the frequency domain channel estimate from said 

packet received samples hypothesis and said transmitted symbol estimates; 

20 x) multiplying said frequency domain channel estimate with said 

transmitted symbol estimates to create packet received symbol estimates; then 

y) constructing the frequency ·domain channel applied received 

samples estimate from the packet received symbol estimates; and 

z) multiplexing the time. domain channel applied receiv.ed samples 

25 estimate for reinsertion into said list. 

30 

With reference to figures 1 0 to 18, the following blocks are used for 

receiver signal processing techniques in accordance with the second 

embodiment; 

• OFDM Soft Output Decode 288 

• 
• 

OFDM Hard Output Decode 222 

Encode 224· 

• Soft Modulate 230 
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• Hard Modulate 226 

• Acquisition 204 

• Matched Filter 202 · 

• Sum 208 

• S~b:tract 212 

• Coiwolve 236 

• Multiply 240 

• Time to Frequency Conversion (dependant on system standard) 

234 

• 
• 

Time Domain Channel Estimator 232 

Frequency Domain Channel Estimator 238 

• Time, Frequency Domain Multiplex 220 

• Samples Estimate List (inc~uding associated Controller) 206 

• Information Bit Estimates List (including associated Controller) 213 

15 Table 1 and Table 2 provide a key for the number signals and process in 

each figure and the reference numbers in the text. 
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1002 Received Samples 

1004 Windowed Matched. Received Samples 

1006 Empty Sample Estimates 
__:c 

108 Previous Packet Received. Samples Estimate 

110 Packet Received Samples Hypotheses 

112 New Packet Information Bit Estimates 

114 New Packet Received Samples Estimate 

116 Noise Hypothesis 

118· Completed Packet Information Bit Estimates 

119 Packet Transmit Symbol Estimates 

120 . Time Domain Channel Applied Received Samples .Estimate 

122 Frequency Domain Channel. Applied - Received Samples 

Estimate 

126 Hard Enoodad Information Bits 

1'28 Soft Encoded Information Bits 

130 Time Domain Channel Estimate 

132 · Packet Transmit Samples Estimate 

134 Frequency Domain Channel Estimate 

136. Packet Received Symb9l Estimates ·. 

Table 1: Signals 

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26) RO/AU 
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202 p(t) - Bandwidth Limiting Filter- Matched Filter 

204 Acquisition 

206 Samples Estimate List 

208 I:-Add 

210 OFDM Soft/Hard Decode and Re-transmit 

21.2 I:{-ve) -Subtract 

213 lnfonnation Bit Estimates List 

214 OFDM Soft/Hard Decode and Re-modulate · 

215 Hybrid Re-transmit 

216 TDCA- Time Domain Cha~nef Application 

218 FOCA- Frequency Domain Channel Application 

220 · MUX- Time, Frequency Domain Multiplex 

222 OFOM Hard Output Decode 

224 Encode 

226 Hard Modulate · 

228 OFDM Soft Output Decode 

230 Soft Modulate .. 

232 Time Domain Channel Estimator .. 

234 F-+ T - 802.11 a Frequency to Time Domain Conversion 

236 ConvolVe - Linear Convolution 

238 Frequency Domain Channel Estimator 

240 Multiply 

Table 2: Fun.ction Blocks . 

The second em.bodiment ·of the invention is adapted for a Packet based 

5 OFDM WLAN system ( eg IEEE 802.11 a, IEEE 802. 11 g).. A typical receiver for 

such a system performs processing tasks in accordance with figure 1 0. The Input 

to the system Is a complex, oversampled baseband received ~ignal 1002 for each 

attached antenna. . The signal received on each antenna is" passed through a 

band limiting filter 202 Which is ~hen followed by a pa_cket detection and 

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26) RO/AU 
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synchronisation (Acquisition) process_ing block 204. This Acquisition block uses 

one or more of t~e matched filter antenna signals 1004. Once a packet is 

acquired it is dec6ded using either hard or soft decoding techniques and passed 

on to a higher processing layer (eg. MAC). The typical receiver structure figure 

5 1 0 may be modified to an i~erative structure that provides interference cancelling 

at the sample level. 

Iterative Rec.elver Structure & Function 

The input to the receiver is the oversampled digital 1/Q baseband samples 

from each antenna connected to the receiver called the Received Samples 1 002. 

10 The Received Samples 1002 are windowed over time and passed through a filter 

. 202 matched to the pulse shape in order to produce windowed matched rec~ived 

samples 1004. This constitutes the Noise Hypothesis 116 for the first iteration 

(n=1 ). For all proceeding iterations (n>1 ), the Noise Hypothesis 116 is provided 

by the feedback of the interference signal. This is depicted in Figure 11 by the n , 

15 conditioned switch SWn. 

20 

An iteration of the rece.iver is a single execution of each of the following 

processes: 

• Attempt to acquire a new Packet in the Noise Hypothesis 116 using 

the Acquisition 204 proc.ess. 

If a new packet is found, add empty entries 1006 to the Samples 

Estimate List 206 and Information Bit Estimates List , 213. Each entry in the 

Samples Estimates List 206 has ~ corresponding entry in the Information Bit 

Estimate List 213. 

• Determine, from the evolution of both Samples and Information Bit 

25 estimates list, Completed Packets {y1 ••• y~}, in the Information Bit Estimates List 

206. 

• Release to higher layer (MAC) then Remove Completed Packets · 

{y1 ... y,.} from the Information Bit Estimates L!st213. 

• Remove Completed Packets {y1 ... ym} from the Samples. Estimate 

30 . List 206. 

• Select a Packet k in the Samples Estimate list 206 to Process. 
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• Add 208 the Previous Packet Received Samples Estimate 208 of 

selected packet k from the Samples Estimate List 206 to the Noise Hypothesis 

116 to produce the Packet Received Samples Hypothesis 110. 

• Generate new Packet Receive~ Samples Es.timate 114 and new 

.5 information bit estimates 112 for the ·selected packet k from the Packet Received 
. ' 

Samples Hypothesis 110 using OFDM Soft/Hard Decode and Re-transmit 

process 210. · 

• Update 1he selected packets' k previous information bit estimates in 

the Information Bit Estimates List 213 with tl1e New Information Bit Estimates 112. 

1 o • Update the selected packets' k previous Samples Estimate in the 

Samples Estimate List 206 with the New Packet Received Samples Estimate 114. 

• Subtract 212 the New Packet Received Samples Estimate 114 from 

· the Packet Received Samples Hypothesis 11 0 to produce the Noise Hypothesis 

116. 

15 Iterations are continually performed until all packets have been released 

from the Information Bit Estimates Li~t 213. Once this state has been reached, 

the lists 206, 213 are cleared. the time window is updated and the entire process 

repeated. 

Iterative Interference Cancelling 

20 Interference cancelling at the sample level requires the generation of New 

Packet Received Samples Estimate 114 for each antenna using the OFDM 

Soft/Hard Decode and Re-transmit 21 0 process for every Packet found by the 

Acqujsition 204 process. Each· packet's New Packet Received Samples Estimate 

114 are stored in the Samples Estimate List 206. The interference cancelling 

25 structure requires that each packet Adds 208 its Previous Packet Received 

Samples Estimate 108 to the Noise Hypothesis 116 before the Soft/Hard Decode 

and Re-transmit 210 process to produce the Packet Received Sample Hypothesis 

110 for each antenna. Tt~e New Packet Re~ived Samples Estimate 114 

produced by the Soft/Hard Decode and Re-transmit 210 process are then 

30 Subtracted 212 from the Packet Received Sample Hypothes!s 110 to generate an 

updated Noise Hypothesis 116. The New Packet Received Samples Estimate 

114 are also used to update the Samples Estimate List 206. The Noise 
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Hypothesis 116 is then fed· back through the system (minus the latest estimated 

contribution of the previously processed packet) providing Iterative Interference 

Cancelling. Figure 11 provides-a graphical reference for this process. 

Samples Estimate List" 

5 The Samples Estimate· List 206 contains the New Packet Received 

Samples Estimate 114 as generated by the OFDM Soft/Hard Decode and Re

transmit process 210 for each receive antenna for each Packet found by the 

Acquisition 204 process. 

For each iteration, a packet to iterate (k) is selected from the Samples 

10 Estimate list 204. The selection k can be based on numerous metrics e.g., 

sorted signal power. the minimum number of processing cycles performed, order 

of arrival. This selection is depicted by the k controlled switch SWk in Figure 11, 

where k is the current selected packet. 

Information Bit Estimates List 

15 The Information Bit Estimates List 213 contains the latest New Packet 

Information Bit Estimates 112 as generated by the OFDM.Soft/Hard Decode and 

. Re.,transmit 215 process.for each Pack~t found by the Acquisition 204 process. 

Each iteration provides an opportunity to release Completed Information 

Bit Estimates 118 to higher ·layers (e.g. MAC). The croice of which packets are 

20 complete is made by evalua~ing a metric far each packet in tlhe Samples Estimate· 

List 206. For example, this metric may be based on indicators such as signal 

power, the number of iterations performed and number of completed packets .. 

These metrics are then compared to a target value. All packets that meet their 

target are marked for release from the Information Bit Estimates List 213. 

25 For each packet acquired there is an entry in both the Samples Estimate 

List 206 and the Information Bit Estimates List 213. The selection of completed 

packets is depicted by the {y1 ... y,.} controlled switch SWy in Figure 11, where 
. . . 

{y1 ... y,.} is the list of Completed Packet Information Bit Estimates. A feature of 

the iterative receiver structure is that the packet's Packet Received Samples 

30 Estimate 114 remain subtracted from the Noise Hypothesis 116 even after it is 

released and its corresponding en1rles in both lists removed. 
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Hybrid Re-transmission 

The Hybrid Re-transmission 215 process is depicted in Figure 12 and 

Figure 13. It uses both Time Domain Channel Application 216 and Frequency 

Domain Channel Application 218 processes to generate a New Packet Received 

5 Samples Estimate 114. Both processes use the Packet Received Samples 

Hypothesis 110 for each antenna and Packet Transmit Symbol Estimates 119 to 

.create Channel Applied Received Samples Estimate 120, 122 for each receive 

antenna. The Time Domain Channel Application 216 process produces a Time 

. Domain Channel Applied Received Samples Estimate 120. The Frequency 

10 Domain Channel Application 218 process produces a Frequency. Domain 

Channel Applied Received Samples Estimate 122. The Channel Applied · 

Received. Samples Estimate 120, 122 are then multiplexed 220 together to form 

the New Packet Received Samples Estimate 113 for each antenna. Each of 

these processes is described jn further detail below. 

15 Time o·omaln Channel Application (TDCA) 

The Time Domain Channel Application 216 process is further expanded in 

Figure 16. The Time Domain Channel Estimator 232 produces a Time Domain 

Channel Estimate 130 for each receive antenna using the Packet Transmit 

Symbol Estimates 119 from the OFDM Soft/Hard Decode andRe-modulate 214 

20 process (see Figure 14 and Figure 15) and the Packet Received Sample 

Hypothesis 11 0 for each antenna. The Frequency to Time Conversion 234 then 

produces a Packet Transmit Samples Estimate 132 using the Packet Transmit 

Symbol Estimates 119. The Packet Transmit Samples Estimate 132 and Time 

Domain Channei Estimate 130 for each antenna are then iineariy convoived via 

:25 . the Cmivolve 236 process to produce the Time Domain Applied Received 

Samples Estimates 120 for each antenna. 

Freque~cy Domain Channel Application (FDCA) 

The Frequency Domain Channel Application 218 process is further 

expanded in Figure 17. The Frequency Domain Char.mel Estimator 238 produces 

30 a Frequency Domain Channel Estim,ate 134 for each antenna using the Packet 

Transmit Symbol Estimates 119 from the OFDM Soft/Hard Decode and Re

mod~late 214 process and the Packet Received Sample Hypothesis 110 for each 

antenna. The Packet Transmit Symbol Estimates 119 are then multiplied, one 
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OFDM symbol at a time, by the Frequency Domain Channel Estimate 134 via the 

Multiply 240 process to produce the Packet Received Symbol Estimates 136. 

The Packet Received Symbol Estimates 136 are then converted into the 

F~quency Domain Channel Applied Received Sa.mples Estimate 122 using the 

5 Frequency-To-Time process 234. 

Time, Frequency Domain Channel Application Multiplexing (MUX) 

Referring now to Figure 13, the Multiplexing 220 process takes the Time 

Domain Channel Applied Received Samples Estimate 120 and the Frequency 

Domain Channel Applied Received ·samples Estimate 122 and multiplexes them 

10 together to produce a hybrid New Packet Received Samples Estimate 114. 

OFDM modulation scheme such as those used in this second 

embodiment, commonly employ a cyclic prefix to combat multi-path interference. 

Also, due to time dispersion characteristics of both the radio channel and band 

limiting filters, there are tails at the beginning and end of the New Packet 

15 Received Samples Estimate 114. New. Packet Received Samples Estimate 114 

corresponding to the OFDM portion of the· signal are taken from the Frequency 

Domain Channel Applied Received Samples Estimate 122. The remaining 

samples in the New Packet Received Samples Estimate 114 are taken from the 

Time Domain Channel Applied Received Samples Estimate 120. In this 

20 embodiment those samples comprise the cyclic prefix and tail portions of the New 

Packet Received Sa111ples Estimate 114. 

An example of multiplexer mapping is shown in Figure 18. 

Preferred Area of Application 

The preferred areas of application for the second embodiment of the 

25 present invention are OFDM receivers that may be used with IEEE802.11a. IEEE 

802.11g, l.EEE 802.16 ·and HiperLAN Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) 

standards. However, the invention disclosed is use·able in any packed based 
' . 

· OFDM communications system as would be understood by the person skil,ed in 

the art. 

30 With reference to figures 19 to 23 a third ·embodiment is described which 

stems from the realization that reducing the distortions in one or more of the raw 

signals arriving at a receiver used to provide a decision statistic leads . to an 

overall improvem~nt in the decision statistic its~lf. Furthermore, appropriate 
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selection of the means of reducing these distortions leads to a more reliable 

determination of packet arrival time. 

In one aspect the third embodiment provides a method and apparatus for 

communicating in a multiple access communication network by synchronizing 

5 packets arriving at a receiver comprising: 

receiving a packet input signal; 

determining a correlation signal corresponding to the packet input signal; 

processing the input and correlation signals such that at least one of the 

input signal and the correlation signal are filtered; 

10 determining a decision statistic by combining a power component of the 

processed correlation signal with a power component of the processed input 

signal; 

nominate a point in time given by a predetermined threshold condition of 

the decision statistic as a received packet arrival time. 

15 The processing of at least one of the input an~ correlation signals is 

performed by one of a centre weighted filter having a triangular impulse response, 

a root raised cosine filter, a Hanning window filter, a Hamming window filter, or a 

combined Hanning/Hamming .window filter. The predetermined threshold 

condition may be one of the decision statistic crossing the predetermined 

20 threshold or a maximum of the decision statistic occurring above the 

predetermined threshold. The determination of the correlation· signal may be 

performed every Kth sample of a sampled packet input signal, where K is an 

integer greater than or equal to 1. The third embodift:Jent of the present invention 

is described in more detail below. 

25 Power averaging mask for FFT window synchronisation 

Synchronisation of packets transmitted, especiarry over wireless media, is 

ordinarily achieved by employing a preamble comprised of several repetitions of 

the same signal and Correlating the received signal with a delayed version of 

itself. The delay may be chosen to equal the duration of the repeated signal 

30 component defining the preamble. The output power of this correlation process is 

then usually normalised against the average power in the received signal. The 

point at which the normalised correlator output exceeds a threshold is selected as 

the packet arrival time. Thi~ technique has a number of deficiencies. For 
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example, it does' not optimally exploit the statistics of the correlator outputs and 

thus may introduce larger error margins in the determination of data packet 

timing .. In this third embodiment, a method ~s disclosed whi.ch permits a more 

accurate determination of arrival time of a data packet. . Thus synchronisation 

5 errors may be reduced and, consequently, packet loss rates are reduced. 

Specifically, the method uses a linear filtering approach to interpret the correlator 

outputs prior to powers being calculated, thereby improving the quality of the 

statistic used for packet synchronisation. This is achieved primarily due to the 

noise suppression properties of the filter. The shape of the linear filter may be 

1 0 optimally designed against the characteristics of the preamble and the radio 

channel. An example would be a root raised cosine filter, or a Hanning/Hamming 

window filter. One .preferred embodiment of the invention is the U$6 of a centre 

weighted average filter with.a triangular impulse response for apprication to the 

correlator outputs. This filter enables more accurate location of the time of the 

15 packet arrival than is achievabfe otherwise and has an efficient implementation. It 

is also proposed to use the maximum correlation power, once a threshold is 

exceeded, as the decision point rather than the time at which the correlation 

power first crosses .a threshold. Those practiced in the art wiil recognise that this 

method has potential application to any communication system that· uses a 

20 repetitive preamble for packet synchronisation. The inventor has recognised that 

filters are widely used in general applications and that the synchronisation of 

packets may be 'treated as a filtering problem. Accordingly, the inventor proposes 

to use . raw correJator outputs as a preferred filter input. The use of a centre 

weighted (or ot'1er) filter on t"le rom~lator outputs prior to power caicuiation is 

25 used as a measure of the arrival timing of a packet. Threshold testing of the 

nonnalised power of the received sig,nal correlated with a delayed version of itself 

is also contemplated. The deiay is equal to the repetition size of the preamble. 

The normalisation is achieved by dividing by the sliding window averaged power 

of the received signai. in this third embodiment it is particularly advantageous to 

30 provide a receiver with the following functions: 

Filtering of raw correlator outputs; 

Centre weighted averaged filter, preferably a triangular filter which has an 

efficient implementation; 
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The above allows for basing a decision point on the maximum of correlator 

output ·power· rather than a first level crossing leading to better characterisation of 

packet timing to avoid packet transmrssion loss/inefficieflcy. The third 

embodiment may comprise a receiver technology for packet data transmissions. 

5 where a repetitive preamble is deployed to determine packet data timing and 

allowing for adaptive design of filter form against the statistics of the radio 

channel. 

Field of Applic.ation 

The third embodiment technology applies to a point to point 

10 communications link where transmissions are made using a waveform structure 

that has a preamble of a particular type. Specifically the preamble may be 

formed by one or more repetitions of a base signal.. The functioned device 

embodying the technology preferably resides in the baseband receiv.er processor 

Rx of a general receiver 190, as previously discussed and, in this embodiment, in 

15 the exemplary form of a wireless modem 190 as shown in figure 19. The relative 

logical location of the baseband receiver Rx is shown in figure 19 as the 

"Baseband Rx". 

In more detail. in packet based communications systems the timing of the 

arrival of a. packet· is determined at the receiver 190. Once this timing is 

20 determined the alignment of the remaining (typically data bearing} portions of the 

packet may be determined using a-prior knowledge of the packet structure. 

Therefore without accurate determination of the packet time packet errors may be 

prevalent. A common technique employed is to transmit a preamble at the start 

of the packet transmission that has a special structure permitting efficient arrival 

25 · time determination at the receiver 190. ' This structure requires the repetition of a 

short signal severc:ll times in the preamble .. The ~tructure of a typical packet is 

shown in figure 20 where the Sync Word (SW) is repeated several times at the 

. beginning of the transmission .. 

The· conventional time synchronisation technique correlates the received 

30 signal with a delayed version of itself. This delay may be set to the length of the . 

Sync Word and the correlation length may be set to th~ number of SW rep~titions 

(L) minus one. This correlation is implemented every sample {or every lf-h 
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sample where K is small, e.g. 4). if the received sample sequence is {r1-1, r,, fi+1, 

li+2• · ••• }then the correlator output at time i is 

This correlation value is compared with the power in the observed 

5 sequence 

to form a decision statistic IPFII uJ2
• The arrival time i is chosen when this 

metric exceeds a threshold. 

The inventor has Identified that any no!se ·present- in the · received 

10 sequence r1 is amplified by the squaring process and may cause the 

synchronisation technique to pick the incorrect arrival time.. Rather than waiting 

for the stati~tic to cross a threshold, the algorithm may be adjusted to select the 

maximum statistic by including a small amount of decision delay. This maximum 

. is chosen from those statistics above the threshold. A number of statistics 

15 crossing a given threshold is shown in figure 21. 

Preferred Method 

In this method according to the third embodiment of the invention the 

inventor exploits the profile of the autocorrelation of the preamble in order to 

mitigate the negative effects of noise of the time synchronisation performance. 

20 This. may be achieved by filtering the sequences p1 and a; by a centre w_eighted 

low pass filter. Note that this filter is applied prior to the subsequent squa~lng of 

the sequences for decision statistic generation. ·Any noise presence will b.e better 

suppressed by filtering prior to squaring. The filter may b~ designed against the 

autocorrelation properties of the preamble but in a ·preferred embodied a triangle 

25 filter is employed. 

A triangle fiiter ·has an impuise response that is trianguiar in nature, 

specifically the coefficients (taps) of the (discrete time) filter are 

. N-lil 
h =J;F 
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as shown in figure 22. If .the filter described above is applied to the 

· underlying sequences (p1 and a-,) them a typical result would be as shown in 

figure 23. ft can be seen that the threshold crossing technique has benefited from· 

the application of the filter, since it is· now closei to the maximum as seen by 

5· inspection of figure 23. The effect of the noise has also been reduced therefore 

enhancing both the maximum and threshold crossing techniques. The preferred 

method is to apply the filter to both raw sequences, compute the metric using the 

filtered sequence and to ·use the maximum of the statistic that is above the 

threshold. Advantageously, a more accurate synchronisation of arrival time is 

10 achieved by filtering of the correlator output and power measurement procf;}ssing 

prior to decision statistic generation; using a maximum search within a window 

defined by a threshold on the decision statistic. 

By accurately estimating the arrival time of the preamble (and therefore the 

packet), the number of packet decoding failures may be significantly reduced. · 

15 Apart from improving the chance of recovering the data payload this has flow on 

effects to the network users since both network ·control and data packets are now 

more reliably recovered. 

With reference to figures 24 to 31 a fourth embodiment of the present 

invention is described in which the solution offered stems from the ~ealization that 

20 receiver sensitivity may be improved by improving channel estimates using 

symbol estimates from the encoded portion of a packet and iteratively updating 

these channel estimates based on recently received ·data symbol channel 

estima~es. A further aspect of the fourth embodiment resides in transforming 

each received data symbol to the frequency domain to enable the release of time 

25 smoothed channel estimates for improved _decoding. 

Advantageously, in ~he fourth embodiment, each OFDM symbol may be 

decoded more than once by obtaining a chann~l estimate for Symbol n, decoding 

symbol n. updating the channel estimate for symbol n, updating the channel 

estimate for symbol n-1 (by time domain smoothing from the new channel 

. 30 estimate for symbol n), decoding symbol n-1, updating channel estimate·n-1. 
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In accordance with a fourth embodiment the present invention provides a 

method and system of tracking time varying channels in a packet based 

communication system comprising: 

a) i':litializing a channel estimate reference based on an initial channel 

5 estimate derived from a received packet preamble; 

b) updating the channel estimate reference based on a packet data 

symbol channel estimate in a coded portion of the current and all previous 

received data symbols; 

c) repeating step b) at the arrival of subsequent packet data symbols. 

10 The method preferably comprises storing the channel estimate reference 

in ,a channel estimate data. base at the receiver. The method preferably 

comprises transforming the packet data symbol channel estimates to the 

frequency domain prior to updating the stored channel estimate reference to 

provide a time smoothed channel estimate reference. The method also 

15 preferably comprises for each subsequent received data symbol within step b), 

pipelining the steps of demodulating. modulating. and updating the channel 

estimate reference with the further step of FEC decoding. 

In the current state of the art, high mobility high bandwidth transmission of 

information Is iimited by the inability o~ receiver processing techniques or methods 

20 to track the time varying nature of the radio channel and its effect on the 

transmitted signal and its waveform. Thus, related art systems for high mobility 

transmission support only low data rates. In this fourth embodiment, a receiver 

technique that exploits OFDM signal structures is disclosed and the fact that 
. . 

these OFDM signals are error control coded. Thus high mobility, high bandwidth 

25 . data transmission is permitted. Additionally, the technique also benefits fiXed 

communication radio networks. by improving receiver sensitivity. Specifically, the 

fourth embodiment has been achieved by developing an algorithm that permits 

the reliable· decoding of OFDM modulated packets of h'iformation that have been 

distorted by a rapidly varying radio channel, but without the need for 

30 compromising data 111te by the excessive use of pilot or training signals. 

In a preferred aspect of the fourth embodiment of the invention, an 

·algorithm has been devised that may operate on a per OFDM symbol basis in 

order to avoid increased decoding latency and complexity. Correspondingly, in 
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this emlX>diment, three .statistics are exploited: the frequency domain statistics of 

the radio channel at the OFDM symbol rate; time domain statistics of the. radio 

channel across OFDM symbols and; the outcomes of each decoded OFDM 

symbol. These statistics are used to estimate the radio channel from OFDM 

5 symbol to OFDM symbol. When a new OF DM symbol arrives the channel and 

data estimates are updated for the corresponding symbol and some small 

number of previous symbols: In this manner each OFDM symbol is decoded 

more than once with an· improved channel estimate each time. Prediction of the 

radio channel from the received signal and knowledge of the preamble of the 

10 packet is deployed to initialise the process. That prediction uses the statistics of 

the radio channel. It will be evident to those practiced in the art that this 

embodiment permits the effective decoding of OFDM packets in rapidly varying· 

radio environments. Thus it offers benefits in terms of supporting increased 

mobility· at increased spectral efficiencies. It achieves this without increasing the 

15 implementation complexity, or latency, while simultaneously increasing receiver 

sensitivity. In this regard, it has potential in both high mobility and in fixed 

wireless networks. Those practiced in the art will recognise that this embodiment 

may be applied to any wide band modulation technique that shares a common 

underlying channel model similar to the preferred embodiment above. Same 

20 examples are the addition of multiple receive antennas, multi-carrier OFDM or 

multi-carrier CDMA. 

25 

30 

Advantageously, the fourth embodiment provides: 

• Iterative channel and data estimation whereby the initial estimates 

are improved using data aided techniques. 

• Frequency domain smoothing stored across .OFDM symbols 

enabling release of time smoothed channel estimates for improved 

decoding. 

• Dec-ader outcomes derive channel e$timates stored in "CEDB" 

• 
(channel estimate data base) described in more d~tail, below. 

Prediction of channel from CEDB to start up OFDM symbol loop 

based processing. · 

• Consequent low latency, high bandwidth high mobility data. 
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In this fourth embodiment a baseband digital receiver technology that 

enables the effective reception· of high data rate ~ignals from a mobile device 

traveliing at high speed is disclosed. A brief performance analysis is also 

presented. 

5 Field of Application 

10 

. This technology applies to a point to point communications link where 

tra1_1smissions are made using coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex 

(OFDM). In general, coded OFDM transmissions are formed by 

1. forward error corTection (FEC) encoding, over one (OFDM) symbol 

duration, the information bits, then 

2. conventional OFDM modulation. 

The FEC coding over one Oi=DM symbol . may be block coded or the 

coding may continue across multiple OFDM symbols but per OFDM symbol 

decoding techniques-must be available. The receiver will exploit the coding on 

15 the OFDM symbols to improve performance. 

As with the · third embodiment, the functional device embodying the 

technology preferably resides in the· baseband receiver processor Rx of a 

receiver 190 in the exemplary form of a wireless modem 1.90 as shown in figure 

19. The relative logical location of the baseband receiver Rx is shown in figure 19 

20 as the "Baseband Rx". 

Latency and OFDM Symbol based Processing Loops 

In packet based communications systems it is important to implement the 

receiver processing ·with as little delay between the arrival of signals and the 

decoding of the bits contained in the signal as possible. This is important since 

25 the turn-around time for acknowledgements is a significant driver in the network 

performance. In OFDM modulated systems this requirement typically forces the 

· use of per OFDM symbol processing. That is, when a new OFDM Symbols worth 

of signal arrives the Baseband Rx should release an OFDM symbols worth of 

. information bits. The delay between the information enabling the decoding of an 

30 ~FDM Symbol and the outcomes of decoding the Symbol must be of the order of 

a few OFDM Symbols duration. 
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OFDM Chann.el Esthnation in Mobile Environments 

In mobile radio communications systems coherent receiver designs 

typically require the use of accurate channel estimation methods in the base band 

receiver. The channel to be estimated is a multipath fading channel induced by 

5 motion and reflections in the field. Among other uses, the channel estimate is 

employed to drive the FEC decoder, a critical aspect of the receiver. In the case 

of OFDM modulated signals the channel is normally measured in the frequency 

domain, after the received signal has been sliced up into OFDM Symbol sized 

pieces. In mobile communications systems the channel over which the signal 

10 travels changes with time and, if the vehicle speed is high enough, the channel 

may change during the reception of a packet. In related art receiver techniques it 

is assumed .that the multipath fading channel is invariant ovedhe packet enabling 

the one-off estimation of the channel at the start of the packet. In most standards 

(e.g. IEEE802.11a) a preamble is transmitted at the start of a packet for exactly 

15 this purpose. 

Preferred Method 

. In this method according to a fourth embodiment the partitioning of the 

received signal for OFDM to provide a convenient boundary for tracking time 

varying channels is exploited. The channel estimate changes from OFDM 

20 Symbol to OFDM Symbol. The preferred embodiment also exploits the fact that 

the OFDM symbol is encoded, enabling the use of decoded data as training 

information for the channel estimator. The statistics of the way that the channel 

changes with time and frequency are also exploited here. 

An estimate of the channel in the frequency domain is obtained. The 

25 inventor defines the CEDB as a Channel Estimate Data Base containing channel 

estimates for each OFDM symbol, smoothed in the frequency dimension (across 

sub-carriers), but not in the time dimension. The method compri~es the following 

steps, as set out below, for a packet with N OFDM symbols. Steps required for 

OFDM window synchronization occur prior to .the processing shown ~ere. The 

30 · .inner loop (3.4) is of length, L, OFDM Symbols and enables iterative channel and 

data estimation. 
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Ref Function 

1 Estimate Time and Frequency Offsets based on Preamble 

2 Initialise CEDB based on Preamble 

3 For Each OFDM Symbol (n=1 :N) { 

3.1 Transform Rx OFDM Symbol into Frequency Domain {apply FFT) 

3.2 Correct Rx.OFDM Symbol for Time and Frequency offsets 

3.3 Generate Channel Estimate for OFDM Symbol n by prediction from 

CEDB 

3.4 For Each recent OFDM Symbol (m=n:-1 :n-L) { 

3.4.1 Demodulate OFDM Symbol musing Channel Estimate 

3.4.2 FEC Decode OFDM Symbol (outcomes also released to upper 

layer) 

3.4.3 .. Generate Training by remodulating FEC Decoder Outcomes 

3.4.4 Update eEDB using Training and Corrected Rx OFDM Symbol 

3.4.5 Generate Channel Estimate for OFDM Symbol m·1 from CEDB 

} 

} 

The channel prediction (step 3.3 above) ~nd generate channel estimate 

(step 3.4.5 above) both apply CEDB time domain smoothing across OFDM 

symbols !n their implementation. The strength of the smoothing (across Sub

Carrier· and OFDM Symbol dimensions) are independently controlled. by a 

5 process not described here. 

Advantageously, the fourth embodiment provides: 

1. Iterative Channel and Data Estimation w~ereby .the initial estimates. 

(resembling those that would be obtained conventionally} are _improved (step 3.4) 

using data aided techniques. 

10 2. Frequency Domain Smoothing stored across OFDM Symbols 

enabling release of time smoothed channel estimates for improved decoding 

(steps 2, 3.4.4 ). 

3. Decoder outcomes drive channel estimates stored in CEDB (steps 

3.4.3, 3.4.4). 
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4. Prediction of Channel from ·CEDB to start up loop based processing 

(step 3.3). 

Parallelism may be exploited for· implementation purposes by two 

processes running in parallel comprising. 

5 1. demodulation, modulation and channel estimation stages (steps 

3.4.1, 3.4.3, 3.4.4 & ~.4.5}, and 

2. FEC Decoding (step 3.4.2) 

While Process 1 is working on OFDM Symbol n, Process 2 is working on 

OFDM symbol n-2. This offset requires the predictor in Ref 3.3 to look ahead one 

10 extra OFDM symbol. 

The benefits obtained by use of this embodiment's technology are now 

described. 

Complexity 

By exploiting pipelining of the FEC '- decoder function the most difficult 

15 aspect of the receiver device is fully exploited while maintaining a highly adaptive 

capability in terms of the propagation environment. 

Sensitivity 

By accurately estimating the channel, the performance of the decoder 

stage may be significantly improved (typically in exc.ess of 1 dB increase in 

20 receiver sensitivity). This has been found to be the case even for time-invariant 

channels and is realized by exploiting data symbols for trai~ing purposes. In the 

case where mobility exists the ability of the receiver to track the channel .in time. 

allows the receiver to operate effectively where conventional systems rna y fail. At 

the same time, the benefits of iterative (multi~visit) estimatio·n of the data symbols 

25 are realized. 

Latency· 

By employing per QFDM symbOl processing and pipelining the FEC 

decoder the inventor has obtained the earliest possible release of high quality 

data estimates. Therefore the receiver operates without increasing· latency 

30 relative to conventional techniques. It should be noted that conventional 

techniques may fail In high speed mobile conditions.Perforrnance Analysis 

In this section an example of the data. and channel estimates that are 

obtained using conventional. idealised and the proposed receiver processing 
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techniques ·are provided. The attributes of the communications link used in the 

example are shown in the table below. 

I Quantity . I Value I Unit 

Bandwidth 16.0 MHz 

C~rrier Freqency 5.0 GHz 

Number SubCarriers 256 SubCarriers 

OFDM Symbol Duration 16 us 

OFDM Symbols Per Packet 38 OFDM Symbols 

Mobile Unit Velocity 30 ms·l 

CoherenceFrequency 3.0 MHZ 

Bits Per .SubCarrier 2 Bits 

Pilot SubCarrier Spacing 32 SubCarriers 

Eb/No 8.0 dB 

FEC Rate 1/2 

FEC Memory 5 

Derived 

Channel Coherence 48.0 SubCarriers 

Frequency 

Channel Coherence Time 62.5 OFDM Symbols 

Packet Length 640.0 us 

Doppler Frequency 0.5 kHz 

The actual radio channel (measured after FFT application in the receiver) 

is shown fn Figure 24. The rapid phase rotations in the Phase plot result from 

5 FFT window misalignment a.nd residual intermediate frequency in the down

conversion step. ThE!!se are both real-world impairments.· The receiver estimates 

both of these· parameters and may be compensated for them on a symbol by 

figure represents the ac~al radio channel corrected by an. estimated quantity and 

10 is shown here for assessment purposes. An objective of the receiver is to 

·accurately estimate this corrected channel. 
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is shown in Figure 24. The rapid phase rotations in the Phase plot result from

FFTwindow misalignment and residual intermediate frequency in the down-

‘ conversion step. These are both real-world impairments.‘ The receiver estimates
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Conventional Processing 

In conventional processing the radio channel is estimated based on the 

preamble only. The main restriction with this approac~ is that the radio channel 

(after corre~tion) must be invariant across the frame. As shown in figure 25 this is 

5 not the case since there is a phase change at around OFDM symbol 30 in some 

of the sub-carriers. It is therefore expected that decoder failures starting at 

around OFDM Symbol .30 of the packet will occur. This is indeed the case as 

shown in figure 26. 

Preferred Method (Perfect Training Symbols) 

10 Figure 28 shows the p~rformance of the proposed system is'shown with the 

possibility of decoder failures fo~ training symbol generation eliminated. The 

decoder <?Utcomes for data recovery are still recorded hence the errors in figure 

28. This repr:esents the best possible case for data aided radio channel 

estimation. It is possible to compare this result with that obtained using decoder 

15 outcomes for training in the following section. Note that the number of errors has 

dramatically reduced relative to the conventional technique. 

Preferred Method 

In this section the performance of the proposed method is evaluated. The 

CEDB is shown in figure 29 and represents a good estimate of the. radio channel 

20 even though smoothing across OFDM symbols has not been employed. The 

smoothing across sub-carriers is however evident. Once the smoothing across 

OFDM symbols is employed a very good match to the actual radio channel is 

observed, as shown in figure 28. As can be seen in figure 28 and figure 29 the 

error obtained using the proposed method results in the same error patt~m as the 

25 idealised method. The error performance is vastly superior to the conver,~tional 

method as shown in figure 26. 

With reference to figures 30 'to 34 a fifth embodiment is described, which 

stems from the realization that receiver sensitivity may be improved by use of the 

outputs of a receiver's decoder as additional pilot or training symbols and 

30 updating these iteratively with each symbol received for the recalculation of a 

channel estimate, and frequency and time offsets as they yary throughout a 

packet. 
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In one· aspect the fifth embodiment provides a system .and ·method of 

· communicating in· a multiple access packet based network· by estimating time 

varying channel impairments. where channel impairments comprise channel 
. . . 

variation. signal frequency offset and signal time offset, comprising: 

5 a) initializing a set of channel impairment estimates based on initial 

pilot and preamble symbols included iri a received packet; 

b) performing a decoder operation which comprises processing the set 

of channel· impairment estimates and the received packet to determine a set of 

transmit symbol estimates; 

10 c) updating the set of channel impairment estimates through use of the 

determined set of symbol estimates and received packet; 

d) repeating steps b) and c). 

In another aspect the fifth embodiment provides a system and method of 

· communicating in a multiple access network by time varying channel estimation in 

15 a receiver for receiving transmitted packets, comprising: 

a) estimating a frequency offset based on information included in a 

received packet preamble; 

b) correcting a received signal using the estimated frequency qffset~ 

c) determining a channel estimate using information included in the 

20 received packe~ preamble; 

d) transforming a sample sequence of the received signal into the 

frequency domain such that the sample sequence includes OFDM symbols and 

intervening cyclic prefixes; 

e) performing a decoding operation which comprises processing the 

25 determined channel_estimate and received packet; 

f) generating a transmission sample sequence using the decoding results 

and .information in the received packet preamble; 

g) transforming the transmission sample sequence into the "frequency 

domain; 

30 h) updating the determined channel estimate by combining the received 

sample sequence and the transmission sample sequence in· the frequency 

domain; 

i) repeating steps e) to h). 
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In a furth~r aspect the fifth embodiment provides a system and method of 

communicating in a multiple access network by time varying channel estimation in 

a receiver for receiving transmitted packets, where the receiver retrieves OFDM 

symbols from a received signal and transforms th!9! retr.ieved symbols to the 

5 frequency domain, comprising: 

a) determine a matrix of training symbols comprised of symbol estimates 

derived from a decoder; 

b) determine a matrix offrequencydomain received OFDM symbols; 

c) determine an intermediate channel estimate .matrix by multiplying the 

1 0 OFDM symbol matrix by the conjugate of the training symbol matrix; 

d) determine an intermediate matrix of training weights comprising the 

absolute value of the training symbol matrix; 

e) perform a smoothing operation on both intermediate matrices 

comprising 2 dimensional filtering; 

15 f) determine the channel estimate by dividing the smoothed channel 

estimate matrix with the smoothed training wei9ht matrix. 

In yet. another' aspect the frfth embodiment provides a system and method 

of communicating in a multi~le access network by estimating offsets in a receiver 

for receiving transmitted packets, comprising: 

20 a) determine a matrix of received OFDM symbols; 

b) determine a matrix of conjugated data symbols wherein the data 

symbols comprise one or more of preamble, training and estimated symbols; 

c) determine a 2 dimensional Fourier transform matrix comprised of the 

received symbol matrix multiplied with the conJugated symbol matrix; 

~5 d) filter the Fourier transform matrix; 

e) detennine time and frequency offsets by locating peak power 

occurrences within the fllteredFouriertransform. 

The fifth embodiment provides reliable estimation of channel impairments. 

In the related art, .that is, in the theoretical rather than practical context, decoder 

30 outcomes are employed to assist with the estimation of channel coefficients and 

synchronisation of received signals in radio communications systems and radio 

networks. The difficulties encountered with these present theoretical approaches 

to decoder outcomes include the appropriate treatment of the uncertainty of these 
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decoder outcomes ln what would otherwise be conventional channel estima~ion 

and synchronisation techniques. In other words , the difficulty of applying one

shot or preamble-only channel estimation techniques or processing to an iterativ~ 

process leads to less efficient and less accurate channel estimate and 

5 synchronisation performance. With this in mind, in this embodiment the use of a 

channel estimation and· a synchronisation technique that employ an entire 

·packet's worth of decoder outcomes (in addition to the preamble} is described. 

While others also have advocated this approach (at least in general terms), in the 

present embodiment, the specific method to manage· uncertainty in the decoder 

10 outcomes and subsequent processing are distinguished from the related art by 

·the· features described here below. In this embodiment, in es~imating the 

·channel, the inventor first employs the frequency domain version of the 

remodulated decoder outcomes and preamble as training symbols. Then 

compute. the frequency domain channel estimate from this training symbol 

15 sequence and from the frequency domain version of this the received signal . 

. This may be achieved by either division or by minimum mean square error 

estimation or, via other estimation techniques. Any errors in the decoder 

outcomes will be dispersed similar to the use of an interleaver and not have direct 

impact on a local. region of the channel estimate. 

20 It should be noted that the channel estimation approach of the fifth 

embodiment is able to track the channel as it varies across the packet by. slicing 

the packet up into segments that are assumed invariant. Thus the practical 

impact of thi"s embodiment is that more reliable channel estimates provide the 

opportunity for significantly improved information packet recovery in radio 

25 communications. 

In another aspect, the synchronisation technique, the inventor employs the 

preamble and decoder outcomes to remove the effects of data modulation on the 

received signal and then applies a 2 dimensional Fast. Fourier Transform. By . 

then executing a peak power search estimates of both the residual time and 

30 frequency offsets are obtained. These may then be employed to enable effective 

synchronisation. 

In another aspect a channel estimator has been provided. This aspect 

employs the outcomes of soft FEC Decoding (e.g. SOVA) to improve the quality 
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of 1he radio channel estimate so that repeating the decoding step, using the riew 

channel e~timate, offers improved outcomes. These soft outputs are used to 

generate soft training symbols. Firstly, multiply the received OFDM. Symbol 

matrix by the conjugate of the Soft Training symbols to get an intermediate raw 

5 channel estimate. Then compute a further intermediate matrix of training weights 

equal to the absolute value, or absolute value squared, of the each of the soft 

training symbols. Both of these matrices are then smoothed using filters based 

on channei statistics. The channel ~stimate is then obtained by dividing the 

smoothed raw channel estimate by .the smoothed training weight matrix in an 

10 element wise fashion. The impact of this aspect on high mobility, high data rate 

communications networks will be evident to those practiced in the art. 

According.ly, lower pac_ket loss rates impact on network capacity. The method 

also increases the ability to accommodate rapidly changing radio channels and 

more .reliably decode data transmissions. Likewise, increased receiver sensitivity 

15 leads to reduced packet loss rates and increased range for OFDM ·based systems 

with high velocity nodes. 

The following acronyms are used in this description of the fifth 

embodiment. 

APP A-Posterior Probability 

DSP Digital Signal Processor 

FEC Forward Error Correction 

FFT Fast Fourier Transform 

IF Intermediate Frequency 

IFFT Inverse FFT 

OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplex 

RF Radio Frequency 

SOVA Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm 

This fifth embodiment of the invention provides a suite ·Of baseband digital 

20 receiver technologies that enables the effective reception of high data rate signals 

from a mobile device travelling at high speed. 
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Field of Application 

This suite of technologies applies to point to point communications links 

where transmissions are made using coded Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiolex (QFDM). As noted above. coded OFDM transmissions are formed by 
- --- - I ' ' . 

5 . • forward error correction (FEC) encoding, over one (OFDM) symbol 

duration, the information bits, then 

• conventional OFDM modulation. 

The FEC coding over one OFDM symbol may be block coded or the 

coding may continue across multiple OFDM symbols but per OFDM symbol 

10 decoding techniques should be available. The receiver may exploit the coding on 

the OFDM symbols to improve performance. · 

Typically the technology resides in the baseband receiver processor of a 

wireless modem. This location is shown infigure 19 as the "Baseband Rx" 

In packet based communications systems it is important to implement the 

15 receiver processing with as little delay bet~een the arrival of signals and the 

decoding of the bits contained in the signal as possible. This is important since 

the turn-around time for acknowledgements is a significant driver in the network 

performance. In OFDM modulated systems this requirement typically forces the 

use of per OFDM symbol processing. However as signal processing capabilities 

20 improve it is envisaged that another, more powerful option, will become available 

to system designers. The more powerful technique will employ the entire 

observation in ma.king decisions about every bi.t transmitted (e.g. Turbo Codes). 

In current techniques only a portion of the received signal is employed to assist 

with the decoding of any particular information bit. Typically~ a local channel 

25 estimate may be formed. using a portion of the observation and then decoding for 

that portion may be executed. · The benefit of employing the observations, to 

follow, tQ assist with channel (or any other unknown parameter) estimation is 

currently not realised due to implementation complexity and performance of 

currently available DSP technology. Here the frfth embodiment provides 

30 techniques that employ the entire observation to improve the channel estimation 

and hence reduce decoder errors. In addition, the transmitted waveform is often 

structured. to permit per OFDM symbol processing at the receiver. If this 
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requirement is relaxed, frame based channel coding techniques may be applied 

to further improve the performance· of the communications link. Examples of 

these techniques are the use of packet level interleaving and Block (e.g. Turbo} 

coding which may offer large performance benefits. 

5 OFDM Channel Estimation In Mobile Environments 

In mobile radio communications systems coherent receiver designs require 

the use of accurate channel estimation techniques in the baseband receiver. The 

channel to be estimated is a multipath fading channel induced by relative motion 

and multiple propagation paths between the transmitter and receiver and residual 

10 errors due to Transmit!Receive radio. ~i!?match. The channel estimate is 

employed, among other uses, to drive the FEC decoder, a critical aspect of the 

receiver. In the case of OFDM modulated signals the channel is normally 

measured in the frequency domain, after the received signal has been separated 

into OFDM SyinQol sized pieces and transformed via the application of an IFFT. 

15 In mobile communications· systems the channel over which the signal travels 

. changes with time and. if the vehicle speed is high enough, the channel may 

change over the duration of a packet. This translates to the channel experienced 

at the start of the packet being substantially different that experienced at the end 

of the packet when viewed from the receiver. Related art receiver techniques 

20 assume. that the multipath fading channel is invariant over the packet. enabling 

the calculation of a single channel estimate at the start of the. packet to decode . 

the entire packet. In most standards that use OFDM transmission schemes (e.g. 

IEEE 802.11a) a preamble is transmitted at the· start of each OFDM symbol in 

order to permit estimation of the radio channel at the start of the packet. 

25 However, the quality of the communications lin!< may be increased by 

employing the use of data aided techniques in the .estimation of the radio channel. 

In this case, the result of applying the FEC ·decoder on the received signal 

generates an estimate of the transmitted symbols which, while not absolutely 

accurate, ar~ suitable for . exploitation as additional pilot symbols. Typical 

30 examples of data aided channel estimation for OFDM are implemented in the 

frequency domain and therefore suffer power losses due to discarding of the 

cyclic prefix from each received OFDM symbol. The discarded cyclic prefix is 

theoretically useful for. channel estimation and typically accounts for 10-50 
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percent of the received signal energy. Since the transmitted symbols determining 

the . cycling prefiX may be estimated at the receiver, this energy is potentially 

useful, as illustrated below, in the estimation of the radio channel and should not 

be discarded. 

5 Frequency and Time Offset Estimation 

Frequency offset arises due to the imprecise down conversion of the 

received signal from RF or IF to baseband. Time Offsets are commonly caused 

by inaccuracies in the packet arrival tirhe estimation due to the impact of 

multipath fading channel and noise. Multipath, or Time dispersive, channel~ 

1 0 resul~ in multiple copies of the transmitted packet arriving at the receiver at 

differe~t times therein decreasing the certainty in the time of arrival of the packet 

Conventionally, estimates of the frequency :and time offsets ·are initially made 

using the preamble of the packet and maintained using pilot symbols, inserted by 

the transmitter, throughout the packet (e.g.· 802.11 a). An example of this packet 

15 format for 802 .. 11 a is shown in figure 30. 

Frequency offsets manifest as inter carrier interference and a constant 

phase rotation across OFDM Symbols and Time offsets manifest as phase 

rotations across the OFDM Sub-Carriers. The inventor assumes that fine Inter

. frequency offset estimation is required consistent with .the residual errors after an 

20 initial frequency offset correction. The phase offsets induced in 1he received 

symbols are due to the combined effects of tile data modulation, transmission 

across the radio channel, imprecision in the frequency synchronisation during 

down conversion and imprecise time of alignment of the OFDM symbols during 

the time to frequency conversions. In order to estimate the radio channel, the 

25 effect ·of the data ~ymbols (be it preamble, pilot or unknown) on the received 

signal must first be removed, thereby leaving only the effect of the radio channel 

and time/frequency offsets. In the case of preambles and pilots the symbols are 

known a-prior• and hence their removal is possible at the receiver. Using related 

art methods, the parts of the observation that are effected by data are not 
. . . 

30 available to aide in the estimation of the frequency and time offsets since the data· 

symbols are not known at the receiver. The fifth embodiment, however, employs 

data aided techniques to significantly improve the performance of the estimation 

by making many more symbols availabfe.to the estimation proces~. 
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. Proposed Method 

The method proposed here is an iterative process th~t uses the outputs of 

the decoder as additional pilot symbols for recalculation of the channel estimate 

and for the recalculation of the frequency and time offsets as they vary across the 

5 packet. Collectively herein we shall refer to effects of the multipath channel 

combined with the frequency offsets induced by the RF or IF to baseband 

conversion and the time offsets caused by time misalignments in the time to 

frequency conversion as channef impairments. On the first iteration, the channel 

impairments are estimated using the pilot and preamble symbols nominated by 

10 · the transmission scheme. These estimates are used to drive the initial execution 

of the decoder and generate the first transmit symbol estimates. Iterations 

thereafter use the transmit symbol estimates of the previous iteration as new pilot 

symbols to aid in the estimation of the channel impairments. The new channel 

impairment estimates are then used to re-run the decoder and generate new 

15 symbol estimates. This process may be repeated J times where I is the number 

of iterations and Is an integer greater than equal to zero. 

The details of the specific channel impairment estimators will be described 

in the following sections. 

Channel Estimation 
. . 

\' 

20 Twa methods are available for estimation of the radio channel. One may 

be used when the radio channel is .said to be invariant over. the duration of the 

packet or discrete subsection thereof. The other is applicable when the radio 

channel varies over the duration of the packet. 

Sequence Based Channel Estimation for OFDM 

25 The sequence based channel estimator described here applies when the 

channel is invariant over a packet or, any substantial fraction thereof. This 

technique exploits all of the available received energy and is implemented prior to 

the OFDM symbol slicing conventional~y employed in receivers for OFDM signals. 

The steps executed are as follows 
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Ref Function 

1 Estimate Frequency Offset using Preamble 

2 Correct Received Signal for Frequency Offset 

3 Estimate Channel using Preamble 

4 Convert Rx Sample Sequence to Frequency Domain 

5 For Some Number of Iterations { 

5.1 Decode Packet using Current Channel Estimate 

5.2 Generate Tx Sample Sequence· using Decoder Outcomes & 

Preamble/Pilots 

5.3 Convert Tx Sample Sequence to Frequency Domain 

5.4 Estimate Channel By Dividing Rx Sample and Tx Samples in Freq 

Domain 

} 

Steps 1 through 3 are common operations performed in typical OFDM 

·receivers. . ·step 4 would not normally be found in an OFDM receiver. 

Conventionally the received sequ~nce _is sliced up into small OFDM Symbol 

5 periods, separated by Cyclic Prefix regions which are discarded. Each of· these 

OFDM_ Symbols is' transformed into ihe frequency domain by an FFT for 

processing (channel estimation, decoding, etc) as in step 5.1. Step 4 converts all 

. parts of the· received. sample sequence that represents an entire packet ·or, 

selected portion thereof, including the cyclic prefix regions into the frequency 

10 domain to enable frequency_ domain channel estimate at the sequence leveL This 

requires the other steps {5.2 and 5.3) which produces a hypothesis of the entire 

packet's frequency domain transmitted signal. In the frequency domain the 

received signal is equal to the transmitted signal multi pi ied by the channel plus 

any noise. This fact .is exploited in step 5.4. The step in 5.4 could be replaced 

15 with an optimal linear estimator based on the Minimum Mean Squared Error 

criterion. 
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Channel Estimation with Soft Training Symbols 

The channel estimator described here operates in the frequency domain of 

a conventionai.OFDM receiver. It is assumed that the received signal has be 

sliced up into OFDM Symbols, the Cyclic prefix discarded and the resulting 

5 OFDM Symbols converted to the frequency domain, via the use of an FFT .. 

These processes are found in conventional OFDM receivers. The proposed 

. method of the ftfth embodiment is an iterative process that uses the symbol 

estimate outputs of the FEC decoder as additional pilot symbols or "Soft Training 

Symbols" in a re-estimation of the radio channel. By doing so (while noting these 

10 symbol estimate outputs may not be precise) the estimate of the radio channel is 

improved such that a subsequent execution FEC decoder produces an improved 

result over the previous execution. 

Many different types of "soft output" decoders are ~vailable presently, 

including Soft-Output Viterbi Algorithms {SOVA), A-Posteriori Probability (APP) 

15 Decoders and various types of Turbo Codes. These soft outputs are used to 

generate soft training symbols according to techniques that may be found in the 

relate art literature, which would be understood by the person skilled in the art. It 

is the use .ofth~se soft train~ng symbols which requires careful consideration and 

. an improved technique is proposed here. 

20 In the absence of noise. and other impairments, a received OFDM Symbot 

is equal to the multiplication of the transmitted OFDM Symbol and the frequency 

domain channel. If an OFDM system has N sub-carriers (frequency bins) then we· 

may define vectors of length N to represent the transmitted data d; and radio 

channel h, for some. OFDM Symbol period I. The received OFDM symbol in this 

25 case is r; = d1 . * hi, where .the operator '.'*' corresponds to element-wise 

multiplication of the vectors. .In the case where d, is known perfectly at the 

receiver (e.g. if it were a pilot symbol) then the channel co:uld be recovered 

perfectly in this ideal noise free case as 

ii, = r,.l di =hi 

30 where, similar to the '. *' operator, the '.1' operator corresponds to an 

element-wise division of the vector elements. In data aided techniques the 

decoder outcome, d1 is used instead of the actual transmitted data. This 
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estimate is subject to errors. The fifth embodiment involves a teqhnique that 

accounts for this uncertainty in . the "training" symbols. The method- may be 

employed for time varying or invariant radio channels and takes a slightly different 

form depending of the channel variation. The following is a description of the 

5 estimator. for time varying radio channels. 

Assume the following is provided: 

f. an entire packets worth of received OFDM Symbols R, and 

2. an entire packets worth of soft training· symbols D (some may be 

"hard" pilot syillbols). 

· 10 It is possible to structure these two objects as matrices as shown .in figure 

31 for M sub-carriers and N OFDM Symbols, where the rows are sub-carriers 

(tones· or frequency bins) and the columns are OFDM Symbols (time). 

Firstly, multiply the received OFDM Symbol matrix by the conjugat.e 

{denoted X) of the· Soft Training symbols to get an intermediate raw channel 

15 estimate V = R. *D'". Note that the conventional step {as described above) would 

prescribe a division, not a multiplication. Then compute a further intermediate 

matrix of training weights T = IDI or other functions such. as absolution value 

squared. · Then apply smoothing to both of these matrices using a two 

dimensional filter ( f) matched to the channel coherence time and frequency. 

20 This filter outcome may be approximated by implementing smoothing 

independently in the time and frequency domains '(rows then columns or vice 

versa) to save complexity. The estimate of the "time varying channel is then 

derived as 

Hi= f(V).J f(T) = f(R. *D .. );/ t<lDI> 
25 ·The uncertainty in the decoder outcomes is account~d for in the step 

where the absolute value of the training symbols was obtained. Small training 

symbols result from uncertain soft output from the FEC decoder step. A soft 

output FEC decoder will output a zero when a reliable' estimate cannot be 

d.etermined. Multiplication (in the R.*D• step) by a zero effectively excludes that 

30 symbol estimate f-rom the channel estimation process·. Note that in the next 

iteration the symbol estimate may have firmed up, due to improved statistics 

driving the FEC decoder, increasing its reliability and therefore it may now be 
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included in the channel estimation process. In the ideal case the decoder will 

output correct, hard decisions and · all data sym~ols will be used as perfect 

_training to yield a very accurate channel estimate. 

In the case that the channel is assumed time invariant acros$ the packet 

5 the fiitering function simply adds up the column and resulting in a column that is 

assume to apply over the entire packet. 

In some cases, an approach whereby the two dimensional filter f applied to 

the raw channel estimate and training weight is different may be warranted. In 

these cases the time varying channel estimate would be 

10 H1 = / 1 (V).I fz (T) = J;(R. * D").l J;QDI) 

where ft and f2 implement different filters. 

Joint Time and Frequency Offset Estimation using 2D FFT 

In this aspect of the fifth embodiment we remove the effect of the data on 

the phase difference between adjacent symbols in the OFDM received matrix as 

15 shown in figure 31 and then apply a ·2 Dimensional FFT. This removal may be 

achieved by multiplying the observed OFDM Symbol matrix with a corresponding 

matrix of conjugated data symbols be they preamble, training or estimated. The 

FFT output is then filtered to suppress noise, and a search for the peak power 

across the resulting 2 Dimensional space of metrics is executed. The filtering will 

20 have an impact on the maximum offsets that may be measured and it is therefore 

recommended that only very weak filtering be employed. The location of the 

peak, in ·terms of relative position in the rectangle of figure 31, determines the 

time and frequency offsets. 

The granularity and range of the estimation is limited as follows. If there 

25 are M Sub Carriers and N OFDM Symbols then the range and resolution 

available from this technique is as shown in the following 

1· I Resolution I Limit 

Frequency OFD.M Symbol OFDM Symbol 

Offset Frequency I N Frequency 

Time Offset OFDM Symbol Duration OFDM Symbol 
.. IM Duration 
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An example for the system parameterised by is now given. 

Parameter Value 

Number Of Tones 256 

Number Of Sym_bols 20 

Coherence Tones· 40 

Coherence Symbols 50 

Actual Freq Offset 0.05 

Actual Time Offset 0.20 

With the actual. channel amplitude and phase shown in figure 32 and figure 

33 we get the metric shown in figure 34 for peak detection. Note that the peak is 

in the expected relative position, i.e. a fraction of 0.05 along the OFDM Symbol 

5 . dimension and a fraction of 0.2 along the sub-carrier dimension. These estimates 

match the actual time and frequency offsets as shown . in the above table of 

. parameter values in the model. 

_By accurately estimating the channel, 1he_performance of the FEC decoder 

stage is significantly improved, typically in excess of 1 dB increase in receiver 

1 0 sensitivity. This is true· even for time-iiwariant channels and is realized by 

exploiting data symbols for training purposes. In the case where mobility exists 

the ability of the receiver to track the channel in time allows the receiver to 

operate effectively where related art systems may fail. At the same time, the 

benefits of iterative estimation of the data symbols are realized. 

15 In a sixth embodiment the present invention provides a solution predicated 

on the use of firstly correlating the received signal at each antenna of a multiple 

access communication network with a known signal preamble and then 

statistically combining the correlated signal sequence of each antenna based on' 

estimated antenna signal strength. It should be noted that in order to determine 

20 the coefficients for combining an initial timing estimate must be determined. The 

calculation of these coefficients will require. in practice, initial coarse timing and 

frequency offset estimation by other means. The quality of the initial timing 

estimate may be worse than that desired ultimately. The inventor considers 

further processing on the combined signal will lead ·to a timing estimate of high 

2p quality. 
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In a first aspect the sixth embodiment provides a ·system and· method of 

communicating in a multiple access packet network by synchronizing a received 

signal in a multi antenna receiver comprising: 

correlating a received signal observation at each of a plurality of antennae 

5 with a known signal preamble to provide a received signal sequence; 

determine a power signal of each received signal sequence: 

combine the determined power signals In accordance with a time averaged 

weighting based on estimated antenna signal strength for each antenna; 

determine a time of arrival for the received signal in accordance with a 
10 predetermined threshold condition. 

An preferred aspect of the sixth embodimenl of the invention comprises: 

determining an estimate of the relative phase ~nd amplitude coefficients of 

a receiving channel for each antenna; 

combining a received signal With the estimated coefficients to provide a 

15 composite signal; 

determining a time of arrival of the received signal by correlating the 

composite signal with a delayed version of itself. 

In related art. metrics used for synchronisation are based on outputs of 

correlators for the preamble of a packet. In the case of multiple receive 

20 an~ennae. a method for either combining or deriving a new method of metric 

generation for synchronisation· is desirable. Related art schemes propose making 

decisions per antenna an¢ then majority voting or adding the metrics prior .to 

decision. Neither of these approaches addresses suffici~ntly the variation of the 

signal statistics across antennae. The net result of this is degraded 

25 synchronisation accuracy and increased packet loss rates. A further issue relates 

to the effective use of multiple antennae for data carriage but poor use of multiple 

antennae for synchronisation. In this case packets that could otherwise be 

decoded .may be missed by the synchronisation module. 

In this sixth embodiment. we disclose a method for determining per 

30 antenna metries and for subsequent combining across antennae in order to 

generate a metric for time of arrival estimation. The method involves essentially 

two steps. The per antenna metrics are derived by .correlating the received signal 

with a known preamble in a first step. The power of the sequences for each 
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antenna is determined and added across antenna according to the time averaged 

weight based on estimated antenna signal strength. A threshold is then applied 

in order to determine the time of arrival. 

A ft..Jrther aspect of the sixth embodiment relates to obtaining a rapid 

5 estimate of the relative phase and amplitude of the channel on each antenna and 

then to combine the received signal according to the conjugate of these 

coefficients. The processing would then proceed as In the related art with 

correlation of this composite signal with a delay version· of itself. Application of 

this ·aspect of the sixth embodiment is in the · synchronisation of wireless 

10 communication links involving the simultaneous use of multiple receive antennae 

where the multiple antennae are. used to increase the robustness of the 

communications link primarily through increased diversity. 

In a further aspect, the signals from each antenna are combined according 

to Minimum Mean Square Error criteria where the combining coefficients are 

15 dependent on a background norse measure on each antenna as well as the 

received signal energy. The· processing would then proceed as in the related art 

With correlation of this composite signal with a delay version of itself. 

It is particularly advantageous that the sixth embodiment provides for: a 

combining method. for the metrics over antennae; currently does not require 

20 OFDM specific characteristics, and; a version with OFDM specificity may be 

defined for clarity. 

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, that the invention is not 

restricted in its use to this particular application described, neither is the 

present invention restricted to_ Its preferred embodiment with regards to the 

25 particular elements and/or features described or depicted herein. · It will be 

appreciated that various modifications can be made without departing from the 

principles of the invention. Therefore, the invention should be understood to 

include all such modifications within its scope. 

While this invention has been described in connection with specific 

30 . embodiments thereof, it will be understood that it is capable of further 

modification(s). This application is intended to cover any variations uses or 

adaptations of the invention following in general, the principles of the invention 

and comprising .such departures from the present disclosure as come within 
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known· or. customary practice within the art to which the invention pertains and as 

may be applied to the essential features hereinbefore set ~orth. 

As the present invention may be embodied in several. forms without 

departing from the spirit of the essential characteristics of the invention, it should 

5 be understood that the above. described embodiments are not to limit the present 

invention unless otherwise specified, ·but rather should be construed broadly 

within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined in the appended claims. 

Various modifications and equivalent arrangements are intended to· be included 

within the spirit and scope of the invention .and appended claims. Therefore, the 

10 specific embodiments· are to be understood. to be illustrative of the many ways in 

which the principles of the present invention may be practiced. In the following 

claims, means-pl~s-function clauses are intended to cover structures as 

performing ·the defined function and not only structural equivalents; but also 

equivalent struc~ures. For example, although a nail and a screw may not be 

15 structural equivalents in that a nail employs a cylindrical surface to secure 

wooden parts together, whereas a screw employs a helical surface to secure 

wooden parts together, in the environment of fastening wooden parts, a nail and a 

screw are equivalent structures. 

"Comprises/comprising" when used in this specification is taken to specify 

20 the presence of stated ·features. integers, steps or components bt.!t. does not 

preclude the presence or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps, 

components or groups thereof." 
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CLAIMS 

1. An. iterative decoding circuit for a wireless multiuser co.mmunications 

rec~ivei comprising: 

5 a first signal processing means for receiving at least one received signal, 

said first signal processing means cpmprising at least two linear iterative filters 

such that: 

the first linear iterative filter provides an estimate of a selected received 

signai to an estimated signal output and; 

1 0 a second linear iterative filter provides estimates of at least one other 

received signal, delayed by . one iteration cycle, to an input of said first linear 

iterative filter; 

a second signal processing means for receiving the estimated signal . ' . . 

output of the first linear iterative filter and providing a further received signal 

15 estimate to the input of the first signal processing means in a succeeding iteration 

cycle of the decoding circuit. 

2. An iterative decoding circuit according to claim 1; wherein the linear· filters 

function in accordance with at least one predetermined recursive Bayesian 

20 expression. 

3. An iterative decoding circuit according to· claim 2, wherein the 

predetermined recursive expression comprises the following recursive Bayesian 

estimation using the following assumptions: 

25 A1: The received signal is described as r = s~ + n, where S is 

30 

the constraint matrix, containing all the linear channel constraintss x is a vector 

containing all transmitted informatfon symbols and n is ·circularly symmetric 

complex Gaussian with covariance matrix covn. = cr2!, and w.l7ere the . noise 

variance a 2 and the constraint matrix s are known. 

A2: The interleaved code symbol estimates of the ;nterfering 

users i~> which is a vector containing all the signal estimates at iteration n for all 

users except userk , coming out of said corresponding signal processing 
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COmponent 2 can be modelled aS . X~n) = .Xrc + V~n) Where Xk is the transmitted 

symbol for user 1c and vi"l is the corresponding estimated noise sample which is 

uncorrelated with .x. which is a vector containing the transmitted symbols for all 

users , and also uncorrelated over time and. iterations, but not over users at a 

5 given iteration, that is < x;vi~~> >= 0,< vi">, Vkm) >= 0 for n :¢:. ~, where n and m 

denote different iteration numbers, and the estimated noise correlation for user k 

and j at iteration n is defined as < vl") 'v)") >= q 1;/. 

10 

Define the estimated noise covariance matrix Q~"> =< vf•), v~"l >, with 

· efements detennined as shown above. 

Let c~") be the auxiliary vector that contains all signals received from 

user k at iteration n and all previous iterations, according to the following 

recursively defined vector of observables as input to the said linear iterative filter 

denoted by A~>. 

c~"> = {(r c~"-t) J n = 1 
I 

n == 2,3, ... x<n-) 
t . 

15 Under A 1 and A2, the linear minimum mean square e"or estimate of said 

20 

signal xk given said signal c~n> is given by the output x:"> of the recursive filter 

which is an updated estima.ta of the transmitted signal for user k at· iteration n, 
I 

defined as fol(ows. 

x~n) = xt-1) + m ~J!) (x~"-i) - .x~l!-1)) 

m<n> - -w<">(I + Q(8-l) -w<nl)-t 
" - k fr k 

M'") -II- w<n> VI+ Q<n-1) - W'"' )-1 

k -\: !c J.J. " k 

where for user k at iteration n m~"> is the said first linear iterative Niter, 

M~") is the said second "tinear iterative filter, 1· is an idimtity matrix with ones on 

25 the diagonal and zeros everywhere else, w~"J is a recursive, complex auxiliary 
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vector and W~"> is a first recursive, complex auxiliary matrix, respectively, the 

recursive update equations for n = 3,4, ... are as folfdws: . 

win> = w~n-1) [I- (Hi"-n t(I .:. w:n-1> )r 
Win) = wt-l) +(I- w:n-1) Xn~n-1) t (I- Win-l)) 
a~-t> -I+ Q~n-2> _ W!"-t> 

where H~"-1' is a second recursive, complex auxiliary matrix. The initial 

conditions with 

Mi0 =·Si~S 1 +o-2It for n=landwi2
> =s~(sst +It'st, WfJ =S~(ss 1 +u2Its:i; 

for n = 2, where s.t is the linear constraint for user k, s~ denotes the complex 

10 conjugate transpo.se of said vector s.t,Si is the constraint matrix with column k 

· deleted and s:t. denotes the complex conjugate transpose of vector Sli . 

4. A method of communicating in a multiple access network by iteratively 

receiving multi user signals the method comprising the steps of: 

15 determining a first set of signal estimates for the multi user signals based 

on linear channel constraints; 

determining a second set of signal estimates based on non-linear channel 

constraints and the first set ofsignal estimates; 

providing the second set of signal estimates as input to the step of 

· 20 determining the first set of signal estimates; 

repeating the above steps at least once. 

5. .An iterative receiver for receiving multi user signals comprising: 

a first signal processing component for determining a 'first set of signal . . 
25 estimates for the multi user signals based ·on linear channel constraints: 

a second signal processing component for receiving the first set of signal 

e~timates and determining a second set of signal estimates based on non-linear 

chan·nel constraints; 
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wherein the signal processing components are operatively connected so 

as to provide the second set of signal. estimates as input to. th~ first signal 

processing component in a succeeding iteration cycle. 

5 6. A method of communicating in a multiple access network by iteratively 

·receiving OFDM packets the method comprising ~he following steps: 

a) sample a receiver input signal consisting of signals from one or 

more antenna; 

b) add the input signal with one of a plurality of prior stored received 

1 0 paqket sample estimates to determine a packet sample hypothesis; 

c) determine an information bit estimate from the sample hypothesis 

for storage in an information bit estimates list; 

d) determine an updated received packet sample estimate from the 

sample hypothesis for updating the plurality of prior stored estimates; 

15 e) subtract the updated sample estimate from the sample hypothesis 

20 

25 

to determine a noise hypothesis and provide the noise hypothesis as the receiver 

input signal; . 

f) repeat steps a) to e) until at least one or more complete packets are 

accumulated in the information bit estimates list. 

7. A method of communicating in a multiple access network by iteratively 

providing a ·sample estimates list in an OFDM receiver, the method comprising 

the steps of: 

a) 

b) 

input signal; 

sample a receiver input signal; 
. . 

determine a packet sample estimate from the sampled receiver 

c) store the packet sample estimate; 

d) determi.ne a packet sample hypothesis by adding the receiver input 

with a selected previously stored packet sample estimate; 

30 e) determine an updated packet sample estimate by decoding and re-

transmission modelling the packet sample hypothesis; 

f) update the selected previously stored packet sample estimate with 

the updated pac~et sample· estimate. 
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8. A .method of communicating in a multiple access network by iteratively 

providing a packet information bit estimates list in an OFDM receiver the method 

comprising the steps of: 

· a) determine a packet sample hypothesis by adding a receiver input 

5 with a selected previously stored packet sample estimate; 

b) determine an information bit estimate by decoding the packet 

sample hypothesis with one or more of a hard decoding technique and a soft 

decoding technique 

c) . storing the information bit estimate with one or more previously 

10 determined information bit estimates; 

d) repeating steps a) to c) until a complete packet is ~ccumulated. 

9. A method of communicating in a multiple access network including 

determining a hybrid OFDM received packet sample . estimate the method 

15 ca·mprising the step of: 

multiplexing a time domain channel application received sample estimate 

with a frequency domain channel application received sample estimate. such that 

the multiplexed time ~omain· sample estimate is mapped to correspond to one or 

more of: 

20 an OFDM signal cyclic prefix; 

an OFDM tail portion, and; 

an ·oFDM guard period, 

and wherein the multiplexed frequency domain sample estimate is mapped 

to correspond to one or more of: 

. 25 an OF'DM signal preamble and; 

an OFDM payload data symbol. 

10. A method of communicating in an OFDM multiple access network 

comprising the step of: 

30 performing multi-user interference cancelling which ·comprises adapting a 

single pass OFDM receiver· to iteratively receive signals at the sampling level so 

as to allow the receiver to differentiate a desired packet from an observation of an 

interference signal at the receiver input 
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11. A method of communicating in a multiple access communication network 

by synchronizing packets arriving at a receiver the method comprising the steps 

of: 

receiving a packet input signa!; 

5 determining a correlation signal corresponding to the pack~t input signal; 

processing the input and correlation t:;ignals such that at least one of the 

input signal and the correlation signal are filtered; 

determining a decision statistic by combining a power component of the 

processed correlation signal with a power component ·ot the processed input 

10 signal; 

nominate a point in time given by a predetermined threshold condition of 

the decision statistic as a received packet arrival time. 

12. A method according to claim 11, wherein the step of processing at least 

15 one of the input and correlation signals is performed by one of: 

a center weighted filter having a triangular impulse response: 

a root raised cosine filter; 

a Hanning window filter; 

-·a, Hamming window filter; 

20 a combined Hanning/Hamming window filter. 

. . 
13. A metho<;l according to claim 11 or 12, whEl'rein the .predetermined 

threshold condition is one of: 

the decision statistic c~ossing the predetermined threshold and: 

25 a maximum of the decision statistic occurring· above the predetermined 

threshold. 

14. A method according to claim 11, 12 or 13, wherein the step of determining 

the. correlation signal is performed every Kth sample of a sampled packet input 

30 signal, where K is an integer greater than or equal to 1. 
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15. A methoq .of communicating by tracking time varying channels ·in a multiple 

access packet based communication network the method comprising the steps 

of: 

a) initiali:zina a channsl "estimats reference based on an initial channel 
---------~--rif,;l ~ ----------- -,---------- ---- ----- -----.-

5 estimate derived from a received .packet preamble; 

10 . 

b) updating the channel estimate reference based on a packet data 

symbol channel estimate in a coded portion of the current and all previously 

received data symbols; 

c) . repeating step b) at the arrival of subsequent packet c;Jata symbols. 

1(>. A method according to claim 15, further comprising the step of: 

storing the channel estimate reference in a channel estimate data base at 

the receiver. 

15 17. A method according to any one of claims 15 or 16, further comprising the 

step of: 

20 

transforming the. packet data symbol channel estimates to the frequency 

domain prior to updating the stored channel estimate reference to provide a time 

smoothed channel estimate reference. 

18. A method according to claim 15, wherein the method further comprises the 

steps of: 

for each subsequent received data symbol within step b), pipelining the 

steps of demodulating and modulating, and; 

25 updating the channel. estimate reference with the further step of FEC 

decoding. 

19. A method of communicating by estimating time varying channel 

impairments in a multiple access packet based communication network, where 

30 channel impairments comprise channel v~riation, signal frequency offset and 

signal time offset, the method comprising the steps of: 

a) initializing a set of channel impairment estimates based on initial 

pilot and preamble symbols included in a received packet; 
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b). performing a decoder operation which comprises processing the set 

of channel impairment estimates and the received packet to determine a set of 

transmit symbol estimates; 

c) · updating the set of channel impairment estimates · with the 

5 determined set of symbol estimates and the received packet; 

d) repeating steps b) and c). 

20. A method of communicating in a multiple access network by time varying 

channel estimation in a rec~iver for receiving transmitted packets, the method 

1 0 comprising the steps of: 

a) estimating a frequency offset based on information included in a 

received packet preamble; 

b) cor:recting a received sigl')al using the estimated frequency offset; 

c) determining a channel estimate using information included in the 

15 received packet preamble; 

d) transforming a sample sequence of the received signal into the 

frequency domain such that the sample sequence includes OFDM symbols and 

intervening cyclic prefixes; 

e) performing a decoding operation which comprises processing the 

20 determined channel estimate and received pacl'<et; 

f) generating a transmission sample sequence using the decoding results 

and information in the received packet preamble; 

g) transforming the transmission sample sequence into the frequency 

domain; 

25 h) updating the determined channel estimate by combining the received . 

sample sequence and the transmission sample sequence in the frequency 

. domain; 

i) repeating steps e) to h). 

30 21. A method of communicating in a multiple access network by time varying 

channel estimation in a receiver for receiving transmitted packets, where the 

receiver retrieves OFDM symbols from a received signal and transforms the 

retrieved symb<?IS to the frequency domain, the method comprising the steps of: 
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. a) determine a matrix of training symbols comprised of symbol 

estimates derived from a decoder; 

b) determine a matrix of frequency domain received OFDM symbols; · 

c) detennine· an intermediate channel estimate matrix by multiplying 

5 _the OFDM symbol matrix by the conjugate ofthe training symbol matrix; 

d) determine an intermediate matrix of training weights comprising the 

absolute value of the training symbol matrix; 

e) perform a smoothing operation on both intermediate matrices 

comprising 2 dimensional filtering; 

10 f) . determine the channel estimate by dividing the smoothed channel 

15 

20 

estimate matrix with the smoothed training weight matrix. 

22. A method of communicating in a multiple access network by estimating 

offsets in a receiver for receiving transmitted packets, the method comprising the 

steps of: 

a) 

b) 

determine a matrix of frequency domain received OFDM symbols; 
f 

determine a matrix of conjugated data symbols wherein the data 

symbols comprise one or more of preamble, training and estimated symbols; 

c) determine a 2 dimensional Fourier transform matrix comprised of 

the received symbol matrix multiplied with the conjugated symbol matrix; 

d) filter the Fourier transform matrix; 

e) · determine time and frequency offsets by locating peak power 

occurrences within the filtered Fourier transform. 

25 23. A method of communicating in a multiple access packet communication 

network by synchronizing a received signal in a multi antenna receiver the 

method comprising: 

correlating .a received signal observation at-each of a plurality of antennae 

with a known signal preamble to provide a received signal sequence; 

30 determine a .power signal of each received signal sequence; 

combine. the determined power signals in accordance with a time averaged 

weighting based on estimated antenna signal strength for each antenna; · 
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determine a time of arrival for the received signal in .accordance with a 

prede'termined threshold condition. 

24. A method according to claim 33. further comprising the steps of: 

5 determining an estimate of the relative phase and amplitude coefficients of 

a r~ceiving chan11el for each antenna; 

combining a received signal with the estimated coefficients to provide a 

composite signal; 

determining a time of arrival of the received signal by correlating the 

10 composite signal with a delayed version of itself. 

25. Apparatus adapted to communicate in a multiple access commun·ication 

network, said apparatus comprising: 

processor means adapted to operate in accordance with a predetermined 

15 instruction set, 

said apparatus, in conjunction with said instruction set, being adapted to 

perform a method according to any one of claims 4, 6 to 24. 

26. A computer program product comprising: 

20 a computer usable medium having computer readable program code and 

computer readable system code embodied on said medium for communicating in 

a multiple access communication network, said computer program product 

comprising: 

computer readable code within said computer usable medium for 

25 performing the method steps according to any one of claims 4, 6 to 24. 

27. A . method substantially as herein described with . reference to the 

accompanying drawings. 

30 28. Apparatus substantially as herein described with reference to the 

accompanying drawings. 
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS 

Please amend the claims as follows: 

1-30. (Canceled) 

31. (Currently Amended) A method of transmitting a preamble sequence in a mobile 

communication system, the method comprising: 

genera-ting said )9reaml:Jle seq-Henee by re)9ea-ting a S)9eeifie seq-Henee a-t least ene time and 

eeneatena-ting a eyelie )9refix (CP) te a freH:t end ef said re)9eated seq-Henee, said CP being 

ideH:tieal te a )9art ef a rear end ef said S)9eeifie seq-Henee; and 

repeating a specific sequence, having a length (L), N times to generate a consecutive 

sequence having a length (N*L); 

generating said preamble sequence by concatenating a single cyclic prefix (CP) to a front 

end of said consecutive sequence; and 

transmitting, on a random access channel, said preamble sequence to a receiving side-BR-a 

randem aeeess ehaH:H:el. 

32. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 31, further comprising generating said 

specific sequence from a Constant Amplitude Zero Auto Correlation (CAZAC} (CenstaH:t 

l'rtH-J9litade Zere l'rltte Cerrelatien) sequence. 

33. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 32, further comprising applying a cyclic 

shift to said specific sequence generated from said CAZAC sequence. 

34. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 33, wherein a value of said applied cyclic 

shift is determined as an integer ¥alae-multiple of a predetermined circular shift unit. 

35. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, vvherein a value of said applied 

cyclic shift is used as additional information. 

36. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, wherein applying said cyclic shift 

comprises multiplying said specific sequence by an exponential sequence. 
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3 7. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 31, further comprising generating said 

specific sequence by combining at least two code sequences mapped with at least one 

information bit, res)9eetively. 

38. (Currently Amended) A transmitter for transmitting a preamble sequence in a mobile 

communication system, the transmitter comprising: 

a preamble generation unit configured to generate said preamble sequence by repeating a 

specific sequence, having a length (L), N times to generate a consecutive sequence having a 

length (N*L) and concatenating a single cyclic prefix (CP) to a front end of said consecutive 

sequence; 

mea-as fer geReratiag saia )9reaffl-8le seEJtleRee 13y re)9eatiRg a S)9eeifie seEJtleRee at least 

eRe time a-aa eeReateRatiRg a eyelie )9refiK (CP) te a freat eRa sf saia re)9eatea seEJtleRee, saia 

eyelie )9refiK 13eiRg iaeRtieal te a rear eRa sf saia S)9eeifie seEJtleRee; a-aa 

mea-as fer tra-asmittiRg a transmission unit configured to transmit, on a random access 

channel, said preamble sequence to a receiving side eR a ra-aaem aeeess ehaRRel. 

39. (Currently Amended) The transmitter of claim 38, wherein saia meaRs fer geReratiRg 

saia )9reaffl-8le are said preamble generation unit is further configured to generate said specific 

sequence from a Constant Amplitude Zero Auto Correlation (CAZAC} (CeRstaRt i\:IH]9litHae 

Zere l'rltte CerrelatieR) sequence. 

40. (Currently Amended) The transmitter of claim 39, wherein said preamble generation 

unit saia meaRs fer )!;eReratiR)!; saia )9reaffl-8le are is further configured to apply a cyclic shift to 

said specific sequence generated from said CAZAC sequence. 

41. (Currently Amended) The transmitter of claim 40, wherein a value of said applied 

cyclic shift is determined as an integer valtte-multiple of a predetermined circular shift unit. 

42. (Currently Amended) The transmitter of elaim 39 claim 40, wherein a value of said 

applied cyclic shift is used as additional information. 
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43. (Currently Amended) The transmitter ofelairn 39 claim 40, wherein said preamble 

generation unit meaas fer generating said )9reaml:Jle are is further configured to apply a eyelie 

said cyclic shift by multiplying said specific sequence by an exponential sequence. 

44. (Currently Amended) The transmitter of claim 38, wherein said preamble generation 

unit meaas fer generating said )9reambie are is further configured to generate said specific 

sequence by combining at least two code sequences mapped with at least one information bit, 

res)9 e etively. 

45. (New) The method of claim 31, wherein: 

said consecutive sequence comprises at least a first sequence, a second sequence, and an 

N-th sequence; and 

said CP is identical to a rear part of said N-th sequence. 

46. (New) The transmitter of claim 38, wherein: 

said consecutive sequence comprises at least a first sequence, a second sequence, and an 

N-th sequence; and 

said CP is identical to a rear part of said N-th sequence. 
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REMARKS 

Claims 31-46 are pending in the application. Claims 31-34 and 3 7-44 are currently 

amended. Claims 45 and 46 are newly submitted. No new matter has been added as the 

amendments and newly submitted claims have support in the specification as originally filed. It 

is submitted that the application, as amended, is in condition for allowance. Reconsideration is 

respectfully requested. 

Applicant notes with appreciation the Examiner's acknowledgement of Applicant's claim 

for foreign priority under 35 USC 119(a)-(d) and that all certified copies of the priority 

documents have been received. 

Claims 31-44 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Jung et al. (US 

2006/0153282). Applicant respectfully traverses these rejections, and requests reconsideration 

and allowance of the pending claims in view of the following arguments. 

As amended, independent claim 31 recites repeating a specific sequence, having a length 

(L ), N times to generate a consecutive sequence having a length (N*L) and generating said 

preamble sequence by concatenating a single cyclic prefix (CP) to a front end of said consecutive 

sequence. 

Page 2 of the Office Action states that paragraphs 0064 and 0068 of Jung disclose 

generating said preamble sequence by repeating a specific sequence at least one time and 

concatenating a cyclic prefix (CP) to a front end of said repeated sequence. Applicant provides 

the following remarks. 

A review of cited paragraph 0064 of Jung reveals that Jung arguably discloses repeatedly 

transmitting a second preamble sequence. Furthermore, cited paragraph 0064 of Jung discloses 

that a combination of second preamble sequences is transmitted through, for example, odd and 

even frames. Accordingly, Jung discloses that the second preamble sequence is repeated through 

separate frames, such as, odd and even frames (Jung, paragraph 0064). Applicant submits that 

repeating a preamble via separate frames, each of which including an individual cyclic prefix 

and first preamble sequences, is patentably distinguishable from repeating a specific sequence, 

having a length (L ), N times to generate a consecutive sequence having a length (N*L ), as 
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recited in independent claim 31. More specifically, since the second preamble sequence of Jung 

is repeated in different frames, the second preamble sequence of Jung is not a consecutive 

sequence as required by independent claim 31. Therefore, since Jung fails to disclose generating 

a consecutive sequence by repeating a specific sequence, Jung cannot teach or suggest "repeating 

a specific sequence, having a length (L ), N times to generate a consecutive sequence having a 

length (N*L )," as recited in independent claim 31. 

Furthermore, cited paragraph 0068 of Jung discloses that "the guard interval signal is 

inserted using a cyclic prefix scheme in which the last predetermined samples of a time domain 

OFDM symbol are copied and inserted into an effective OFDM symbol or a cyclic postfix 

scheme in which the first predetermined samples of a time domain OFDM symbol are copied 

and inserted into an effective OFDM symbol." 

A review of cited paragraph 0068 of Jung reveals that an OFDM symbol or a cyclic 

postfix scheme are copied and inserted into an effective OFDM symbol. Similar to the arguments 

presented above with regard to cited paragraph 0064 of Jung, Applicant submits that although 

paragraph 0068 of Jung arguably discloses copying and inserting OFDM symbols into an 

effective OFDM symbol, paragraph 068 of Jung fails to disclose generating a consecutive 

sequence by repeating a specific sequence, as required by independent claim 31. 

Furthermore, Applicant has reviewed Jung and has found no discussion with regard to 

"generating said preamble sequence by concatenating a single cyclic prefix to a front end of said 

consecutive sequence," as recited in independent claim 31. Rather, a review of FIG. 2 of Jung 

reveals that a preamble sequence of Jung may include more than one cyclic prefix. Therefore, 

Applicant submits that Jung cannot teach or suggest generating said preamble sequence by 

concatenating a single cyclic prefix (CP) to a front end of said consecutive sequence, as recited 

in independent claim 31. 

To assist the Examiner in understanding the Applicant's position with regard to Jung, 

Applicant provides below relevant portions of FIG. 2 of Jung, which has been annotated in 

accordance with Applicant's position. 
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The preamble sequence is repeated between frames and is not 
consecutive 

FIG .. 2 

As illustrated in annotated FIG. 2 of Jung, the preamble sequences do not form a 

consecutive sequence, rather, the preamble sequences are repeated in different frames. For 

example, the preamble sequence #2 is split between two frames, and therefore, since the 

preamble sequence #2 is split between two frames, the preamble sequence #2 is not a 

consecutive sequence. Accordingly, as previously discussed, Jung cannot teach or suggest 

"repeating a specific sequence, having a length (L ), N times to generate a consecutive sequence 

having a length (N*L )," as recited in independent claim 31. 

Furthermore, as illustrated in annotated FIG. 2, each of the frames, even and odd, has its 

own CP. Therefore, since each frame has its own CP, the preamble sequences of Jung are not 

concatenated with a single CP to a front end of the consecutive sequence, as required in 

independent claim 31. In other words, each preamble sequence of Jung has its own CP, as 

opposed to a single CP concatenated to a front end of the consecutive sequence to generate a 

preamble symbol. Therefore, as previously discussed, since Jung does not disclose concatenating 

a single CP to a front end of the consecutive sequence to generate a preamble symbol, Jung 

cannot teach or suggest "generating said preamble sequence by concatenating a single cyclic 

prefix (CP) to a front end of said consecutive sequence," as recited in independent claim 31. 

Furthermore, FIG. 2 of Jung arguably illustrates a consecutive "preamble sequence #1." 

However, Applicant submits that the consecutive "preamble sequence #1," as illustrated in FIG. 

2 of Jung is entirely different from the "consecutive sequence" required in independent claim 31. 
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Specifically, paragraph 0041 of Jung discloses that "the preamble sequence transmitted through 

the first transmit antenna is referred to as the first preamble sequence (Preamble Sequence #1)." 

Additionally, paragraphs 0046-0051 of Jung disclose that the first preamble sequence is divided 

into subsequences and the generated subsequences are transmitted through the first antenna. 

Accordingly, Applicant submits that in view of paragraphs 0041 and 0046-0051 of Jung, the 

"preamble sequence #1" of FIG. 2 of Jung is a consecutive sequence of subsequences of the first 

preamble sequence. In other words, Jung does not repeat the first preamble sequence in order to 

create a consecutive sequence, and therefore, the consecutive "preamble sequence #1" illustrated 

in FIG. 2 of Jung, is patentably distinguishable from the "consecutive sequence" of independent 

claim 31. Thus, notwithstanding the arguments presented above, Applicant submits that Jung 

cannot teach or suggest "repeating a specific sequence, having a length (L ), N times to generate a 

consecutive sequence having a length (N*L )," as recited in independent claim 31. 

Applicant has demonstrated above that Jung fails to teach or suggest various elements 

recited in independent claim 31, and therefore, independent claim 31 is allowable over the cited 

reference. Additionally, independent claim 38 recites elements similar to those recited in 

independent claim 31 and is allowable for reasons similar to those presented with regard to 

independent claims 31. Finally, claims 32-37 and 39-44 are allowable at least by virtue of their 

dependence on an allowable base claim. 

Finally, although not formally rejected, newly submitted claims 45 and 46 are allowable 

at least by virtue of their dependence on an allowable base claim. 
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CONCLUSION 

In light of the above remarks, Applicant submits that the present Amendment places all 

claims of the present application in condition for allowance. Reconsideration of the application is 

requested. 

If for any reason the Examiner finds the application other than in condition for allowance, 

the Examiner is requested to call the undersigned attorney at the Los Angeles, California, 

telephone number (213) 623-2221 to discuss the steps necessary for placing the application in 

condition for allowance. Please charge any additional fees and credit any overpayment to 

Deposit Account No. 502290. 

Date: December 16, 2011 

Respectfully submitted, 

Lee, Hong, Degerman, Kang & Waimey 

By: /Puya Partow-Navid/ 
Puya Partow-Navid 
Registration No. 59,657 

Customer No. 035884 Attorney for Applicant(s) 
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AMENDMENT TO THE SPECIFICATION 

Please insert the following paragraph on page 1 of the Specification, after the title of the 

invention and before the section titled TECHNICAL FIELD, with the following heading and 

paragraph: 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application is the National Stage filing under 35 U.S.C. § 371 oflntemational 

Application No. PCT/KR07/02784, filed on January 8, 2007, which claims the benefit and right 

of priority to Korean Application Nos. 10-2006-0052167, filed on June 9, 2006 and 10-2006-

0057488, filed on June 26, 2006. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
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Filed: July 7, 2010 
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2478 
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Syncln.·onization 1' ... 1ethod Based on a New Constant 
Envelop Premnble for OFDM Systen1s 

Guangliang Ren, Yilin Chang, Hoi Zhang, and Ruining Zhang 

11/Jstract-The synchronization method using the available 
constant em·elniJ prcalllble is unalyztii, uml u new p1·cambie 
weig11ted by pseudo-noise sequenl-e is proposed, with which a 
no\'el liming and frequenC)' offset estimation method is presented 
for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems 
in this paper. By the Jlmposed method, the aecumcy of' the timing 
offset estimator is significantly imprm'ed, and the estimate range 
of the frt'quency offset t'Stimator is greatly enlarglod with no loss 
in accuracy. The performance of the proposed method is demon
strated by simulations. 

l11dex Tenns-Constant envelop preamble, OFDM, synchroniza
tion. 

L lNmonucrJON 

0 RTIIOGONAL frequency division multiplexing has been 
widely used in wireless communication systems such a-; 

WLANs, DAB, etc. due to its advantages. But it is very sensi
tive to nonlinear distortion and synchronization errors caused by 
Doppler shift and/or oscillator instabilities ["11. A nwnber of syn
chronization methods [2]-[91 have been proposed to estimate 
the time and frequency offsets either jointly or individu:illy. 

In packet oriented application, the preamble based synchro
nization methods are often employed and most of them use the 
preamble whose length is more than two OFDM symbols toes
timate the timing and frequency offsets (2]-[4]. In order to im
prove the efficiency ofthe transmission and the perfonnance of 
the synchronization method, many algorithms [5]-[8] are inves· 
tigated to estimate the timing offset and/or the frequency offset 
wherein the length of the preamble is Ihe same as one OFDM 
symbol, and the preambles in [5]-[8] can be made by transn.tit
ting a pseudo-noise sequence and zeros at the special frequency 
respectively. However, the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) 
of the preambles is still large due to a large number of sub-car
riers in the preamble. So the nonlinear distortion in the transmis
sion degrades the performance of the synchronization method. 

In order to achieve robustness to ll1e nonlinear distortion, 
Andreas Cyzlwink proposed a synchroni7.ation method using 
a constant envelop preamble [9], but the performance of the 
method is not satisfactory and the ideas in [6[-[8] cannot be ap
plied to the method since the data on the sub-carriers of the con
stant envelop preamble cannot be selected ns those in [6]-[8]. To 
further improve the performance of the synchronization method 
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with the constml envelop preamble, we propose a new con
stant envelop preamble weiglued by lhe pseudo-noise sequence 
und the con·es1xmding timing and frequency offset estimation 
method for wireless OFDM systems in this paper. 

II, SIGNAL MODEL 

The samples of a complex-valued baseband OFDM symbol 
can be described as 

J\'-1 

~· _ '\;""" l' ,j2rrf"'/1'-' 
•''ll - L__, ·II,. 

k=U 

(I) 

where Ck is the complex modulated symbol on the kth sub-car
rier, N is the size of IFFf and n is the index of samples. The 
useful pru1 of each OFDM symbol has a duration ofT seconds 
and the intersymbol interference (lSl) can be ea<;ily eliminated 
by inserting a cyclic prefix that is longer than the channel im
pulse response. 

At the receiver, the received waveform r(t) is sampled with 
period T11 = TJN. In the received signal models, the timing 
offset is often modeled as a delay and the frequency offset is 
modeled as a phase distortion of the received data in the time 
domain, so, the uth received sample may be represented as [6] 

T(n) = y{n- c)ei(Zm;a/i'i) +-w(n) (2) 

where e: is the integer-valued unknown arrival time of a symbol, 
vis the frequency offset normalized by the sub-carrier spacing, 
w(n) is the sample of zero-mean complex Gaussian noise 
process with variance a-~,. and 

£-1 

y(n) = 2:::: !t(m)x"-m (3) 
:rn=O 

where h(m) is the channel impulse response, whose memory is 
denoted by L. 

In OFDM systems, the task of synchronization is to estimate 
and compensate the timing and frequency offsets. 

Ill. THE A VAIL".BLE CONSTANT ENVELOP PREAMBLE BASED 

SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD 

The constant envelop preamble generated from DFT of " 

CAZAC sequence ("1 0], Ill] in r9J can be described as 

(4) 

where x; with i = 0 to N - 1 is the sample of the preamble in 
time domain. The samples in the preamble satisfy 

. N 
1. = 0, ... ' 2 -1 (5) 
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nveiop Preamble for OFDM Systems

Guangliang Ran, Yilin Chang, Hui Zhang, and Hnining Zhang

Abstract—The synchronization method using the available
constant envelop pi‘ts’tllibic is analyzed, and a new preamble
weighted by pseudo-noise sequence is proposed, with which a
novel liming and frequency offset estimation method is presented
for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing {OFDM} systems
in this paper. By the proposed method. the accuracy of the timing
offset estimator is significantly improved, and the estimate range
of the frequency offset estimator is greatly enlarged with no loss
in accuracy. The performance of the proposed method is demon-
strated by simulations.

Index Tenor—Constant; envelop preamble, OFDM, synchroniza-
tion.

1. INTRODUCTION

RTHOGONAL frequency division multiplexing has been
widely used in wireless communication systems such as

WLANs, DAB, etc. due to its advantages. But it is very sensi—

tive to nonlinear distortion and synchronization errors caused by
Doppler shift and/or oscillator instabilities [‘1]. A number of syn—
chronization methods [21—[91 have been proposed to estimate
the time and frequency offsets either jointly or individually.

In packet oriented application, the preamble based synchro-
nization methods are often employed and most of them use the
preamble whose length is more than two OFDM symbols to cs~

dance: the timing and frequency offsets [21—[4]. In order to im-
prove the elficiency of the transmission and the performance of
the synchronization method, many algorithms [5]~{8] are inves-

tigated to estimate the timing offset and/or the frequency offset
wherein the length of the preamble is the same as one OFDM

symbol, and the preambles in [SJ—[S] can he made by transmit—

ting a pseudo-noise sequence and zeros at the special Frequency
respectively. However, the peak—to-averagc power ratio (PAP R)

of the preambles is still large due to a large number of sub-car-
riers in the preamble. So the nonlinear distortion in the transmis~

sion degrades the performance of the synchronization method.
in order to achieve robustness to the nonlinear distortion,

Andreas Cyzlwink pnoposcd a synchronization method using
a constant envelop preambic [9], but the performance of the
method is not satisfactory and the ideas in {6I—[8] cannot be ap-

plied to the method since the data on the sub-carriers of the con
stant envelop preamble cannotbe selected ttb‘ those in [6]—[8]. To

further improve the performance of the synchronization method

Manuscript. received July 1, 2004; revised September 9. 200-1. This work was
supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under
Grant. 60172030.
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with the constant envelop preamble, we propose a new con-

stant envelop preamble weighted by the pseudo-noise sequence
and the cormslxmding timing and Frequency offset estimation

method for wireless OFDM systems in this paper.

II, SIGNAL MODEL

The sainples of a complex—valued baseband OFDM symbol
can he described as

.-‘\"—1

{tin : Z G". E‘lznkfli‘wk=U

where er. is the complex modulated symbol on the kth sub-car-

rier, N is the size of IFFT and n is the index of samples. The
useful pan of each OFDM symbol has a duration of T seconds
and the intersymhol interference (181) can be easily eliminated
by inserting a cyclic prefix that is longer than the channel im-
pulse response.

At the receiver, the received waveform r(t) is sampled with
period T, = TfN. 1n the received signal models, the timing
Offset is often modeled as a delay and the frequency Offset is
modeled as a phase distonion of the received data in the time

domain, so, the nth received sample may be represented as [6]

‘I'(‘n.) = y(n — €)t:jl2"muN) + ‘w[n.) (2)

where c is the integer-valued unknown arrival time of a symbol,
v is the frequency offset normalized by the sub—carrier spacing,

w(n) is the sample of zero—mean complex Gaussian noise

process with variance of“, and
L — 1

got) 2 Z lump“... (3)‘ln.=0

where htrn) is the channel impulse response, whose memory is
denoted by L.

In OFDM systems, the task of synchronization is to estimate

and compensate the timing and frequency offsets.

H1. THE AVAILABLE CONSTANT ENVELOP PREAMBLE BASED
SYNCHRONIZATION Morison

The constant envelop p,
'1CAZAC sequence [10], | l] in [9] can be described as

earnblc generated from DFT of a

. ,JBl‘F—l] (4)X preamble : [mu-11:1: - -

where x; with i 2 O to N — 1 is the sample of the preamble in
time domain. The samples in the preamble satisfy

Ndian.cdu.cn; Huizllnug19531@sina.com; sxcmitrglC-Psiuacom).
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and 

!l.r-J.:II=C, k=O, ... ,N-1 

where C is a constant number. 

To n-l!ake full use of d1e advantages of the constant envelop 
preamble in the tram.;mission, we introduce a PN sequence 

(6) weighted hlctor into the preamble to improve the perfonnance 
of the synchronization method. 

The constant envelop preamble contains the two identical 
halves and has the same gtructure as that .in [4]. In fact, the 
synchronization algorithms in !4], [9] are essentially based on 
finding the highest correJation between two repeated sample se
quence-s. Therefore, the metric used to estimate the timing offset 
in 191 can be defined as 

where 

iVI(d) = IJ>(d)j: 
(R(d)t 

(7) 

N/2-1 11/ 
P(rl) = L r•(d + k)1· (r1 + k + 1

2
) (8) 

l., .. u 
.
1 

N-1 

R(d) =2 L 1-r(d+hW. (9) 
~:=ll 

The timing offset can be estimated from 

€ = arg max(M(d)). 
d 

(10) 

Using (10), the correct starting point of OFDM symbol 
c<>i>L can be estimated. At the correct starting point, the metric 
P(.~·op1.) is used to estimate the frequency offset, which is given 
by 

·i) = .!.angle(l'(eopr.)). 
1r 

(11) 

In the timing offset estimation, it can be seen from (7) that 
the difference between M(d) and Ivl(d + l) in (7) is too small 
for they have all the same sum of the product tetms 

1·*(d+ l)r (d+ 1 + ~)+T .. (d+2)r (d+2+ 
1~) 

+···+r" (rl+ ~ -l).,.(d+N-1) 

with the exception of only two product tenus r~(d).,.(d + N/2) 
and 1·'(d + Nj2)1·(d + N), and the timing metric has a piateau 
due to the cyclic prefix of the preamble, which causes a large 
variance in the estimation. In the frequency otl'set estimation, 
the e~timate range defined by (11) is too small, and the large 
frequency offset deteriorates the performance of the OFDM sys
tems greaUy. 

In the development of the synchronization methods, ba<;ed on 
the method in [4], M.inn and Park modified the stll.lcture of the 
preambie by transmiiiing difiereni data on different sub-carriers 
to improve the performance of the timing synchronization [5], 
[6], and Morelli and Song proposed the modified preamble to 
estimate the frequency offset with a wide estimating range in 
[7], [8] respectively, but all the ideas in the modified pre<U11-
bles cannot be used to modify the constant envelop preamble 
since the data of the preamble on the sub-cru1·iers cannot be 
selected as those for modified preambles. It is also noted that 
Lhe constant envelop property of the preamble is not uti1ized in 
synchronization. 

BNSDOCIO: <XP __ 11127926A_I_> 

IV. PROPOSED SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD 

A. New Preamble 

To enlarge the difference between JV!(d) and M(d + l) of 
the preamble given by (7), the pseudo-noise (PN) sequence 
weighted factors are introduced, and the new preamble can be 
defined as 

h = 0,1, . .. ,N -1 (12) 

where s1, is the PN sequence weighted factor of the kth sample 
of the original preamble. The value of the PN sequence is + 1 or 
-1. 

B. Timing O.ffset Estimation 

At the correct starting point of the proposed preamble, the 
weighted factors can be removed by multiplying the preamble 
by the corresponding PN sequence. The two identical part:' m 
the proce!:sed preamble are fully correlated. So, the new tin.:~11g 
met1ic can be defined as 

Ai(d) = jP(dll~, (13) 
(R(rl)t 

where 

1\'/2-l ( 11.r) 
J>(d) = L :;;~,.:;;h+N/2'1" * (d + k)r d + k + '

2 
(14) 

k,.-0 

l N-1 

R(d)=2E11'(d+k)l 2
• (15) 

k=O 

It is obviou~ from ( 14) that the correlation property of the 
PN sequence weighted factors ensures that the proposed timing 
metric M( d) has its peak value aL the correct symbol starting 
point. while the values at all other points are comparatively 
smaller, which leads to a much smaller error of timing offset 
estimation. The new timing metric like that in [4]-[61 is robust 
to the frequency offset. 

C. Frequency Offset Eslimat.ioll 

After the timing synchronization, the starting point of there
ceived preamble can be determined. Similar to frequency offset 
estimation in [ 4], [9], the metric P( d} at the correct starting point 
E"opt can also be used to estimate the frequency offset 

1 
'ih = -angle(P(c.,,t_)). (16) 

1r - ' ' •. ' 

The range of the frequency estimate given by (J6) is ±1 due 
to the period of phase function a.ngle( · ). When the absolute fre
quency offset v is greater than 1, the relation between v and 'v1 

can be represented as 

v ~ 2q + vr (17) 

where q is the number of the ambiguity period. In the fre<Juency 
synchronization, it is necessary to estimate q when !he absolute 
frequency offset is gre.ater rhan one .. 
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Jn order to estimate. q in a .simple \.vay .. the received prLalnble 
is first compensated by {;1 , which L'an be represented as 

:rr(k) = ·r(k)e~jl2rriqk/N) 
= :rncj[h(,_;,llk/X) + -w(lo:)c,~J(2rr-,;1 kfN) 
= Ykf:.i('!.•2qlcfN) + 1/JL(k) 

= ho~k:r;kei(·lr.~klNJ 
L~l 

• ~ 1" .;;(..1 .... ..-.l.-t:t~) - ~ .... + 2__,. li.mSkXk-me>< .... , .. , ·· 1 + 'Wrll.:.l (i8) 
·m=] 

where ·w1(k) = ·w(k)e-J(2rrv,k/l'-.')_ Then, multiply the smn
ples or the compensated received preamble in ( 18) with the sam
ples of the transmitted constant envelop preamble given by (12), 
which can be described as 

Tz(k) = rl(k);('k 1
• 

= hul:1:1,12eJ(·LTqk·/,\') 
L~I 

+ ""' lJ ill~ T T• r'.j(4-:rqkjN) + 0 '1' .. '11' ('·) L..J ·m.• ,. ~--m.--~,~m· · k • "k"'k •1 "' 
m=l 

(19) 

where 

L-1 

11, ( '··) - ""' h 8 o "' ~·" ~i( 4'"'1~·/N} -j S X .. "'' (l··) · ~ 11. - ,L-t 'Jn 1.~·:;,1:-n:..•'-'k-m•"-' )."!r:· -, J.-~ ku.J t· • 

m=l 
(20) 

It is easy to find from (19) that the frequency offset estimation 
turns to be the frequency estimation of a complex tone. There are 
many algorithms [ 12] for the frequency estimation, and most of 
them are based on the periodogram. So, the simple standard pe
riodogram algorithm with high performance in r 12] is applied. 
Therefore, the estimate of q can be defined us 

q = a.q~ max(T(q)) (21) 
q 

where 

I(g)'"" I 'I: T'J.(k)e-.i4-:rq/.'fN 12 N N q=-4 .... ,0,1, ... ,4. 
•=U 

(22) 

Therefore, the total frequency ollset can be represented as 

(23) 

From (23), it can be found that the range of the new frequency 
oiiset method is ±N/2. 

In the AWGN channeL the Cramer-Rae lower bound (CRLB) 
for ·&1 [41 is 

') 

var(-h) :2:: r.2 N --SIV H (24) 

where the SNR is the ratio of the si§.'llal to noise power, and the 
Cramer-Rao lower hound (CRLB) fur ij [12] is 

( ") 3 var l1 > --=-.,...,....-=------
- 41f2N(1V~- 1) · SN R. (25) 

Since the error generated by l\ and the error by fj are indepen
dent, the errors in two estimators may be assumed to be inde-

BNSDOCID: <XP __ 11127926A_I_o. 
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pendent, and the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for f1 can be 
represented us 

• 12 2 
var( II) :2:: 1 2 N ( ii,T2 1) g N" R + 2 >.T "NTR. ./"if .l .l - .... 1 . 1f .1¥ • .. ..,1 . 

(26) 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION, SIMULATION RESULTS, 

AND DISCUSSION 

A. Simulation Parameters 

The perfmmance of the proposed synchronization method is 
investigated by computer simulation. The OFDM system pa
rameters used are 1024 subcarriers, 1024 point lFFTJFFT, and 
12.5% guard .interval (128 samples). Unless stated otherwise, 
10000 simulation runs will be upplied. 

The channels considered are described in the following. All 
chmmels have 16 taps with an equal tap spacing of8 samples. 
The Rayleigh fading channel has an exponential power delay 
profile and the ratio of the first fading tap to the last fading tap 
is set to be 24 dB. Tne channel coefficient is time-invmiant since 
the coherence time is much longer than the burst duration. 

B. Timing Synchmnization PeJformance 

In order to make a convenient comparison with the proposed 
method, the timing synchronization methods with constant 
envelop and nonconstant envelop preambles in [5], [6] are 
.also simulated. Fig. ] shows tJie timing mehics of Cyzl\vink.,s 
method [9], Minn's method [5], Park's method [6] and the 
proposed method under the circumstances of no noise and 110 

channel distortion. The correct timing point is indexed as 0 in 
the Fig. 1 and taken as the starting position of the useful part of 
the OFDM symboL 

As seen in Fig. 1, the timing men"ic of the proposed method 
and that of Park's method have an impulse-like shape, and 
the impulses of the two methods overlap at the correct timing 
point. Compared with the values of the timing metric ofPnrk's: 
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is first compensated by in , which can be represented as

Hui) = rtklce””2”i""‘frm

: y1“[:jf2rri:1:—f:l)k/;V)+ ,mtrk)67j(2rf;l k/t’tr)

: yke‘jmflqk‘r’w + unfit?)

= itchyvkpjl‘lfiq MN)L—l
. T‘ a -JF.1-.rnl—Io\"\ , ..m

+ z l'I-nz.8s-JiJ.-—mt‘“"""""’+101U~il (15)111:]

where 'w1(k) : w(k)e‘j(2”fl"‘/Nl. Then, multiply the sam—
ples of the compensated received preamble in (l 8) with the sam-

ples of the transmitted constant envelop preamble given by (l2),
which can he described as

mug) = “one”

= ltu|:t:,..lzej('1m‘w“')L—l

+ Z h.msksg,_m:rk"mar"kcji‘m‘Ik/i‘r) +.ss:r:I.-m1[k)m=l

: h,” Cefl‘le/N) + 193(k) (29)
where

L—l .- .

'l’IPQUi?) = Z hmseesaw“-mntfltew‘fi‘lkml -t- skezttn (In).1 =1

)}
It is easy to find from (19) that the frequency offset estimation
turns to be the frequency estimation ofa complex tone. There are
many algorithms [12] for the frequency estimation, and most of

them are based on the periodogram. So, the simple standard pe—
riodogram algorithm with high performance in [12] is applied.
Therefore, the estimate of (1 can be defined as

a = mg maxme) (21)q

where

N4 2 N ’V
r : whr:_-’-‘1”‘3MN =———.....n.1.....i—.(a) )r r 4 . , .4  

(22)

Therefore, the total frequency offset can be represented as

t“; = 2g" + iii. (23)

From (‘23), it can be found that the range of the new frequency
offset method is :l:N [2.

1n the AWGN channei. the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB)
for iii [4} is

‘J
" 'h' > —"":""""'~'

mull — 7rsz - ENE. (24)

where the SNR, is the ratio of the signal to noise. power, and the
Cramer-Rtto lower bound (CRLB) For t} [12] is

3
. . A > y

“no” - heron-’2 - 1) v 8N8.
Since the error generated by in and the error by Q are indepen-

dent, the errors in two estimators may be assumed to be indo-

(25}
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Fig. 1. The tinting metric ofestimators.

pendent, and the Cmmer—Rao lower bound (CRLB) for 1‘: can he
represented as

12
1 ‘ A > _._‘—__—_'—

Villvl — ,lfiszrz _ 1) . SAT}?
+ (26)

tigN - SNR'

V. PERFORMANCE FATALUATIDN, SIMULATION RESULTS,
AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulation Parameters

The performance of the proposed synchronization method is

investigated by computer simulation. The OFDM system pa—
rameters used are l024 suhcnrriers, 1024 point lFF'I‘fFFT, and
12.5% guard intervai (128 samples). Unless stated otherwise,
10000 simulation mns will he applied.

The channels considered are described in the following. All

channels have 16 taps with an equal tap spacing of 8 samples.
The Rayleigh fading channel has an exponential power delay

profile and the ratio of the first fading tap to the last fading tap
is set to be 24 dB. The channel coefficient is time—invariant Since

the coherence time is much longer than the burst duration.

B. Timing Synchronization Petfomttmce

In order to make a convenient comparison with the proposed

method, the timing syncltronimtion methods with constant

envelop and nonconstant envelop preambles in [5], [6] are
also simolated. l shows the timing metfies of Cyzlwinlt’s
method [9], Minn’s method [5], Park’s method [6‘] and the
proposed method under the circumsutnccs of no noise and no

channel distortion. The correct timing point is indexed as (l in

the Fig. 1. and taken as the starting position of the useful pttt'tof
the OFDM symbol.

As seen in Fig. 1, the timing metric of the proposed method

and that ol’ Park’s method have an impulse—like shape, and

the impulses of the two methods overlap at the correct timing
point. Compared with the values of the timing metric of Park's
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Fig. 2. MSE of liming offset versus. SNR for four methods. 

method, those of the proposed method at the other positions are 
much smaller, which makes the proposed method offer a more 
accurate timing offset estimation. 

The mean square error (MSE) reflects both the bias and 
the variance of the estimation. TI1ercfore, the performance of 
the proposed estimator is evaluated by the mean square error 
(MSE), and compared with Minn's method, Park's method and 
Cyzlwink's method. Fig. 2 shows the MSEs oflhe four methods 
in the Rayleigh channel. We can see that the proposed method 
has a much smaller MSE than Minn's method and Cyzlwink's 
method. Compared with Park's method, when the SNR is kss 
than 15 dB, it can be seen that the MSE of the proposed method 
is smaller than that of Park's method, bul that they are almost 
the same when the SNR is greater than 15 dB. 

C. Frequency Synchronization Peifonnance 

Based on the timing synchronization, the starting point of the 
preamble can be determined. The performance of the frequency 
offset e.<:timation in Cyzlwink'~ method is the same as that in 
Minn's method and Park's method, and therefore, in simula
i.ion, only ihe frequency synchronization method in Cyziwink's 
method is simulated. In order to make a convenient compar
ison with the proposed method, the multistage method in [8] 
and Morelli's method in [7] are also simulated. 

ln the multistage method and Morelli's method, the number 
of the identical parts in the preambles is limited due to the av
erage operations. In order to enlarge the estimation range of the 
multismge method and Morelli's method further, the preambles 
consisting of 32 identical parts are considered. Fig. 3 iiiusiraies 
the average estimate as a function of the real normalized offset 
for the SNR. = 20 dB. The ideal curve is also shown for <.'\JTII

parison. We !:CL"l see from the curves in Fig. 3 that the available 
normalized ti equency offset estimation range of the multistage 
method ~md f·liorelli's method is ±ltl, and that of Czylwink's 
method in [9] is only ±1. The average estimate of the proposed 
method is almost the same as that for the ideal case, and the 
tested estimation range of the propo:>ed method in the simula
tion is ±512, which is consistent with (15). Therefore, the e.':lti-
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Fig. 4. MSE of frequency off~ct estimation versus SNR. 

mation range of Lhe proposed metl10d is wider than those of the 
methods in [7], f8] since the number of the identical parts in the 
preamble is much less than 1024. 

The mean square errors (MSEs) of the four methods versus 
SNR and the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) of the proposed 
method are shown in Fig. 4. The nonnalized frequenr-~· off<;el 
is set lu be v = 0.4 and 10.4. Tt is obvious that the MSE of 
the proposed method is almost the same as those of Czylwink's 
method with v = 0.4 and More1li's method, but less than that 
of the multistage method at a low SNR. Therefore. rhe proposed 
method has a wider estimation range with no loss in accuracy. 
For the same estimate range, the computational complexity of 
the proposed method is about the same order as that of Morel1i 's 
method. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In order to improve the synchronization performance of 
wireless OFDM system,;; with the constant envelop preamble, 
we suggested a new consmm envelop preamble weighted by 
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method, those of the proposed method at the other positions are
much smaller. which makes the proposed method offer a more
accurate tinting offset estimation.

The mean square error (MSE) reflecrs both the bias and

the variance of the estimation. Therefore, the performance of

the proposed estimator is evaluated by the mean square error
(MSE). and compared with Minn’s method, Park” 5 method and
Cyzlwink‘s method. Fig. 2 shows the MSEs ol'lhe four methods

in the Rayleigh channel. We can see that the proposed method
has a much smaller MSE than Minn‘s method and Cyzlwink’s
method. Compared with Park’s method, when the SNR is less

than 15 4513, it can be seen that the MSE of the proposed method
is smaller than that of Park’s method, but that they are almost
the same when the SNR is greater than 15 dB.

C‘. Frequency Synchronization Performance

Based on the timing synchronization, the starting point of the
preamble can be determined. The performance of the Frequency
offset estimation in Cyzlwink’s method is the same as that in
Minn’s method and Park’s method. and therefore. in simula—

tion, only frequency synchronization method in Cyziwink’s
method is simulated. In order to make a convenient compar-
ison with the prOPOSCd method, the multistage method in [8]
and Morelli’s method in [7] are also simulated.

In the multistage method and Morelli’s method, the number
of the identical parts in the preambles is limited due to the av-

erage operations. in order to enlarge the estimation range of the

multistage method and Morelli’s method further. the preambles
consisting of 32 identical parts are considered. Fig. 3 illustrates
the average estimate as a function of the real normalized offset
[or the SNR. = 20 dB. The idea] curve is also shown for com-

parison. We can see from the Curves in Fig. 3 that the available

normalized h equency offset estimation range of the multistage
method and. l-fiorelii’s method is :l:16, and that of Czylwink’s

method in [9] is only it. The average estimate of the proposed
method is almost the same as that for Lhe ideal case, and the

tested estimation range of the proposed method in the simula~
tion is $512. which is consistent with (15). Therefore. the esti—
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motion range of the proposed method is wider than those of the

methods in ['7], [8} since the number of the identical parts in the
preamble is .much less than E024.

The mean square en'ors (MSEs) of the four methods versus

SNR and the Cramer—Rao lower bound (CRLB) of the proposed
method are shown in Fig. 4. The normalized frequem-y offset
is set to be '0 = 0.4 and 10.4. It is obvious that the MSE of

the proposed method is almost the same as those of Czylwink’s
method with v = (1.4 and Morelli's method, but less than that

of the multistage method at a low SNR. Therefore, the proposed

method has a wider estimation range with no loss in accuracy.
For the same estimate range, the computational complexity of
the proposed method is about the same order as that of Morelii ’5
method.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In order to improve the synchronization performance of

wireless DFDM Systems with the constant envelop preamble,

we suggested a new constant envelop preamble weighted by
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the pseudo-noise ;.;cqucncc and d1c corresponding timing lUid 

frequency offset estimation method. The new synchronization 
algorithm exploits the con-elation property of the PN sequence 
and the two identical pmls in the preamble to estimate the timing 
offset, and the constant envelop property of the preamble is used 
to estimate lhe frequency off.o.;et with a wide estimate range. 
Simulations show that the timing accuracy and the estimate 
range of the frequency offset in the proposed synchronization 
are .significantly improved. Therefore, the proposed n1ethod is 
suitable for improving the performance of the S)'nchronization 
for the OFDM system in wireless channels with a large frequency 
IJifset. 
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1. lntioduction 

1.1 Problem Formulation 
One of the two possible TTl structures for uplink Single Carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA) 
as proposed by Drafting group 1 is given in Figure 1 below. 

I CPO I: u:r- J cPI ss I cPI ;_1.-Ef.J cPI,~- tJ3{J cP[ lJ3\-JI cPI:_ t§l: ;J cPI ss I cPI. LB 
Figure 1: Uplink TTl structure for SC-FDMA. _ 

In Figure 1, LB represents a "Long Block," which can contain only data symbols, and 
SB represents a "Short Block," which can contain either pilot or data symbols. 
Therefore, the uplink pilot is always confined inside the SB field. The time duration of 
the SB field is half of the time duration of the LB field. The rest of the numerology for 
the uplink frame structure is given in [ 1]. 

The proposed uplink TTl structure results in the frequency set where the width of 
pilot subcarriers is twice the width of data subcarriers. For example, in the baseline 
case of 5MHz bandwidth, pilot and data subcarriers are as given in Figure 2 below. 

2 3 4 300 301 

ffiJ Data Sub - Carriers 

CO Pilot Sub- Carriers 

1 2 3 4 150 151 
Figure 2: Frequency Set for SC-OFDM. 

In the case of distributed (IFDMA) uplink transmission, each mobile is 
allocated a set of non-contiguous tones for data subcarriers. In this case, it is unclear as 
to which is the most appropriate allocation of uplink pilot resources. The following 
options should be considered. 

1.2 Possible Allocations for Orthogonal Uplink Pilot 
a) Time Domain Orthogonality 

Time domain orthogonality is the most obvious alternative for usage of the SB field 
for pilot transmission. However, such a solution may result in a high peak to 
average ratio (PAR) for uplink transmission, which would decrease coverage due to 
the amplifier back-off. 
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1.1 Problem Formulation

One of the two possible TTI structures for uplinlt Single Carrier FDMA (SC—FDMA)

as proposed by Drafting group 1 is given in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Uplink TTI structure .for SC-FDMA. ..

 

In Figure 1, LB represents a “Long Block,” which can contain only data symbols, and

SB represents a “Short Block,“ which can contain either pilot or data symbols.

Therefore, the uplink pilot is always confined inside the SB field. The time duration of

the SB field is half of the time duration of the LB field. The rest of the numerology for

the uplink frame structure is given in [1].

The proposed uplink TTI structure results in the frequency set where the width of

pilot subcarriers is twice the width of data subcarriers. For example, in the baseline

case of SMHz bandwidth, pilot and data subcarriers are as given in Figure 2 below.

1 2 3 4 300 301

1 o aa v a 150 ’l 5’!

Figure 2: Frequency Set for SC-OFDM.

Data Sub - Carriers

In the case of distributed (IFDMA) uplink transmission, each mobile is

allocated a Set of non—contiguous tones for data subcarriers. In this case. it is unclear as

to which is the most appropriate allocation of uplink pilot resources. The following

options should be considered.

1.2 Possible Allocations for Orthogonal Uplink Pilot

a) Time Domain Orthogonalin

Time domain orthogonality is the most obvious alternative for usage of the SB field

for pilot transmission. However, such a solution may result in a high peak to

average ratio (PAR) for uplink transmission, which would decrease coverage due to

the amplifier back-off.
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b) Frequency Domain Orthogonality 
Frequency domain orthogonality is another proposed solution for the uplin_k 
orthogonal pilot, which is a topic of current studies. The main difficulty faced by a 
frequency domain orthogonal pilot is for UE's near the cell border when the 
neighboring cell utilizes the same uplink pilot channel. For this reason, frequency 
domain orthogonality of the uplink pilot requires careful frequency planning and 
reuse patterns. 

c) Code Domain Orthogonality 
Code domain orthogonality can be achieved with a use of Constant Amplitude Zero 
Autocorrelation (CAZAC) sequences, as we demonstrate in the remainder ofthis 
document. Furthermore, CAZAC sequences have a flat frequency domain response, 
which makes them attractive for SC - OFDMA systems. 

d) CodewFrequency Domain Orthogonality 
CodewFrequency domain orthogonality is a hybrid alternative between b) and c), 
which uses a combination of CAZAC sequences and distributed FDMA 
transmission to achieve an uplink orthogonal pilot. 

In this contribution, we focus on the Code Domain Orthogonality. 

1.3 Background on CAZAC Sequences 
An example of CAZAC sequences is given as follows. Let L be any positive integer, 
and let k be any number which is relatively prime with L. Then the nwth entry of the k
th Zadoff-Chu CAZAC sequence [2] is given as follows: 

[
j2Jrk ( n+l)] ck (n) = exp -

1
- n +n2 ifL is odd 

[
j2Jrk ( n

2 
)] ck (n) = exp -L- n +2 ifL is even 

The set of Zadoff-Chu CAZAC sequences has the following properties: 
• Constant magnitude 
• Zero circular autocorrelation 
• Flat frequency domain response 
• Low, constant magnitude, cross-correlation, provided that Lis a prime number. 

2. Proposal: Allocation of Uplink Pilot Sub-Channels 
In this section we demonstrate how to achieve the uplink orthogonal pilot in the code domain 
with the use of CAZAC sequences. The main idea is to use a single CAZAC sequence per 
sector and exploit the property of zero circular autocorrelation along with the cyclic prefix 
transmission. 

2.1 Allocation of Pilot Sub-Channels for a Single Sector 
2.1.1 Option 1: Orthogonality in the Code Domain 

BNSDOCID: <XP~~244SOOBA I > 

In order to illustrate how to achieve orthogonality in the code domain, we let the 
CAZAC sequence be "c," and let its right cyclic shift by Q be specified as S0{c). Since 
the sequence has zero cyclic autocorrelation, then S0(c), SQ(c), S2Q(c) ... SMQ(c) are all 
orthogonal provided that MQ does not exceed the length of the sequence. Furthermore, 
even when So(c) is cyclically right-shifted by less than Q samples, it remains 
orthogonal to the rest of SQ(C), S2Q(c) ... SMQ(c). Next, we simply allocate So( c) to be 
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the pilot sequence for UE#O, SQ(c) to be the pilot sequence for UE#l, and proceed 
accordingly until we allocate SMQ(c) to be the pilot sequence for UE#M. Such an 
allocation is illustrated in the following figure. 

CAZAC S0 (c) I Allocate to UE#O 1 
CAZAC SQ(c) Allocate to UE#1 

Key point: all are 
mutually 
orthogonal, even 

CAZAC S2Q(c) Allocate to UE#2 when delayed 

~I ~ 
by up to Q = CP length 

CAZACSMJc) . I Allocate to UE#M 

Figure 3: Proposed Allocation of Uplink Pilot Sequences. 

With such an allocation, the arriving multipath signal from each UE will be 
orthogonal, under the assumption that Q is longer than each delay profile. For this 
reason an appropriate choice for Q is the prefix length of the transmission. 
Alternatively, a more conservative allocation would accommodate scenarios where the 
delay profile is longer than the prefix length. In such cases, Q should be longer than 
the transmission prefix. 

2.1.2 Option 2: Orthogonality in the Code-Frequency Domain 
Since distributed (IFDMA) transmission can be simply achieved by block repetition in 
the time domain, the extension of section 2.1.1 to orthogonality in the Code-Frequency 
domain is straightforward. Namely, upon the above described uplink pilot sequence 
allocation, one can perform block repetition to achieve distributed FDMA transmission. 
In this manner, multiple UE's utilize the same IFDMA uplink pilot channel through the 
use of cyclically shifted CAZAC sequences. 

2.2 Allocation of Pilot Sub-Channels in Softer Han dover 
For UE's which are in the Softer Handover, the transmitted signal is received with 
significant power level in two sectors of the Node B. In order to avoid UE self
interference, we propose that both serving sectors allocate the same CAZAC sequence, 
with the exact same shift, to UE's which are shared in the Softer Handover. Hence, 
each sector of a single Node B will utilize the same CAZAC sequence. 

2.3 Allocation of Pilot Sub-Channels between different Node B's 
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Neighboring Node B's should utilize different CAZAC sequences for the uplink pilot 
channel in order to achieve interference averaging. For this reason, the most 
appropriate choice for CAZAC sequences are Zadoff-Chu sequences of prime length 
(see Background section above), which have low constant magnitude cyclic cross
correlation. Since the number of different Zadoff-Chu sequences is close to the length 
of the sequence itself (hence large), there are no difficulties in constructing the reuse 
pattern for distant Node B's. 
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the pilot sequence for UE#0, Sq(c) to be the pilot sequence for UE#1, and proceed

accordingly until we allocate qu(c) to be the pilot sequence for UE#M. Such an

allocation is illustrated in the following figure.

CAZAC so (a) E Allocate to UE#O W
Key point: all are

cazacsqtc) ; Allocate to unset .mumauy
 _ orthogonal. even

CAZAC SEQ“) Allocate t0 UE#2 when delayed
by up to Q: CP length

CAZAC SMthl 5 Allocate to UE#M
Figure 3: Proposed Allocation of Uplink Pilot Sequences.

With such an allocation, the arriving multipath signal from each UE will be

orthogonal, under the assumption that Q is longer than each delay profile. For this

reason an appropriate choice for Q is the prefix length of the transmission.

Alternativoly, a more conservative allocation would accommodate scenarios where the

delay profile is longer than the prefix length. In such cases, Q should be longer than

the transmission prefix.

2.1.2 Option 2: Orthogonality in the Code-Frequency Domain

Since distributed (IFDMA) transmission can be simply achieved by block repetition in

the time domain, the extension of section 2.1.1 to orthogonality in the Code-Frequency

domain is straightforward. Namely, upon the above described uplink pilot sequence

allocation, one can perform block repetition to achieve distributed FDMA transmission.

In this manner, multipie UE’s utilize the same IFDMA uplink pilot channel through the

use of cyclically shifted CAZAC sequences.

2.2 Allocation of Pilot Sub-Channels in Softer Handover

For UE‘s which are in the Softer Handover, the transmitted signal is received with

significant power level in two Sectors of the Node B. In order to avoid UE self-

interference, we propose that both serving sectors allocate the same CAZAC sequence,
with the exact same shift, to UE’s which are shared in the Softer Handover. Hence,

each sector of a single Node B will utilize the same CAZAC sequence.

l"(a) f Pilnt R

Neighboring Node B’s should utilize different CAZAC sequences for the uplink pilot

channel in order to achieve interference averaging. For this reason, the most

appropriate choice for CAZAC sequences are Zadoff—Chu sequences of prime length

(See Background section above), which have low constant magnitude cyclic cross-

correlation. Since the number of different Zadoff—Chu sequences is close to the length

of the sequence itself (hence large), there are no difficulties in constructing the reuse

pattern for distant Node B’s.

Allocation h-Channels between different Node 3’3{3 I.u. u." .— . n.
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2.4 Number of CAZAC sequences 
As stated earlier in the background section, Zadoff- Chu sequences have low constant 
magnitude· cross - correlation; provided that their length is a prime number. In this 
section, we present the number of possible sequences, assuming the exact uplink 
numerology from [ 1], Option2. 

Table 1: Number of CAZAC Sequences 

1.25MHz 2.5MHz 5MHz 10M Hz 15MHz 20MHz 
LB Samples 128 256 512 1024 1536 2048 

Used Subcarriers 
76 151 301 601 901 1201 

inLB 
SB Samples 64 128 256 512 768 1024 

Used Subcarriers 
37 73 151 293 449 601 inSB 

CP Samples 7 15 31 63 95 127 
# of distinct 

CAZACs not 36 72 150 292 448 600 
including shifts 

# of distinct 
CAZACs including 288 576 1200 2336 3584 4800 

8 shifts 

Table 1 is derived as follows. Rows 2 and 4 are from the uplink proposal in [1], 
Option2. Row 3 hasn't been agreed upon yet (for the uplink). which is why we 
assumed the downlink numerology from [1]. Row 5 is proposed to be the prime 
number which is closest to half of the Row 3. Row 6 is directly from [1]. Row 7 is 
derived based of properties (see background section) of Zadoff - Chu sequences. 
Finally, Row 8 is 8 * Row 7, since the SB (Row 4) accepts 8 distinct circular shifts by 
the cyclic prefix (Row 6). 
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2.5 Simulation Results 

Table 2: Simulation Assumptions 

Parameter Assumption 
Bandwidth 5 MHz (2.6 GHz) 

Channel Model TU 
Data Channel Turbo Coding Rate V2 

n.,t., lt.lf.-...llll<lt-;nn 1 ;::;(") " 1\.Jf 
........ 'LLLU. .IT ~UUL.LI.U.L.LV.L.L .lV'<_l'"""L.l..-..1 

Uplink Numerology Option 2 in [1] (Table 9.1.1.2) 
Pilot Sequence/Modulation QPSK Random Sequence vs. Constant 

Amplitude Zero Autocorrelation (CAZAC) 
Pilot Average Power Boost 2.5 dB (Peak Pilot Power= Peak Data Power) 

Data Channel IFDMA which occupies each 4m tone. Number 
of Subcarriers = 64 

Pilot Channel Occupies the entire transmission band with 2 
short blocks per TTl 

Anterma Configuration 1 at Transmitter, 2 at Receiver 

Channel Time Interpolation Doppler dependent filter coefficients 
Estimation MF- Wiener Matched Filter 

a: 
w _, 
co 

ZF -Wiener Zero Forcing Filter 
Frequency Interpolation Least Squares 

Interpolation Method Past, Current and Future Til 

...... ! ... · .. :::::·.-.·.·.:::::::::::::r:·.:·.:::·.::··.:·.::··.::·.:::::::J::·.::::::::::::::::·.:·.::::·.:::1:::·.:::::::::::: .. ::· ... :::·.:::~·.-.::·.-:·.-.:·::··.:::::·.:: .. ::::r.:·.:::· ........ 
. --:- .. ······· ----· -····------~ .. .. ... ~··t~... ........... ........ ·1··············· 

............ '' , ... ' .... .... :::~:·-·;;::::::~.-~·'. 

. ·-
.. ::::::::::::L::::: .. ::::·:.::::::::·:::::J: .. :::::.::;;..?.>;;~::L::::::·...-. .-::::·:: ...... ; ..... :·:: ... · :· · .. :. :, ::.: ·. · · . . ::: .. ·.::.::::·.:··:::::· 

~/ -r:-: ~~ -:~: 1~ -~ ~~~~~~!~~~~~,:-, ~t' -~,~', : ', : 
10 _, :'::::c:r::' ~ 6~'6 ';,';;~~~~ ti~:T.~:~; ::: :::::: =:: ::t:':-"-::::c i- :c:: 

~:- :;'.:. , : =~.:,,~~~:~M~~:r~\~~LE::m~:- -r ::i:- ,~:~1~~~~ 
......... ~... . . .... .......... .. . i ............. . 

.............. L ......................... r ....................... j ......................... + ........... . 
·:··· 

10-3 -- : _____ .. ________ : ____________ : __________ .. __ ........................ __ .;._ ___ , ________ ...... , _______ _ 
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SNR [dB] 

Figure 4: Block Error Rates (BLER) for Random QPSK Pilot, and CAZAC Pilot, at UE Speed = 3kmph. 
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As we see from the above simulation results (for single UE), the choice of a 
CAZAC sequence offers superior channel estimation results at higher UE velocities. 
Specifically, the CAZAC pilot sequence offers up to 0.4dB gain when compared to the 
Random pilot sequence at 150kmph and 0.3dB at 360kmph. At 3kmph, the performance 
of CAZAC and Random pilot sequences are close. Furthermore, multiple UEs which 
utilize cyclic shifts of a single CAZAC sequence do not mutually interfere, which is not 
the case with Random sequences. Further simulations will be provided in future meetings. 

3. Conclusion 

The set of Zadoff-Chu CAZAC uplink pilot sequences presents an attractive solution for 
the uplink pilot design in LTE. In this document we presented a method for reuse of a 
single CAZAC sequence with cyclic shifts in order to achieve orthogonality in the uplink 
pilot channel. Furthermore, interference management between different cells is fairly 
simple because it reduces to assigning different CAZAC sequences to neighboring cells. 

4. References 
[1] TR 25.814 v 0.1.1 "Physical Layer Aspects for Evolved UTRA" 
[2] K. Fazel and S. Keiser, "Multi Carrier and Spread Spectrum Systems," John Willey and 
Sons, 2003. 
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(51 )Int.CI. 

PATENT ABSTRACTS OF JAPAN 

(11 )Publication number : 04-035332 

(43)Date of publication of application : 06.02.1992 

H04J 13/00 

(21)Application number: 02-138759 (71 )Applicant : SANYO ELECTRIC CO LTD 

(22)Date of filing : 28.05.1990 (72)Inventor : HIRAMATSU T A TSUO 

(54) SPREAD SPECTRUM COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

(57)Abstract: 
PURPOSE: To improve S/N by constituting this system 
with a 1st equipment having a transmission means, a 
means receiving a spread spectrum signal, M-sets of 
code generating means, a means adding outputs of M 
inverse spread means and a 2nd equipment having a 
phase control means for a spread code. 
CONSTITUTION: A decoder 2 outputs a signal selecting 
a spread code in response to transmission information, a 
spread code outputted from a selective circuit 3 is fed 
to a spread section 4 and a spread spectrum signal is 
sent via a trans mission antenna 6. A reception side 
multiplyes a spread spectrum signal received by a 
reception antenna 7 with codes from 1st - 4th code 
generating sections 8a - 8d to apply inverse spread 
processing to the spread spectrum signal. 
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DIGITAL MODULATION DEMODULATION SYSTEM FOR RADIO COMMUNICATION 

lnventor(s): YAMAO YASUSHI; ITOU SHIYOUGO; OKUBO SHINZO; 
SHIMADA KOHARUTO; ADACHI FUMIYUKI:!::. 

Applicant(s): NIPPON TELEGRAPH & TELEPHONE.:!.: 

Classification: international: 

-European: 

H04J13100; H04L27/00; (IPC1-
7): H04J13/00; H04L27/00 

Application 
number: JP1997031993919971120 

Priority number 
(s): JP1997031993919971120 

Abstract of JP11154929 (A) 

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a digital 
modulation demodulation system for radio 
communication where error hardly takes place in 
fading while keeping a feature of the M-ary 
modulation demodulation system immune to 
interference. SOLUTION: A division section 5 
divides transmission information into blocks each 
consisting of LN bits and further divides each biock 
into t~ L-bits information series. Each M-ary coder 2 
generates an M-ary ortl1ogonal code for each L-bits 
information series. N-sets of orthogonal codes per 
block are multiplexed, each orthogonal code is 
spreaded into a length multip!ica by N on a time 
base. and the carrier is digita!ly modulated by the 
multiplexed signal in order to be transmitted. A 
synchronization detector 3 at a receiver side detects 
a reception signal, a detection output is 
demuitiplexed into N-sets of orthogonal codes. each 
M-ary decoder 4 determines correlation of each 
orthoaonal code and discriminates an orthoaonal 
code having the highest correlation, and the~ signal 
is demodulated. The L-bits information series 
corresponding to the orthogonal code are outputted, 
~.-.rl tho. r" 1h'o1 +!-~1"~ t-.i I _h;t.:• iro·Fr,r~'!fv~t;r-.~~ .:•o.r;b.:.• ~rb 
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restored to a signal in LN bits per reception unit. 
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METHOD FOR GENERATING CODE RELATED TO PREAMBLE IN RANDOM ACCESS CHANNEL 

lnventor(s): DICK STEPHEN G; DENNEAN CHARLES; ZEIRA ELDAD; 
PAN JUNG-LIN; SHIN SUNG-HYUK; ZEIRA ARIELA.:!: 
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Application 
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Priority number 
(s): 
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Abstract of JP2004274794 (A} 

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a CDMA 
transmission and reception system that ensures 
high quality transmission and recepiion 
notwithstanding a communication distance and the 
Doppler effects. ; SOLUTION: A detector of the 
system detects a received digital signature using an 
energy output from a matched filter. The energies 
are tabulated according to an anticipated signature 
oattern for variable transmission distances. The 
tabulation accounts for expected round trip 
transmission delays and allows processing of the 
accumulated symbois to derive a correct signature 
independently of whether coherent or non-coherent 
signature coding is used and multiple Doppler 
channels are present ·COPYRiGHT: (C) 
2004,JPO&NCIPI 
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UNITED STA 1ES p A 1ENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE 

35884 7590 03/06/2012 

LEE, HONG, DEGERMAN, KANG & W AIMEY 
660 S. FIGUEROA STREET 
Suite 2300 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90017 

EXAMINER 

KHAJURIA, SHRIPAL K 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2478 

DATE MAILED: 03/06/2012 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

12/303,947 07/07/2010 Yeong Hyeon Kwon 2101-3596 1730 

TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING DATA IN A MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

nonprovisiona1 NO $1740 $300 $0 $2040 06/06/2012 

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT. 
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. 
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON 
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308. 

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE 
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS 
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES 
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS 
PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM 
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW 
DUE. 

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE: 

I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above. 

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current 
SMALL ENTITY status: 

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown 
above. 

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B -
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) 
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above, or 

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO: 

A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or 

B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now 
claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check box Sa on Part B - Fee(s) 
Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) and l/2 
the ISSUE FEE shown above. 

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b" 
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a 
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing 
the paper as an equivalent of Part B. 

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to 
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary. 

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of 
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due. 
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NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

EXAMINER

KIIAJURIA, SIIRIPAL K

 
35884 7590 03/06/2012

LEE, HONG, DEGERMAN, KANG & WAIMEY
660 S. FIGUEROA STREET  

Suite I ART UNIT I PAPER NUMBER I
LOS ANGELES, CA 90017 2478

DATE MAILED: 03/06/2012

12/303,947 07/07/2010

TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING DATA IN A MOBILE COMIVIUNICATION SYSTEM
Yeong Hyeon Kwon 2101—3596 1730

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

NO $0nonprovisional $1740 $300 $2040 06/06/2012

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS

PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current
SMALL ENTITY status:

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown
above.

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B -

Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required)
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above, or

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:

A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or

B. If applicant claimed SMALL EN'l‘l’l'Y status before, or is now
claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check box 5a on Part B - Fee(s)
Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) and 1/2
the ISSUE FEE shown above.

Ii. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.
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PART B- FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL 

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 

or Fax 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
(571)-273-2885 

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks l through 5 should be completed where 
appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as 
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block l, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" for 
maintenance fee notifications. 

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 1 for any change of address) 

35884 7590 03/06/2012 

LEE, HONG, DEGERMAN, KANG & W AIMEY 
660 S. FIGUEROA STREET 
Suite 2300 
LOS ANGELES CA 90017 

' 

APPLICATION NO. I FILING DATE I 
12/303,947 07/07/2010 

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the 
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying 
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must 
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission. 

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission 
I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United 
States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope 
addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile 
transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below. 

(Depositor's name) 

(Signature) 

(Date) 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR I ATTORNEYDOCKETNO. I CONFIRMATION NO. 

Yeong Hyeon Kwon 2101-3596 1730 

TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING DATA IN A MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE 

nonprovisional NO $1740 

EXAMINER ART UNIT 

KHAJURIA, SHRIPAL K 2478 

l. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 
CFR 1.363). 

0 Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence 
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. 

0 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form 
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 
Number is required. 

PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

$300 $0 

CLASS-SUBCLASS 

370-328000 

2. For printing on the patent front page, list 

(l) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys 
or agents OR, alternatively, 

(2) the name of a single firm (having as a member a 
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to 
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 
listed, no name will be printed. 

$2040 06/06/2012 

2 ________________________ __ 

3 ________________________ __ 

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type) 

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an asstgnee ts tdenlifted below, no asstgnee data wtll appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for 
recordation as set forth m 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment. 

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY) 

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : 0 Individual 0 Corporation or other private group entity 0 Government 

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 

0 Issue Fee 

0 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 

0 Advance Order- #of Copies __________ _ 

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above) 

0 a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. 

4b. Payment ofFee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above) 

0 A check is enclosed. 

0 Payment by credit card. Form PT0-2038 is attached. 

0 The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any 
overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this form). 

0 b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR l.27(g)(2). 

NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in 
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 

Authorized Signature ________________________ _ Date _____________________ __ 

Typed or printed name _______________________ _ Registration No. _________________ _ 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) 
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and 
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete 
this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. 
Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB contJ·ol number. 

PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/ll) Approved for use through 08/3112013. OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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UNITED STA 1ES p A 1ENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

12/303,947 07/07/2010 

35884 7590 03/06/2012 

LEE, HONG, DEGERMAN, KANG & W AIMEY 
660 S. FIGUEROA STREET 
Suite 2300 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90017 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

Yeong Hyeon Kwon 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

2101-3596 1730 

EXAMINER 

KHAJURIA, SHRIPAL K 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2478 

DATE MAILED: 03/06/2012 

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000) 

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 5 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the 
mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half 
months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 5 day(s). 

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that 
determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA. 

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval 
(PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov). 

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of 
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be 
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0 101 or (571 )-272-4200. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMlVIERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 

 

12/303,947 07/07/2010 Yeong Hyeon Kwon 2101—3596 1730

35004 7500 03/00/0010
LEE, HONG, DEGERMAN, KANG & WAIMEY KIIAJURIA,SIIRIPALK

660 S. FIGUEROA STREET l—l—I

Suite 2300 I ART UNIT I PAPER NUMBER I
LOS ANGELES, CA 90017 2478

DATE MAILED: 03/06/2012

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 5 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the

mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half

months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment Will be 5 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above—identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval

(PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of

Patent Legal Administration at (571)—272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be

directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at l-(888)—786-0101 or (571)—272—4200.
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with 
your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to 
the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this 
information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b )(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the 
principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process 
and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the 
requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine 
your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or 
expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom 
of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of 
records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these 
records is required by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting 
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel 
in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress 
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has 
requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency 
having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be 
required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 
U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this 
system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World 
Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for 
purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy 
Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, 
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of 
that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and 
programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance 
with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant 
(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about 
individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either 
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 
U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CPR 1.14, as a 
routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in 
which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a published 
application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local 
law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or 
regulation. 
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Application No. Applicant(s) 

12/303,947 KWON ET AL. 
Notice of Allowability Art Unit Examiner 

SHRIPAL KHAJURIA 2478 

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address-
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included 
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS 
NOTICE OF ALLOW ABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative 
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308. 

1. ~ This communication is responsive to the amendment filed on 12116111. 

2. D An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on __ ;the restriction 
requirement and election have been incorporated into this action. 

3. ~The allowed claim(s) is/are 31-46 (Renumbered 1-16). 

4. ~Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

a)~ All b) D Some* c) D None of the: 

1. ~ Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3. D Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the 

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

* Certified copies not received: __ . 

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements 
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. 
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE. 

5. 0 A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF 
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PT0-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient. 

6. D CORRECTED DRAWINGS (as "replacement sheets") must be submitted. 

(a) D including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review ( PT0-948) attached 

1) D hereto or 2) D to Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

(b) D including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment I Comment or in the Office action of 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

Identifying indicia such as the application number {see 37 CFR 1.84{c)) should be written on the drawings in the front {not the back) of 
each sheet. Replacement sheet{s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121 {d). 

7. 0 DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the 
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL. 

Attachment(s) 
1. D Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 

2. D Notice of Draftperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948) 

3. ~ Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 
Paper No./Mail Date 10/31/11: 12/20/11: 12/21/11 

4. n Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 
of Biological Material 

/S. K./ 
Examiner, Art Unit 2478 

U.S Patent and Trademark Off1ce 

5. D Notice of Informal Patent Application 

6. D Interview Summary (PT0-413), 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

7. D Examiner's Amendment/Comment 

8. n Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance 

9. D Other __ . 

/J. p ./ 

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2478 

PTOL-37 (Rev. 03-11) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20120224 
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I§&Ft:~Jp,~ate: 12/21/2011 1230394 7 - GA~1o2'{bla, 
Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

I Application Number 112303947 

Filing Date 12010-07-07 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor I Yeong Hyeon Kwon 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 12478 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I Khajuria, Shripal K. 

Attorney Docket Number 12101-3596 
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[0001] 

[0002] 

I. 

1 

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING AN EFFICIENT 

CONTROL CHANNEL STRUCTURE IN A WIRELESS 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND 

Field 

The present invention relates generally to data communication and processing, 

and more specifically to a method and apparatus for providing an efficient control 

channel structure in a wireless local area network (WLAN) communication system. 

II. Background 

Wireless communication systems have been widely deployed to provide various 

types of communication such as voice, packet data, and so on. These systems may be 

multiple-access systems capable of supporting communication with multiple users 

sequentially or simultaneously by sharing the available system resources. Examples of 

multiple-access systems include Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems, 

Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) systems, and Frequency Division Multiple 

Access (FDMA) systems. 

[0003] In recent years, wireless local area networks (WLANs) have also been widely 

deployed in accordance with various WLAN standards (e.g., IEEE 802.11a, 802.11b, 

and 802.11g, etc.) to enable communication among wireless electronic devices (e.g., 

computers) via wireless link. A WLAN may employ devices called access points (or 

base stations) that act like hubs and/or routers and provide connectivity for other 

wireless devices in the network (e.g. user terminals or user stations). The access points 

may also connect (or "bridge") the WLAN to wired LANs, thus allowing the wireless 

devices access to LAN resources. 

[0004] In a wireless communication system, a radio frequency (RF) modulated signal 

from a transmitter unit may reach a receiver unit via a number of propagation paths. 

The characteristics of the propagation paths typically vary over time due to a number of 

factors, such as fading and multipath. To provide diversity against deleterious path 

effects and improve performance, multiple transmit and receive antennas may be used. 

If the propagation paths between the transmit and receive antennas are linearly 
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[0006] 

2 

independent (e.g., a transmission on one path is not formed as a linear combination of 

the transmissions on the other paths), then the likelihood of correctly receiving a data 

transmission increases as the number of antennas increases. Generally, diversity 

increases and performance improves as the number of transmit and receive antennas 

increases. 

A MIMO system employs multiple (NT) transmit antennas and multiple (NR) 

receive antennas for data transmission. A MIMO channel formed by the NT transmit 

and NR receive antennas may be decomposed into Ns spatial channels, with 

N 5 ~ min{NT, NR}. Each of the Ns spatial channels corresponds to a dimension. The 

MIMO system can provide improved performance (e.g., increased transmission capacity 

and/or greater reliability) if the additional dimensionalities created by the multiple 

transmit and receive antennas are utilized. 

An exemplary MIMO WLAN system is described in the aforementioned U.S. 

Patent Application Serial No. 10/693,419, assigned to the assignee of the present 

invention. Such a MIMO WLAN system may be configured to provide various types of 

services and support various types of applications, and achieve a high level of system 

performance. In various embodiments, MIMO and orthogonal frequency division 

multiplexing (OFDM) may be employed to attain high throughput, combat deleterious 

path effects, and provide other benefits. Each access point in the system may be 

configured to support multiple user terminals. The allocation of downlink and uplink 

resources may be dependent on the requirements of the user terminals, the channel 

conditions, and other factors. 

[0007] In one embodiment, the WLAN system as disclosed in the aforementioned U.S. 

Patent Application employs a channel structure designed to support efficient downlink 

and uplink transmissions. Such a channel structure may comprise a number of transport 

channels that may be used for various functions, such as signaling of system parameters 

and resource assignments, downlink and uplink data transmissions, random access of 

the system, and so on. Various attributes of these transport channels may be 

configurable, which allows the system to easily adapt to changing channel and loading 

conditions. One of these transport channels, called forward control channel (FCCH), 

may be used by the access point to allocate resources (e.g., channel assignments) on the 

downlink and uplink. The FCCH may also be used to provide acknowledgment for 

messages received on another transport channel. 
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3 

As disclosed in the aforementioned U.S. Patent Application, in one embodiment, 

the FCCH can be transmitted or operable at different data rates (e.g., four different data 

rates). For example, the different data rates may include 0.25 bps/Hz, 0.5 bps/Hz, 1 

bps/Hz, and 2 bps/Hz. However, in such a configuration, the rate employed on the 

FCCH is dictated by the worst case user in the system (i.e., the user that operates at the 

lowest data rate). This scheme is inefficient because a single user that cannot operate at 

a higher rate may reduce the efficiency and utilization of the FCCH, even though other 

users in the system may be able to operate at higher data rates. 

[0009] There is, therefore, a need in the art for a method and apparatus to provide a 

[0010] 

more efficient control channel structure that is able to accommodate different users that 

may operate at different data rates. 

SUMMARY 

The various aspects and embodiments of the invention are described in further 

detail below. According to one aspect of the invention, a method is provided in which a 

control channel used for transmitting control information is partitioned into a plurality 

of subchannels each of which is operated· at a specific data rate. For each of one or 

more user terminals, one of the subchannels is selected based on one or more selection 

criteria for transmitting control information from an access point to the respective user 

terminal. Control information is transmitted from the access point to a user terminal on 

a particular subchannel selected for the respective user terminal. At the user terminal, 

one or more subchannels are decoded to obtain control information designated for the 

user terminal. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] The various features and aspects of the invention can be understood from the 

detailed description set forth below in conjunction with the following drawings, in 

which: 

[0012] FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a MIMO WLAN system in which the teachings 

of the invention are implemented; 

[0013] FIG. 2 shows a layer structure for the MIMO WLAN system; 

[0014] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating various components of an access point and 

user terminals; 
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[0015] FIGS. 4A, 4B and 4C show a TDD-TDM frame structure, an FDD-TDM frame 

structure, and an FDD-CDM frame structure, respectively; 

[0016] FIG. 5 shows the TDD-TDM frame structure with five transport channels -

BCH, FCCH, FCH, RCH, and RACH; 

[00i7] FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate Vfuious PDU founats for the various transport 

channels; 

[0018] FIG. 7 shows a new FCCH structure, in accordance with one embodiment of the 

invention; 

[0019] FIG. 8 shows a flow diagram of a method, in accordance with one embodiment 

of the invention; and 

[0020] FIG. 9 shows a flow diagram of a decoding process in accordance with one 

[0021] 

embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The word "exemplary" is used herein to mean "serving as an example, instance, 

or illustration." Any embodiment or design described herein as "exemplary" is not 

necessarily to be construed as preferred or advantageous over other embodiments or 

designs. 

[0022] FIG. 1 shows a MIMO WLAN system 100 in which the teachings of the present 

[0023] 

invention are implemented. As shown in FIG. 1, MIMO WLAN system 100 includes a 

number of access points CAPs) 110 that support communication for a number of user 

terminals (UTs) 120. For simplicity, only two access points 110 are shown in FIG. 1. 

An access point may also be referred to as a base station, access controller, or 

communication controller herein. 

User terminals 120 may be dispersed throughout the system. Each user terminal 

may be a fixed or mobile terminal that can communicate with the access point. A user 

terminal may also be referred to as a mobile station, a remote station, an access 

terminal, a user equipment (UE), a wireless device, or some other terminology herein. 

Each user terminal may communicate with one or possibly multiple access points on the 

downlink and/or uplink at any given moment. The downlink (also called forward link) 

refers to transmission from the access point to the user terminal, and the uplink (also 

called reverse link) refers to transmission from the user terminal to the access point. 
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[0024] In FIG. 1, access point 110a communicates with user terminals 120a through 

120f, and access point 110b communicates with user terminals 120f through 120k. 

Depending on the specific design of system 100, an access point may communicate with 

multiple user terminals simultaneously (e.g., via multiple code channels or subbands) or 

sequentially (e.g., via multiple time slots). At any given moment, a user terminal may 

receive downlink transmissions from one or multiple access points. The downlink 

transmission from each access point may include overhead data intended to be received 

by multiple user terminals, user-specific data intended to be received by specific user 

terminals, other types of data, or any combination thereof. The overhead data may 

include pilot, page and broadcast messages, system parameters, and so on. 

[0025] In one embodiment, the MIMO WLAN system is based on a centralized 

[0026] 

[0027] 

controller network architecture. Thus, a system controller 130 couples to access points 

110 and may further couple to other systems and networks. For example, system 

controller 130 may couple to a packet data network (PDN), a wired local area network 

(LAN), a wide area network (WAN), the Internet, a public switched telephone network 

(PSTN), a cellular communication network, etc. System controller 130 may be 

designed to perform a number of functions such as (1) coordination and control for the 

access points coupled to it, (2) routing of data among these access points, (3) access and 

control of communication with the user terminals served by these access points, and so 

on. The MIMO WLAN system as shown in FIG. 1 may be operated in various 

frequency bands (e.g., the 2.4 GHz and S.x GHz U-NIT bands), subject to the bandwidth 

and emission constraints specific to the selected operating band. 

In one embodiment, each access point may be equipped with multiple transmit 

and receive antennas (e.g., four transmit and receive antennas) for data transmission and 

reception. Each user terminal may be equipped with a single transmit/receive antenna 

or multiple transmit/receive antennas for data transmission and reception. The number 

of antennas employed by each user terminal type may be dependent on various factors 

such as, for example, the services to be supported by the user terminal (e.g., voice, data, 

or both), cost considerations, regulatory constraints, safety issues, and so on. 

For a given pairing of multi-antenna access point and multi-antenna user 

terminal, a MIMO channel is formed by the NT transmit antennas and NR receive 

antennas available for use for data transmission. Different MIMO channels are formed 

between the access point and different multi-antenna user terminals. Each MIMO 
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channel may be decomposed into Ns spatial channels, with N 5 ~min {Np N R}. Ns data 

streams may be transmitted on the Ns spatial channels. Spatial processing is required at 

a receiver and may or may not be performed at a transmitter in order to transmit 

multiple data streams on the Ns spatial channels. 

The Ns spatial channels may or may not be orthogonal to one another. This 

depends on various factors such as (1) whether or not spatial processing was performed 

at the transmitter to obtain orthogonal spatial channels and (2) whether or not the spatial 

processing at both the transmitter and the receiver was successful in orthogonalizing the 

spatial channels. If no spatial processing is performed at the transmitter, then the Ns 

spatial channels may be formed with Ns transmit antennas and are unlikely to be 

orthogonal to one another. 

The Ns spatial channels may be orthogonalized by performing decomposition on 

a channel response matrix for the MIMO channel, as described in the aforementioned 

U.S. Patent Application. For a given number of (e.g., four) antennas at the access point, 

the number of spatial channels available for each user terminal is dependent on the 

number of antennas employed by that user terminal and the characteristics of the 

wireless MIMO channel that couples the access point antennas and the user terminal 

antennas. If a user terminal is equipped with one antenna, then the four antennas at the 

access point and the single antenna at the user terminal form a multiple-input single

output (MISO) channel for the downlink and a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) 

channel for the uplink. 

The MIMO WLAN system as shown in FIG. 1 may be designed and configured 

to support various transmission modes, as illustrated in Table 1 below. 

Table 1 

Transmission modes Description 

SIMO 
Data is transmitted from a single antenna but may be received 

by multiple antennas for receive diversity. 

Diversity 
Data is redundantly transmitted from multiple transmit 

antennas and/or multiple subbands to provide diversity. 

Data is transmitted on a single (best) spatial channel at full 

Beam-steering power using phase steering information for the principal 

eigenmode of the MIMO channel. 
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7 

Data is transmitted on multiple spatial channels to achieve 

higher spectral efficiency. 

The transmission modes available for use for the downlink and uplink for each 

user terminal are dependent on the number of antennas employed at the user terminal. 

Table 2 lists the transmission modes available for different terminal types for the 

downlink and uplink, assuming multiple (e.g., four) antennas at the access point. 

Table 2 

Downlink Uplink 

Transmission modes Single- Multi- Single- Multi-

antenna user antenna user antenna user antenna user 

terminal terminal terminal terminal 

MISO (on downlink)/ 
X X X X 

SIMO (on uplink) 

Diversity X X X 

Beam-steering X X X 

Spatial multiplexing X X 

In an embodiment, the MIMO WLAN system employs OFDM to effectively 

partition the overall system bandwidth into a number of (NF) orthogonal subbands. 

These subbands are also referred to as tones, bins, or frequency channels. With OFDM, 

each subband is associated with a respective subcarrier that may be modulated with 

data. For a MIMO system that utilizes OFDM, each spatial channel of each subband 

may be viewed as an independent transmission channel where the complex gain 

associated with each subband is effectively constant across the subband bandwidth. 

In one embodiment, the system bandwidth can be partitioned into 64 orthogonal 

subbands (i.e., N F = 64 ), which are assigned indices of -32 to +31. Of these 64 

used for data, 4 subbands (e.g., with indices of ±{7, 21}) can be used for pilot and 

possibly signaling, the DC subband (with index of 0) is not used, and the remaining 

subbands are also not used and serve as guard subbands. This OFDM subband structure 

is described in further detail in a document for IEEE Standard 802.11 a and entitled 
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"Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY) 

Specifications: High-speed Physical Layer in the 5 GHz Band," September 1999, which 

is publicly available. In other embodiments, different numbers of subbands and various 

other OFDM subband structures may also be implemented for the MIMO WLAN 

system. For example, all 53 subbands with indices from -26 to +26 may be used for 

data transmission. As another example, a 128-subband structure, a 256-subband 

structure, or a subband structure with some other number of subbands may be used. 

[0034] For OFDM, the data to be transmitted on each subband is first modulated (i.e., 

[0035] 

symbol mapped) using a particular modulation scheme selected for use for that subband. 

Zeros are provided for the unused subbands. For each symbol period, the modulation 

symbols and zeros for all NF subbands are transformed to the time domain using an 

inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to obtain a transformed symbol that contains NF 

time-domain samples. The duration of each transformed symbol is inversely related to 

the bandwidth of each subband. In one specific design for the MIMO WLAN system, 

the system bandwidth is 20 MHz, N F = 64, the bandwidth of each subband is 312.5 

KHz, and the duration of each transformed symbol is 3.2 J.tsec. 

OFDM can provide certain advantages, such as the ability to combat frequency 

selective fading, which is characterized by different channel gains at different 

frequencies of the overall system bandwidth. It is well known that frequency selective 

fading causes inter-symbol interference (lSI), which is a phenomenon whereby each 

symbol in a received signal acts as distortion to subsequent symbols in the received 

signal. The lSI distortion degrades performance by impacting the ability to correctly 

detect the received symbols. Frequency selective fading can be conveniently combated 

with OFDM by repeating a portion of (or appending a cyclic prefix to) each transformed 

symbol to form a corresponding OFDM symbol, which is then transmitted. 

[0036] The length of the cyclic prefix (i.e., the amount to repeat) for each OFDM 

symbol is dependent on the delay spread of the wireless channel. In particular, to 

effectively combat lSI, the cyclic prefix should be longer than the maximum expected 

delay spread for the system. 

[0037] In an embodiment, cyclic prefixes of different lengths may be used for the 

OFDM symbols, depending on the expected delay spread. For the MIMO WLAN 

system described above, a cyclic prefix of 400 nsec (8 samples) or 800 nsec (16 

samples) may be selected for use for the OFDM symbols. A "short" OFDM symbol 
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uses the 400 nsec cyclic prefix and has a duration of 3.6 J.tsec. A "long" OFDM symbol 

uses the 800 nsec cyclic prefix and has a duration of 4.0 j..tsec. Short OFDM symbols 

may be used if the maximum expected delay spread is 400 nsec or less, and long OFDM 

symbols may be used if the delay spread is greater than 400 nsec. Different cyclic 

prefixes may be selected for use for different transport channels, and the cyclic prefix 

may also be dynamically selectable, as described below. Higher system throughput may 

be achieved by using the shorter cyclic prefix when possible, since more OFDM 

symbols of shorter duration can be transmitted over a given fixed time interval. 

[0038] FIG. 2 illustrates a layer structure 200 that may be used for the MIMO WLAN 

[0039] 

[0040] 

system. As shown in FIG. 2, in one embodiment, layer structure 200 includes (1) 

applications and upper layer protocols that approximately correspond to Layer 3 and 

higher of the ISO/OSI reference model (upper layers), (2) protocols and services that 

correspond to Layer 2 (the link layer), and (3) protocols and services that correspond to 

Layer 1 (the physical layer). 

The upper layers includes various applications and protocols, such as signaling 

services 212, data services 214, voice services 216, circuit data applications, and so on. 

Signaling is typically provided as messages and data is typically provided as packets. 

The services and applications in the upper layers originate and terminate messages and 

packets according to the semantics and timing of the communication protocol between 

the access point and the user terminal. The upper layers utilize the services provided by 

Layer 2. 

Layer 2 supports the delivery of messages and packets generated by the upper 

layers. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 2, Layer 2 includes a Link Access Control 

(LAC) sublayer 220 and a Medium Access Control (MAC) sublayer 230. The LAC 

sublayer implements a data link protocol that provides for the correct transport and 

delivery of messages generated by the upper layers. The LAC sublayer utilizes the 

services provided by the MAC sublayer and Layer 1. The MAC sublayer is responsible 

for transporting messages and packets using the services provided by Layer 1. The 

MAC sublayer controls the access to Layer 1 resources by the applications and services 

in the upper layers. The MAC sublayer may include a Radio Link Protocol (RLP) 232, 

which is a retransmission mechanism that may be used to provide higher reliability for 

packet data. Layer 2 provides protocol data units (PDUs) to Layer 1. 
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Layer 1 comprises physical layer 240 and supports the transmission and 

reception of radio signals between the access point and user terminal. The physical 

layer performs coding, interleaving, modulation, and spatial processing for various 

transport channels used to send messages and packets generated by the upper layers. In 

this embodiment, the physical layer includes a multiplexing sublayer 242 that 

multiplexes processed PDUs for various transport channels into the proper frame 

format. Layer 1 provides data in units of frames. 

[0042] It should be understood by one skilled in the art that various other suitable layer 

structures may also be designed and used for the MIMO WLAN system. 

[0043] FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of one embodiment of an access point 110x and 

two user terminals 120x and 120y within the MIMO WLAN system. 

[0044] On the downlink, at access point llOx, a transmit (TX) data processor 310 

receives traffic data (e.g., information bits) from a data source 308 and signaling and 

other information from a controller 330 and possibly a scheduler 334. These various 

types of data may be sent on different transport channels that are described in more 

details below. TX data processor 310 "frames" the data (if necessary), scrambles the 

framed/unframed data, encodes the scrambled data, interleaves (i.e., reorders) the coded 

data, and maps the interleaved data into modulation symbols. For simplicity, a "data 

symbol" refers to a modulation symbol for traffic data, and a "pilot symbol" refers to a 

modulation symbol for pilot. The scrambling randomizes the data bits. The encoding 

increases the reliability of the data transmission. The interleaving provides time, 

frequency, and/or spatial diversity for the code bits. The scrambling, coding, and 

modulation may be performed based on control signals provided by controller 330. TX 

data processor 310 provides a stream of moduiation symbois for each spatiai channei 

used for data transmission. 

[0045] A TX spatial processor 320 receives one or more modulation symbol streams 

from TX data processor 310 and performs spatial processing on the modulation symbols 

to provide four streams of transmit symbols, one stream for each transmit antenna. 

[0046] Each modulator (MOD) 322 receives and processes a respective transmit symbol 

stream to provide a corresponding stream of OFDM symbols. Each OFDM symbol 

stream is further processed to provide a corresponding downlink modulated signal. The 

four downlink modulated signals from modulator 322a through 322d are then 

transmitted from four antennas 324a through 324d, respectively. 
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(0047] At each user terminal 120, one or multiple antennas 352 receive the transmitted 

[0048] 

[0049] 

[0050] 

[0051] 

downlink modulated signals, and each receive antenna provides a received signal to a 

respective demodulator (DEMOD) 354. Each demodulator 354 performs processing 

complementary to that performed at modulator 322 and provides received symbols. A 

receive (RX) spatial processor 360 then peiforms spatial processing on the received 

symbols from all demodulators 354 to provide recovered symbols, which are estimates 

of the modulation symbols sent by the access point. 

An RX data processor 370 receives and demultiplexes the recovered symbols 

into their respective transport channels. The recovered symbols for each transport 

channel may be symbol demapped, deinterleaved, decoded, and descrambled to provide 

decoded data for that transport channel. The decoded data for each transport channel 

may include recovered packet data, messages, signaling, and so on, which are provided 

to a data sink 372 for storage and/or a controller 380 for further processing. 

For the downlink, at each active user terminal 120, RX spatial processor 360 

further estimates the downlink to obtain channel state information (CSI). The CSI may 

include channel response estimates, received SNRs, and so on. RX data processor 370 

may also provide the status of each packet/frame received on the downlink. A 

controller 380 receives the channel state information and the packet/frame status and 

determines the feedback information to be sent back to the access point. The feedback 

information is processed by a TX data processor 390 and a TX spatial processor 392 (if 

present), conditioned by one or more modulators 354, and transmitted via one or more 

antennas 352 back to the access point. 

At access point 110, the transmitted uplink signal(s) are received by antennas 

324, demoduiated by demoduiators 322, and processed by an RX spatiai processor 340 

and an RX data processor 342 in a complementary manner to that performed at the user 

terminal. The recovered feedback information is then provided to controller 330 and a 

scheduler 334. 

In one embodiment, scheduler 334 uses the feedback information to perform a 

number of functions such as (1) selecting a set of user terminals for data transmission on 

the downlink and uplink, (2) selecting the transmission rate(s) and the transmission 

mode for each selected user terminal, and (3) assigning the available FCH/RCH 

resources to the selected terminals. Scheduler 334 and/or controller 330 further uses 
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information (e.g., steering vectors) obtained from the uplink transmission for the 

processing of the downlink transmission. 

As mentioned above, a number of services and applications may be supported by 

the MIMO WLAN system and various transport channels may be defined for the MIMO 

WLAN system to ca1-ry va.ious types of data. Table 3 lists an exempla.-y set of 

transport channels and also provides a brief description for each transport channel. 

Table 3 

Transport channels Description 

Broadcast channel BCH 
Used by the access point to transmit pilot and system 

parameters to the user terminals. 

Used by the access point to allocate resources on the 

Forward control 
downlink and uplink. The resource allocation may be 

FCCH performed on a frame-by-frame basis. Also used to 
channel 

provide acknowledgment for messages received on the 

RACH. 

Used by the access point to transmit user-specific data 

to the user terminals and possibly a reference (pilot) 

Forward channel FCH used by the user terminals for channel estimation. May 

also be used in a broadcast mode to send page and 

broadcast messages to multiple user terminals. 

Random access Used by the user terminals to gain access to the system 
RACH 

channel and send short messages to the access point. 

Used by the user terminals to transmit data to the access 

Reverse channel RCH point. May also carry a reference used by the access 

point for channel estimation. 

As shown in Table 3, the downlink transport channels used by the access point 

includes the BCH, FCCH, and FCH. The uplink transport channels used by the user 

terminals include the RACH and RCH. It should be recognized by one skilled in the art 

that the transport channels listed in Table 3 represent an exemplary embodiment of a 

channel structure that may be used for the MIMO WLAN system. Fewer, additional, 

and/or different transport channels may also be defined for use for the MIMO WLAN 

system. For example, certain functions may be supported by function-specific transport 
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channels (e.g., pilot, paging, power control, and sync channel channels). Thus, otl 

channel structures with different sets of transport channels may be defined and used 

the MIMO WLAN system, within the scope of the invention. 

A number of frame structures may be defined for the transport channels. 1 

specific fiame str.Jctuie to use foi the ~v1~v10 \l.,.'LAI'~ system is dependent on varic 

factors such as, for example, (1) whether the same or different frequency bands are us 

for the downlink and uplink and (2) the multiplexing scheme used to multiplex 1 

transport channels together. 

If only one frequency band is available, then the downlink and uplink may 

transmitted on different phases of a frame using time division duplexing (TDD). If t' 

frequency bands are available, then the downlink and uplink may be transmitted 

different frequency bands using frequency division duplexing (FDD). 

For both TDD and FDD, the transport channels may be multiplexed togetl 

using time division multiplexing (TDM), code division multiplexing (CDM), frequen 

division multiplexing (FDM), and so on. For TDM, each transport channel is assign 

to a different portion of a frame. For CDM, the transport channels are transmit1 

concurrently but each transport channel is channelized by a different channelizati 

code, similar to that performed in a code division multiple access (CDMA) system. I 

FDM, each transport channel is assigned a different portion of the frequency band J 

the link. 

Table 4 lists the various frame structures that may be used to carry the transp, 

channels. Each of these frame structures is described in further detail below. 

Table 4 

:Shared frequency band for :Separate frequency bands fc 

downlink and uplink downlink and uplink 

Time division TDD-TDM frame structure FDD-TDM frame structure 

Code division TDD-CDM frame structure FDD-CDM frame structure 

FIG. 4A illustrates an embodiment of a TDD-TDM frame structure 400a tl 

may be used if a single frequency band is used for both the downlink and uplink. D: 

transmission occurs in units of TDD frames. Each TDD frame may be defined to spm 

particular time duration. The frame duration may be selected based on various fact< 

such as, for example, (1) the bandwidth of the operating band, (2) the expected sizes 
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the PDUs for the transport channels, and so on. In general, a shorter frame duration 

may provide reduced delays. However, a longer frame duration may be more efficient 

since header and overhead may represent a smaller fraction of the frame. In one 

embodiment, each TDD frame has a duration of 2 msec. 

As shown in FIG. 4A, each TDD frfuue can be plli-titioned into a downlink phase 

and an uplink phase. The downlink phase is further partitioned into three segments for 

the three downlink transport channels - the BCH, FCCH, and FCH. The uplink phase is 

further partitioned into two segments for the two uplink transport channels - the RCH 

andRACH. 

The segment for each transport channel may be defined to have either a fixed 

duration or a variable duration that can change from frame to frame. In one 

embodiment, the BCH segment is defined to have a fixed duration, and the FCCH, 

FCH, RCH, and RACH segments are defined to have variable durations. 

[0061] The segment for each transport channel may be used to carry one or more 

protocol data units (PDUs) for that transport channel. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 

4A, a BCH PDU is transmitted in a first segment 410, an FCCH PDU is transmitted in a 

second segment 420, and one or more FCH PDUs are transmitted in a third segment 430 

of the downlink phase. On the uplink phase, one or more RCH PDUs are transmitted in 

a fourth segment 440 and one or more RACH PDUs are transmitted in a fifth segment 

450 of the TDD frame. 

[0062] Frame structure 400a represents one arrangement of the various transport 

[0063] 

channels within a TDD frame. This arrangement can provide certain benefits such as 

reduced delays for data transmission on the downlink and uplink. The BCH is 

transmitted first in the TDD frame since it carries system parameters that may be used 

for the PDUs of the other transport channels within the same TDD frame. The FCCH is 

transmitted next since it carries resource allocation (e.g., channel assignment) 

information indicative of which user terminal(s) are designated to receive downlink data 

on the FCH and which user terminal(s) are designated to transmit uplink data on the 

RCH within the current TDD frame. Other TDD-TDM frame structures may also be 

defined and used for the MIMO WLAN system. 

FIG. 4B illustrates an embodiment of an FDD-TDM frame structure 400b that 

may be used if the downlink and uplink are transmitted using two separate frequency 

bands. Downlink data is transmitted in a downlink frame 402a, and uplink data is 
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transmitted in an uplink frame 402b. Each downlink and uplink frame may be defined 

to span a particular time duration (e.g., 2 msec). For simplicity, the downlink and 

uplink frames may be defined to have the same duration and may further be defined to 

be aligned at the frame boundaries. However, different frame durations and/or non-

aligued (i.e., offset) frame boundaties may also be used for the downlink and uplink. 

As shown in FIG. 4B, the downlink frame is partitioned into three segments for 

the three downlink transport channels. The uplink frame is partitioned into two 

segments for the two uplink transport channels. The segment for each transport channel 

may be defined to have a fixed or variable duration, and may be used to carry one or 

more PDUs for that transport channel. 

[0065] In the embodiment shown in FIG. 4B, the downlink frame carries a BCH PDU, 

an FCCH PDU, and one or more FCH PDUs in segments 410, 420, and 430, 

respectively. The uplink frame carries one or more RCH PDUs and one or more RACH 

PDUs in segments 440 and 450, respectively. This arrangement may provide the 

benefits described above (e.g., reduced delays for data transmission). Other FDD-TDM 

frame structures may also be defined and used for the MIMO WLAN system, and this is 

within the scope of the invention. 

[0066] FIG. 4C illustrates an embodiment of an FDD-CDMIFDM frame structure 400c 

that may also be used if the downlink and uplink are transmitted using separate 

frequency bands. Downlink data may be transmitted in a downlink frame 404a, and 

uplink data may be transmitted in an uplink frame 404b. The downlink and uplink 

frames may be defined to have the same duration (e.g., 2 msec) and aligned at the frame 

boundaries. 

[0067] As shown in FIG. 4C, the three downiink transport channels are transmitted 

concurrently in the downlink frame, and the two uplink transport channels are 

transmitted concurrently in the uplink frame. For CDM, the transport channels for each 

link are "channelized" with different channelization codes, which may be Walsh codes, 

orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) codes, quasi-orthogonal functions (QOF), 

and so on. For FDM, the transport channels for each link are assigned different portions 

of the frequency band for the link. Different amounts of transmit power may also be 

used for different transport channels in each link. 

[0068] Other frame structures may also be defined for the downlink and uplink 

transport channels, and this is within the scope of the invention. Moreover, it is possible 
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to use different types of frame structure for the downlink and uplink. For example, a 

TOM-based frame structure may be used for the downlink and a COM-based frame 

structure may be used for the uplink. 

In one embodiment, the transport channels as described above are used to send 

vfuious types of data and may be categorized into two groups: cmmnon trat1sport 

channels and dedicated transport channels. 

[0070] The common transport channels, in one embodiment, may include the BCH, 

[0071] 

FCCH, and RACH. These transport channels are used to send data to or receive data 

from multiple user terminals. The BCH and FCCH can be transmitted by the access 

point using the diversity mode. On the uplink, the RACH can be transmitted by the user 

terminals using the beam-steering mode (if supported by the user terminal). The BCH 

can be operated at a known fixed rate so that the user terminals can receive and process 

the BCH without any additional information. As described in more details below, the 

FCCH support multiple rates to allow for greater efficiency. Each "rate" or "rate set" 

may be associated with a particular code rate (or coding scheme) and a particular 

modulation scheme. 

The dedicated transport channels, in one embodiment, include the FCH and 

RCH. These transport channels are normally used to send user-specific data to or by 

specific user terminals. The FCH and RCH may be dynamically allocated to the user 

terminals as necessary and as available. The FCH may also be used in a broadcast 

mode to send overhead, page, and broadcast messages to the user terminals. In general, 

the overhead, page, and broadcast messages are transmitted prior to any user-specific 

data on the FCH. 

[0072] FIG. 5 iilustrates an exemplary transmission on the BCH, FCCH, FCH, RCH, 

and RACH based on TOO-TOM frame structure 400a. In this embodiment, one BCH 

POU 510 and one FCCH POU 520 are transmitted in BCH segment 410 and FCCH 

segment 420, respectively. FCH segment 430 may be used to send one or more FCH 

PODs 530, each of which may be intended for a specific user terminal or multiple user 

terminals. Similarly, one or more RCH PDUs 540 may be sent by one or more user 

terminals in RCH segment 440. The start of each FCH/RCH PDU is indicated by an 

FCHIRCH offset from the end of the preceding segment. A number of RACH PODs 

550 may be sent in RACH segment 450 by a number of user terminals to access the 

system and/or to send short messages. 
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In one embodiment, the BCH is used by the access point to transmit a beacon 

pilot, a MIMO pilot, and system parameters to the user terminals. The beacon pilot is 

used by the user terminals to acquire system timing and frequency. The MIMO pilot is 

used by the user terminals to estimate the MIMO channel formed by the access point 

antennas and their own antennas. The system parameters specify various attributes of 

the downlink and uplink transmissions. For example, since the durations of the FCCH, 

FCH, RACH, and RCH segments are variable, the system parameters that specify the 

length of each of these segments for the current TDD frame are sent in the BCH. 

FIG. 6A illustrates an embodiment of BCH PDU 410. In this embodiment, 

BCH PDU 410 includes a preamble portion 510 and a message portion 516. Preamble 

portion 510 further includes a beacon pilot portion 512 and a MIMO pilot portion 514. 

Portion 512 carries a beacon pilot and has a fixed duration of TcP = Spsec. Portion 514 

carries a MIMO pilot and has a fixed duration of TMP = 32psec. Portion 516 carries a 

BCH message and has a fixed duration of T BM = 40p sec. A preamble may be used to 

send one or more types of pilot and/or other information. A beacon pilot comprises a 

specific set of modulation symbols that is transmitted from all transmit antennas. A 

MIMO pilot comprises a specific set of modulation symbols that is transmitted from all 

transmit antennas with different orthogonal codes, which then allows the receivers to 

recover the pilot transmitted from each antenna. Different sets of modulation symbols 

may be used for the beacon and MIMO pilots. 

In one embodiment, the BCH message carries system configuration information. 

Table 5 lists the various fields for an exemplary BCH message format. 

Table 5 - BCH Message 

Fields/ Length 

Parameter Names (bits) 
Description 

Frame Counter 4 TDD frame counter 

NetiD 10 Network identifier (ID) 

APID 6 Access point ill 

APTx Lvl 4 Access point transmit level 

APRx Lvl 3 Access point receive level 

FCCHLength 6 Duration of FCCH (in units of OFDM symbols) 

FCCHRate 2 Physical layer rate of FCCH 
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FCH Length 9 Duration of FCH (in units of OFDM symbols) 

RCH Length 9 Duration of RCH (in units of OFDM symbols) 

RACHLength 5 Duration of RACH (in units of RACH slots) 

RACH Slot Size 2 
Duration of each RACH slot (in units of OFDM 

symbols) 

RACH Guard Interval 2 Guard interval at the end of RACH 

Cyclic Prefix Duration 1 Cyclic prefix duration 

Page Bit 1 
"0" = page message sent on FCH 

"1" =no page message sent 

Broadcast Bit 1 
"0" = broadcast message sent on FCH 

"1" =no broadcast message sent 

RACH "0" = RACH acknowledgment sent on FCH 
1 

Acknowledgment Bit "1" =no RACH acknowledgment sent 

CRC 16 CRC value for the BCH message 

Tail Bits 6 Tail bits for convolutional encoder 

Reserved 32 Reserved for future use 

The Frame Counter value may be used to synchronize various processes at the 

access point and user terminals (e.g., the pilot, scrambling codes, cover code, and so 

on). A frame counter may be implemented with a 4-bit counter that wraps around. This 

counter is incremented at the start of each TDD frame, and the counter value is included 

in the Frame Counter field. The Net ID field indicates the identifier (ID) of the network 

to which the access point belongs. The AP ID field indicates the ID of the access point 

within the network ID. The AP Tx Lvl and AP Rx Lvl fields indicate the maximum 

transmit power level and the desired receive power level at the access point, 

respectively. The desired receive power level may be used by the user terminal to 

determine the initial uplink transmit power. 

the FCCH, FCH, and RCH segments, respectively, for the current TDD frame. In one 

embodiment, the lengths of these segments are given in units of OFDM symbols. The 

OFDM symbol duration for the BCH can be fixed at 4.0 J!Sec. The OFDM symbol 

duration for all other transport channels (e.g., the FCCH, FCH, RACH, and RCH) is 
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FCH Length “ Duration of FCH (in units of OFDM symbols)
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in the Frame Counter field. The Net ID field indicates the identifier (ID) of the network

to which the access point belongs. The AP ID field indicates the ID of the access point

within the network 11). The AP Tx Lvl and AP Rx Lvl fields indicate the maximum

transmit power level and the desired receive power level at the access point,

respectively. The desired receive power level may be used by the user terminal to
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embodiment, the lengths of these segments are given in units of OFDM symbols. The

OFDM symbol duration for the BCH can be fixed at 4.0 “sec. The OFDM symbol

duration for all other transport channels (e.g., the FCCH, FCH, RACH, and RCH) is
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variable and depends on the selected cyclic prefix, which is specified by the Cyclic 

Prefix Duration field. The FCCH Rate field indicates the rate used for the FCCH for the 

current TDD frame. 

[0078] The RACH Length field indicates the length of the RACH segment, which is 

[0079] 

given in units of RACH slots. The duiation of each RACH slot is given by the RACH 

Slot Size field, in units of OFDM symbols. The RACH Guard Interval field indicates 

the amount of time between the last RACH slot and the start of the BCH segment for 

the next TDD frame. 

The Page Bit and Broadcast Bit indicate whether or not page messages and 

broadcast messages, respectively, are being sent on the FCH in the current TDD frame. 

These two bits may be set independently for each TDD frame. The RACH 

Acknowledgment Bit indicates whether or not acknowledgments for PDUs sent on the 

RACH in prior TDD frames are being sent on the FCCH in the current TDD frame. 

[0080] The CRC field includes a CRC value for the entire BCH message. This CRC 

value may be used by the user terminals to determine whether the received BCH 

message is decoded correctly or in error. The Tail Bits field includes a group of zeros 

used to reset the convolutional encoder to a known state at the end of the BCH message. 

[0081] As shown in Table 5, the BCH message includes a total of 120 bits. These 120 

[0082] 

bits may be transmitted with 10 OFDM symbols. Table 5 shows one embodiment of the 

format for the BCH message. Other BCH message formats with fewer, additional, 

and/or different fields may also be defined and used, and this is within the scope of the 

invention. 

In one embodiment, the access point may allocate resources for the FCH and 

RCH on a per frame basis. The FCCH is used by the access point to convey the 

resource allocation information for the FCH and RCH (e.g., the channel assignments). 

[0083] FIG. 6B illustrates an embodiment of FCCH PDU 420. In this embodiment, the 

FCCH PDU includes only a portion 520 for an FCCH message. The FCCH message 

has a variable duration that can change from frame to frame, depending on the amount 

of scheduling information being carried on the FCCH for that frame. The FCCH 

message duration is in even number of OFDM symbols and given by the FCCH Length 

field on the BCH message. The duration of messages sent using the diversity mode 

(e.g., BCH and FCCH messages) is given in even number of OFDM symbols because 

the diversity mode transmits OFDM symbols in pairs. 
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[0084] In an embodiment, the FCCH can be transmitted using four possible rates. The 

[0085] 

[0086] 

[0087] 

specific rate used for the FCCH PDU in each TDD frame is indicated by the FCCH Phy 

Mode field in the BCH message. Each FCCH rate corresponds to a particular code rate 

and a particular modulation scheme and is further associated with a particular 

transmission mode. 

An FCCH message may include zero, one, or multiple information elements 

(IEs). Each information element may be associated with a specific user terminal and 

may be used to provide information indicative of the assignment of FCH/RCH resources 

for that user terminal. Table 6 lists the various fields for an exemplary FCCH message 

format. 

Table 6 - FCCH Message 

Fields/ Length 

Parameter Names (bits) 
Description 

N_IE 6 Number of IEs included in the FCCH message 

N_IE information elements, each including: 

IE Type 4 IE type 

MACID 10 ID assigned to the user terminal 

Control Fields 48 or72 Control fields for channel assignment 

Pad bits to achieve even number of OFDM 
Padding Bits Variable 

symbols in the FCCH message 

CRC 16 CRC value for the FCCH message 

Tail Bits 6 Tail bits for convolutional encoder 

The N_IE field indicates the number of information elements included in the 

FCCH message sent in the current TDD frame. For each information element (IE) 

included in the FCCH message, the IE Type field indicates the particular type of this IE. 

Various IE types are defined for use to allocate resources for different types of 

transmissions, as described below. 

The MAC ID field identifies the specific user terminal for which the information 

element is intended. Each user terminal registers with the access point at the start of a 

communication session and is assigned a unique MAC ID by the access point. This 

MAC ID is used to identify the user terminal during the session. 
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The Control Fields are used to convey channel assignment information for the 

user terminal and are described in detail below. The Padding Bits field includes a 

sufficient number of padding bits so that the overall length of the FCCH message is an 

even number of OFDM symbols. The FCCH CRC field includes a CRC value that may 

be used by the user terminals to determine whether the received FCCH message is 

decoded correctly or in error. The Tail Bits field includes zeros used to reset the 

convolutional encoder to a known state at the end of the FCCH message. Some of these 

fields are described in further detail below. 

A number of transmission modes are supported by the MIMO WLAN system for 

the FCH and RCH, as indicated in Table 1. Moreover, a user terminal may be active or 

idle during a connection. Thus, a number of types of IE are defined for use to allocate 

FCHIRCH resources for different types of transmissions. Table 7 lists an exemplary set 

of IE types. 

Table 7 - FCCH IE Types 

IE Size 
IE Type 

(bits) 
IE Type Description 

0 48 Diversity Mode Diversity mode only 

1 72 
Spatial Multiplexing Spatial multiplexing mode -

Mode variable rate services 

2 48 Idle Mode Idle state - variable rate services 

3 48 RACH Acknowledgment 
RACH acknowledgment-

diversity mode 

4 Beam Steering Mode Beam steering mode 

5-15 I Reserved I Reserved for future use 

For IE types 0, 1 and 4, resources are allocated to a specific user terminal for 

both the FCH and RCH (i.e., in channel pairs). For IE type 2, minimal resources are 

allocated to the user terminal on the FCH and RCH to maintain up-to-date estimate of 

the link. An exemplary format for each IE type is described below. In general, the rates 

and durations for the FCH and RCH can be independently assigned to the user 

terminals. 

IE type 0 and 4 are used to allocate FCHIRCH resources for the diversity and 

beam-steering modes, respectively. For fixed low-rate services (e.g., voice), the rate 
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remains fixed for the duration of the call. For variable rate services, the rate may be 

selected independently for the FCH and RCH. The FCCH IE indicates the location of 

the FCH and RCH PDUs assigned to the user terminal. Table 8 lists the various fields 

of an exemplary IE Type 0 and 4 information element. 

Table 8 - FCCH IE Type 0 and 4 

Fields/ Length 

Parameter Names (bits) 
Description 

IE Type 4 IE type 

MACID 10 Temporary ID assigned to the user terminal 

FCH offset from start of the TDD frame 
FCHOffset 9 

(in OFDM symbols) 

FCH Preamble Type 2 FCH preamble size (in OFDM symbols) 

FCHRate 4 Rate for the FCH 

RCH offset from start of the TDD frame 
RCHOffset 9 

(in OFDM symbols) 

RCH Preamble Type 2 RCH preamble size (in OFDM symbols) 

RCHRate 4 Rate for the RCH 

RCH Timing Adjustment 2 Timing adjustment parameter for RCH 

RCH Power Control 2 Power control bits for RCH 

The FCH and RCH Offset fields indicate the time offset from the beginning of 

the current TDD frame to the start of the FCH and RCH PDUs, respectively, assigned 

by the information element. The FCH and RCH Rate fields indicate the rates for the 

FCH and RCH, respectively. 

[0093] The FCH and RCH Preamble Type fields indicate the size of the preamble in the 

FCH and RCH PDUs, respectively. Table 9 lists the values for the FCH and RCH 

Preamble Type fields and the associated prea.'!lble sizes. 
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Table 9 - Preamble Type 

Type Bits Preamble Size 

0 00 0 OFDM symbol 

1 01 1 OFDM symbol 

2 10 4 OFDM symbols 

3 11 8 OFDM symbols 

The RCH Timing Adjustment field includes two bits used to adjust the timing of 

the uplink transmission from the user terminal identified by the MAC ID field. This 

timing adjustment is used to reduce interference in a TOO-based frame structure where 

the downlink and uplink transmissions are time division duplexed. Table 10 lists the 

values for the RCH Timing Adjustment field and the associated actions. 

Table 10 - RCH Timing Adjustment 

Bits Description 

00 Maintain current timing 

01 Advance uplink transmit timing by 1 sample 

10 Delay uplink transmit timing by 1 sample 

11 Not used 

The RCH Power Control field includes two bits used to adjust the transmit 

power of the uplink transmission from the identified user terminal. This power control 

is used to reduce interference on the uplink. Table 11 lists the values for the RCH 

Power Control field and the associated actions. 

Table 11 - RCH Power Control 

Bits Description 

00 Maintain current transmit power 

01 Increase uplink transmit power by odB, where 

Sis a system parameter. 

10 Decrease uplink transmit power by J dB, 

where Jis a system parameter. 

11 Not used 
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The channel assignment for the identified user terminal may be provided in 

various manners. In an embodiment, the user terminal is assigned FCH/RCH resources 

for only the current TDD frame. In another embodiment, the FCH/RCH resources are 

assigned to the terminal for each TDD frame until canceled. In yet another 

embodiment, the FCH/RCH resources are assigned to the user terminal for every n-th 

TDD frame, which is referred to as "decimated" scheduling of TDD frames. The 

different types of assignment may be indicated by an Assignment Type field in the 

FCCH information element. 

IE type 1 is used to allocate FCH/RCH resources to user terminals using the 

spatial multiplexing mode. The rate for these user terminals is variable, and may be 

selected independently for the FCH and RCH. Table 12 lists the various fields of an 

exemplary IE type 1 information element. 

Table 12 - FCCH IE Type 1 

Fields/ Length 

Parameter Names (bits) 
Description 

IE Type 4 IE type 

MACID 10 Temporary ID assigned to the user terminal 

FCH offset from end of FCCH 
FCH Offset 9 

(in OFDM symbols) 

FCH Preamble Type 2 FCH preamble size (in OFDM symbols) 

FCH Spatial Channel 1 Rate 4 Rate for the FCH for spatial channel 1 

FCH Spatial Channel 2 Rate 4 Rate for the FCH for spatial channel 2 

FCH Spatial Channel 3 Rate 4 Rate for the FCH for spatial channel 3 

FCH Spatial Channel 4 Rate 4 Rate for the FCH for spatial channel 4 

RCH offset from end of FCH 
RCH Offset 9 

(in OFDM symbols) 

Dr'J-T DrP<>t'nhlP TvnP 2 Dr'J-T nrP<omhlP .,;7, lin ()Pf)ll.lf """"'h"l"\ 
.L'-'-'.L.L .L ..LVU._I_.I...LlJ-lV _..._ J yv _._-.,.'-'.A.A. .t"'"'"'U.IAII.JIV UI~V '_I_ II '-..I_I_ _._,._._ ..... UJ.l_I_.I.L'"-'I.UJ 

RCH Spatial Channel 1 Rate 4 Rate for the RCH for spatial channel 1 

RCH Spatial Channel 2 Rate 4 Rate for the RCH for spatial channel 2 

RCH Spatial Channel 3 Tate 4 Rate for the RCH for spatial channel 3 

RCH Spatial Channel 4 Rate 4 Rate for the RCH for spatial channel 4 
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RCH Timing Adjustment 2 Timing adjustment parameter for RCH 

Reserved 2 Reserved for future use 

[0099] 

[00100] 

[00101] 

For IE type 1, the rate for each spatial channel may be selected independently on 

the FCH and RCH. The interpretation of the rates for the spatial multiplexing mode is 

general in that it can specify the rate per spatial channel (e.g., for up to four spatial 

channels for the embodiment shown in Table 12). The rate is given per eigenmode if 

the transmitter performs spatial processing to transmit data on the eigenmodes. The rate 

is given per antenna if the transmitter simply transmits data from the transmit antennas 

and the receiver performs the spatial processing to isolate and recover the data (for the 

non-steered spatial multiplexing mode). 

The information element includes the rates for all enabled spatial channels and 

zeros for the ones not enabled. User terminals with less than four transmit antennas set 

the unused FCH/RCH Spatial Channel Rate fields to zero. Since the access point is 

equipped with four transmit/receive antennas, user terminals with more than four 

transmit antennas may use them to transmit up to four independent data streams. 

IE type 2 is used to provide control information for user terminals operating in 

an Idle state. In an embodiment, when a user terminal is in the Idle state, steering 

vectors used by the access point and user terminal for spatial processing are continually 

updated so that data transmission can start quickly if and when resumed. Table 13 lists 

the various fields of an exemplary IE type 2 information element. 

Table 13 - FCCH IE Type 2 

Fields/ Length I 
Descrintion 

Parameter Names (bits) 
- -'----.-------

IE Type 4 IE type 

MACID 10 Temporary ID assigned to the user terminal 

FCH Offset 9 FCH offset from end ofFCCH (in OFDM symbols) 

FCH Preamble Type 2 FCH preamble size (in OFDM symbols) 

RCH Offset 9 RCH offset from end of FCH (in OFDM symbols) 

RCH Preamble Type 2 RCH preamble size (in OFDM symbols) 

Reserved 12 Reserved for future use 
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IE type 3 is used to provide quick acknowledgment for user terminals attempting 

to access the system via the RACH. To gain access to the system or to send a short 

message to the access point, a user terminal may transmit an RACH PDU on the uplink. 

After the user terminal sends the RACH PDU, it monitors the BCH to determine if the 

RACH Acknowledgement Bit is set. This bit is set by the access point if any user 

terminal was successful in accessing the system and an acknowledgment is being sent 

for at least one user terminal on the FCCH. If this bit is set, then the user terminal 

processes the FCCH for acknowledgment sent on the FCCH. IE Type 3 information 

elements are sent if the access point desires to acknowledge that it correctly decoded the 

RACH PDUs from the user terminals without assigning resources. Table 14 lists the 

various fields of an exemplary IE Type 3 information element. 

Table 14 - FCCH IE Type 3 

Fields/ Length 

Parameter Names (bits) 
Description 

IE Type 4 IE type 

MACID 10 Temporary ID assigned to user terminal 

Reserved 34 Reserved for future use 

[00103] A single or multiple types of acknowledgment may be defined and sent on the 

[00104] 

FCCH. For example, a quick acknowledgment and an assignment-based 

acknowledgment may be defined. A quick acknowledgment may be used to simply 

acknowledge that the RACH PDU has been received by the access point but that no 

FCHIRCH resources have been assigned to the user terminal. An assignment-based 

acknowledgment includes assignments for the FCH and/or RCH for the current TDD 

frame. 

A number of different rates are supported for the transport channels. Each rate 

is associated with a particular code rate and a particular modulation scheme, which 

collectively results in a particular spectral efficiency (or data rate). Table 15 lists the 

various rates supported by the system. 

Table 15 

Rate Spectral Code Modulation Info bits/ Code bits/ 

Word Efficiency Rate Scheme OFDM OFDM 
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(bps/Hz) symbol symbol 

0000 0.0 - off - -

0001 0.25 % BPSK 12 48 

0010 0.5 lf2 BPSK 24 48 

0011 1.0 lf2 QPSK 48 96 

0100 1.5 % QPSK 72 96 

0101 2.0 lf2 16QAM 96 192 

0110 2.5 5/8 16QAM 120 192 

0111 3.0 % 16QAM 144 192 

1000 3.5 7/12 64QAM 168 288 

1001 4.0 2/3 64QAM 192 288 

1010 4.5 % 64QAM 216 288 

1011 5.0 5/6 64QAM 240 288 

1100 5.5 11/16 256QAM 264 384 

1101 6.0 % 256QAM 288 384 

1110 6.5 13/16 256QAM 312 384 

1111 7.0 7/8 256QAM 336 384 

While the FCCH channel structure as described above can be operable at 

different data rates, this structure may not be efficient because the rate employed on the 

FCCH is dictated or limited by the worst-case user in the system (e.g., the user that 

operates at the lowest data rate). For example, if one of the users can only receive and 

decode information on the FCCH at a !ow data rate of 0.25 bps/Hz, other users in the 

system will be adversely affected even though they are capable of operating at higher 

data rates. This is because the rate employed on the FCCH structure will be limited to 

that of the worst-case user, which is 0.25 bps/Hz. Thus, the FCCH performance and 

efficiency may be reduced by a single user. As described in more details below, the 

present invention provides a novei and more efficient FCCH channel structure that can 

be used to accommodate different users operable at different data rates. 

In one embodiment, the new FCCH structure, also referred to as a tiered control 

channel structure or segregated control channel structure herein), comprises multiple 

control channels (e.g., 4 distinct control channels). Each of these distinct control 
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channels, also called control subchannel or FCCH subchannel herein, can operate at one 

of the multiple overhead data rates (e.g., one or four different data rates as mentioned 

above). 

FIG. 7 illustrates a diagram of a new FCCH structure within a TDD MAC frame, 

in accordance with one embodiment of the invention. It should be understood by one 

skilled in the art that while TDD-TDM frame structure is used in this example for the 

purposes of illustration and explanation, the teachings of the present invention are not 

limited to TDD frame structure but can also be applied to various other frame structures 

of various durations (e.g., FDD-TDM, etc). As shown in FIG. 7, the TDD MAC frame 

is partitioned into a downlink phase (also called downlink segment) 701 and an uplink 

phase (also called uplink segment) 751. In this embodiment, the downlink phase is 

further divided into three segments for the three corresponding transport channels - the 

BCH 710, the FCCH 720, and the FCH 730. The uplink phase is further partitioned into 

two segments for the two corresponding transport channels - the RCH 740 and the 

RACH750. 

As shown in FIG. 7, the FCCH segment is divided or partitioned into multiple 

distinct FCCH segments or subchannels, each of which may operate at a specific data 

rate. In this example, the FCCH segment is divided into four FCCH subchannels 

(FCCH_O, FCCH_1, FCCH_2, and FCCH_3). In other embodiments of the invention, 

the FCCH segment may be divided into different numbers of subchannels (e.g., 8 

subchannels, etc.), depending on the particular applications or implementations of the 

invention. In one embodiment, each FCCH subchannel may be associated with a 

specific set of operating and processing parameters (e.g., code rate, modulation scheme, 

SNR, etc.). For example, Table 16 below illustrates the code rates, modulation scheme, 

SNR, etc., that are associated with each FCCH subchannel. In this example, STTD is 

employed for each of the subchannels, in which case the length of each subchannel is a 

multiple of two OFDM symbols. 

Table 16- FCCH Subchannel Data Rates (STTD) 

FCCH Efficiency Code Rate Modulation Information Total SNR 

Subchannel (bps/Hz) Bits Per for 1% 

STTD Frame Error 

OFDM Rate (FER) 
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symbol 

FCCH_O 0.25 0.25 BPSK 24 -2.0 dB 

FCCH_1 0.5 0.5 BPSK 48 2.0dB 

FCCH_2 1 0.5 QPSK 96 5.0dB 

' - - - ~--·-- ~ -.- ~- - ·-FCCH_3 2 0.5 lb (JAM ll.U Clli 

As shown in Table 16, each FCCH subchannel has a distinct operating point 

(e.g., SNR and other processing parameters) associated with it. A user terminal (UT) 

that is assigned a specific FCCH subchannel (e.g., FCCH_n at a particular rate) can 

correctly decode all lower rate subchannels, but not those operating at the higher rates. 

For example, if a particular user terminal is assigned subchannel FCCH_2, that user 

terminal can decode FCCH_O and FCCH_l subchannels because FCCH_O and FCCH_1 

operate at the lower rates. However, that user terminal cannot decode FCCH_3 because 

FCCH_3 operates at a higher rate. In one embodiment, the access point (AP) decides 

which FCCH subchannel to send control data to a UT based on various factors or 

selection criteria. These various factors or selection may include link quality 

information or operating conditions of the user terminals (e.g., C/I, Doppler, etc.), 

quality of service (QoS) requirements associated with the user terminals, and control 

subchannel preference indicated by the user terminals, etc. As described in more details 

below, the user terminals then attempt to decode each of the FCCH subchannels to 

determine if they have been allocated resources (e.g., FCHIRCH channel resources). 

Table 17 illustrates the structure for the various FCCH subchannels, m 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. As shown in Table 17, the 

FCCH subchannel structure for subchannel FCCH_O is distinct from the structure used 

for other FCCH subchannels (FCCH_1, FCCH_2, and FCCH_3). In one embodiment, 

the FCCH_MASK field in the FCCH_O structure is used to indicate the 

presence/absence of higher rate FCCH subchannels in a particular order. For example, 

the FCCH_MASK field may comprise three bits each of which corresponds to a 

particular subchannel and is used to indicate whether the particular subchannel is 

present in an order from subchannel 1 (MASK bit 0), subchanncl 2 (MASK bit 1), and 

subchannel 3 (MASK bit 2). The corresponding subchannel MASK bit is set to a 

particular value (e.g., 1) to indicate the presence of the respective subchannel. For 

example, if the value of MASK bit number 0 (the least significant MASK bit) is set to 
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"1", this indicates the presence of FCCH_l subchannel. Pad bits are provided to 

achieve an even number of OFDM symbols in each subchannel. In one embodiment, 

each FCCH subchannel is capable of providing scheduling information for multiple user 

terminals (e.g., 32 users). The IE types described above can be used for the FCCH 

subchannels. 

Table 17 - FCCH Subchannel Structure 

FCCH_O: Bits 

FCCHMASK 3 

No. IE Rate 0 5 

Rate 0 IE's 

0 Padding 

CRC 16 

Tail 6 

FCCH_1: Bits 

No. IE Rate 1 5 

Rate 1 IE's 

0 Padding 

CRC 16 

Tail 6 

FCCH_2: Bits 

No. IE Rate 2 5 

Rate 2 IE's 

0 Padding 

CRC 16 

Tail 6 

FCCH_3: Bits 

No. IE Rate 3 5 

n-.L-..., T'r:''-1'\.au::: .J LD :s 

0 Padding 

CRC 16 

Tail 6 
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FIG.8 illustrates a flow diagram of a method 800 in accordance with one 

embodiment of the present invention. At block 810, as described above, a control 

channel is segregated or partitioned into a plurality of subchannels each of which being 

operable at a specific data rate. At block 820, control information including resource 

allocation info1mation is transmitted from an access point to a user te1minal on a 

particular subchannel of the plurality subchannels selected for the user terminal, based 

on one or more selection criteria, as described above. At block 830, at the user terminal, 

one or more subchannels of the plurality of subchannels are decoded to obtain control 

information (e.g., channel assignments) designated for the user terminal. In one 

embodiment, as explained in more details below, the decoding procedure performed at 

the user terminal starts with the FCCH subchannel operated at the lowest data rate 

(FCCH_O in this example) and continues until at least one of a plurality of conditions is 

satisfied. 

FIG. 9 shows a flow diagram of a decoding procedure 900 performed by a user 

terminal in decoding the new FCCH structure, in accordance with one embodiment of 

the present invention. The user tem1inal starts by decoding the subchannel FCCH_O. In 

one embodiment, decoding is considered successful if the CRC test passes. The user 

terminal terminates FCCH decoding process whenever any of the following events 

occurs: 

(i) Failure to correctly decode an FCCH subchannel; 

(ii) Receipt of an assignment; 

(iii) Decoding of all active FCCH subchannels without receiving an assignment. 

[00113] Referring again to FIG. 9, at block 910, the process begins by initializing n to 0. 

In this example, n is a variable used to indicate the current FCCH subchannel being 

decoded in the current iteration of the process. At block 915, the current FCCH_n 

subchannel is decoded. For example, in the first iteration, FCCH_O is decoded at block 

915. At block 920, it is determined whether the CRC test with respect to the current 

FCCH_n subchannel passes. If the CRC test passes, the process proceeds to block 925 

to determine whether the corresponding MAC ID is present, otherwise the process 

proceeds to block 930 to process the next MAC frame. At block 925, if the 

corresponding MAC ID is present, the process proceeds to block 940 to obtain the 

assignment information provided by the access point. Otherwise, the process proceeds 

to block 935 to check if n is equal to 3. At block 935, if n is equal to 3, the process 
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proceeds to block 945 to initialize the FCCH_MASK field to indicate that all FCCH 

subchannels have been processed. As described above, in one embodiment, the 

FCCH_MASK field in the FCCH_O subchannel structure comprises three bits each of 

which is used to indicate the presence/absence of a corresponding higher rate FCCH 

subchannel. For example, the first bit (bit 0 or the least significant bit) of the 

FCCH_MASK field is used to indicate the presence/absence of subchannel 1, the 

second bit (bit 1 or the next significant bit) of the FCCH_MASK field is used to indicate 

the presence/absence of subchannel 2, and so on. The process then proceeds to block 

950 to determine whether there are any active FCCH subchannels remaining to be 

decoded. If there are more active FCCH subchannels to be decoded, the process 

proceeds to block 960 to increment n to the next active FCCH subchannel. Otherwise 

the process proceeds to block 955 to process the next MAC frame. 

[00114] Various parts of the MIMO WLAN system and various techniques described 

herein may be implemented by various means. For example, the processing at the 

access point and user terminal may be implemented in hardware, software, or a 

combination thereof. For a hardware implementation, the processing may be 

implemented within one or more application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), digital 

signal processors (DSPs), digital signal processing devices (DSPDs), programmable 

logic devices (PLDs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), processors, controllers, 

micro-controllers, microprocessors, other electronic units designed to perform the 

functions described herein, or a combination thereof. 

[00115] For a software implementation, the processing may be implemented with 

modules (e.g., procedures, functions, and so on) that perform the functions described 

herein. The software codes may be stored in a memory unit and executed by a 

processor. The memory unit may be implemented within the processor or external to 

the processor, in which case it can be communicatively coupled to the processor via 

various means as is known in the art. 

[00116] Headings are included herein for reference and to aid in locating certain 

sections. These headings are not intended to limit the scope of the concepts described 

therein under, and these concepts may have applicability in other sections throughout 

the entire specification. 

[00117] The previous description of the disclosed embodiments is provided to enable any 

person skilled in the art to make or use the present invention. Various modifications to 
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these embodiments will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the generic 

principles defined herein may be applied to other embodiments without departing from 

the spirit or scope of the invention. Thus, the present invention is not intended to be 

limited to the embodiments shown herein but is to be accorded the widest scope 

consistent with the principles and novel features disclosed herein. 

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS: 
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CLAIMS 

1. A method for processing information in a communication system, comprising: 

partitioning a control channel used for transmitting control information into a 

plurality of subchannels, each subchannel being operated at a specific data rate; 

selecting, foi each of one Oi more usei tenriinals, one of the subchannels to be 

used for transmitting control information from an access point to the respective user 

terminal, based on one or more selection criteria; and 

transmitting control information from the access point to a particular user 

terminal on a particular subchannel selected for the respective user terminal. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the control information is transmitted in a 

segment of a data frame specifically allocated for the control channel. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein each subchannel is associated with a specific set 

of operating parameters. 

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the operating parameters are selected from the 

group consisting of a code rate, a modulation scheme, and a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the plurality of subchannels are transmitted 

sequentially in an order from a subchannel with a lowest data rate to a subchannel with 

a highest data rate. 

6. The method of claim 5 wherein a subchannel that is transmitted first in the 

plurality of subchannels includes a field to indicate whether other subchannels are also 

being transmitted. 

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the field comprises a plurality of bits each of 

which corresponds to a particular subchannel and is used to indicate whether the 

corresponding subchannel is present in the segment allocated for transmitting control 

information. 
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8. The method of claim 1 wherein the one or more selection criteria are selected 

from the group consisting of a first criterion corresponding to a link quality associated 

with the respective user terminal, a second criterion corresponding to quality of service 

requirements associated with the respective terminal, and a third criterion corresponding 

to a subchannei preference indicated by the respective terminal. 

9. A method for processing information in a communication system, comprising: 

segregating a control channel into a plurality of subchannels each of which being 

operable at a specific data rate; 

transmitting control information including resource allocation information from 

an access point to a user terminal on particular subchannel of the plurality subchannels 

selected for the user terminal, based on one or more selection criteria; and 

decoding, at the user terminal, one or more subchannels of the plurality of 

subchannels to obtain control information designated for the user terminal. 

10. The method of claim 9 wherein decoding comprises: 

performing a decoding procedure to decode the one or more subchannels, 

starting with a subchannel operated at a lowest data rate, until at least one of a plurality 

of conditions is met. 

11. The method of claim 10 further comprising: 

terminating the decoding procedure if one of the plurality of conditions is met. 

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the plurality of conditions includes a first 

condition indicating a failure to correctly decode one of the plurality of subchannels. 

13. The method of claim 11 wherein the plurality of conditions includes a second 

condition indicating that control information designated for the user terminal has been 

obtained from one of the plurality of subchannels. 

14. The method of claim 11 wherein the plurality of conditions includes a third 

condition indicating that all subchannels have been processed. 
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15. The method of claim 10 wherein performing a decoding procedure comprises: 

determining whether information transmitted on a subchannel has been correctly 

received, based on a quality metric corresponding to the respective subchanneL 

16. The method of claim 15 wherein the quality metric comprises a cyclic 

redundancy check (CRC). 

17. The method of claim 10 wherein performing a decoding procedure comprises: 

determining whether control information designated for the user terminal is 

present in the respective subchannel, based on an identifier associated with the user 

terminal. 

18. The method of claim 17 wherein the identifier comprises a Medium Access 

Control (MAC) identifier. 

19. The method of claim 9 wherein the one or more selection criteria are selected 

from the group consisting of a first criterion corresponding to operating conditions of 

the respective user terminal, a second criterion corresponding to quality of service 

requirements associated with the respective terminal, and a third criterion corresponding 

to a subchannel preference indicated by the respective terminaL 

20. An apparatus for processing information in a communication system, 

comprising: 

means for partitioning a control channel that is used for transmitting control 

information into a plurality of subchannels, each subchannel being operated at a specific 

data rate; 

means for selecting, for each of one or more user terminals, one of the 

subchannels to be used for transmitting control information from an access point to the 

respective user terminal, based on one or more selection criteria; and 

means for transmitting control information from the access point to a particular 

user terminal on a particular subchannel selected for the respective user terminal. 
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21. The apparatus of claim 20 wherein each subchannel is associated with a distinct 

set of operating parameters including a code rate, a modulation scheme, and an SNR. 

22. The apparatus of claim 20 wherein the plurality of subchannels are transmitted 

sequentiaHy in an order from a subchannel with a lowest data rate to a subchannel with 

a highest data rate. 

23. The apparatus of claim 22 wherein a subchannel that is transmitted first in the 

plurality of subchannels includes a field to indicate whether other subchannels are also 

being transmitted. 

24. The apparatus of claim 20 wherein the one or more selection criteria including 

a first criterion corresponding to a link quality associated with the respective user 

terminal, a second criterion corresponding to quality of service requirements associated 

with the respective terminal, and a third criterion corresponding to a subchannel 

preference indicated by the respective terminal. 

25. An apparatus for processing information m a communication system, 

comprising: 

means for segregating a control channel into a plurality of subchannels each of 

which being operable at a specific data rate; 

means for transmitting control information including resource allocation 

information from an access point to a user terminal on particular subchannel of the 

plurality subchannels selected for the user terminal, based on one or more selection 

criteria; and 

means for decoding, at the user terminal, one or more subchannels of the 

plurality of subchannels to obtain control information designated for the user terminal. 

26. The apparatus of claim 25 wherein means for decoding comprises: 

means for performing a decoding procedure to decode the one or more 

subchannels, starting with a subchannel operated at a lowest data rate, until at least one 

of a plurality of conditions is met. 
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27. The apparatus of claim 26 wherein the plurality of conditions includes a first 

condition indicating a failure to correctly decode one of the plurality of subchannels, a 

second condition indicating that control information designated for the user terminal has 

been obtained from one of the plurality of subchannels, and a third condition indicating 

that all subchannels have been processed. 

28. The apparatus of claim 25 wherein means for performing a decoding procedure 

comprises: 

means for determining whether information transmitted on a subchannel has 

been correctly received, based on a quality metric corresponding to the respective 

subchannel; and 

means for determining whether control information designated for the user 

terminal is present in the respective subchannel, based on an identifier associated with 

the user terminal. 

29. The apparatus of claim 25 wherein the one or more selection criteria including a 

first criterion corresponding to operating conditions of the respective user terminal, a 

second criterion corresponding to quality of service requirements associated with the 

respective terminal, and a third criterion corresponding to a subchannel preference 

indicated by the respective terminal. 

30. An apparatus for processing information in a communication system, 

comprising: 

a controller configured to select one of a plurality of control subchannels to send 

control information to a user terminal, based on one or more selection criteria, each 

subchannel being operable at a specific data rate; and 

a transmitter to send the control information designated for the user terminal on 

the subchannel selected for the user terminal. 

31. The apparatus of claim 30 wherein each subchannel is associated with a specific 

set of operating parameters, including a data rate at which control information is 

transmitted, a code rate, a modulation scheme, and an SNR. 
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32. The apparatus of claim 30 wherein the plurality of subchannels are transmitted 

sequentially in an order from a subchannel with a lowest data rate to a subchannel with 

a highest data rate. 

33. The apparatus of claim 30 wherein the one or more selection criteria including 

a first criterion corresponding to a link quality associated with the respective user 

terminal, a second criterion corresponding to quality of service requirements associated 

with the respective terminal, and a third criterion corresponding to a subchannel 

preference indicated by the respective terminal. 

34. An apparatus for processing information in a wireless communication system, 

comprising: 

a receiver to receive information on one or more control subchannels each of 

which being operated at a specific data rate; and 

a decoder to decode the one or more control subchannels to obtain control 

information designated for a particular user terminal, starting with a subchannel 

operated at a lowest data rate, until at least one of a plurality of conditions is met. 

35. The apparatus of claim 34 wherein the plurality of conditions includes a first 

condition indicating a failure to correctly decode one of the plurality of subchannels, a 

second condition indicating that control information designated for the user terminal has 

been obtained from one of the plurality of subchannels, and a third condition indicating 

that all subchannels have been processed. 

36. The apparatus of claim 34 wherein the decoder is configured to determine 

whether information transmitted on a subchannel has been correctly received, based on 

a quality metric corresponding to the respective subchannel and to determine whether 

control information designated for the user terminal is present in the respective 

subchannel, based on an identifier associated with the user terminal. 

37. A machine-readable medium comprising instructions which, when executed by a 

machine, cause the machine to perform operations including: 
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partitioning a control channel that is used for transmitting control information 

into a plurality of subchannels, each subchannel being operated at a specific data rate; 

selecting, for each of one or more user terminals, one of the subchannels to be 

used for transmitting control information from an access point to the respective user 

terminal, based on one or more selection criteria; and 

transmitting control information from the access point to a particular user 

terminal on a particular subchannel selected for the respective user terminal. 

38. The machine-readable medium of claim 37 wherein each subchannel is 

associated with a set of operating parameters, including a data rate at which control 

information is transmitted, a code rate, a modulation scheme, and an SNR. 

39. The machine-readable medium of claim 37 wherein the one or more selection 

criteria including a first criterion corresponding to a link quality associated with the 

respective user terminal, a second criterion corresponding to quality of service 

requirements associated with the respective terminal, and a third criterion corresponding 

to a subchannel preference indicated by the respective terminal. 

40. A machine-readable medium comprising instructions which, when executed by a 

machine, cause the machine to perform operations including: 

receiving information on one or more control subchannels each of which being 

operated at a specific data rate; and 

decoding the one or more control subchannels to obtain control information 

designated for a particular user terminal, starting with a subchannel operated at a lowest 

data rate, until at least one of a plurality of conditions is met. 

41. The machine-readable medium of claim 40 wherein the plurality of conditions 

includes a first condition indicating a failure to correctly decode one of the plurality of 

subchannels, a second condition indicating that control information designated for the 

user terminal has been obtained from one of the plurality of subchannels, and a third 

condition indicating that all subchannels have been processed. 
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42. The machine-readable medium of claim 40 wherein the decoder is configured to 

determine whether information transmitted on a subchannel has been correctly received, 

based on a quality metric corresponding to the respective subchannel and to determine 

whether control information designated for the user terminal is present in the respective 

subcha.*lnel, based on an identifier associated with the user terminal. 

43. A method for processing information in a system, comprising: 

receiving information on one or more control subchannels each of which being 

operated at a specific data rate; and 

decoding the one or more control subchannels to obtain control information 

designated for a particular user terminal, starting with a subchannel operated at a lowest 

data rate, until at least one of a plurality of conditions is met. 

44. The method of claim 43 wherein the plurality of conditions includes a first 

condition indicating a failure to correctly decode one of the plurality of subchannels, a 

second condition indicating that control information designated for the user terminal has 

been obtained from one of the plurality of subchannels, and a third condition indicating 

that all subchannels have been processed. 

45. The method of claim 43 wherein decoding comprises: 

determining whether information transmitted on a subchannel has been correctly 

received, based on a quality metric corresponding to the respective subchannel; and 

determining whether control information designated for the user terminal is 

present in the respective subchannei, based on an identifier associated with the user 

terminal. 
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2 -?0Tl.l'!~!:)J\.JifiJ2'tL -c ~ >6 c.: t !-fiJJtl L]]!{§0{§,J!t1 
!-~!:fJ6:1JJ'\H~1~"9 6 c.: t !- §~9t L r-~•6. 
[0012] 
[~Jl!!!-i!~iRT 6 t.:!:fJ0.'f.r)t] C.: 0J'EBJl0~~j<JJi 1 t:1* 

6]]!1§:1JJ'\ti, ~*1@1*103-ftti®'G:1JJ'\t L "Cffi'r7J\.Jif'13-
ftti®'G/ffi'r7J\.i!f'1~1§:1JJ'\H*Jtl Lt.:~¥1-lzJv-c·-l;l- c·;z 
I 1) 7HJ:~ I, ~Ji.:'0~*1-lzJvJ:)(4Jt(;:[l'tj~'\- f 1) 7JWiiBZ 
J:Z!:J: 6~*1-~z;v!-*i~ L r-l'!cfr-9 6.Jmf§)J;rt!:v~ ~ 
"C, ~ 7.. -T L0i:IJtlJWiiBZJ:Z*iJ; 2 -?0Tl.l'!~(:)J\.Jii!E L "(jiflj 
~"( t;, tL "( :B I) ' 2 -?0TlJ!~0JWiiBZJ:Z*0.ftL-t''tL !-_l 
~c.~Ji.:'0~*1-lz;vJ:Zt i'tl tJ:Z0'\- f 1J 7JWJiBZJ:Z!:7J\.Jif'J 
L. ::g.~*JR-Iz;H:xtL "C"r"r 1) 7JWI?$:~11:!- 2 -?f-?!')iflj 
~"(' -ftL-t''tL0'\-"C 1) 7JWJiBZJ:Z-c··ffif)J\.jiffj1£,ftti®'Vffi'r 
7J\.Jif'1~1§:1JJ'\!-i:IJtl"96 t t tt:. 4t~*1-lz;vi*J0~tl!J. 
)ijj t -T.flt 0re,0.lm1§t:xt L -c ~~~ 2 -?0ffi'T)J\.Jif'13-ftti 
m/ffi'r)J\.jiffj~{§7 v-L_l;l)>t;, -ftl.:f'tl)71 L7.. D ·:; l
!'J!flj~"( 6 J: 3 t: Lt.: t 0-c·;b 6. 
[ 0 0 1 3] C.:0J'EBJl0~~j<JJi2 (;:{*6Jmf§:1JJ'\;!;I:, ~~ 

j<Jj'i] t::Btt6.Jm{§:1JJ'\;"C';li)--;"(' -T.fl(;:j!flj~"C6Y'1 
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J: -3 t: Lf:: L O)t'' ib 6" 
[ 0 0 1 4 ] C.: O)J{;BjjO)~j!f:!:KJ.l'! 3 t:{* 6 Jm{§)J;rt!:L ~j!f 

:!:KJ.l'!1 t::B!t6.im{§)J:rtt'·i(i)'"JT, 2--:Jt:7:J'Jiire2':hf::~ 

;z .::;-.A O)JifflfliliSa:Jul!r!i*~$M~J!':d:' '") T :B IJ , il-3!llit! 
-t;H:xtL TWIJ~T 6~f" 1) /JW!i&:~:it:!iil-I?O)jlJ'!~h>t, 

---:Jf--:J~~T6J:-J~L~LO)~ib6. 

:!:KJ.l'! 1 t::B!t 6.Jm1§1J:rtl'·i(i) '") T, ~tl!iJffJ.)ijjh>GT-ll"--0) 

i<'liffi+f" :t-1v~ 2 --:JO)~f" 1J 7JW!i&:~:it:_l0)119'7:J'WIJ~:ITJ~ 
~/119'7:J'W'Ji1H§7 v-.At::B ~ •T il-l?m{§ L. T-lltl:jlljj 
i<'liffl-Tf" i-JvO)I*J)t{§~:k~5LO)J't~t':d:'1J~~1R L T )t{§-9 
6 J: -3 t: Lt-::LO)T··i(i)6. 
[ 0 0 1 6 ] C.: O)J{;BJjO)~j!f:!:KJJ'! 5 {:{* 6 Jm{§)JJ't!:J:, ~j!f 

:!:KJ.l'!4 t::Btt 6.im1§1J:rtl'·i(i) '") T, ~J:l!J.}ijjh>t,O) 2 --:JO) 
i<'liffi+f" :t-1v~ 2 --:JO)~f" 1J 7JW!i&:~:it:_l0)119'7:J'WIJ~:ITJ~ 
~/119'7:J'tf'J:m1§7 v-.A!::B~•T -5EII9'Fs9£h%6 )11 
.A::zo "! t-l''il-"mi§L. T-llt:J:jjljji<'Jiffi+f"i-;vO)I*J)t 
{§~:ki5LO)P::ftt':d:'1J~~1R L T)t{§-9 6 J: -3 t: Lt-:: L 0)"(· 
ib6 0 

[ 0 0 1 7 ] C.: O)J{;BjjO)~j!f:!:KJJ'! 6 {:{* 6 Jm{§}JJ'\!:J:, ~j!f 

:::Kr.l'!2 O)Jm1§1J:rtl'·~j:l!J.)ijj t .Jm1§-t 6-Tlll''ib'"J -c. m 
)tf§~l!!!O)m)tf§flili&:~:it: H~5E-t 0 )ijj$JEtJNnO)JEtJNJWJ 
i&:~:it:~ 2--:JO)~f" 1J ;miBi:~:it:O)m)tf§0))11:::. /::n:JiG 
t T tJJJ:ti,Z 6 J: -3 !:;f!JJX; Lt-:: L O)t''ib 6 o 

[0018] 
[JEBJjO)~j{!j0)7fj)iJ] ~j{!j0)7fj)iJ1. 1--.:J.T, C.::O)J{;BjjO) 

~nl!iO)lfJ)iJ 1 HR!t:--:J~ >T~JI.BJl-9 6. 121 1 !:l:Til!IJ t _l{l!IJ 
0)~ L ~ '*~$il!i0) 2 --:JO)JlJ'!~t:7:J'Jiire2':h.tf'l~T G:h.t-::-t 
Jv7.im1§~ ::z .::;- .AO)JIJ+lflili&:~:it:*O)f71Jl'·ib6. 4-, -t;v 
l'icl!!!0){71Jt LTili~L-t;v~:it:~7 t-96t~i'ft:!i, C.:::h. 
t,_l TO)JW!i&:~:it:*~~-f:h.·f:h.121r:f:l f 1 ~ f 7 &U: f 
1 , ~ f 7 , "('jf; L t-:: J: -) (: 7 ":)0)~ f IJ 7 JW!i&:~:it: t: 7:!' 
tfij L, i'r~tl 4 O)~f" 1) 7JWJi&:~)I:O)$h>t,{f:~O) 2 ~f 
IJ 7JWJi&:~:ll:~il--t;vO)JIJ+lJWJi&:~:ll:t L Ttf'l~T 0 0 

[ o o 1 9] 1212 !:ifi~L-t;v~:ll:h~70)t~i'f0)-t;vl'icl!!! 
t c.: O)~j{!j0)7fj)iJ{:J: 6~f" IJ 7JW!i&:~:li:WIJ~T 0){7fj~jf; 
'to 121!::0~•-c, 1~7ti-tJvl'·ibiJ, :cn-f:h.O)-t;v 
1 ~ 7l'U, :en t,O)r:f:Jt:~cA.C':h.t-::121 1 t:xtliG-t 0 ~ 
f 1) /flili&:~:it:~M!J+l-9 6 c.: t ~{71Jt L T:Jf;L T~•6. -f 
:h.·f:h.O)~f" IJ 7flili&:~:it:l''JIJ+lC\:h.6 T D MA/T D D 
0)7 v-.Amnx:t±~*a'.Jt:ttl:m9 0)1JE*f71Jl'·;>f: Lt-:: 'L 0) 
t i<'lf>Rl'·ib IJ, 1213 !±121 2 t::B~ ~-c -t;v 1 l'. f 1 t f 2 
O)~f" 1) 7JW!i&:~)l:l'·JIJ+l2':h.6 TD MA/TD D0)7v 
-.A;f!Jjj(;0){7fj~:JY;-9o 121t::B~•Til-7-.D "/ H§-%0)llil'~ 
!i121 9 t::JY; l.t-:::f!E*O)T D M A/T D D 7 v-.b.0){7ij t 
i<'Jf>Rl''ib6. it-:, 121$J\·:;1-/:7''l.t-::::ZD·:; H±-tlv 
11*JO)i(i)6-Tlli: ~j:jjJ,)ijjO)Fs90)Jm{§{;:tfiJ~T G:h.t-::7.. D 
•y }- ~jf; L T ~ 16. c.: 0)121t::JY;-9 J: J t: 2 --:)O)~f" 1) 7 
O)jjljj}J{:;z D ·1 l- ~~:h.6;tl;·t'J(:!;l:, i<'J-119'~1](: 

!(4) 000-102067 (P2000-102067A) 

O)li9'Fs9£~~~{tTtf'l~T 6 J: -3 t:-96 C.: t t:J: '7Tm)t 
{§l~O);f!Jjj(;~ftftlj!{:-9 6 C.: thrl'·"f!. 6. 
[ o o 2 o ] -t':d:'.bt;,, 1212 O)J: -J t:il--t;H: 2 --:JO)m 
)tf§~f" IJ ~~W'J~-ct-::t~i'fO)f§-%0)m)ti§Ui<'l-119'~iJ 
t: 2--:JO)~f" 1J /0)7-. D ·:; t-hrt~IJ~T G:h.6t~i'IH!!.5E 
L T ~;,$;1'1"7 t:!i121 4 t::JY;-9 J: -3 t:121 1 2 0)1JE*f71Jl'·:JY; L 

llt:il-1? 2 --:Jf--:J~~l!!!-9 6i::·~h%6. Lh' L':d:'h~G, 
1213~:JY;L~J:-3~2--:JO)~f"07_l~~~TG:h.67.. 

D •y }- fii<'J-Ii9'~fH:li!':£ !':,':£~ >J:-) t:il-~f" IJ }0)7-. D 
"! }- ~tfiJ I) ~TT ;B{t!:f121 5 !::JY;-9 J: -3 !:m)t{§flili&:~:ll: 
~~~-96)ijj$JEt!Nn14aO)JW!i&:~~f10)m)tffiffl 

t t 2 O)m)tf§J+Jt:~&~-t 0::z o "/ J---0))11 :::. /:7.·t:i'r 
.b'lt-c tJJl'ti ,t 0 c.: t t: J: 0 m)tf§~l!!!t:t 1 *M:t-.:· ttl'· J: 
<':£I)' ~l!!!t!JJX:~ftftlj!(:-9 6 c.: t h~l''"f!. 6 0 ':d:':B, 121 
4 t::B~•T121 1 2 t i<'l t~c-%T":Jf; Lt-::@J~-lHi121 1 20)-f' 
:h.-f:h.O)@J~%1: i<'l tllil'~O)@J~%l''ib I)' it-::' 1 7 !if71J 
t L -c c.: c.: -c·u~ f IJ ; JWJi&:~:it:f 1 ~, it-::, 1 8 !if71J 
t L -c ~f 1J ;miBi:~x t 2 ~m)t1§-t 6~i!!!l''ib 0. 
[ o o 2 u it-:. 1215 t::B~~-c 'L121 1 2 t i<'l t~c-%l'· 

:JY; Lt-::@J~%!i121 1 2 0)-f':h.-f:h.O)@J~%!: i<'l tllil'~O)@J~% 
-c··i(i) I)' 121$' 1 4 a !im)t{§@]~i}O)m)t{§flili&:~:it:~~ 
tR-9 6 )ijj$JI;{§nt'·i(i) 6 h;, 1213 0){7fj"(·jf; L t-:: T D M A 
/T D D 7 v-.b._l(;:tfiJ~T t,:h.t-::m)t{§;z D ·:; }- {:xt 
JiGL Tm)t{§JW!i&:~:it:~ f 1 h' f 2 t:tJJJ:tij_ T~tR-9 611 
ll'~~ifLT~~6. 

[ 0 0 2 2 ] ~j{!jO)lfJ)iJ 2 . 1216 !:J: C.: O)J{;BjjO)~j{!jO)lfJ 

)iJ 2 {:1*6 JIJ+lflili&:~)I:0)7:J'tf1J{7fj~jf;-9121l''if> 6 0 1216 !i 
121 1 {::t:; ~ 'T JIJ+lflili&:~:it:*O) Til!IJ t _l{l!IJ0)1*~$il1ih'J!':d:' 
6t~i'fO)JW!i&:~H'WIJf71JT··if> IJ, -f:h.·f:h.O)JIJ+lJW!i&:~:it:1* 

~iii~ L.-tlv~)l:t i<'J t~)((:J:J'tf'JL T~ 10 0 C.: O);i:~i'fO)il

-t;v{:xt-9 0 ~f" 1J 7flili&:~:it:O)tf'l~Tf71J~121 7 t::JY;-t 0 

121r:f:l t::JY;-t J: -3 t:il--t Jv 1 ~ 7 t:!i_l T O)JIJ+lJWJi&:~:it:llJ'! 
~h>G~"r 1) !flili&:~)l:~ 1 --:Jf--:JtfiJ~T 6 c.: t (:J: I)' 
il--t~1~7-~i<'J~0)1*~~~~T6C.::t~~"f!.6. 

c.: 0) J: -) ':£;1:~i'fO)~j!!!;f!JJX:!i121 4 t i<'l t "('if> 6 h~' 1 7 
t 1 8 O)m)t1§~l!!!O)m)t1§*~$il!i-?-r·->' O)fimJE& 
!i, 1216 t::JY; Lt-::_l TJIJ+lflili&:~:ll:*i:W'l~T G:h.t-::~f" 
1) 7flili&:~)I:O)-f':h.·f:h.0)1*~$il!i(:J;Gt T J!':£6 0 

[ o o 2 3 ] ~nl!iO)lfJJiJ 3 . 1213 t::JY; Lt-:: J: -3 t:, ~J:l!J. 

}ijjiJ>GT-mH:rtiJttt-::iliiJ:fi!!J'I1iiffi':d:' t'~{im-9 6 B +f" i'·lv 
~jjljj}JO)~f"l)}f 1, f 20)TDMA/TDD7v
.A(:~~tt, ~J:l!J.)ijj!:J:i<'J-0)'11iiffi~ jjljjB Tf" i-JvT {im 
L, T-ll!i C.:: :hi':, jjljjB 1-f" i'·Jv~)t{§ L, ')'l:{§~:kiJLO)P: 

"kt':£1JO)')'l:{§-y·-)1 H*ffl-9 6 J: -3 t:-t:h.!:f, iliiJfill+f" 
/ :t-Jv0)1§wJit1~ rtfJ_l2''\t 0 c.: t hrl'·"f!. 0. 
[ 0 0 2 4 ] ~j{!j0)7fj)iJ4 . 1213 -c··jf; Lt-:: 2 --:)0)~ f IJ 
If 1, f 2_l0)-f':h.·f:h.O)TDMA/TDD7v-A 
0) B + f" .t,AO)::Z D ·;.r }-a: 121 8t'':Jf;t' J: J 
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!(5) 000-102067 (P2000-102067A) 

{§:lftiJLO)Jtftt7J:'1JO)§"t{§-J'·- Y' HiUI'l-9 :fJ J: 3 ~::-t:h 
tL ifiiJ:ji!Jif'"f ::..c ;t,;vO){§'Ji'i"t i" 2' t, ~::rlrJ__i::_ 2'-1± :t,..:: t ;6! 
-c·2> :f, 0 

[0025] 
[ JEBJjO)~}J:W:] ..:: O)JEBJjO)~j1f;)<J.l'[1 ~;:;B tt :f,Jj{§}JJ't{;: 

J::ht;C ;g.~*1-t:JH::)ftltA'"f IJ 7JW!im:.i:Zi" 2"7'9--:J 

/ffi'f7:J'i1fiJ~1§1J:rti"Jiffl-t:fJ t t t.,~::, ;g.~*1t;vr*JO) 

~J:{!I.fijj t -Ttl t O)ra,O)Jm{§t::)ftl <: 'c!3~~ 2 --:JO)ffi'f'iJ'U?. 
ftt~®'G/ffi'f7:J'i1flj~{§7 v-b__l::_;6•t, :Ch-Fh5' 1 b::Z D 
"It- i"i1f'J'c!3<: :t, J: 3 t:: lt-::0)<: .. , i1f'J'c!3<: G:ht.::JW!im:.i:Z'IIf 
i"#<-9..:: t 7J:' < :ff~}Jt::tiJffl-9 :f,..:: t ;6!"(·2> :f,~}J:W:;6!&) 
:f,o 
[ 0 0 2 6] it.::, ..::O)JEBJjO)~j1f;j<J.l'[2 ~::;Btt:fJJm{§}J 

:rt~::J::ht;L .:Y.t~~::'J1fiJ'c!3<: :f, 5'1 b::Z D "/ }-O){ll.JiiJ!2 

--:JO)ffi'f7:J'i1f'J'3-51J~®'G/ffi'f7:J'i1f'J~1§7 v-bt:::B~ •<: l'tJ~ 
ffi'f~l]t;:.I,:7J:-?,7J:-~·J: 3 {;:j1f1J'c!3<: 0 J: 3 t:: lt.::O)--c··, -Ttl 
0)~5t:1§nO):fllinJ<. i"ftlll1!~::-t :t,..:: t JJ!-c· 2> :fJ~JJ:W:iJ! ib 
:f,o 
[ 0 0 2 7] it.::, ..::O)JEBJjO)~j1f;j<J.l'[3 ~::;Btt:fJJm{§}J 

:rt~::J::ht:L 'llf~$1!'10)~7J:':t, 2~0)JW!i$:.i:Z'IIfh'G, ;g.~ 

*1-t:;H::)ftl "('J1fiJ'c!3<: :fJ'¥-'f 1) 7JW!im:.i:Zi";g.!?O)'[lJ!~;6> 

t,~--:J'9--:Ji1f'J'c!3<: :t, t.,O)t lt.::O)-c·, i1f'J'c!3<: G:ht.::JW!im: 
ff'llfi"#<-9..:: t 7J:' < :ff~}J~::tiJffl-9 :f,..:: t iJ!-c·2>' iJ>--:J' 
;g.~*1t;vt::l'tJw;O)'IIf~i"i1fiJ'c!3<: :t, J: 3 ~=-t :t,..:: t iJ!-c· 
2> :f, ~JJ:W:iJ!;(i) :f,' 
[0028] it.::, ..::O)JEBJjO)~j1f;)<J.l'[4~::;Btt:fJJm{§}J 

:rt~::J::ht:C 2--:JO)'¥-'f 1) 7JW!im:ff__l::_{::-f:h-F:h~1§2' 

h <: < :t, i'tl¥!i11-"f ::..c ;t,;vO)i*J, 5t1§:1ftiJLO)P!'ftt7J:-1Ji"~ 

tR l <:5€:1§-9 :t, J: 3 t:: lt-::0)-c·, ifiiJ:ji!Jif'"f :;..c;t,;vO){§'Ji 

'1'1 i" [Uj __!::_ -c· 2> :f, ~JJ:W:iJ! ib :f, ' 
[ 0 0 2 9] it.::, ..::O)JEBJjO)~j1f;j<J.l'[5 ~::;Btt:fJJm{§}J 

:rt~::J::ht:L 2--:JO)i'tJ¥1J11-"f / ;t,;vi"~JE:ffifra,£0)ib:fJ 
7'1 b ::z o ·1 r. -c·~1§-t :t, 'L 0) t L, .:rt~t±5t:1§:jftm0) 
P:ftt7J:-1Ji"~tRl <:5€:1§-t:t, J: 3 r:: lt-::0)-c·, ifiiJ:ji!Jif'"f 
::..c ;t,;vO){§'Ji'i"t i" 2' t, r:: rlrJ__i::_ -c·2> :t, ~JJ:W:iJ% :t, , 

[I:R[1] 

fl f2 f3 f4 f5 fB f'7 r1· f2• m· f4' f5' m· !7' 

Ti1Tiit 

~Jit::J::h!:L ~5t:1§~JIO)~§"t1§JW!im:.i:Zi'-~~5E-9 :t,fiij 

$JE;JmnO)JE;JJNJWJim:J:Z i" 2 --:JO)'¥ f IJ; JWJim:.iJ:0)~5t:1§ 
0) 7'1 2 ::..c ::,..t::!b t --c tJJffi;-Z :t, J: 3 r:: Lt.::~5t:1§nO):flli 
ffl<.i"ftlllj!t::-9 :f,..:: t iJ!-c·2> :f,~}J:WoiJ% :f, 0 

[ I:R[[!ijO)ftlllj!7J:'~jtBJl] 
[ I:R[ 1 ] ..:: O)JEBJjO)~~f!jO)'JlJ.Iij U::{*:f,JifflJW!im:.i:Z'IIf 

[I:R[2] ..::O)JEBJjO)~~f!jO):JBJ'lj 1 {;:{*:t,;g_~*1t;H:: 
)11-9" :fJ '¥ f IJ J JWl im:fJ: O)'j1flj 'c!3 l JYlj i" jf, li:R[ "(' Cb :fJ o 

[ I:R[ 3 ] ..:: O)JEBJjO)~~f!jO):JBJ'l~ 1 {;:{* :f, ffi'f7:J''i1fiJ'3-ftt~ 
®'G/ffi'f7:J'i1f'J~1§7 v-bO):flliffl<.i"jf,-ti:m<: .. ;(!) :t, Q 

[I:R[4] ..::O)JEBJjO)~~f!jO):JBJ'lj 1 {;:{*:f,~§"t{§~jiO) 
:flliffl<.i"jf,i""fD '1 ~ I:R["(·;(i) :fJ o 
[ I:R[ 5] ..:: O)JEBJjO)~~f!jO):JBJ'lj 1 {;:{*:f,~§"t{§~jiO) 

{{!I.O):flliffl<. i" jf,-9"7··o ·1 ~~:m-e· ib :fJ o 

[ I:R[ 6 ] ..:: O)JEBJjO)~~f!jO):JBJ'lj 2 {;:{* :fJ JlfflJW!im:tJ:'IIf 
O)'iJ''J1fiJ{71Ji" jf,i""I:R[<:··;(i) :f, 0 

[ I:R[ 7 ] ..:: O)JEBJjO)~~f!jO):JBJ'lj 2 {;:{*:t,;g_~*1-t:JH:: 
)11-9" :fJ '¥ f IJ J JWl im:fJ: O)'j1flj 'c!3 l {7fj i" jf, li:R[ "(' Cb :fJ o 

[ I:R[ 8 ] ..:: O)JEBJjO)~~f!jO):JBJ'lj 2 {;:{* :fJ ffi'f7:J'i1fiJ'3-ftt~ 
®'G/ffi'f7:J'i1f'l~1§7 v-bO):flliffl<.i"jf,-ti:m-c·;(!) :t,, 

[ i:m 9 ] t'HI~O)ffi'f7:J'i1f'J'3-ftt~®'G/ffi'f7:J'i1f'J~1§7 v-b 

O):flli nx. i" jf, -t~:m-c· ib :f, 0 

[ l:m 1 0 ] 1fE*O)JifflJW!im:ff'llf0)7:J'i1flj{71Ji" jf,-91:R[-c·;(l) 
:f,, 
(I:R[11] 1fE*O);g_~*1tJH::)r1-9:fJ'¥"f 1J/JW!i$:fJ: 

O)j1f1J'c!3<:i71Ji"jf, ll:m"C'ib:fJ 0 

[ l:m 1 2 ] 1fE*O)~§"t{§~JIO){{!J.O):flliffl(. i" jf,-9"7··o "J 

~ ~:m-e· ib :f, 0 

[ l:m 1 3 ] 1fE*O)JifflJW!im:ff'llfO){{h0)7:J'!IJi71Ji"jf,-91:R[ 
--c··;(i) :f,' 
[ :f;t~O)~jtBJl] 
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PROBLEM TO BE SOL VEO: To provide an 
up-link packet transmission method in a 
novel multi- carrier OS-COMA mobile 
communication system that can realize 
packet transmission at a variable 
transmission rate. SOLUTION: An operating 
frequency band is divided into n-sets (n is a 
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subcarriers f1-fn are furthermore used in 
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time division. A frame (frame length is TF .,,, ~'~::;:~¥~tml~L~::~~~~~::::=2::~m,·_,., .. m •••• ~~:.:':'"'..:..:iffir= 
and in common to all the subcarriers) is set .~ '· 
to each subcarrier. Moreover, the frame is 
temporally divided into F-sets (F is a natural it." ....... 
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this time slot. The packet can be '-"-'~:;<., :·'· ·~· ... ..,.,,_=====.,..,=· .. 

furthermore multiplexed by applying spread · ~"~'~,,,. .. ·]ii::::I;;;;;::. 
processing to the packet in the same time · 
slot by different spread codes by the 
principle of code division (COMA). 
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WJ~cf%ififijjt:~~.:sJJtliX$0)JJtJiX:fi=-l'J-HfiJIJ ~l" .:s..:: e: 
N~jjf( e: '9 .:s __~:::_ IJ 1J / 1 1 "7 ·1 H:Km1Jd:; 0 

[~j!f:::J<"r.l'! 1 1 J ~j!f:::J<"r.l'!4 ~ci!tO)__I::_ IJ 1J /1 J\7 ·1 H:K 
m1Jd:;t::b~ •l", 
wr~c~t{!l.fijjt:J:, f%ififijjO)f:Km.I:0)*2> "2:' t:J;tt l", 
fyififijj{:q{~ (q{;l:EJ~tX, q:o;.Fxn) O)J'1LAP 

'1 t- HPJ IJ ~l" .b..:: c N~jjf(t '9 .b__l::_ IJ 1J /1 J\7 ·1 t
f:Km1Jd:;o 

[~j!f:::J<"r.l'! 1 8 J ~j!f:::J<"r.l'!4 ~ci!tO)__I::_ IJ 1J /1 J\7 ·1 H:K 
m1Jd:;t::b~•l", 

WJ~c~t{!l.fijjt:J:, WJ~cf%ififijjO)f:Km.I:OJ* 2- "2:' t:J;t t l", 
JJtliX:fi=-l'J-.f'{p ( p t:J: E-J~.fx, p :o;.-fr£m-c·2> .:sJJtliX:fi=-l'J-0) 
*tc}.fx) , ~~ .b JJ1;JiX$0)JJ1;JiX:fi=-l'}, :71 L ;z P '1 }- tx q 
(q!:J:E-l~tx, q:o;.Fxn) OJI*L :~Y~<tt>2--:J!"~ 

51:!"2:'-1±-l"i!fiJ I) ~l !"if J ..:: c N~jjf((; '9 {,__I::_ I) IJ /1 )\ 

7 "' H:Km1Jd:;, 
[ Jf;BJjO)~$ii:IH~~JI.BJl] 
[0001] 
[ Jf;BJjO)Jii'" {, ty::jif.j)J\.Jf] 2j:;:Jf;BJl{;l:, '? Jv-f~ '\' 1) 7/ 

0 S- C OMAfyifi}lf§~ ;z CfL{::btt {,__!::_I) 1) /1 J\ 

7 '1 r- f:Km1Jd:;t:rmi'" .:s, 
[0002] 
[ ffE*O)iY::fil'~ J < lv-T~-v 1J 7~~!'-m~ •t.:m L. ~ •11'-l'J

W;!Pl:fr:JEJ~~ ( C 0 MA) 1f:t\iJ(§;~x1~~2';flt"~ >.b 

!(3) 001-268051 (P2001-268051A) 

t"·'rf:, I) , " P e r f o rna n c e o f o r t h o g 
onal COMA codes for quasi 
-synchronous cornrnunicatio 
n systems" (V. OaSi Iva, E. So 
usa:Proc. ofiCUPC' 93, vol. 
2' p p 9 9 5-9 9 9' 1 9 9 3) t::b~•l"' Jirt1J]O) 

[0003] '?lv-T~-v1J7/0S-COMA!;l:, 1--:J 
0)~-v IJ 7"('C 0 MA {§-l'J-!"{imi'" {, ~/1'';v~'\' IJ 7 
/0 S- C 0 MAc t:l:~~ I), $.!Jit!f:Km1!r~!'-7:H1fiJ L '"( 
f!i_f'{O)i)-7'·~-v 1) 7t:J: I) C 0 M A{§-l'}O)_iiiyr]{:I:;m!"if 
J (,O)t"•'rf:, {, 0 

[ o o o 4] ..::ht:J: 1Jif7··~-v 1J 7~tc.: 'J 0), 'iff¥1H:K 
mJ!oct:J:'J\ "2:' < ~ IJ, -z-nt: e: t.> ~--:> l"'iff¥1H§-l'J-!"JJtliX 
L l" C 0 M A {§-l'}!"lf:.JJJ(;"t .btitliX{§-l'J-O)J!Jt (,;J\"2:' < ~ 
.:s 0 -f-O)ma51L ~/1''!v~-v 1J 7 /O s -co MM:lt 
ll!ltl l", '?!v-T~-v 1) 7/0 S-COMA -z:·t:J:titliX{§-l'J-
0)-f '1 7,-:litiJr.:!it< '9 .b..:: c iJ>t"··2; .b o -T ·1 7'-:litiJ'-:!it< ~ 
ht;L titliX:fi=-l'J-t:· '3 LO)"'-l!fl9hO)~IW~:to"2:'h.b o 

..:: O)f~jjf(!" JtiJJtl L l", __i::_~c~::st-c·t:J:, < 1v-T~ -v 1J 7/ 
0 S- C 0 MA !"f%ifif*Jj{§~ ;z T LO)fyifi}jjjiJ•f:,~t{!l. 
fijjA,O)Jtf§t:~m L, $"'-l!tJH:Km!'-i:Y-3 1J;1:;0)1~~!"1:Y 
-:>l"~l{, 0 

[ 0 0 0 5] itc.:, '?lv-T~-v 1) 7/0 S- C OMAO) 
IJ /1 v/'(Jv-c·O)'Iifi~ii¥filliiJ'1:Y:bh l" ~ 1 .:s 0 

[0006]" On the Perfornance 
of Multi-carrierOS COMAS 
ysterns," (S. Kondo and L. B. 

Milstein:IEEE Transaction 
s o n Co rnrn u n i c at i on s, v o I . 4 
4, no. 2, pp. 238-246, Februar 
y 1 9 9 6 ) {::b ~ >l"' J~1!r~-TJ&iJ>:ff::ft'9 {, ~~-c· 
O)'ti'li~iWfillil''!:l:, '? !v-T~ -v 1) 7/0 S- C 0 M At:l:, 
~/7~~-v07/0S-COMAJ:IJ'b&B~Mttc 

~ {,..:: c iJ'-.>F"2:' h l ~ \ {, 0 

[0007] 
[Jf;BJliJ>~1j1~;k;LJ: '3 ci'".b~Jrn] LiJ•L, fft*O)<Jv-T 

~'\' IJ 7/0 S- C 0 MA}JJ'.\{:00'9 {,:f9t~1l''!:l: IJ /1 
v/'(Jv-c·O)'Iifi~ii¥filliiJ'9:JJ!:,·-c·rf:J IJ, ..::0)1JJ:\!"f%ihf*JI 
{§~ ;z T L t:~Jtl Ltc.::t~i'ft:, !::::'O)J: '3 t: L l"f%ifi)jjjiJ> 
~t{!I.}Ej (;]j{gO)-'.(=> I) 1[3/. I) !-1T J fp, -(-O)fc.:/JbO)fljlj{lW{;§-l'J

!" c:·O)J: '3 t:f:Kmi'" .:s iJ•t ~ \--;> tc.:t9!!~1iJ'~"2:' h l" ~ ~~ 
~I o 

[ o o o 8 ] "2:' t;, t:, ..:: h t;, O):f9t~1!:l:, tHI~O)f%ihf*JI 
1§~ ;z cr L -c·Jtm-m~ ~ t:.h l" ~ ~.:s J: -3 ~, m1§11iJ't:.')'l: 
1§11A,O)f§-l'J-1:KmO)~t:, mf§!mft'iliJ•t:.il:5fT £. -c·m-r:w. 
m O)Jif§ -r -v -t-1v !" iif* '9 .:s @U!3t:tti1JJ't !" ~$t: L tc.: 
t_, O)"('rf:, {, 0 

[ o o o 9] t ..::6-c·, f:KJlsi'"'Z~Ir§-50)f:Z~mjiO)*~ 
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~.bQ ~1J, J\7-'1 H:Kmt:L 1:Km:i:O):J;1*~f§-l'fi-~JJ 

.if!(< i:Km-t .b..::. t n!'t''2- .b 0)-c\ i:Km-tf'Ze- i§-l'J-O)ii 
m:i:O):;k:2- ~ n;:J;1*1t LJ::r~i'ft:L 1 '7 ''I H:Kmh;1f~JJ 
t~.b, 

[00 1 0] .;c..::-c,,, *:¥EBJlt:L IIJ~{imJ*ltO)J\7-y 
H:Kmi-:W:FJ.!--t-6..::. t n!I!Jfit~*'Tm~<;v1A'f" 1J; / 

7 ''I l- iim1i~i- t:!H!~-9 .b..::. t i- El 131 t -9 .b t; O)'t'' ib 
.b, 
[0011] 
[ ~Ji!H i-J!~i:R-9 .b t.::/lbO)Cf-¥9:] _l::_~c~Ji!H i-J!~i:R-9 .b t.::/lb 

t:, *14JEBJlti, ~:r"fO)~~iWXi-1f-9 .b ~Ji!Hi-I!~~RT .b t.:: 
/lbO)Cff9:H31Utl L --c~ 1-t,, 
[ 0 0 1 2] ~l'f::I<JJf1 t:~ct!l:~ht.::JEBJl!i, nf~ ( n!i 
2~::J_1::_0) E-l~'txl 0)1J-7''c:'ff" 1J 7i-1f-t .b <Jv+c:'f f IJ 
7 /D S -C DMAf!?i/J~{§~ATL{::b!t.b_l::_ I] 1) '/ 

1 J\7 ''/ H:Km1J~t::b~ \'{' L~C n @1}-7''c:'ff" IJ /0) 
~i§+f":t,Jv.:Ch-fht:, ~JE:MfFs9C::' t O)iz:t]J I] 'C'ib.b 
7~-Li-~JE:L, ~~~,fi~7~-Li-MfM~~F 

{~ ( F!i, 2~::JJ:::_O)EJ~'t)() (;:7J\.i!fljlt.::7'1 LAD-y}
H~JE: L, .f!?i!Jii'iti, 1:Km-9f'Z2-rl7 ''/ r- i-, wr~c?' 1 
LAo -y}-0))1 1 ~ /1''t:i'lbit'Z, lJtjj)[:Ji=-l'}t:J: l]lJt 
1iX L --c, ~tiliii'it:{:Km-9 .b..::. t H~iWXt -9 .b, 
[ o o 1 3 J ~l'!::~<rJ! 2 {:~ct!l: ~ nt.::JEBJlti, ~l'!::~<rJ! 1 ~c 

t!I;O)J:::_ 0 IJ /1 J\7 ''/ H:Km1f~{:v~ ~--c, wr~c.f!?i!Jii'i 

ti, J\7 ''/ H:Km-t .b {:~t-= IJ, wr~c~tiliii'i{:, 7' 1 L 

A o ''I l-liH.FlJ1:1i)[:Ji=-l'J-O)j1flj I] ~ '{ i- , .:Yf.J~::I<J \7 ''I l
i'"{im L --c~::KL, fi~c~tiliii'iti, ~::1< Lt.::.f%i!Jii'it:7' 
1 LA a''/ r- &LFll1:1iX1i=-l'fi-i1f'J IJ ~--c, wr~c.f!?i!Jii'iti, 

fi~c~tiliii'in'~i!flj I] ~-z ~ht-::7'1 LAo ''I H::b~~ 
--c, i!frJ I] ~--c ~ht.::lJ1:1iX11'-l'J-t:J: I]J\7 ''/ t- i-lJ1:1iX L --c 
1im-9 .b..::. t N~iWX t -9 .b, 
[ o o 1 4 J ~l'f::~<rJ!3 t:~ct!l:~ht.::JEBJJti, ~l'f::~<rJ! He 

t!I;O)J:::_ 0 IJ /1 J\7 ''/ H:Km1i~t=v~ ~--c, wr~c.f!?i!Jii'i 

ti, 7' 1 LA a''/ r- O)i!f'J IJ ~--c i-fi~c~tiliii'i{:~::~<-t .b 
..::. t ~ <, wr~c~i§+f" :f,;vO)~ \fhn'O)?' 1 LA a''/ 

H:7 /5' .. L 711:cA L '{J\7 ''/ H:Km-9.6..::. t i-~~iWX 

t-9-b, 
[ o o 1 5 J ~l'f::~<rJ! 4 t:~ct!l: ~ nt.::JEBJJti, ~l'f::~<rJ! 1 ~c 

t!I;O)_l::_ 0 IJ /1 J\7 ''/ H:Km1f~{:v~ ~--c, wr~c.f!?i!Jii'i 

iJ11im-t .t,r\7 ''I r- O)f:Km:i:0):*:2- ~ t:!Jt t -c, wr~cf~ 
i/JjijjO){:Kml*lti-~J!-9 .b..::. t i-~~ftXt -9 .b Q 
[ o o 1 6 J ~l'f::~<rJ! 5 t:~ct!l: ~ nt.::JEBJJti, ~l'f::~<rJ! 2 ~c 

t!I;O)J:::_ 0 IJ /1 J\7 ·y H:Km1i~t=v~ ~--c, wr~c~tiliii'i 

!i, fi~c.:Yf.J~::I<J\7 ·y HimfflO))I 1 LAo ''I l- t L 
'{k H~ ( k UiEl~'t)(, k 1 ~F X n) i'"i!fijl] ~'{, 
~ ~ {;:, .:Yf.J~::I<J \7 ''I l- O)lJtjj)[ffl t L '{ rn 1 f~ ( rn 1 
!i El ~~, rn 1 ~ itffl'C' 2- .b lJtjj)[:Ji=-l'}O)jf!gj)() O)lJtjj)[:Ji= 

fJ , wr~c.f!?i!Jii'iti, i!frJ'J t:>nt-::7'·1 LA 

!(4) 001-268051 (P2001-268051A) 

~::I<J \7 ''I l- i-lJ1:1iX L --c iim-9 .b ..::. t N~W t -9 .b " 
[ o o 1 7 J ~l'f::~<rJ! 6 t:~ci!t ~ nt.::JEBJJti, ~l'f::~<rJ! 5 ~c 

t!I;O)J:::_ fJ 1J /1 J\7 ·y H:Km1i~t=v~ ~--c, wr~c~tiliii'i 

!i, fi~c.f%i!Jii'in'~O)JiJi'5E!tJIFs9t::btt .b.:Y¥J~::Kr17 ·y 
Hx {;:)Jt t 'Z, fi~c.:Yf.J~::I<J \7 ''I H:Kmffl 0) 7' 1 LA 
o ''/ l- O)f~'txk 1 i-~J!-9 .b..::. t N~iWXt -9 .b Q 

t!I;O)J:::_ fJ 1J /1 J\7 ·y H:Km1i~t=v~ ~--c, wr~c~tiliii'i 

!i, fi~c.f5i!Jii'ih'~O)Jifi'5E!tJIFs9t::b!t .b-T¥J~::Kr17 ·y 
Hxt:!Jtt --c, wr~c-Tf.J~::KJ\7 ·y Hr~mfflO)lJ1:1iX1i=-l'f 
O)f~'txrn 1 i-~J!-9 .b ..::. t N~W t -9 .b" 
[ o o 1 9 J ~l'f::~<rJ! 8 t:~ci!t ~ nt.::JEBJJti, ~l'f::~<rJ! 5 ~c 

t!I;O)J:::_ fJ 1J /1 J\7 ·y H:Km1i~t=v~ ~--c, wr~c~tiliii'i 

!i, fi~c.f5i!Jii'ih'~O)JiJi'5E!tJIFs9t::b!t .b-T¥J~::Kr17 ·y 
HJE{:J;tt 'Z, fi~c.:Yf.J~::I<J\7 ·y H:Kmffl0)7' 1 LA 

a''/ r- O)f~'txk 1 &u-wr~c-Tii¥1~*}'7 ''/ H:KmfflO)lJt 
1iX:Ji=-l'J-O)f~'txrn 1 i-~J!-9 .b..::. t N~iWX t -9 .b, 
[ o o 2 o J ~l'f::~<rJ! 9 t:~ci!t ~ nt.::JEBJJti, ~l'f::~<rJ! 5 ~c 

t!I;O)J:::_ fJ IJ /1 J\7 ·y H:Km1i~t=v~ ~--c, wr~c~tiliii'i 

!i, fi~c.f!?i!Jii'in'~O)JiJi'5E!tJIFs9t::b!t .b-T¥J~::Kr17 ·y 
r- 'txn>:J; ~ ~:r~i'f, wr~cf!?i!Jii'i t:.:Yii¥1~*) '7 ''I r- O){im 
iliiJ~Jti-~~ L, fi~c.f!?i!Jii'i!i, -fO)fliiJ~Jtt: Lt.::n;-:> 'Z .:Y 
f.J~::I<J\7 ·1 l- i-i:Km-9 .b..::. t i-~~Wt -9 .b, 
[ o o 2 1 ] ~l'!::~<rJ! 1 o t:~ct!l:~ nt.::JEBJlti, ~l'!::~<rJ! 3 

~ct!i:O)_l::_ IJ 1J /1 J\7 ·y H:Km1i~t=v~ ~--c, wr~c~tili 

ii'i!i, fi~cf5i!Jii'ih;7 /5' .. L 71 1:cA L 'Z J\7 ''/Him 
I!Jfit~?' 1 LAo ''I l- t L 'Z k 2@ ( k 2 ti El~'t)(, k 
2~FXn) i'"i!fijfJ~'{, ~~{;:, 7/J;lL711:cAJ\ 
7 ''I l- O)lJtjj)[ffl t L '{ rn 2 {~ ( rn 2 ! i El ~;)(, rn 2 ~it 
m 'l'. e. .b ll1:1iX:Ji=-l'fO)*z*x l O)lJ1:1iX1i=-l'f i- i!f'J fJ ~ --c , wr~c 
f!?i!Jii'i!i, i!fij fJ ~'{ ~ht.:: 7' 1 LAo ''I H::b~ 1'(, i!fij 
I] ~ 'Z ~ ht.::lJtli)[:Ji=-l'J-0) 1 --:::>'C. 7 '/ f L 7 ::7 1:c AT .b J \ 
7 ·y l- i-lJ1:1iX L --c iim-9 .b..::. t i-~~W t -9 .b , 
[ o o 2 2 ] ~l'f::~<rJ! 1 1 t:~ct!l:~ nt.::JEBJJti, ~l'f::~<rJ! 1 
o~ct!i:O)_l::_ fJ IJ /::7 J\7 ''/ H:Km1f~{:v~ ~--c, wr~c~ 
tiliii'i!i, fi~c.f!?i!Jii'in'~O)JiJi'JE::It]Fs9t::btt.b 7 /fL 7 
1 1:cAT .t,J\7 ''/ Hxt:J;tt 'Z, fi~c7 /5' .. L 711:cA 
J\7 ·y HimfflO))I 1 LAo ''I l- O)f~'t)(k 2 i-~J!-9 .b 
..::.tN~Wt-9-b, 

[ o o 2 3] ~l'f::~<rJ! 1 2 t:~ct!l:~ht.::JEsJJti, ~l'f::~<rJ! 1 
o~ci!tO)_l::_ fJ 1J /1 J\7 ''/ H:Km1i$.t:ii~ ~-c, wr~c~ 
tiliii'i!i, fi~c.f!?i!Jii'in'~O)JiJi'JE::It]Fs9t::btt.b 7 /fL 7 
1 1:cAT .t,J\7 ·y Hxt:J;tt 'Z, fi~c7 /5' .. L 711:cA 
; '7 ·1 l- iimffl O)lJtli)[:Ji=-l'J-0)@;)[ rn 2 i-~J! -9 .b ..::. t i
~~Wt-9-b, 

[ o o 2 4] ~l'f::~<rJ! 1 3 t:~ct!l:~ht.::JEsJJti, ~l'f::~<rJ! 1 
o~ct!i:O)_l::_ fJ 1J /1 J\7 ''/ H:Km1f~{:v~ ~--c, wr~c~ 
tili!EJ!i, fi~cf$i!Jii'in'~O)JiJi'JE:ftijFs9t:t:Ht6 7 /fL 7 
1 1:c7,-t 6J'7 ·; Hxt:J;tt --c, wr~c7 /fL 711:cA 
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/-'fL. 7:7 -t:ZF\7 "! H:E:*JtlO)tJtf'&:fi=-l'}O)f~~:Zrn 2 ~ 
'3t~-t:t,..::. t N~:&Xt-t:t,, 
[ 0 0 2 5 ] ~l'f::I<JJf 1 4 t:~cllt2'tltc.:JEsjjt;L ~l'f::I<JJf1 

O~clJtO)_ll) 1) /:7 r17 ·y H:E:*)Ja:;t:t:;~ \"(, Wf~c~ 
t-I!!JiiJt:L Wf~cfyi!JiiiJn•GO)JfJT5E.ltJIFs9t:t::> rt :t, 7 /?,..L. 7 
:7 -t;z T :t,r\7 ·y H:Zn'~~ 1:t~i'r, Wf~cfyi!J!iiJt: 7 /1'. 

t:L .fO)fljiJmH: Ltc.:n~-:>"l7 /-'fL. 7:7-t.A~il'"i..::. t 
N~:&Xt't:t,, 

[ o o 2 6 ] ~l'!::~<rJr 1 5 r=~ctlt2' ntc.:JEBJlt:L ~l'!::~<rJr 4 
~clJtO)_liJ 1J /:7 rl7 ·y H:E:*1Ja:;t:t::> ~ 1"(, Wf~c~t-1!! 

JiiJti, wr~cf5i!J!iiJO)f:E:*:I:O)*~ c- t:J;G t -z:-, fyi!J!iiJt: 
P @ ( P t i 13 ~~:Z, P :o;; i'J!Jtl -z:--· ~ :t, tltl'&:Ji=-l'J-O)H.\~:Z ) 0) 

tltl'&:Ji=-l'f HfiJ IJ ~ -z:- :t, ..::. t ~ ~~B& t -9 :t, , 
[ o o 2 7 J ~l'!::~<rJr 1 6 t=~ctlt2' ntc.:JEBJlti, ~l'!::~<rJr 4 

~ctJtO)_liJ 1J /:7 J\7 ·y H:E:*1Ja:;t:t::> ~ ~r-, wr~c~t-1!! 

JiiJti, wr~cf5i!J!iiJO)f:E:*:I:O)*~ c- t:J;G t -z:-, wr~cfyi!J 

JiiJt:~~ :t,tltf'&.i¥0)1J1:J'&:Ji=-l'J-Hf'J IJ ~-z:- :t,..::. t ~~~:&kt 
T:f,o 
[ o o 2 8 J ~l'!::~<rJr 1 7 t=~ctlt2' ntc.:JEBJlti, ~l'!::~<rJr 4 

~ctJtO)_liJ 1J /:7 J\7 ·y H:E:*1Ja:;t:t::> ~ ~r-, wr~c~t-1!! 

JiiJ!i, fyi!J!iiJO){i:*IO)*~ C' t:J;G t "l, fyi!J!iiJt: q@ 
(q!iEl~~:Z, q:o;;Fxn) 0):$'1L..7..0·yJ>~Jitljl)~ 

-z:-:t,..::.t~~~:&Xt't:t,, 

[ o o 2 9 J ~l'!::~<rJr 1 8 t=~ctlt2' ntc.:JEBJlti, ~l'!::~<rJr 4 
~ctJtO)_liJ 1J /:7 J\7 ·y H:E:*1Ja:;t:t::> ~ ~r-, wr~c~t-1!! 

JiiJri, wr~cf5i!J!iiJO)f:E:*:I:O)*~ c- t:J;G t -z:-, tltl'&:fi=-l'f 
~:Z p ( p t i El ~~:Z' p :o;; frl!Jtl -z:--· ~ :t, tltl'&:Ji=-l'J-O)*i!.\~:Z ) ' 
~~ :t, tltf'&.i¥0)1J1:J'&:Ji=-l'f, :? 1 L. ;z o ·y H:Z g ( g ti 13 
~~, q:o;;Fxn)O)~,&~<tb2~~'3t~2'~"l 

~IJ~"l~fi3..::.t~M:&kt-9:t,, 

[0030] 
[ JESJM~:fjJ!iO)jf:{fiJ) {)\(;:, 2j:;;JES}jO)~:fjJ!i0)7Jj)iJ(: ~ ~ 1 

-z:- ~:moot :!tr=~JtsJl-t :t, • 
( 1--v- ;t,;vmmu ~:m Ui, "Jv1-::>r-v- 1J 7 /D s- co 

MA)J:r\t:t::>tt :t, f5i!J!iiJ t ~t-I!!JaiFs90)1--v- ;f,;vmJJX;O)~ 

f9lJ~jf;-91:RfT·;!i) :t, o 

[ 0 0 3 1) frJ!JtlflfJVP:~:Z*~ nf~ ( nti2t::J._lO)EJ~ 
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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a 
radio transmission system wherein data 
transmission is rightly enabled without 
receiving restriction of use of 
communication equipment, even if an 
interference due to another network is 

.................. :::. received, when at least two radio networks '"; ···,-·-----·-·- .-'~;:··;:--··-·--······:·· h ,~, i 
which are not adjusted to each other exist · · ·---·--··· · · ---·--·-··-····-·-··-----·-·--·-··················· ··············"~; 

at positions where they receive interference 
mutually. ; SOLUTION: In an ultrawide band ,tr 
radio transmission system, subdivided slots 
103 of frames 101, 102 are transmitted by 
changing the order at random by using a :<): 

previously determined slot arrangement 
pattern, and received by returning the order '·''' 

~ ... '. . ' 
····m~;{~~t:J·-.:r tt<n~:-~;-~J ................. -r? 

.--······· ··------------------------·r-~ ...... --· 
:V~-:·t : ~-

·.·.-.-.· .. ·.::·········:··,... 

of received slots to the original order by 
using the previously determined slot 
arrangement pattern. /J. .. s a result, 
communication in the respective networks 

~-;r·~-~ff ... '~"·-~~)o~\-~:···: --~.-~:··-~ .. :ii~X:-=~~ t': ~ 
~~-:: ~ '}1.:.~.~--~---~:~---~r:: ··::-~-~··:{'"{:;· ~-··:;··;: '') ··:.:~·· 

--~~·: ·-~~, 
-~·;:~· -;~;_..,. 

is rightly enabled when at least two 
unadjusted networks which obtain diversity 
effect to interference in an ultrawide band 
radio transmission system approach each 
other. ; COPYRIGHT: (C)2003,JPO 
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L-Ti&i-1} :t t:: < ~ ~~~~i-fl L l" i:> IJ, ID£#0)3Jlli*!~ ;z 
'T L.iJ'fiJJtl L l"~ •:bm~~)(*~t::::t-J\-v 1 'i!Ji'lt~J:Y: 
:fil'~t Ll":l!Jitif2'hl"~~:6, 2'0t::J1:*~t" .. ;10:62:.tiJ•0 
J\-:IT'Ji,<I.l)7i,·:; t-'7-:7 (Personal Area Networ 

k: PAN) O)Jtj]£X', 1 0 0 M bps vX..JvO)Jf.1[~]!3Jlli 

*!i:r::mts~::fil'~ t L t" fl:g[ :t~ 2> n t" ~ ~ :6 0 

[ 0 0 0 5] ~:1J-r:·, UWB3Jlli*!1i.m"('!:J:, E.~ >{::iiffl~ 

2'n l" ~ ~~~ 1 (uncoordinated) ~ 2 "J~jLO)UWB3Jlli 
*!;;f, ')' f- '7-J iJ>i'tJ~ I. l) 7(::;10 ;f,:f:~~i-m:Ji:'T ;f, C, 
~m'3'l:1§fiO){ll:@'l*l1* t:: J: '") l" !i*2- ~-Ti'F i-1} 7._ :6 2:. 
t t,m:5E2'h:6 .. 2:.0):!:~~, UWB3J!ii*!1i:m"('!:J:Jf.l[J1:* 
~~~fl*~i-m~ it"~ i;f,tc.:b':J, @JJ!i!-t :6 tc.:b':JO)m~~)( 
1-'Y /i,;viJ'~<, ~~O):t~~J!{§iJ>-r:·2- ~ < ~'") l" L 
£.-Jc~I--:JfC.::~;E':iJ%:6 .. 2:.2:."(· IE_.~I(;:iiffl~2'tlt"~l 

~ ~ 1 (uncoordinated ) J Ui, @!? 0) i--:; t- '7- :7 i
fljiJViiJ-9 :biliiJVW!iiJre,-r:·+'V' i-;v'i!fiJ~'tw¥1£~ c:·i-:}!(fl L~~ 1 

C::ti'"~i'J .. 
[ o o o 6 ] 2:. O)ru,@ i-~~iR-9 :6 *W:O)~":) t L l", 1 

")0)1-'Yi-Jvi'-7 v-L.t::fJ'JifrJL, 7 v-L.c8tt:: IJ '1-
::ZO)JifrJIJ ~l"i-:fTJ ~)J'-jifrJ3-51J'&'m (Time Division Mu 

ltiple Access) TDMA}Jj'\;iJ>Jtj~\0fll"~~;f,, 

[0007] 
[ JEBJW~~iR L J: '3 t -9:6 ~@] ~1J'JifiJ3-7IJ'&'m:1J5'\-r:· 

!i, i--:-o t- '7-::7 $0) 1 J!1§!:::tt L t", 7 v-L.r*JO)lt 
ll!ltl'f"Jft~ ~~re,t::htc.:-:J t".i!®'i:l'f"J~ IJ '/-;zO)JifrJ 0 ~l" i
-9:6, 
[ 0 0 0 8] :ffE=*O)T D MA}Jj'\;t"·U, ~TfO)J: j ~7 

v-.t-flli:JJX;H*Jtl-96, l:m13t::7v-L.flli:JJX;iJIJi-7F 
To 
[ 0 0 0 9 ) T D M A TU, [;m 1 3 (A) (::;>F-9 J: j 

(::, iJ!J;(!:fTDMAO)*{ll:7v-b ( ITDMA7v
b J t ~ i '] ) 1 3 0 1 ' 1 3 0 2 ' 1 3 0 3 ;!){** I) ~ 2' 
hl"~16, 2:.0)TDMA7v-bO)ft2'!i, iJIJ;(!:f1? 
1 :7 D-!:: ;fJ /}: -c·;f; 6 , 
[ 0 0 1 0) 2:.0)TDMA7v-L.O)-ftl .. ftl(::t:;~~l" 

!i, 1:m 1 3 ( B H::;>F-9 J: 3 (::, 7 v-L.7'CEJH::, 3Jlli*l 1J 
'/-::ZO)jiflj I) ~l"'tw¥1£ ( 1) '/- ;z 71;11 /'tw¥1£) i-il!U 
~grJ{§-€fT·d06 t·-::1 /1 3 o 4 i.Jt1'ic@'~:h, -fO)c·
::1 / 1 3 0 4 t::®'f.ttl"' ~3:3Jlli*li- ')' t- '7-::7 ~=illih6 

!lffii*fiiJ ( t, L<ti..:I..--tf) ~l"O)llJ!~iJ>JifrJ'J ~l"t:>h 

6 .. i:m13 (B)(::;>F-tiJIJ-r:U, c·-::1/13 040)1~ 
(::, !lffii*fii}A, !lffii*fiiJ B, !lffii*fii}CO)JIIlH::Jifrj I) ~l"0h 
tc.:]lJ(~ ( I ..:I..--tfjiflj~'flJ!~J t ~ i -J ) 1 3 0 5, 1 3 0 
6 ' 1 3 0 7 iJ~~9:5E2' h l ~ 16' ~!lffii*fii}t::jiflj I) ~l 0 
ht.:llJ!~ti, 7 v-L. ::· t (::rtJ~t"··;f; '") t" fJ J: ~ i, 
[ 0 0 1 1 ] c·-:1 / 1 3 0 4, ~..:I..--tfjifrJ~lll'! 
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+nP-1 ~Ill=: 1 ~riC 
.,.1-~_l__JV__J, _l_JVV, 

'T / ~ :~ / · t.' 1J :t r: 1 3 o 8 h'~£5E 2' :tn:· ~ • -b " ::::1 / 
'f/~:~/ · l:.'lJ:;f].: (Contention Period) !;L !fml* 
%Jh•C:>~tl!iJIJ1.%J"'-0 7 /·JlL 7 ~ -127.. T'Y ;t,;v~, !fml*'%3 
ra,0JI1§J+lt:frJ!J+l2'tLMJ!Jmtc··;!0 -b, z:. 0::::1 /'T / ~ :~ 
/ · 1:." IJ :t r:·ctL ~tlli%Jt:J: f)i'frJ 'J ~"C t:>nt.::!Zra,-c· 
!i~~ IV')"(", ;t, ·y }- '7-~ I*JJI{§01T~ (Contention) 

[00 12] Z:.0J:~~TDMA7v-L!"J+l~>f.::JI{§ 
"("{;l:' !JIJ j_ !;L !fml*%3;6• C:, !i' ::::1 /'T / ~ :1 / . 1:." IJ :t 
H:;B~>"C7/J""L7:?-127..1-'Yi,;v (RACH) "(""{).: 
07v-L"C"0 1J '/-7..1'fiJ'J ~-c!'-~:::1<" 0~1§~:::1<") 

l, ~tlli%Jt:±.:C0~:::Kt:JJ5t "C{X07 v-Lt:v!t -b 1J 
'I -7..WIJ 'J ~-c 0t.::Y:>t:.:L-~i'frJ~~J!~!'-5EY:>, z:. n !" 
{X07v-L0t:·-:::J/13 0 9{:J:':>"Cil-!fml*%Jt:¥& 
jilli""-b • .:Cl"C, il-!fml*'%J!;l:, ~&t:"-:::J/c7)1J'J-7..jlflj 

I) ~"C'tff¥!J1{:~"'5·~·"CJI1§!"1f~. 

[00 13] l:.~0J:~~TDMA7v-L!"J+l~>t.::JI 
{§!"1f~l[~>!:ID~.E~2'h"C~>~~~ (Uncoordinate) 2""":J 
~::.\1:.0 UWB ;t, ·y }- '7-~ h'ili:t~ l"Cillic@'2\:t1 "C~ >-b 
e:. ::r, ""/ r- '7-~ 1*!0%Jt:xti""-b-TiJ!Jh'J!®'Ga'.Jr:Jf'.Qz:. 'J 
~'9< • .:C0t~i;-. -Ti!JJ!'-5l:ttt.::%Jt::B ~ •-ex 7-HJI 
~ e:·-c·!:±'T"-:7h':fl1w-c·2--r, J~1§h'-c·2- ~ < ~':> -ct
t ~ c ~ • ~ ro,Mi~(h% -b o 
[00 14] l:m14{:, 2""":J0i,·:~l--'7-~h'ili::t~l"C 

illic112' n -c ~ '-b mr !"7Fi"". m10 J: ~ t:FI- '! 1-Jv . x IJ 
7 · ;t, ""! }- '7-~ (Personal Area Network; ~::.\TP A 
N c ~ > ~ ) X 1 4 0 1 cPA NY 1 4 0 2 ;6>1[~ >(:~~?: 
2\n -c ~ ~~~ ·~x!l.Jteili::t~ t--cillic2'n -c~ •-b. PAN x 1 
4 0 Ui, ~tlli'%3 X 1 4 0 3 c , ~&~tlli'%3 X 1 4 0 3 (: 
J:':>"(fljljj)ijl2\tl-b!fml*%JA 14 0 5, !fml*%JB 14 0 
6 , !fml*'%3 C 1 4 0 7 , :B J: LF!tffil*'%3 F 1 4 1 0 t t: J: 
'J:tlliffl<.2'h-bo ~1J, PANY1402{;l:, ~tlli%JY1 
4 0 4 c, ~&~tlli%JY 14 0 4 (:J: -:>"(fljljj)ijl2\:t1-b!fml* 
%3D 1 4 o 8:bJ:tF!tffil*%JE 1 4 o 9 t r:J: 'J:tRPX.2'n 
"(~i-b. 

[0015]'£.~.!tffil*%JC1407C:!fml*%JE140 

9!:±. ~1Jh':fflli*;ll01H§!" lt.::t~i;-t:{lli1i05l:1§'9-b:fflli*;IR 

1§-%1:-TiJ!Ji"" -b J: ~ ~{l!:JIImHH:il0 -b t; 0 t '9 -b. 
[00 16] l:ill15(:, l:.~0PANX140 1 cPA 
NY140207v-L~x1i"J!'-7F'9. l:ill15(A)!i;l0-b 
~~~:B~-bPANX140107v-L0~8i* 

l. ~:ill 1 3 (B)!;l:, i"J~Ji~"C-0PANY 14 0 207v 
-LV')~x!iJ!"*l-c~·-b. 

[ o o 1 7 J mrr:7Fi"" J: ~ r:, !tffil*%3 F (!tffil*%3 F 1 4 
1 Oh•C:>!tffil*%JC 14 0 7"-.0]1{§c'9-b) {;:jlfrjl) ~"C 
C:>tlt.::.:L-~jlflj~~J(~ 1 5 0 1 c !tffil*'%3 E 1 2 0 7 0]Z 
1§t:i'frJ 'J ~-c t:>nt.::.:L-~i'frJ~~J!~ 1 3 o 2 t!i, ~ra, 
a'.Jr::mfi t.J.::~x!lJ e: ~--:> -c P -b, z:. 01:ill(7)J: ~ r::, liP 
0{ll@'h>Jlf:~V'I-'/TJv · .I1)7 · i'"Y ),'7-~X 

!(5) 003-179576 (P2003-179576A) 

~ Yt:~i"" -b!tffil*%JE;6>jlfrj I) ~"C C:>ht.::.:L-~jlflj~~J(~ 
h'IT~ t--c ~ • -b t~iru, J~1§h't±:l*~ < ~ 6 :B .:cnh'l£ 
-9-b. 
[ o o 1 8 J t-t.::h'':> -c, J:.~c0J: ~ ~~xm.r:~e:,~~' 

J: ~ {:'9 -b t.::Y:>{:{;l:, il-i' "/' }- '7-~ !":tlliffl<.i"" -b]l{§~ 
11!'-frJ:!J+li"" -bJ:.-c·, {itT t:>h•0f!iiJ~.l-!:H£tt -b£,~h% ':> 

'7-~h>i"J~x 1J 7(::ff::ttl~~ •J: ~ {:'96£,~;6%':> 
f.::o 
[ o o 1 9 J ;;fs;Jf.BJlc7)EJa'.Jr:±. 1L~·~=~I!:"2'n-c~·~~~ 
2 "':)~jJ:.c7):fflli*;\Ri' "/' }- '7-:? h':t§1Lt:-TiJ!Ji5l:!t -b{.ll@' 
{::ff::tti"" -b ;l:~ift::b ~) l b ' ]I{§~@'V'){tJ+j V')fljlj~_l.!; !"5l: 
rt -b z:. t ~ < , 1-1!!110 ::r, ·:~ r- '7- ~ 0-Ti!JJ!'- 5trt-c t; lE 
l < -r-·-:J{i.]Zl-·2- -b:fflli*;IR1i.]Z1J:r\HJHt~i"" -b z:. t r:il0 
obo 
[0020] 
[ ~M!'-1!~¥*'9 -b t.::Y:>0Cfr)t] J:.~c0~M!" 1!~¥*'9 -b Cf 

t)t(: l"C, ;;fs;Jf.B]j{;l:~::.(T0~~:f;&!'-1fi"" -b 0 ;;fs;Jf.BJjV')m 1 

01i"JtRU, =~::.\J:.0i, ·:; 1-- '7-~ h'lL~ >t:mJI!:"2'n-b Z:. 
t ~ < :ff:tt l. il-~< 0i, ·:; 1-- '7- ~ "CU?Ji"5E0Jffl!tJI!'-1f 
'9 -blli'r?J'"i'frJ7 v-L!'" m~ •-c:fflli*;IR111§h'1:Y:bn-b:fflli*;~R11 
{§~ 7.. 'T L c l"C:tt:m2'n-b o Z:. 0:fflli*;IRJI{§~ 7.. 'T L -c· 
!:±, lli'r?J'"i'frJ7 v-L!i*Hf7l'"1~2'n -c, 1<i*5c0*Hf7l'"1~7.. o 
·:; 1-- t l"Cf_&:bh-b o Z:. 0:fflli*;IRJI{§~ 7.. 'T L !":fRJJX:i"" -b 
il-:fflli*;IRJI{§~ll!i. ]Z{§!'-1:Y ~ t.::Y:>t:~tlli%Jh•C:,jlflj I)~ 
-c t:>nt.::~J!~t=xtJJ5i"" -b wr~c*Hf?-l'-1~7.. o ·:; t- !", rfi5E0 
7.. o ·:~ t-illic.YrJ;'I:J-/t:JJ5t -c, Jlll'!:J:t:illic.YrJ l, Z:.0illic 
yrjf~V')*Hf?-l'-{~7.. o ·:; }- !" J+l~ >"C:fflli*;IRJI{§!'-1f ~. 
[ 0 0 2 1] ;;fs;Jf.BJjc7)m2c7).fiJf,R{;l:, =~j_lV')i'"Y }- '7 
-~h"lL~ •t:mJI?:2'tL-b z:. t ~ < 1¥'9 -b$!i0T. ?fi5E 
c7)Jffj;!fJJ!'-1fi"" -b l!if?J'-jlfiJ7 v-L !"frJ!J+ll"C~!IJ;\R]I{§!'-1f 
~ :fflli*;~R]Zf§~ll e: t--c ttfjf; 2' n-b • z:. 0:fflli*;~R]Z1§~11 
!i, Wf~cl!if?J'-jlfrj 7 v-L !" 1<i*5c0*Hf7J'-{~7.. D ·:; H:*H!?-l'
{~l"Cf_&~ 0 Z:.0:fflli*;IR]Z{§~@'!;l:, ]Z{§!'-1:Y~t.::Y:>t:~ 

tlli%Jh•t:>i'frJ 'J ~-c t:>nt.::~J!~r=xtJJ5i"" -b wr~c*Hf?-l'-1~7.. o 
·:; r- !". rfi5E07..o ·y t-illic.YrJJ'I:J-/r:r,h-cillic.YrJi""-b 
J: ~ trJtwi"" -b 7.. o ·:; r- illic.YrJtrJtweft)t e: . wr~c7.. o ·:~ r- illic 
yrjfljljj)ij!Cft)t0fljljj)ijl{: J: I) *H!?-l'-{~7.. o ·:~ }- 0illic.YrJ Hf ~ 7.. 

o ·:~ r- illic.YrJCft)tt, wr~c?fi5E07.. o ·:~ r- illic.YrJJ'~:J- /t: 
1!h t.:: :71 2. / f-c··, wr~cillic.YrJ "2' nt.::*m7l'"f~7.. o ·:~ r- !" 
]Z{§ 2' -tt -b J: ~ t:]Z{§*t)t i iliiJtwi"" -b ]Z{§ :7 1 2 / :?""fljlj 
twefr9:t, wr~c7.. o ·:~ r- illic.YrJCft)th•t:>illic.YrJ"2' nt.::*m?J'-1~ 
7.. o ·:~ r- !"5tttJr:x 'J, z:.n!"WT~c]Z1§:71 2. /:?.·tutwef 
t)t(:J: 'Jfljljj)ijl"2\tlf.:::71 2. /:?"""C•:fflli*;IRJI{§i"" -b]Z{§Cft)t 
e: !"1fi"" -b z:. e: N~:n&t t--c ~ •-b 0 

[ o o 2 2] ;;fs;J£BJlc7)m301lJ1:*!:±. =~:J_l0i,·:~ r- '7 
-~ h"1LPt:mJI!:2'n-b z:. c ~ < :ff:tti"" -b:ffi!i0T, ?fi 
5J:'(7)Jfflf\iji1fi"" -blli'r7J'"i'fiJ7 v-L iftltl t .. "C].!!H§Hf~ 
J!lli*~~'Xf§~ll![ c l"C:tlHM:X n-b o z:. (7):fflli*!R5l:1§~Jiti, 
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/J1':>0)5t1§Cf¥1t, wr~cA!!Ii*1*1§~@'h'Jih •t::.A o "' r- we. 
''lJ'>'- /lt--m~ •'l?JT5E0)>'1 2 /:7 .. l'.5t:1§1§-l'J-O)I*J£, 
~':£A o ·:; }- t:xt r.t-9 6 lm7:J' Hl~-9 6 J: '3 t:Wf~c5t:1§ 
Cfffilt--fliiJVW-t 65€:1§>'1 2 Y:7··mumefffit, wr~cA o ·:; 
}-§[.yljJ\)7-/{:f,E'? 'l§C.3'1J-9 6 J: '] fljiJVill-9 6A 0 "/ }
§[.yijfljiJVilleff1t, wr~c5t:1§Cfffih•Gm~~:nt::.5t:1§1§-l'f 

wr~cA o ·:; r- Wc3''JfliiJVWCfffiO)fliiJVW{::f!E '? 'lWc3''1-t 0 A o 
·:; t- Wc3'1Jeff1t lt--1f-9 6 2:: t lt--~~B&t L 'l~ •6 o 

[ 0 0 2 3 ] ::zls;JEBJl0)$4 O)J'iJ.1$JH:L =t::J.J:.O);t, ·:; }- '7 

-:1 h'Ii~ •t=~~~:h.6 c: t ':£ < t-ri'E-t 0~~0)T, ?JT 
5EO)Ji'fJ:!I:JJlt--1f-96!k'f7:J'i'f'17v-LHi!!Jtl L 'l~1§lt--1'T"i 
~*1*1§:1J~ t L 'liJiW~-9 6 o 2:: 0)~*1*1§:1J~{:t:; ~ • 
'l, lk'f7:J'i'fiJ7v-L!ifl*JEO)*HJ7:J'1lAo "/ r-=J:J'Im~:h. 
'lf&:b:h.6o 2::0)~*1*1§:1J~!i, *1§lt--1'T-Jt::./J1':>{:~ 

tllifolh· Gi'f'J IJ ~'l G:h.t::.l!JI~{:xtr.t-t 0 wr~c*Hl7:!'1lA o 
·:; t-lt--, ?JT5EO)A o ·:; t-§[.7;iljJ\)7-/t:t'E'?'"C§c3'1J'96 
kf ·:; 7' t , Wf~cPJT.'iEO)A o "! Hc3'1J; \ >'- / t:t'E '? t::. 
>'1 2 /:7-·'t·, wr~c:Wc3''J~:h.t::.*HJ7:!'1lA o ·:; t-lt--*1§-t 
6*1§AT-·:;7"t lt--1f-9 6 2:: t ~~~Wit L 'l~•6 o 

[ 0 0 2 4] ::zls;JEBJjO)$ 5 O)J'iJ1$1Hi, =t::J.J:.O);t, ·:; }- '7 

-:7 h'Ii~ •t=~~~:h.6 2:: t ':£ < :ff:tt-9 6~~0)T, ?JT 
5EO)Ji'fJ:!tjj~1f-9 6!k'f7:J'i'f'17 v-L Hi!!Jtl L 'l~*1~1§~ 
1l' '3 ~*15t:1§:1J~ t L 'l JJX:li -9 6 o *~*15t:1§:1J~!i, 
~*11§-l'f~?JT.'iEO)A o ·:; t- §[.f;iijJ\)7-/{:J;ttt::.Y1 2 
/:1 .. 't.§"t1§'9 6 AT ·:;7" t, *1§~@'h'Jtl~ >t::.A o "! t
§[.yijJ \ )7- / t:f,E '?'(A o ·:; }- ~ §[.7;11]'9 6 AT "17° t ~ 
1f-96 2:: t N~B&t L 'l~•6, 
[0025] 
[ JEBJjO)~jj{!jO)lfjJ'iJ) {)\{;:, ::zjs;JEBJjO)~jj{!jO)lfj]'iJ{:-:J ~ > 

'l, [;RI].!ij~~~L':d:'h'G~JtBJl-96 o 
[ o o 2 6) [::zls;~nl!i0)7f5J'iJt:h•h•6 7 v-LO):f"RJJX: 

171JJ £.-9, *~nl!i0)7f5J'iJt:t:>~•'lfo£Jtl~:h.67v-LO) 
:f1JJX;{71H:-:J ~ ''l~JtBJl-9 6 o 

[ 0 0 2 7) [;Ri1 (A) !i, ?JT5EO)~~ ~1f-t 6 7 v
L101, 102. ---miiJ~~:h.6J:-Jt=':d:''?'l~· 
6, 171JX..!:C [;RI;if;0){71J'tU, 1 0)7 v-L!i 1 0 2 4 
[ms] t-96, 
[ 0 0 2 8] 2:: 0)1-:J0)7 v-L!:l:N {[MO)*ffi7:J'1lA o ·:; 

}- 1 0 3 1 ~ 1 0 3 N ( t::J.T, *ftf*l3";t: I *Hl7:J'1lA o ·:; 
}- 1 0 3 J t II¥~) 't':f1JJJ(; ~ :h.6, [01 ( B ) {:;if;i"JYIJ 
'tU, 1 0)7 v-L!i 5 1 2 fiMO)*HJ7:!'1lA o ·:; r- 1 o 3 
h• t, JJX: 1J , 2:: O)t~i't:JIHH!7:J'1lA o ·:; t- 1 o 3 O)A o "/ t
~!:l:, 1 0 2 4 [ m s] /51 2 = 2 0 0 0 [ n s] t 
':£6 0 

[ 0 0 2 9 ] {)\t:*HJ7:J'1lA 0 "/ }- 1 0 3 O);f"RJJJ(;{:-:J ~ >'( 
~J{.BJl-9 6 o [;Ri1 (C)!;!:, ::zls;~jj{!jO)lfjJ'iJt:h•h•6*HJ7:J'-1lA 

0 "! }- 1 0 3 O):f1JJJ(;{71j 2: ;if:-9' ¥1H7:J'1l.7. 0 'i' }- 1 0 3 0) 
']'1::,0)-Jm!:l:, if-F· t'lJ;;fF (guard period) 10 

!(6) 003-179576 (P2003-179576A) 

1) ;t r: 1 0 4 !:1:' J!®'G-9 6 *1H7:J'1lA 0 'i' }- 1 0 3 h'~':£ 
6 *1§~@' t: J: I) fo£Jtl ~:h. l ~ '6 f~i't' :;;*1H7:J'1lA 0 'i' 

r- t=t:> ~ • 'l *1§ ~ nt::. *1§1§ -l'fh' ~':£ 0 1:z:.ruJJI3.!£0)fiS 
65t:1§.flt::f1J~Lt::. t L 'l 'k *1§1§-l'f~l!f~~lt':£~ • 
t::./J1':>t:~_Hi G:h.'l ~ •6, 
[ 0 0 3 0] ~fi.jf- r: ' t" 1) ;t r: 1 0 4 ~~~·t::., *1H7:J' 

't'S 6 o [;RI U:;if;-tf71J'"C·U, .If- t: · t' IJ ;t t: 0)~ ~ !:l: 
80 [ns], llJ!~1050)~~!:l:1920(ns)'t'S 
6o 
[ 0 0 3 1 ] 2:: O)jlJ(~ 1 0 5 {: !:1: 'tff'W 1::'-:1 }- h'1lt £.:h. 

6 • t::_ t X.. !:f*1§.i!J:l'th'l 0 0 [ M b p s ] 0) t ~ !:l: 1 
00 [Mbps] X1920(ns)=192 [bit] 
~1A07t-i*J~1lt£.:h.62::t~':£6. 

[ 0 0 3 2] ~~{:f,E*f71H:;if; Lt::. UWB1:E.*:1J:r\:'tU, 
2::0) 1 c··:; Hil 6f[MO)J\JvA (J\JvA$1,';!:1: 1 o o c P 

s]) {:J:'?'(*~:h.'l~>6, [;Ri1 (E) t:;if:-9{71]'"(" 
!:l:, 00Jill1:1i:Z:J- fO) o E:t::.!:l: 1 t: Lt::.h'~>J\JvAO){il. 
.ffi~ R~~ 1t 6Bi -phase'32~'t·'32~~:h.'l1*JJX:~:h.6J\ 
JvA3'1Jh'J\JvAra,lli\;\625(ps) t:>~ t:1:E.*~:h.'l~ •6 0 

[ 0 0 3 3 ] ':£;!:;, J:.~c~JtBJl'tU, -{71] t L 'l ~1*13"JfX 
1~~ J:.!f'l~JtBJl Lt::.h'' ::zjs;J'EBJl!ih•h•6*)(1~{=~1t5E~:h. 

6~\§''t'!:l:':d:'~ '· '£. t::_, UWB1:E.*:1J:r\:0)'32~:1J:r\:!:l:, 

J\JvAif:JJX:>'1 2 /:7·-~f*H'P{:i" t, Ltd§~~ m~ •6, 
~ •:b~6J\JvA1il.@''32~'t-s'? 'l 'b ~~ •, 
[ 0 0 3 4] [~*1*1§~@', ~*15t:1§~j![O):f1pJ(;{71j] 

<5\t:, J:.~cO):PUJEO)A o ·:; t-h•G':£6 7 v-L~ m~ •t::. 
~*11:E.*:1J:r\:~ 1l' '] t::. /Jt)O)' ~*1*1§~@' t ~*15€:1§~ 
@'O):f1JJJ(;{71j (:-:J ~ ''(~J{.BJl-9 6 o 

[ 0 0 3 5] [;Ri2!:l:, ::zjs;~jj{!jO)lfjJ'iJt:h•h·6~*1*1§~ 

j![O):f1JJJ(;{71J ~;if;-t7··o "I :7 [;Ri't'S 6 o *1§~@'!:1:, 11'~ 

1l&0q / )7- 1) -7-'Cf-ffi 2 0 1 t , A o ·:; }- §[.f;iiJCfffi 
202t, *1§>'12/:7''fljiJVillefffi203t, *1§Cfffi 
2 0 4 t, 7/T--T 2 0 5 t, A o ·:; }-§[.7;iljfljiJVillefffi2 
o 6 t ~1f L 'l~ •6 o ':d:'t:>~~J:., 11'-l'J-1l&U'1 /Y-
1J - 7''Cfffi 2 0 1 t , A o ·:; }- §[.7j1Jeff12 0 2 , *1§ )7 

1 2 /:1''fljiJVilleff12 0 3' &U'A 0 'i' t-§[.7jljfljiJVillefffi2 
06!:l:, $:'R;i'ii[J!~j![ (CPU) (:J:'?'"C1*JJX:~:h.'"C'b 

~<, ~fi.C P U!;l:[;RI;if; L':d:'~>~ct~~@' ( 171JX..!:C E E P 
ROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-On 
ly Memory) ':d:'C:") {:t&¥!*J~:h.t::.7°0f7L{:L.t::.iJ!'? 

'l, t::l.Tt:):£1\.6 J: '3 ':d:'!J!1f!!l~~1l'-t 6, 
[ o o 3 6 J tt-l'f1l&tF1 Y>'- 1J -7-·Cf-lffi: (t::J.T, 
l:f1'-l'J-1lefffiJ tllll}-9) 2 0 1 !:l:, *1§-?J\.~Itff'fNO)j~ 

1*7th•G'tff'W'f·-y ~§"tttl:X IJ, C::h. H~'PHTlE:M'-l'f~ 
m~ •'ltt~1l L, J\-A H~ IJ ~ 7 /?,..L~~ IJ t:@'tti L 
l ~h-.ibh-:f;t~O).J!}J:W: ~51~ t±:l-9 J: '] {: 1 / )7- 1) -7·' 

L 'lf~b:h.611'-l'f1l7'-)7 2: .7. o "' Hc3''lefffi2 o 2 c: 
J (;:ltJft'-9 6 
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/J1':>~::~t-t!!Jiii:O>GWIJ 'J ~'l G:ht-::7-"f i-;Hf71Ji !:f, llil7 
(A) ~=7f-T J:-) ;:J:;I;.!tffil*~::WIJ~'( G:ht.::ll;'f7J'-WIJA D "/ 
r- H::%i:hofli:~x0*1117J'1l.A o ·:; r- ~, A o ·:; Hic7'1 
mu:flW~ffi2 o 6 0f!iiJ:flW{::J: 'J, :Pfi5E0A o ·:; Hic71JJ>~Y' 
-/t::f,E'? 'll'ic7'1'fi L < !:l:3tV"='!§' i ~11' -3 J: -3 ~::i!J{tT 
-D~ 

t-~-%3, 4, 5, 6{::.t§~ToAD·:;H::ibo'b0/:: 

T 0 0 ;:J:B, ~JtBJl0fll:!'l'Ll::.A o ·:; t-~-%!:l:7 v-L0:5: 
fJJ0A D ·:; t- ~ 1 ~- :5:*'t0A D ·:; t- ~ N~T 0 J:-) {:: 
J!!l:®'i:L 'lf12':h 'l ~ •0 'b0 1:: T 0 o 

[ 0 0 3 9 ] AD"/ t-l'icJIJfljlj:flW~f)t 2 0 6 0fljlj:flW{:: J: 
'J, :Pfi5E0l'ic7'JJ>~Y'-/!:l:, AD·:;t-~-%3. 4. 5. 
60AD·:; f-;QLf:h-f':hAD "! t-~-%4 4, 11, 7 
9. 5 8t::l'ic7'12':ho I:: To 1::. C::.04-:J0AD ·:; H:: 
WIJ'J~'(t,:hf.::AD·:;Hl.'f'-}'!;l:, {4 ( 11)' 3 
( 4 4 ) , 6 ( 5 8 ) , 5 ( 7 9 ) } U' 5 JIIJH::l'ic71J 2\ 

no 0 ;:J:B, :0''? C::.I*J0~xf:!:l:l'ic7'12':ht.::f~0A o "/ r
~-%~7r.T, 

[ o o 4 o J mf§ Y' 1 2. / 1··mu:flW~ffi 2 o 3 !:J: _ mr~c:Pfi 
5E0A o ·:; t-l'ic7'JJ>~Y'-/t::t'E'?t.::Y' 1 2. /fT·, l'ic7'1 
c;:nt.::AD·;t Hr..::r·-Y'~m1§~f)t2 o 4t::m1§2'-tto 
J: -) t::i!J{tT 0 0 

[ 0 0 4 1] Wf~0{71J{::J::h!:L AD·;t t-~-%4, 3, 
6, 5~::.t!J~ToAD·:;Hl.'f·-Y'~. 11. 44, 5 
8 , 7 9 0 }' 1 2. / J'''('•]Z{§~jj!;{::]Z{§ 2' -tt 0 0 ;:J :B' 
2:. 0A D •:; f-l'icJIJ:1Jj$;{::-:J~ i'( !;l:~lj.i£"~~~T 0 o 
[ o o 4 2 J mf§~t\1:2 o 4 !:l:, mf§Y' 1 2. /J··mu:flW~ 

f)t 2 0 3 J: I) 5't~t Jf.b f.::${§}' 1 2. / J'''('·' .::r·- }' ~ u 
WB{im:1Js:\~::J: 'J$.l€¥JJH§{}~::~~L'l, 7/7'7-2 0 
5 J: 'J nx!l!tT 0 J: -J t::i!JftT 0 0 llil3 u, '7 Jv r- 7 '71 
~)\/ Him:1Js:\~::J: omf§~Bl:0:tlliffl<.f71J~lf.T7··o ·:; 
:7llil'l''ib 'J, llil2 0${§~f9: 2 0 4, 7/7'7- 2 0 5 ~ 
J: 'J ~UI!It::~ Lt.:: 'b 0'l''ib 0 o 

[ o o 4 3 ] lltli.t:M'-%::'tffl<.'*B o 2 !:l:, ~ / -e-tt 1.Jf 3 
o 1 0JffJ~~xT·JJtfi.t:f1'-%jf;7'1~*lUB o 3 t::t±thT 
o o *J:I:n3 0 3 '(''!;l:, AD ·:d·{l.'f'-}'(::jJtfi.t:f;t{}jf; 
7'W*ll: 2\:h 'llltli.tf§-% 1:: ;:J 'J , c::. 0lltli.tf§-%:0;J >~JvA 
J:E::'tn 3 o 4 ~=t:e:fJC':ho .. 
[ o o 4 4 J 1 >~;v AJ:E::'tn 3 o 4 TU, lltli.tf§-%0 o / 
1 ~=xt IJ15 L 'l , JYIJ i t:f 1 o o P s 0~F'ffi ~::¥111:0' ~ v >~Jv A 

f§-%~1E::'t2'-tto 0 2:.0J\JvA1§-%!:l:, J\/ ~l'IA 71 

JvY' 3 o 5 {::t:e:fJ 2\:h, ;cc::. T·::f~ffl<.7J'-:OrM'<-*2>:h 'lm 
{§{§-% /:: ;:J 'J, 7 /7'7- 3 0 6 ( llil2 t:::B~t 0 2 0 5 t:: 
m~l ~11-L'lmf§C':ho .. ;:J:B, J\/~l\A71JvY' 
3 0 5 !:l:£,~.!'!0:tlliffl<.~1/STU;:J ~ ', 
[ o o 4 5 J [ $.l€¥l5'tf§~ii0:tRPX.f71JJ {J:t::, *~ni!i0 

%!JJt:::B !t 0 $.l€¥JR5'tf§~Ji0:flliffl(.{71]t::-:J ~ •'l~~BJlT 0 o 
[ o o 4 6 J l:m4!;L *~ni!i0%!lJ!::t:>tto$.l€¥l5't1§~ 

!(7) 003-179576 (P2003-179576A) 

7-7-4 0 0 /::, 5't1§~ffi4 0 1 /::, 5't{§Y' 1 2. /ff!iiJ:flW 
~Bl;4 0 2 /::, AD •;t t-l'ic71J~f9:4 0 3 /::, AD·:; t-l'ic 
7'JfliiJ:flW~a4 o 51::, l'ic7'JJ>~Y'-/i"lo~tJJ1'9{t:efflm~n4 

06/::, I'?- (~!'t'J) ~Tii~Bl:404/::~1fL'l~• 

-Do ;:J:B~~_I::_, 5'tf§Y'12./J"fljlj:flW~ffi402/::, A 
o ·;t t-l'ic71J ~a 4 o 3 e: • A o ·;t Hc7'Jmum~a 4 o 5 

t::J: -:>'l:tlliffl<.C':h 'l :L~<, ~~c P U!:l:llillf. L;:J~·~ct~ 
~ii ( f71Ji!:L EEPROM (Electrically Erasable 

Programmable Read-Only Memory) ;:J c:·) {::.f~*I*IC' :ht.:: 
7"D:7.-7 L {::Lt.:: :Or'?'(, lZJ:rt::~J\.0 J: 5 ;:J)1!1f!l1~~ 
1fT 0 2:. /:: t::J: 'J, 5't1§Y' 1 2. /:7 .. f!iiJ:flW~t9:4 o 2 /::, 
AD ·:; f-l'icJIJ~f)t 4 0 3 /:: , AD "/ f-l'icJIJfljlj :flW~f)t 4 0 
5/::, x. 7-HIE~t9:4 0 4/:: L 'll!J.i~To .. 
[ o o 4 7] 5'tf§~t9:4 o 1 !:l:. 7/7'7-4 o o ~11-L 
'lm1§~ii:0'Gmf§C':ht.::$.l€¥lf§-%~5'tf§L, C::.:h~f~ 

~ L 'l 5'tf§.::r·- Y' ~ tB :fJT 0 J: 5 t::i!JftT 0 o llil5 !:l:, 
'7 Jv t- 7 '71 ~ 1\/ ~ 1§-%~5'tf§T 0 5't1§~ffi 4 o 1 0 
:tlliffl<.f711~7r.TfD "! J llil'l''ib 0 o 7 /7'7- 4 0 0 ~11- L 
'l5'tf§C':ht.::5't1§1§-%!:l:. J\/ ~J'IA 7 1 JvY' 5o 2 T· 
:;;p~nJ<.7J':O!M'<-*2>tLt.::f~t::, *ll:n5 o 7. 51 3. 5 
1 Ot::t:e:fJC':hoo ;:J:B, J\/~l'IA71!vY'502!:l: 
,e,~J!0:tlliffl<.~1/S'(''!;l:;:J ~ '0 
[ o o 4 8] lltli.ttt-%::'tnJ<.n5 o 4!:J:. ~/-e-tt1.Jt5 
o 3 0JffJ~~xT·JJtfi.ttt-%*7'1 ( llil5 t::lf.Tmf§~ifT·m 
~ •t.::lltli.t:M'-%*7'1 1:: i"l tlltli.t:M'-%*7'1) ~ '"JvAJ'E::'tn 
5o 5~::t:e:fJToo J\JvAJ'E::'tn5 o 5'l·U, J\JvA~ 
J:E::'t c; -tt 0 1:: it{::, lltli.ttt-%::'tnJ<.n 5 o 4 :0, t, t:e :fJ c; :n 
t.::lltli.t:M'-%*7'1 ~ 1 >~;v A t:::t:~ L 'l, .JI!~n 5 o 6 , 5 
1 2 &.tF*ll:* 5 1 o t::t:e:fJT 0 .. 
[ 0 0 4 9 ] .JI!~n 5 0 6 'l'U, lltli.t:M'-%*7'1 ~ :1:~ L 

t.::J>~JvA~ 1/ 2J\JvA~li'i.i1!~2'-tt'l:*ll:n 5o 7 ~=t:e 
:fJT 0 o if.::, .Ji!~n 5 1 2 'l''!.i, jJtfi.t:f;t-ry-jf;JIJ ~ :1:~ 
Lt.::J>~JvA~ ll>~JvA~li'i.ii!~C'-tt'l*ll:n5 1 3{::t:e:fJ 
To .. 
[00 50] Lt.:::Or'?'l, :*J:I:n507'l'U, ]Z{§'T·

Y' ~~~T 0 t.::/J1':>0, lltli.t:f1'-%jf;7'1~:1:~ Lt.::J\JvA:O; 

5'tf§f§ -%t::*ll: c; :n. ~lltli.t:?!1f!ll:Ort:Yb:ho 0 *ll:* 5 
o 70*ll:*s:W:!:l:, tJ7J'n5 o 8~::t:e:fJ2':h. tJ7J'n5 
o 8 T'fi7J'2':h 'l 5't1§.::r·-Y' 1:: L 'l t:e:fJ 2\:ho 0 

[ 0 0 5 1 ] £. f.:: ' *ll:* 5 1 0 '(·t;!:' .il!il£* 5 0 6 0 
tB :fJ J: I) 1 / 2 J \Jv A $li'i7'G1f L f.:: Y' 1 2. / :7··'('., ll.tli.t:M' 
-%*7'1 ~:I:~ Lt.::J >~;v A:0;5't1§1§ -%t:::*J:I: c; :h, ~lltli.t 

:?!1f!ll:0"1:Yv:ho .. it.::, *ll:n5 13TU, .il!.il£n5 o 
6 0t:e:fJ J: 'J 1 /2 )\JvA~li'i.il!.il£ Lt.::, lltJ!Z:M'-ry-*7'1 ~ 
:1:~ Lt.::J\JvA:0'5't1§{§-ry-t:::*J:l: C' :h, ~lJtli.t:\1!1f!l1:0;1f 

btL-Do 
[ o o 5 2 ] *ll:* 5 1 o 0*ll:*s:W:u, 11 7J'n 5 1 1 

{:: t:e :fJ c; :n, fl7J\n 5 1 1 T·fi7J" c; :n '( ~7J"n 5 1 5 t:: 
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r:t±:l::tJ 2\:h, :JJ7J'~ 5 1 4l'':JJ7J'2':h --c ~7J'~ 5 1 5 r: 
t±:l::tJ2':h6 0 

[ o o 53] ~7J'~ 5 1 5l't;L :JI7J'~ 5 1 1 0t±:l::tJ /:: 
:JJ 7J'~ 5 1 4 0 ttl ::tJ 0~1J' !" 1:: IJ , :c 0~1J' !" Jv-7 7 

1 Jv>' 5 16t:t±:l::tJ-96, ..::0&7J't:"?~'l"'v-7°71 
Jv>' 5 1 6l'7 1 Jv>' 1J :;..c;7·· Lf:t±:l::tJ ( ~7J' > !" ~ /t: 
+t 1 Y' 5 o 3 {: 7 1 - f; \ ·y :7 '9 6..:: u: J: ") l" '/ 1v i' 
7 '71 }':!\/ H§-%!'-"itf§-9 6 tc::d:J0:91 ~ /;?>T<'lJ-II:JJiJ~ 
l:mi?:h6 0 '3t1§>'1 ~ :;..c;?>··:::t7-lz ·y riJ~Wff:ltt:T':htc::r~ 
i'f(:!:i7' 1 ~ /;?> .. :::t7-lz ·:; H§-%1:: L l"JE~01@:!" t±:l::tJ 
-9 6 Q ~~:fi=-% 5 o 9 !:L ..:: 0J: 3 ~:91 ~ /;?"''II'!J-II:JJ!" 
1:Y 3 :91 ~ / ;?>''ll'!).jt.Jj@!N% ( D L L : Delay Lock Loop) 
!":if--9 .. 
[ o o 54] WU'I:m4 r:~") l"$.lli*l"it1§~JI0111jJJJ(.l71J(J) 

~JlBJl!"®iHt 6, ')t{§:91 ~ /;?"''ifjlj:f$*tl!A 0 2 !:L 3Jlli*iR 
)t{§~lliJ~ffl~>tc::~cJIJJ\)7-/!"ffl~>l""it{§*WA 0 1 
iJ>pJTJE: 0) )71 ~ / ;?'''"(·, ')t{§ {§-€}0) i*J1}~~*1H7J'ft.7.. D 
·y H:xtJ;G-9 6$7J'!""it1§-9 6 J: 3 (:iliiJi$-9 6 o f71Lz 
!;L )'[;(:Jt{§~ji(J)~jlBJl(:t:; ~ i'( ;!i)(ft-::.7.. D 'i' Hlf-% 
4. 3. 6, 5(:ffi~T6.7..D·yHt7'·-:9!". 11, 
4 4 ' 5 8 ' 7 9 0) :91 ~ / ;?>''l''Jt{§*jji;(:)t{§2' it 6 

f7JH:J::h!:C '3t1§:91 ~/;?>''ili1Ji$*W:4 o 2!:i11, 4 
4, 58, 7 9 0:91 ~ /;?> .. l'."it1§*W:4 o U:'3t1§2' 
it 0 J: 3 r:iliiJi$-9 0 0 ;z D ·y r- ~c7rJiliiJi$*W: 4 o 5 r:t. 
wr~c~c71JJ\7'-/!"~~L--c. 7v-L011. 44. 
58' 7 9:;1:.7.. D ')' H::X;fJ;G-9 6$7J'!"fi~T 6 J: 3 (: 

ifjiJ:f$-9 6 o ftffii*(J)1:JJ.jt.)J~.k!lJ ( ~jJ]J!O Nrnt1:lt~ c:·) l''!:i, 
~cyrjJ\)7-/0ii'!J-II:JJ!"'lt1~-9 6£,!~M% 6 tc::d:J, ffilm~ 
4 0 6 iJ~£'~ /:: ~ 6 .. ffifm~(J)i!J{'):'(J)J!, flls;i'JJ.j~JlBJl!:if:lt~ 

T6o 
[ o o 55 J .AD·:; rwc7rJ*W:4 o 3t:t. "!t1§*W:4 o 
liJ'i? t±:l::tJ 2>n0 "!ti§:r·->' !""ittt1f.1[6 0 ;z D ·)' r- ~c7rJ 

*W:4 o 3t:t. "!t1§:r·->'!".7..D·y r-~c71Jili1Ji$*W:4 o 
5 (J)ifjiJ 1$ r: J: 0 ~ m 0 Jlll'!ii 1:: ~ 0 J: 3 r: ~c7rJ !" 1=r 3 0 f71J 
7..!:fWf~c0f71H:J::h!;C .AD·:; f.WcyrJ*W:4 0 3iJ~"!ttt 
Jf.I[--:Jtc::.AD·y Ht:r·-Yr:t • .AD·y t-:JI:-%4. 3. 6. 
5 (J)JIIJ'I(:~--:J l" ~ > 6 0)"(', ..:: :h !" ~1:J](J)JIIJ'I:JI:l'·;!i) 6 .7.. D 
·yr:J~:-%3. 4. 5, 6/::~6J:3r:~c71J!"1=r3 .. 
[ 0 0 56] X.7-HIE*W:4 0 3!:i, ~c51J2\:htc::.7..D 

'i' Ht.Y:'-7'!'-i-97''1 /)7-1J-7''(De-lnterleave) 
L, :C 0f:lt~5'PJ HIE !-1::Y 3 ..:: 1:: r: J: ") l", 'if¥R7''-7' !
'tJJ!(;L, t±:l::tJ-96, 
[ o o 5 7 J ..:: (J);fljJJ!(;t: J: 0 , $.lli*l"it1§~J~r:twr~c(J)3Jlli 

*lm1§~iliJ' i?Jt1§2':htc::'ifW:r·->' !" :fift-t 0..:: 1:: iJ~ 
l''2> 6 0 

[ 0 0 5 8 ] [ 3Jlli*iR3t1§~11&U'3Jlli*iR"it{§~ji(J)i!J{'F J 
<~ r:, *~nl!i0%1lJr:t:> rt 0 3Jlli*lm1§~11&U'3Jlli*l"it1§ 
~ji(J)i!J{'):'{:"?Pl"~JlBJl-96 £.-9. 3Jlli*£):2'5_{§~JI!:i, 

1 71.- -LUifra1(:X;fJ;G-9 .i~>'i1!¥R7''-)7 !", f.t-%1~&VL1 

!(8) 003-179576 (P2003-179576A) 

1t2':htc::'lf¥Rt:· ·y r- !":fi=-%1t*W: 2 o 1 r:J: 01 :;,.cy-
0-~L. 1/Y-0-~L~mw~~t-!"1.7..D~r 

7J'0:r·- >' ( ~::· ·y r- > 4.Jtr:;z D ·y r- 1t :r·- >' 1:: L --c £. 1:: 
d:J6 .. 
[ o o 59 J .:C01:lt3Jlli*l*1§~J~r:t. Jt1§>'1 ~ :;..c;?>"iliiJ 

1$*r9:2 o 3 r:J: --:Jl"'fd:JJE:d:Jt?:htc::.AD ·y Hc7rJJ\)7 

:r·->' !"Jt1§*r9:2 o 4 r:Jt1§2'it6 .. 
[ 0 0 6 0] 3Jlli*iR3t{§~jliJ>f?)t{§2\:htc::$.lli*iR1§-%!i, 

1i.JtNii-l''-Tl'&~~ t'0ft17~!" 3 ttl" 'it{§{§-% 1:: L l"3Jlli*l 
"it{§~Jit::PJ~-9 6 Q 

[ 0 0 6 1 ] 3Jlli*l"it1§~11!:i' 'it{§ )71 ~ / ;?>''ifjlj:f$*W: 
4 o 2iJ~WT~c'fd:JJE:d:Ji?:htc::.7..D ')' Hc7rJJ\)7-:;..c (Jt 
{§~JiiJ>ffl~>t,::Y..D•y }-J\)1-//::II'!J-) (:J;Gtl", ')t 
1§1§-%0 3 i?ct,~~ ;z D ·y t-$7J'!""it1§-t 0 J: 3 r:"it1§ 
*W:4 0 1 !"iliiJi$-96 0 
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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT 
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That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication 
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the 
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e}(1). 
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That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a 
foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579} requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the 
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised 
that: (1} the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2}; (2) furnishing of the information solicited 
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to 
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested 
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in tem1ination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act 
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Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a 
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement 
negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the 
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for 
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records 
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant 
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of 
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or 
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations goveming inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce} directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make 
determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U .S.C. 151. Further, a record 
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in 
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579} requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the 
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised 
that: (1} the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b}(2}; (2} furnishing of the information solicited 
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to 
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested 
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negotiations. 
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request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the 
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 
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requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m}. 
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National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c}}. 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or 
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U .S.C. 2904 and 
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an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
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Customer No. 035884 Docket No. 2101-3596 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In reapplication of: 
Yeong Hyeon KWON et al. Art Unit: 

Serial No.: 12/303,947 Examiner: 

Filed: July 7, 2010 Conf. No. 

For: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING DATA IN A 
MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

AMENDMENT AFTER NOTICE OF 

ALLOWANCE CNOAl PURSUANT TO 

37 CFR 1.312 

Mail Stop Issue Fee 
Commissioner for Patents 
P. 0. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Sir: 

2478 

Khajuria, Shripal K. 

1730 

In response to the Notice of Allowance dated March 6, 2012, for which the Issue 

Fee is due June 6, 2012, this paper is submitted prior to payment of the Issue Fee. 

Applicant respectfully requests that the Examiner amend the above-identified application 

as follows prior to issuance: 
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IN THE SPECIFICATION: 

Please amend the first paragraph at line 1 on page 1 as follows: 

This application is the National Stage filing under 35 U.S.C. § 371 of International 

Application No. PCT/KR07/02784, filed on January June 8, 2007, which claims the 

benefit of earlier filing date and right of priority to Korean Application Nos. 10-2006-

0052167, filed on June 9, 2006~ and 10-2006-0057488, filed on June 26, 2006. 
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REMARKS 

Claims 31-46, which are all the claims in the application, have been allowed. 

Applicant respectfully submits that the amendments to the specification are intended to 

correct formal matters and do not change the scope of the claims. 

The foregoing amendment to the specification corrects a typographical error in 

the filing date of PCT Application No. PCT/KR07/02784. It is respectfully noted that the 

filing date of June 8, 2007 was correctly listed on PCT Publication No. WO 

2007/042492, and on the Declaration/Power of Attorney filed on July 7, 2010. 

The specification has been amended to reflect the issued status of the parent 

application. No new matter has been added to the specification. In view of the 

allowance of claims 31-46, which have not been amended with this paper, it is 

respectfully submitted that claims 31-46 are still in condition for allowance. The 

Examiner is requested to issue a Response to Rule 312 Communication (PT0-271) as 

soon as possible. 

If for any reason the Examiner finds the proposed amendments not in condition 

for entry or if further changes are deemed necessary, the Examiner is requested to call 

the undersigned attorney at the Los Angeles, California, telephone number (213) 623-

2221. 

Date: May 3, 2012 

Customer I'Jo. 035884 

Respectfully Submitted, 

LEE, HONG, DEGERMAN, KANG & WAIMEY 

By: /Ali Atefi/ 
Ali Atefi 
Registration No. 63,960 
Attorney for Applicant(s) 
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national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 12303947 

Filing Date: 07-Jul-201 0 

Title of Invention: METHOD OF TRANSMITIING DATA IN A MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Yeong Hyeon Kwon 

Filer: Ali. Atefi!Anna Tounian 

Attorney Docket Number: 2101-3596 

Filed as Large Entity 

U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 Filing Fees 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Basic Filing: 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 

Utility Appl issue fee 1501 1 1740 1740 

Publ. Fee- early, voluntary, or normal 1504 1 300 300 
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Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Extension-of-Time: 

Miscellaneous: 

Total in USD ($) 2040 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 12943035 

Application Number: 12303947 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 1730 

Title of Invention: METHOD OF TRANSMITIING DATA IN A MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Yeong Hyeon Kwon 

Customer Number: 35884 

Filer: Ali. Atefi!Anna Tounian 

Filer Authorized By: Ali. Atefi 

Attorney Docket Number: 2101-3596 

Receipt Date: 05-JUN-2012 

Filing Date: 07-JUL-201 0 

TimeStamp: 21:43:17 

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type Credit Card 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $2040 

RAM confirmation Number 7133 

Deposit Account 502290 

Authorized User LEE, HONG, DEGERMAN, KANG & WAIMEY 

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows: 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges) 
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File Size( Bytes)/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 
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Transmittal Letter 
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Total Files Size (in bytes) 444663 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New A~~lications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International A~~lication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International A~~lication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a nor:>\AI intor:>rnatinnalannliratinn ic:: hor:>inn filor:>d and thor:> intor:>rnatinnalannliratinn inrludor:>c:: thor:> nor:>ror:>c::c::arv rnmnnnor:>ntc:: fnr .. - ··--- ···--···--·-··-· -.-.-··---·-·· ·- --···:~ ···-- -··- -··- ···--···--·-··-· -.-.-··---·-·· ···-·---- -··- ··-------, --···.--··-··-- ·-· 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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Customer No. 035884 Docket No. 2101-3596 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In reapplication of: 
Yeong Hyeon KWON et al. Art Unit: 2478 

Serial No.: 12/303,947 Examiner: Khajuria, Shripal K. 

Filed: July 7, 2010 

For: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING DATA IN A 
MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

TRANSMITTAL OF ISSUE FEE 

Mail Stop ISSUE FEE 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Sir: 

Conf. No. 1730 

In response to the Notice of Allowance dated March 6, 2012, enclosed are the following: 

~ Form Part B - Issue Fee Transmittal. 

~ lnventor(s) or Assignee(s) is entitled to LARGE entity. 

~ The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge the Issue Fee in the amount of $2,040 

to the credit card and any deficiency in payment or credit any overpayment to Deposit 

Account No. 502290. 

Date: June 5, 2012 

Respectfully submitted, 

Lee, Hong, Degerman, Kang & Waimey 

By: /Ali Atefi/ 
Ali Atefi 
Registration No. 63,960 
Attorney for Applicant(s) 
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UNITED STATES pATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE 

12/303,947 07/10/2012 

35884 7590 06/20/2012 

LEE, HONG, DEGERMAN, KANG & W AIMEY 
660 S. FIGUEROA STREET 
Suite 2300 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90017 

PATENT NO. 

8218481 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www .uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

2101-3596 1730 

ISSUE NOTIFICATION 

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above. 

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000) 

The Patent Term Adjustment is 135 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will 
include an indication of the adjustment on the front page. 

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that 
determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA. 

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information 
Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov). 

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the 
Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee 
payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management 
(ODM) at (571)-272-4200. 

APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants): 

Yeong Hyeon Kwon, Gyeonggi-do, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF; 
Seung Hee Han, Gyeonggi-do, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF; 
Hyun Hwa Park, Gyeonggi-do, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF; 
Dong Cheal Kim, Gyeonggi-do, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF; 
Hyun Woo Lee, Gyeonggi-do, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF; 
Min Seok Noh, Gyeonggi-do, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF; 

IR 103 (Rev. 1 0/09) 
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Pl"OIAIN80 (07-12i 
Apprv·JtH1 for tJSH t1vouq11 11/30(2014. O:M8 0651 ~0035 

U.S Patent and Tn~de1"1-.ali< O\f1ce; ll.S c)[Pt\RT~~ENT OF COI':H1.iCRCE 
Und1y !he-~ PaoNwork Reduction l.o.ct of 1995. na p{·H·scns. aw required W ro:.ovnrJ to a coHection of 1nforrnatior. unkJss il displays a valid DM8 ~:ontro! !)l)rflb&r 

POWER OF ATTORNEY TO PROSECUTE APPLICATIONS BEFORE THE USPTO 

I hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the application identified in the attached statement 
under 37 CFR 3.73(c). -I hereby appoint: 

ril Practitioners associated wiU1 Customer Number: I,..,..., ~""'7 A I 
1..-.-1 loLorq 

I OR 

0 Practitioner(s) 1'\amed below (if more \han ten patant practitioners are to be named, then a customer number must be cJsed): 

Name Registrai,on Name Registration 
Number Number 

As attomey(si or agent(s} to represent the undersigned before the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) in connection wi\11 
any and ail patent applications assigned 9.!J.l:i to the undersigned according to the USPTO ,;;$Sl(Jntnent records or assignments documents 
attached to this form in accordance with 37 CFR 3.73(c). 

Please change the correspondence address for the application identified in tM attached statement under 37 CFR 3J3(c) to: 

[!] The ,:;tddress associated with C11Stomer Number· 162574 I OR ---·----- -~ 
•Qrirmor 

r.divioual Name i 
I Address i 
1--~-~~----- ~----~----------------~·~---·--->---~- ... -.... -~---.......... .,.~·;-··-··-....................... ~ ........ ~--········· .............. ............................. T ........................... ··-·~·····--............. ~··"·'"" ·--·--j 
I City )State )Zip 

I Country 1 I _____ j!_~~l l.~~ephone~-~~' ~-- .,.__,.,....,,..._,...,J 

t'\ssignee N;;~mEJ (lr.d i\ddress: TQ LAMBDA, LLC 
805 Las Clmas Parkway, Suite 240 
Austin, TX 78746 

A copy of this form, together with a statement under 37 CFR 3.73(c) (Form PTO/AIA/96 or equivalent) fs required to be 
Filed in each applicution In which this form is used. The statement under 37 CFR 3.73(c) may be completed by one of 
The practitioners appointed In this form, and must Identify the application in which this Power of Attorney Is lo be filed. 

SIGNATURE of Assignee of Record 
The individual whose signature and title is supplied below is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee 

~ign~~~~---~~f0J~---------------~~--~------~Date .. !L~!li_'i ....... -............. ____ ··----~¥-~·-
Name jAbha S. Divine .. 1 Teiephone (5i2) 609-i820 

Title _l Managing Director 
. , .,; " .. ' ,, .. Tl~1::. cull(~ch .... n of rn1orrnd\AQn 15 reQt.l1fftd by 31 CfR 1,...,. i. 1.32 "'r.d 1 ..• J. The JrqOrmutwn rs (l:qwrt:d to oti!Z~tn or retdrn a .. enef1t by the publiC Vt.oh!Ch 1s 10 /.le- rand 

by th~ USPTO to process) tm appli1;a!:on. Cont!denti8J;t~(' iS govrJrnG-d by 3? U.S.C. 122 t.Hld 37 CFR. 1.11 ~1nd 1.14, This coll~>C(!on is ;:1sHmat€~d to t~k(~ 3 minul1% 
to compl*>tt2, inc!rJd!n~l gath~rlng, prepi1ring, and ~ubmti1ir.g the completed appHcH!ion fQrm to thH USPTO. Time wilt vary deper"ldrnn upon iht:: indlviduBI ens~. t ... ny 
(;.ornm(~P1s o;, tr.~:- Dfn(JLrr.t ol Hma yotJ rr~quite to compi(t\e this forrr amJ/or SlJgf:Jr,;stlon::; for rti><hJcin.g !h:s burdHn. shouid br;; senllo fhe Chie( lr·fvrm<ltKlf~ Dffir,m, 
U.S, P~-ttent tmd T~aderrwrk Off~ce, U.S. \)[~part.n·mnt ofCmnnv~rce, P.O. S.o:1. 1450. Ale:.<~~ndrk.l, V.A. 223'1~~-14fj0. DO i'>IOT SEND FEE~; OF~ COMPLETED 
FORf.lS TO TI-ll-S ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commlssioher for Patents, P.O. Box 145Q, Alexandria, VA 22313-14$0. 

lf you ~eed asslslnnce in ('..Otnpletinn th~ forrn. caH i.f31)0 .. PT0 .. 9199 and se:IBct option 2. 
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PTO/SB/4 7 (03-09) 
Approved for use through 05/31/2015. OMB 0651-0016 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

"FEE ADDRESS" INDICATION FORM 

Address to: Fax to: 
Mail Stop M Correspondence 571-273-6500 
Commissioner for Patents -OR-
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

INSTRUCTIONS: The issue fee must have been paid for application(s) listed on this form. In addition, 
only an address represented by a Customer Number can be established as the fee address for maintenance 
fee purposes (hereafter, fee address). A fee address should be established when correspondence related to 
maintenance fees should be mailed to a different address than the correspondence address for the application. 
When to check the first box below: If you have a Customer Number to represent the fee address. When 
to check the second box below: If you have no Customer Number representing the desired fee address, 
in which case a completed Request for Customer Number (PTO/SB/125) must be attached to this form. For 
more information on Customer Numbers, see the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP) § 403. 

For the following listed application(s), please recognize as the "Fee Address" under the provisions of 37 CFR 
1.363 the address associated with: 

[{] Customer Number: 162574 
I 

OR 

D The attached Request for Customer Number (PTO/SB/125) form. 

PATENT NUMBER APPLICATION NUMBER 
(if known) 

8,218,481 12/303,947 

Completed by (check one): 
~--

D Applicant/Inventor 

~~ 
1/l . .. . . . . 
L!...J Attorney or Agent or recora 45285 jason H. Vick 

(Reg. No.) Typed or printed name 

D Assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71. 303-863-9700 
Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. Requester's telephone number 
(Form PTO/SB/96) 

D Assignee recorded at Reel Frame March 11,2014 

n ..... .f.,.. 
LIC:U.O 

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Submit multiple forms If more that one 
signature is required, see below*. 

0 • Total of • forms are submitted. 

This collection of mformat1on IS required by 37 CFR 1.363. The 1nformat1on IS required to obtam or retam a benefit by the public which Is to file (and by the USPTO 
to process) an appl icatlon. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1. 11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 5 minutes to complete, 
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case, Any comments on 
the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alex and ria, VA 22313- 1450. DO NOT SEND COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS A DDRESS. 
SEND TO: Mall Stop M Correspondence, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313·1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 18437805 

Application Number: 12303947 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 1730 

Title of Invention: METHOD OF TRANSMITIING DATA IN A MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Yeong Hyeon Kwon 

Customer Number: 35884 

Filer: Jason Vick!Joanne Vos 

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick 

Attorney Docket Number: 2101-3596 

Receipt Date: 11-MAR-2014 

Filing Date: 07-JUL-201 0 

TimeStamp: 17:43:35 

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment no 

File Listing: 

Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size( Bytes)/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 

1 
Statement_Under_373c_w_PO 

A. pdf 

522421 

yes 3 
fb 15c26549ae785ebd7 ce35ccb851 a2f22d 

cae9 
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description 

Document Description Start End 

Assignee showing of ownership per 37 CFR 3.73. 1 2 

Power of Attorney 3 3 

Warnings: 

Information: 

205392 

I 2 Change of Address Fee_Address.pdf no 1 
aeb3dec5f5992513cf06fc1359b4e8e9658b 

503f 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 727813 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New A~~lications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International A~~lication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International A~~lication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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PTO/AJA/96 (08-12) 
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are reguired to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(c) 

Ap~~anVP~e~Owner: _T_Q~LA_M~B_D_A_L_L_C~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Application No./Patent No.: 8,218,481 Filed/Issue Date: _J_u~ly_1_0_,_2_0_1_2~~~~~~~-
Titled: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING DATA IN A MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

. a Corporation 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

TQ LAMBDA LLC 

(Name of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc.) 

states that, for the patent application/patent identified above, it is (choose .Q!!.!! of options 1, 2, 3 or 4 below): 

1. 0 The assignee of the entire right, title, and interest. 

2. 0 An assignee of less than the entire right, title, and interest (check applicable box): 

U The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is %. Additional Statement(s) by the owners 
holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for 100% of the ownership interest. 

0 There are unspecified percentages of ownership. The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire 
right, title and interest are: 

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for the entire 
right, title, and interest. 

3. 0 The assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety (a complete assignment from one of the joint inventors was made). 
The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire right, title, and interest are: 

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for the entire 
right, title, and interest. 

4. D The recipient, via a court proceeding or the like (e.g., bankruptcy, probate). of an undivided interest in the entirety (a 
complete transfer of ownership interest was made). The certified document(s) showing the transfer is attached. 

The interest identified in option 1, 2 or 3 above (not option 4) is evidenced by either (choose .Q!!.!! of options A orB below): 

A. 0 An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded in 
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame , or for which a copy 
thereof is attached. 

B. 0 A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows: 

1. From: YEONG HYEON KWON et al. To: LG ELECTRONICS INC. 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel 02464 7 , Frame 0517 , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

2. From: LG ELECTRONICS INC. To: TQ LAMBDA LLC 
-------------------------------------

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel 032343 , Frame 0761 , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

[Page 1 of 2] 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 3.73(b). The information Is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to 
process) an application. Confidentiality Is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including 
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the Individual case. Any comments on the amount 
of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND 
TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313·1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, calll-800-PT0-9199 cmd select option 2. 

EVOLVED-0002487 
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PTO/AJA/96 (08-12} 
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of Information unless It displays a valid OMB control number. 

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(c) 

3.From: -----------------------------------To:---------------------------------

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel ______ ,, Frame ______ , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

4.From: ---------------------------------To:-------------------------------

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel _____ , Frame ______ , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

5.From: ______________________________ To:--~------------------------

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel _____ , Frame _____ , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

6.From: ________________________ To: _______________________ _ 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel _____ , Frame ______ , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

0 Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet(s). 

[{] As required by 37 CFR 3.73(c)(1 )(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the 
assignee was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11. 

[NOTE: A separate copy (i.e., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment 
Division in accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, to record the assignment in the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08] 

The undersigned (w~itl~~;behalf of the assignee. 

~~ March11,2014 
Date 

45,285 

Printed or Typed Name Title or Registration Number 

[Page 2 of 2] 
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"""'-~ 
~~ UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Ul\TfED STI\TES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adill"'· COMMISSIO'JER FOR PATENTS ci~¥ 

~·u•'-"~ 

APPLICATION NUMBER 

12/303,947 

62574 
Jason H. Vick 
Sheridan Ross, PC 
Suite# 1200 
1560 Broadway 
Denver, CO 80202 

FILING OR 3 71 (C) DATE 

07/07/2010 

PO Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virgmia 22313-1450 
\VVi\V.USpto.gov 

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE 

Yeong Hyeon Kwon 
CONFIRMATION NO. 1730 

POA ACCEPTANCE LETTER 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII]~!I]~~~~~~~~U11~1~~~11111111111111111111111111 

Date Mailed: 04/01/2014 

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 03/11/2014. 

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the 
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33. 

/jtfitzhugh sr/ 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101 

page 1 of 1 
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"""'-~ 
~~ UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Ul\TfED STI\TES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adill"'· COMMISSIO'JER FOR PATENTS ci~¥ 

~·u•'-"~ 

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 3 71 (C) DATE 

12/303,947 07/07/2010 

35884 
LEE, HOf\JG, DEGERMAf\J, KAf\JG & WA!MEY 
660 S. FIGUEROA STREET 
Suite 2300 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90017 

PO Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virgmia 22313-1450 
\VVi\V.USpto.gov 

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT 

Yeong Hyeon Kwon 

ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE 

2101-3596 
CONFIRMATION NO. 1730 

POWER OF ATTORNEY NOTICE 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII]~!I]~~~~~~~~U11~l~U1111111111111111111111111 

Date Mailed: 04/01/2014 

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 03/11/2014. 

• The Power of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who has intervened as 
provided by 37 CFR 3.71. Future correspondence will be mailed to the new address of record(37 CFR 1.33). 

/jtfitzhugh sr/ 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101 

page 1 of 1 
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l POWER OF ATTORNEY TO PROSECUTE APPLICATIONS BEFORE THE USPTO 

I hereb_y_ revoke ail nmvk)! 1<:: powers of mu.n • "''Y giver: 
under 37 CFR 3.73(c). 

the identified in the attached statement 

OR 

D-····:.~l Prac.titioner\s) narned bekJw (if rnore than ten pater:t practWoners are to !.H3 narned then a customer nurnt:er q1lzst be used): 

~lumber 

As or _agen_~{s)to !t)pre~ent the undersigned before the Unit~d States P~tent and Trademark Office i USPTO) ~n connection \vith 
any ana ass!9ned 2.f.i!.!L to the undersigned accord!np to the USPTO assignment recards or assignrnents docutnents 
attached to fon-r1 accordance with 37 CFR 3.73(c). 

Please char1ge the correr,:;pontience address for the app~lcation identrfled in the attacr~r7d siaternent under 37 CFR 3.73{c} to: 

~ The addres;> associated 'Nith Customer Number: ! I 
OR L----------·----·--···--·--····----~ 

f Firm or Name 

Address 

City 

Country 

Teiephone 

I 

Address EVOLVED WIRELESS LLC 
805 Las Cimas Parkway, Suite 240 
Austin, TX 78746 

I Email 

iz:p 

A copy of this form, togeth;:r with a statement under 37 CFR 3.73\c} (Form PTOiAiA/96 or equivalent) is required to be 
Filed in each application in which this form is used. The statement under 37 CFR 3.73(c} may be completed by one of 
The practitioners appointed in this form, and must identify the application in which this Power of Attorney is to be filed. 

SIGNATURE of Assignee of Record 
ThB indivtdua! si_,~r:<tt!;rtJ and Iitie is supplied beiow is authorized to act on br:;ilalf of the assignee 

J 

Si~mature i VJL/, ~ K tf/JV/;~ ome (UJ,.&.,"' tz., ,;1o. '-f 
--~~·;;~·~······ ...... t4~~j~(.;:·-l.,~Y.,~f:-~~~~i:J .......................................................... f .. _.·r~-e--_-i~e~-p ... ill;!o~n:ie:!.!:~~------'~i~ .. ~'~-~· .. .:::~ ..... __ .. ______________ J 

------~-~--~---------------------.........l.----------------1 

Titie i Managing Director 

EVOLVED-0002491 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 20565718 

Application Number: 12303947 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 1730 

Title of Invention: METHOD OF TRANSMITIING DATA IN A MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Yeong Hyeon Kwon 

Customer Number: 62574 

Filer: Jason Vick!Joanne Vos 

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick 

Attorney Docket Number: 7836-4-PUS 

Receipt Date: 30-0CT-2014 

Filing Date: 07-JUL-201 0 

TimeStamp: 16:39:49 

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment no 

File Listing: 

Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size( Bytes)/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 

1 
Statement_Under_373c_w_PO 

A_EWL.pdf 

2526383 

yes 3 
87718370323572db 1 f4146ac00d6bd038a 

c64be 

EVOLVED-0002492 
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description 

Document Description Start End 

Assignee showing of ownership per 37 CFR 3.73. 1 2 

Power of Attorney 3 3 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 2526383 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New A~~lications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International A~~lication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International A~~lication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 

EVOLVED-0002493 

SAMSUNG 1005-0848



PTO/AIA/96 (08-12) 
Approved for use through 04/31/2013. OMB 0651·-0034 

U.S. Paten; and Trademark Oll;ce, US. DEPARTMENT OF COrvlrvlERCE 
Under the Papervvork. Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a coilection of information un!ess it displays a va.!id OM8 controi nun1be•. 

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(c} 
EVOLVED WIRELESS LLC 

App I ica nt! Patent Owner: --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1\pp I icatio n No.1 Patent No. : -~:-~-:~~:-~~-~---------------------------------------------------------- ~:i led/Issue Date: --~:::~y--~-~-:--~-~-~-~-------------------------------------------------
Titled: -~-~!-~-~~--~~--!-~~~-~-~!_!_!~~-~--~-~!~-!_~--~--~~g-~!_~_§ __ ~-~-~~~~-~-~-~~-~!!_~-~--~~-~-!~-~~-----------------------------------------------------------
__ §_~9~~-§-~--~~~~-~-~~-~-~--~-~~-------------------------------------------' a g_~~~~-~~!~~-~~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(Na'Tle of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g , corpooation. partnership. university, governn1ent a~1ency, etc.) 

states that, for the patent application/patent identified above, it is (choose Q.!JQ of options i, 2, 3 or 4 beiow): 

1. 0 The assignee of the entire right title, and interest. 

2. D An assignee of less than the entire right, titie, and interest (checl-< applicable box): 

LJ The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is _______________________________ %.Additional Staternent(s) by the owners 
holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for i 00':1, of the ownership interest. 

D There are unspecified percentages of ownership. The other parties, including inventors. who together own the entire 
right, title and interest are: 

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for the entire 
right, title, and interest. 

3. D The assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety (a complete assignment from one of the joint inventors was made). 
The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire right, title, and interest are: 

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest Em1~tQ_~--~~-RDJ.lt1~9- to account for the entire 
right, title, and interest 

4 D The recipient, via a court proceeding or the like (e.g., bankruptcy, probate), of an undivided interest in the entirety (a 
complete transfer of ownership interest was made). The certified document(s) showing the transfer is attached. 

The interest identified in option 1, 2 or 3 above (not option 4) is evidenced by either (choose Q.!JQ of options f\ or B beiow): 

A. D f\n assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded in 
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel _______________________________ , Frame _______________________________ , or for whic~; a copy 

thereof is attached. 

B. GJ A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows: 

:. From: YEONG HYEON KWON et al. To: LG ELECTRONICS INC, 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel 024647 , Frame _0_5_1_7 ____ , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

2_ From: LG ELECTRONICS INC. To: TQ LAMBD/\ LLC 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reei 032343 , Frame _0_7_6_'1 ____ , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

[Page 1 of 2] 
Th;s co!lection of informat;on is required by 37 CF'R. 3.I3(b). The intormat;on is required to obtaH• or retain a benefit by the publ;c which ;s to fiie (and by the USPTO to 
process) an appiic,-!tlon. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. I 22 and 37 CFR i. i i and i. i 4. This co!lection is est!matec:J to take i 2 minutes to complete, includiilC~ 
gathering, poeparing. and submittin~1 the con1pleted application forrn to the USPTO. Tirne wii! vary depending upon the individual case. Any con1n1ents on the amount 
of time you require to comp!ete this form and/or suggestions tor reducing this burden, shou!d be sent to the Chief information C•fficer. U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office, U.S. Depa:,tment of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, A!exanclna, VA 223i3-!450. DO NOT S!:J..JD FEES OR COMPLErED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND 
TO: Commissioner to!· Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313·1450. 

lfyou need assistance in completing the jin-m, calll-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 

EVOLVED-0002494 
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PTOi AIA/96 (08-1 2) 
Approved tor use through o·J/3"1./20 13. OMB 0654 -OOT1 

U.S Patent and Tradema'k Office; U.S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paper\vork Reduction Act of ~995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of infc.rrna.t!on unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73{c) 

TQ LAMBDA LLC 3. From: To: EVOLVED WIRELESS LLC 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel __ ~-~~~~-~-~--------------' Frame-~~!-~-~-------------------' or for which a copy thereof is attac~;ed. 

4. From: To: 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel ______ , Frame ______ , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

5. From: ____________________ _ To: ____________________ _ 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel ______ , Frame ______ , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

6. From: ____________________ _ To: ____________________ _ 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel ______ , Frame ______ ., or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

D Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet(s). 

[!] As required by 37 CFR 3.73(c)(1 )(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the 
assignee was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFFI 3.11. 

[NOTE: A separate copy (i.e., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment 
Division in accordance with 3'7 CFR Part 3, to record the assignment in the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08] 

The undersigned (whose titie is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee. 

/Jason H. Vick/ October 30, 2014 
Signature Date 

Jason H. Vick 45.285 

Printed or Typed Name Titie or Registration Number 

[Page 2 of 2] 
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"""'-~ 
~~ UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Ul\TfED STI\TES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adill"'· COMMISSIO'JER FOR PATENTS ci~¥ 

~·u•'-"~ 

APPLICATION NUMBER 

12/303,947 

62574 
Jason H. Vick 
Sheridan Ross, PC 
Suite# 1200 
1560 Broadway 
Denver, CO 80202 

FILING OR 3 71 (C) DATE 

07/07/2010 

PO Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virgmia 22313-1450 
\VVi\V.USpto.gov 

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT 

Yeong Hyeon Kwon 

ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE 

7836-4-PUS 
CONFIRMATION NO. 1730 

POA ACCEPTANCE LETTER 

111111111111111111111111]~!1]~~~~~~~~1~1~1~ ~lii~UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

Date Mailed: 11/07/2014 

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 1 0/30/2014. 

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the 
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33. 

/ttkim/ 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101 

page 1 of 1 
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